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vZusammenfassung
Das Ziel der vorliegenden Arbeit besteht darin, Skalengesetze auf der Grundlage des
Lie-Algorithmus fu¨r spezielle turbulente Stro¨mungen herzuleiten und mit vorhande-
nen Daten abzugleichen.
Zuna¨chst ist es dafu¨r notwendig, partielle Differentialgleichungen, im Speziellen die
Multipunktgleichungen, zur Beschreibung einer turbulenten Stro¨mung eines newton-
schen und dichtebesta¨ndigen Fluides aufzustellen. Der na¨chste Schritt besteht darin,
Lie-Symmetrien fu¨r diesen Satz von Differentialgleichungen herzuleiten, wobei unter
Lie-Symmetrien Transformationen zu verstehen sind, die die Gestalt der Gleichun-
gen nicht vera¨ndern. Zuerst werden allgemeine Bedingungen hergeleitet, welche
von einer mo¨glichen Symmetrie zu erfu¨llen sind. Bei der darauf folgenden Bestim-
mung der Symmetrien ko¨nnen die der Navier-Stokes Gleichungen als Basis verwen-
det werden, wobei weiter auch gezeigt wird, dass das Differentialgleichungssystem
zusa¨tzliche Symmetrien besitzt.
Sind die Symmetrien bekannt, so liefert ein mathematischer Algorithmus spezielle
Lo¨sungen fu¨r die mittlere Geschwindigkeit sowie die Komponenten des Reynold-
schen Spannungstensors, welche die gesuchten Skalengesetze darstellen. Dieses Vor-
gehen soll dann bei unterschiedlichen turbulenten Stro¨mungen durchgefu¨hrt und
die entstehenden Skalengesetze auf ihre Gu¨ltigkeit untersucht werden. Hierzu wer-
den diese mit anderen bekannten Theorien oder mit in der Literatur gegebenen nu-
merischen Daten verglichen. Eine u¨berzeugende U¨bereinstimmung kann bei den un-
tersuchten Stro¨mungen erreicht werden. Im Bereich der homogen-isotropen Turbu-
lenz soll ein Skalengesetz zur Beschreibung des Abklingverhaltens gefunden wer-
den. Weiter wird diese Methode auch verwendet, um das logarithmische Wandge-
setz herzuleiten und Gleichungen zur Beschreibung einer turbulenten Grenzschicht
zu bestimmen. Besonderes Augenmerk wird auf turbulente Kanalstro¨mungen gelegt,
da neben dem Kernbereich der klassischen Kanalstro¨mung auch ein Kanal mit Tran-
spiration betrachtet wird. Schließlich gelingt die Herleitung von Skalengesetzen auch
fu¨r den Kernbereich eines rotierenden Kanals, wobei die Rotationsachse entweder in
Wandnormal- oder Spannweitenrichtung liegt.
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Abstract
In the present work, scaling laws for special turbulent flow phenomena are investi-
gated using a mathematical method based on Lie symmetries. Moreover, the theoret-
ical results are compared to available DNS data.
At first, a set of governing partial differential equations (PDEs), here the multi-point
correlation equations, is introduced, describing a turbulent flow of a Newtonian fluid
with constant density. The next part deals with searching of the existing symmetries
for this set of equations, while symmetries represent transformations of functions and
variables, which leave the form of a differential equation unchanged. After stating
general conditions a symmetry must fulfil, the Lie-point symmetries of the given sys-
tem of PDEs are determined. In addition to the classical symmetries originating from
the Navier-Stokes equations, it is shown that even more symmetries exist for the gov-
erning system.
If the symmetries are known, a mathematical algorithm can be applied in order to
derive special solutions for the mean velocity and the components of the Reynolds
stress tensor, which represent the desired scaling laws. This procedure is performed
for different turbulent flows and the results are compared to solutions obtained by
other theoretical approaches as well as to available numerical data. For all studied
cases, a convincing agreement with the data can be obtained. Considering homoge-
neous isotropic turbulence, a scaling law describing the decay properties of the kinetic
energy is formulated. Further, this method is applied in the case of a classical channel
flow, where a scaling law for the flow behaviour of the logarithmic sublayer as well
as for the core region can be deduced. Additional applications are represented by the
boundary layer and the channel flow with transpiration. Finally, as an example of a
more complex flow, a rotating channel flow is considered. In this case, the core region
of the flow can be described well by the derived scaling law. Hereby, the rotational
axis can lie in the spanwise or the wall-normal direction.
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11 Introduction
In the current work, an infinite system of partial differential equations which de-
scribes a turbulent flow will be analysed using the Lie theory. Moreover, our aim
will be to derive scaling laws for different special flows.
The traditional approach to describe the motion of a fluid was introduced by Euler,
(Euler 1757), who formulated the governing differential equations, namely the conti-
nuity equation and the momentum equations. Later, many different scientists studied
fluidmotion. Navier and Stokes independently worked on the influence of friction on
a moving fluid (Navier 1823, Stokes 1845), which lead to the so-called Navier-Stokes
equations. These equations describe the flow behaviour of a Newtonian fluid with
constant density and viscosity. Considering a non-viscous flow, the viscosity in the
Navier-Stokes equations is set to zero and the so-called Euler equations are generated.
The partial differential equations (PDEs) set up by Navier and Stokes contain the in-
stantaneous velocity and the instantaneous pressure. However, these quantities are
not of interest in the theory of turbulence, where only averaged and statistical quan-
tities and correlations are considered in order to obtain an understanding of the tur-
bulent flow behaviour.
Research in turbulence has had only a short history; going back to the beginnings, we
have to start in the second half of the 19th century (for more historical remarks see
(Davidson, Kaneda, Moffatt & Sreenivasan 2011)). In 1854, Hagen published the first
paper (Hagen 1854) dealing with two different states of a pipe flow, where a laminar
and a turbulent flow was observed, still he did not provide a detailed analysis un-
der which condition each state appears. This was done some years later by Osborne
Reynolds, who started his academic career as a professor of engineering at Owen col-
lege in Manchester in 1868. In Manchester he obtained his famous results for pipe
flows by varying the flow velocity, the pipe diameter and the viscosity. In his 1883
paper (Reynolds 1883), he stated the importance of the dimensionless quantity Ud=
(later called Reynolds number), where U is the averaged velocity, d the pipe diameter
and  the viscosity. With the help of this quantity we can determine if a fluid be-
haviour will be turbulent or laminar, whereby in general the transition area depends
on the geometry. Twelve years later, he published another very important work on
the theory of turbulence, see (Reynolds 1895). There he introduced the decomposition
of an instantaneous quantity, e.g. the instantaneous velocity U , into an average value,
e.g. U , and an turbulent quantity, u = U   U .
This decomposition, called Reynolds decomposition, allows us to write down the av-
eraged Navier-Stokes equations, which will be introduced later. These equations are
unclosed, since the four equations are not enough to describe the three mean velocity
components, the mean pressure and the new arising Reynolds stress tensor, where
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further 6 unknown functions have to be determined. Thereby, the main problem is
how to deal with the Reynolds stress tensor. Instead of introducing a model for the
tensor, our aim is to derive further transport equations in order to determine this
quantity. There exist different approaches, while we will use the idea of (Keller &
Friedmann 1925), where multi-point correlations (MPC) are introduced. These MPCs
are statistical quantities, which describe the correlation of fluctuation velocities at dif-
ferent positions, and will be considered in more detail in Chapter 2.
In the approach of Hopf, see (Hopf 1952), a functional calculus for turbulent flowswas
suggested. The idea is to formulate a probability functional of n particles, whereby the
probability functional shall depend on the n positions and n velocities of the particles.
An integration yields the statistical information of the n-point correlation. The third
possibility is to formulate an n-point probability density function, where informa-
tion on the n-point statistics can be derived by integration over this density function.
The infinite set of such density functions is called the Lundgren-Novikov system, see
(Lundgren 1967).
The underlying mathematical method in the present work, which was developed by
Sophus Lie, see (Lie & Engel 1888), shall be the calculation of Lie symmetries. More-
over, the knowledge about the occurring symmetries allows us to derive turbulent
scaling laws. A symmetry in the context of differential equations means that a trans-
formation is given, which maps a solution of a differential equation into another one.
Talking about Lie symmetries, these transformations depend on a continuous param-
eter. Lie also implemented an algorithm for deriving such symmetries. Applying a
Lie symmetry to an ordinary differential equation (ODE), the order of this equation
will reduce by one. This means that n Lie symmetries are needed to gain the general
solution of an ODE of order n. In the case of PDEs, Lie symmetries can be applied to
construct special solutions. Here, each symmetry reduces the number of independent
variables by one, but the final solution must not represent the general solution of the
whole PDE. More detailed aspects on this method for a PDE or also a system of PDEs
will be considered in Section 3.1.
Finally, the idea has arised to combine the differential equations of the theory of turbu-
lence with the method of Lie groups in order to calculate possible solutions of special
turbulent flows. In (Oberlack 2001), turbulent shear flows such as channel flows, pipe
flows or boundary layers were considered. Using Lie symmetries, the velocities of the
near-wall region and the core region were studied. In (Oberlack 2000), next to shear
flows, homogeneous turbulence was considered and consequences for the modelling
of turbulence were deduced. In all above-mentioned papers, only symmetries were
studied, which have their origin in the Lie symmetries of the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions. In (Khujadze & Oberlack 2004), the first hint was given that further symmetries
can exists. Some additional symmetries of the MPC equations (the set of transport
equations for the MPCs) were presented in (Oberlack & Rosteck 2010) and a more
detailed analysis of the new extended set of symmetries was given in (Rosteck &
Oberlack 2011). In the meanwhile, it is not only possible to describe the mean ve-
locity but also a very good agreement of the Reynolds stress tensor with available
experimental and numerical data can be found. In (Oberlack & Rosteck 2010), the
3channel flow and the homogeneous isotropic turbulence was considered, while some
first insights into the description of a rotating channel flow were given in (Oberlack
& Rosteck 2011).
In the present work, we take a closer look at the symmetries occurring for the MPC
equations and investigate possible ways of gaining them. These symmetries will be
presented in different coordinate systems in order to apply them later to different flow
fields. With the help of relative coordinates we can describe homogeneous turbulence
and shear flows, where we will not only study the traditional flows in a channel and a
boundary layer, but also a channel flow with wall transpiration. Further, the symme-
tries will be expressed in the coordinates of a rotating frame in order to describe the
flow behaviour of a rotating turbulent channel flow. More precisely, we will analyse
the rotation around the wall-normal axis as well as in the spanwise direction. In all
examples, we show that the calculated scaling laws can describe the mean velocity as
well as the components of the Reynolds stress tensor. We will also see that for special
turbulent flows, some symmetries can be broken while some others can arise.
The connection between Lie symmetries and the representation of turbulence through
theHopf approachwas also studied in the literature, see e.g. (Oberlack &Waclawczyk
2006). At some points we will also mention the work of Bill George. He has derived
scaling laws for special turbulent flows using the method of dimensional analysis.
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A very challenging problem is the description of moving fluids, especially if a turbu-
lent flow is present. Beginning with the famous Navier-Stokes equations, an averaged
version can be deduced to describe turbulence. These averaged Navier-Stokes equa-
tions represent an unclosed set of differential equations, so that further equations
have to be constructed. Since the procedure of establishing additional differential
equations is not unique, different possible approaches will be presented.
2.1 Navier-Stokes Equations
The three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations describe an incompressible fluid un-
der the assumption of a Newtonian fluid with constant density  and viscosity . In
Cartesian tensor notation the continuity equation and the momentum equations read
as follows
0 =
@Uk(x; t)
@xk
(2.1)
0 =
@Ui(x; t)
@t
+ Uk(x; t)
@Ui(x; t)
@xk
+
@P (x; t)
@xi
   @
2Ui(x; t)
@xk@xk
=:Mi(x) ; i = 1; 2; 3 :
(2.2)
Here, x 2 R3 and t 2 R are space and time variables. U(x; t) 2 R3 describes the three-
dimensional velocity vector and P (x; t) = P
r(x;t)

represent the normalized pressure,
where the physical pressure P r(x; t) is divided by the density .
The intricacy of the posed differential equations becomes clear when we recall that
the existence and the uniqueness of the equations have not been proven so far. As
these equations are very important in fluid dynamics, this issue represents one of the
Millennium problems formulated by the Clay institute in Massachusetts.
The dimensionless form of equations (2.1) and (2.2) can be found by introducing a
characteristic length scale L and a characteristic velocity V , so that a characteristic
time scale T = L
V
follows. Applying these definitions to the Navier-Stokes equations,
the dimensionless form
0 =
@Uk(x; t)
@xk
(2.3)
0 =
@Ui(x; t)
@t
+ Uk(x; t)
@Ui(x; t)
@xk
+
@P (x; t)
@xi
  1
Re
@2Ui(x; t)
@xk@xk
; i = 1; 2; 3 ; (2.4)
contains a dimensionless number, the Reynolds number Re = V L

.
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As a special case we will also deal with inviscid flows, which are described by the
Euler equations
@Uk(x; t)
@xk
= 0 (2.5)
@Ui(x; t)
@t
+ Uk(x; t)
@Ui(x; t)
@xk
+
@P (x; t)
@xi
= 0 ; i = 1; 2; 3 : (2.6)
We gain these equations from (2.1) and (2.2) by taking the limit  ! 0. In the dimen-
sionless form of the Navier-Stokes equations the limit Re ! 1 is necessary in order
to derive the Euler equations.
Considering a turbulent flow, the most important quantities are the mean values of
the velocity and the pressure because they describe the main behaviour of a given
flow. Furthermore, to get a better understanding of the flow, also more complicate
statistical quantities such as correlations will be studied.
2.2 Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations and the Closure
Problem
In order to gain the averaged version of the Navier-Stokes equations, the Reynolds
decomposition for the instantaneous velocity and pressure will be implemented. Be-
fore doing so, we will define the decomposition of an arbitrary quantity.
The quantity Z represents an arbitrary statistical variable, i.e. U or P , which in the
following we also denote as instantaneous value. According to the definition by
Reynolds, (Reynolds 1895), all instantaneous quantities are decomposed into their
mean and their fluctuation value:
Z = Z + z : (2.7)
The overbar always marks a statistically averaged quantity whereas the lower-case
z denotes the fluctuation value of Z. The most general definition of a statistically
averaged quantity is given by an ensemble average operator K:
Z = Z(x; t) = K [Z(x; t)] = lim
N!1
 
1
N
NX
n=1
Zn(x; t)
!
: (2.8)
Considering a stationary problem, it is certainly possible to use a time average instead
of (2.8).
The definition of the mean value leads, according to the Reynolds decomposition, to
the fluctuation value of Z
z = Z   Z : (2.9)
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Implementing the decomposition of U and P according to (2.7) and applying the
operator K to the continuity equation (2.1) and the momentum equations (2.2) we
respectively obtain its averaged versions, i.e. the continuity equation
@ Uk(x; t)
@xk
= 0 (2.10)
and the mean momentum equations
@ Ui(x; t)
@t
+ Uk(x; t)
@ Ui(x; t)
@xk
=  @
P (x; t)
@xi
+ 
@2 Ui(x; t)
@xk@xk
  @uiuk(x; t)
@xk
; i = 1; 2; 3:
(2.11)
In these equations, next to the mean velocity and pressure, we observe the Reynolds
stress tensor ~Rij = ui(x; t)uj(x; t). Counting the number of unknowns and compar-
ing it to the number of available equations, only four differential equations are given
to determine 10 functions. Notice here that the Reynolds stress tensor must be sym-
metric and provides 6 unknowns. The posed problem is underdetermined, which
represents the well-known closure problem of turbulence. Hence, additional trans-
port equations describing the Reynolds stress tensor are necessary.
Different approaches will be derived in the following sections, while in all of them
statistics of higher moments, e.g. the average of the multiplication of three velocities,
are calculated. The naive approach, setting up equations for the Reynolds stress ten-
sor, supplies four unclosed terms, for which new transport equations must be found.
The multi-point approach deals with a generalized Reynolds stress tensor, the two-
point correlation Rik(x;y; t) = ui(x; t)uk(y; t), so that in each step only one new un-
closed tensor arises. Both approaches have in common that an infinite system of dif-
ferential equations occurs.
In the following chapters we will deal with the multi-point correlations because the
multi-point correlation delivers additional information on the turbulence statistics
such as length scale information.
For further considerations also the fluctuation equations are important. They occur
by subtracting the original instantaneous equations by the averaged equations. From
(2.1) - (2.10) we gain the continuum equation for the fluctuation velocity u
@uk
@xk
= 0 : (2.12)
Equivalently, subtracting the averaged momentum equation (2.11) from the instanta-
neous one (2.2), we emerge the fluctuation momentum equations (i = 1; 2; 3)
Ni(x) = @ui
@t
+ Uk
@ui
@xk
+ uk
@ Ui
@xk
  @uiuk
@xk
+
@uiuk
@xk
+
@p
@xi
   @
2ui
@xk@xk
= 0 : (2.13)
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2.3 One-Point Statistical Equations
The one-point approach represents a common method in the fluid engineering com-
munity to deal with turbulence. A set of equations will be obtained, containing three
unclosed terms. Of course, the velocity, the pressure and all correlations depend on
the time t. Beginning with this section we will not write the time dependency explic-
itly.
First, a transport equation for the Reynolds stress tensor can be derived by the ansatz
Ni(x)uj(x) + ui(x)Nj(x) = 0 : (2.14)
It is apparent that this equation is equal to zero, as the fluctuation momentum equa-
tions Ni(x) themselves are zero.
Using this definition we gain the transport equation
@ui(x)uj(x)
@t
+ Uk(x)
@ui(x)uj(x)
@xk
= Pij + ij   2ij + tDij + pDij + Dij (2.15)
where Pij represents the production term, ij the pressure strain correlation and ij
the dissipation term. Further, three diffusion terms appear, whereby tDij contains the
triple velocity correlation, pDij the pressure and Dij the viscosity. Writing out their
complete expressions, we gain
Pij =  

ui(x)uk(x)
@ Uj(x)
@xk
+ uk(x)uj(x)
@ Ui(x)
@xj

ij = p(x)

@uj(x)
@xi
+
@ui(x)
@xk

ij = 
@ui(x)
@xk
@uj(x)
@xk
tDij =  @ui(x)uj(x)uk(x)
@xk
pDij =   @
@xk
h
p(x)(ui(x)jk + uj(x)ik)
i
Dij = 
@2ui(x)uj(x)
@xk@xk
:
Furthermore, the condition 11+22+33 = 0must be fulfilled due to the continuity
equation. The dissipation, the triple velocity correlation and the pressure-strain corre-
lations represent three unclosed tensors in the Reynolds stress equations (2.15). This
constitutes a big disadvantage of this ansatz because in order to close these terms we
would need further relations for each of these correlations. If this ansatz is used in the
literature the unclosed terms normally are substituted by empirical model functions.
Of course, these models cannot describe all flow problems on a rational basis and are
usually restricted to special flow phenomena.
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2.4 Multi-Point Correlation Equations - The Instanta-
neous Approach
In deriving themulti-point correlation equations wewill consider two options, higher
correlations of instantaneous velocities as well as of fluctuation velocities. In both
approaches a special index notation will be used, where the points of calculation and
the directions are summarized.
Definition 2.1 The index ifng is defined by
ifng =
 
(i(1);x
(1)); (i(2);x
(2)); :::; (i(n);x
(n))

; (2.16)
where a set of n doublets is given, each doublet has a direction 1  i(j)  3 and a corresponding
space point x(j), 1  j  n.
The leading thought of this section is the application of correlations between instan-
taneous velocities and pressures. Hence, we will give the reasonable definition for
the necessary correlations. Again, the averaged pressure, the averaged velocities, the
pressure-velocity correlations and the MPCs depend on the time t. For brevity, this
dependency will not be written for each of these quantities.
Definition 2.2 Let n 2 N, x(i) 2 R3, Ui(i) 2 R3 for all 1  i  n. The multi-point velocity
correlation tensor of order n of the instantaneous velocities is
Hifng = Hi(1)i(2):::i(n) = Ui(1)(x
(1))  : : :  Ui(n)(x(n)) =
nY
j=1
Ui(j)(x
(j)) ; (2.17)
and we call
Iifn 1g[l]p = Ui(1)(x
(1))  : : :  Ui(l 1)(x(l 1))P (x(l))Ui(l+1)(x(l+1))  : : :  Ui(n)(x(n))
= P (x(l)) 
nY
j=1;j 6=l
Ui(j)(x
(j)) ;
(2.18)
the multi-point pressure-velocity correlation tensor of order n 1. The square brackets describe
that at the l-th position the velocity is replaced by the pressure at the point x(l).
In the notations of theMPC equations and the pressure-velocity correlations the index
formulation of Definition 2.1 is used.
Apparently, we have the connection to the mean velocity according to the relation
Hif1g = Hi(1)(x
(1)) = Ui(1)(x
(1)). In the special case of two points the two-point corre-
lation is given by Hif2g = Hi(1)i(2)(x
(1);x(2)) = Ui(1)(x
(1))Ui(2)(x
(2)).
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Averaging the Navier-Stokes equations (2.1) and (2.2), we can gain
@Hi(x)
@t
+
@Hik(x;x)
@xk
=  @I(x)
@xi
+ 
@2Hi(x)
@xk@xk
(2.19)
@Hk(x)
@xk
= 0 (2.20)
using the upper definitions. It is easy to show that these expressions are equivalent to
(2.10) and (2.11). In order to find an equation for the term Hik(x;x), we write a new
transport equation, using the definition
Sij =Mi(x)Uj(y) + Ui(x)Mi(x) = 0 : (2.21)
In this case we obtain the two-point correlation equations which read
Sij = @Hij(x;y)
@t
  

@2Hij(x;y)
@xk@xk
+
@2Hij(x;y)
@yk@yk

+
@Ii[2]p(x;y)
@yj
+
@Ij[1]p(x;y)
@xi
+
@Hijk(x;y;x)
@xk
+
@Hijk(x;y;y)
@yk
= 0 (2.22)
with the corresponding continuity equations
@Hij(x;y)
@xi
= 0 ; j = 1; 2; 3 ;
@Hij(x;y)
@yj
= 0 ; i = 1; 2; 3 ;
@Ii[2]p(x;y)
@xi
= 0 ;
@Ij[1]p(x;y)
@yj
= 0 : (2.23)
Concerning this system of equations some remarks should be mentioned. Firstly, we
clearly see that (2.22) is still unclosed, as a triple correlation, Hijk(x;y;x) appears.
Then, some further conditions onHij has to be claimed, coming from the definition of
Hij . There, different velocities are multiplied and since the multiplication is commu-
tative, the relations
Hij(x;y) = Ui(x)Uj(y) = Uj(y)Ui(x) = Hji(y;x) (2.24)
Ii[2]p(x;y) = Ui(x)P (y) = P (y)Ui(x) = Ii[1]p(y;x) (2.25)
hold. Of course, these conditions reduce the number of necessary differential equa-
tions, so that only six equations for the H-tensor will remain. Nevertheless, these
conditions are not sufficient to close the two-point correlation equations (2.22) and
the three-point correlation equations are still necessary.
Hence, the three-point correlation equations must be formulated containing new un-
closed terms, the four velocity correlations. Continuing, an infinite set of equations
will arise successively. To be able to formulate the n-point correlation in a compact
form we introduce some useful notations.
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Notation 2.3 1. Change of indices In some cases the list of indices is interrupted by
one or more indices which is pointed out by attaching the replaced value in brackets to
the index
Hifng[i(l) 7!k] =
Ui(1)(x
(1))  : : :  Ui(l 1)(x(l 1))Uk(x(l))Ui(l+1)(x(l+1))  : : :  Ui(n)(x(n)) : (2.26)
2. Change of points Instead of changing indices, we can change a space point
Hifng [x
(l) 7! x(m)] =
Ui(1)(x
(1))  : : :  Ui(l 1)(x(l 1))Ui(l)(x(m))Ui(l+1)(x(l+1))  : : :  Ui(n)(x(n)) : (2.27)
3. Change of indices and points This can be continued to a change of indices and space
points
Hifng[i(l) 7!k][x
(l) 7! x(m)] =
Ui(1)(x
(1))  : : :  Ui(l 1)(x(l 1))Uk(x(m))Ui(l+1)(x(l+1))  : : :  Ui(n)(x(n)) ; (2.28)
where not only the index i(l) is replaced by k, but also the independent variable x(l) is
replaced by x(m).
4. Permutation of indices Sometimes it is necessary to permute two indices. In this case
we write these indices in brackets to the index, connected with an$ arrow
Hifng[i(l)$i(m)] = Ui(1)(x
(1))  : : :  Ui(l 1)(x(l 1))Ui(m)(x(l))Ui(l+1)(x(l+1))  : : :
: : :  Ui(m 1)(x(m 1))Ui(l)(x(m))Ui(m+1)(x(m+1))  : : :  Ui(n)(x(n)) (2.29)
withm > l.
5. Permutation of points Again also a permutation of two space points is possible which
we represent as
Hifng [x
(l) $ x(m)] = Ui(1)(x(1))  : : :  Ui(l 1)(x(l 1))Ui(l)(x(m))Ui(l+1)(x(l+1))  : : :
: : :  Ui(m 1)(x(m 1))Ui(m)(x(l))Ui(m+1)(x(m+1))  : : :  Ui(n)(x(n)) (2.30)
withm > l.
6. Permutation of indices and points If we want to change two indices and two space
points at the same position we write
Hifng[l$m] = Hifng[i(l)$i(m)][x
(l) $ x(m)]
= Ui(1)(x
(1))  : : :  Ui(l 1)(x(l 1))Ui(m)(x(m))Ui(l+1)(x(l+1))  : : :
: : :  Ui(m 1)(x(m 1))Ui(l)(x(l))Ui(m+1)(x(m+1))  : : :  Ui(n)(x(n)) (2.31)
withm > l.
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7. Deleting of indices and points If an index and a space point are missing e.g. between
i(l 1) and i(l+1) we define
Hifn 1g[l]; = Ui(1)(x(1))  : : :  Ui(l 1)(x(l 1))Ui(l+1)(x(l+1))  : : :  Ui(n)(x(n)) : (2.32)
In this sense, if we write the pressure correlation
Iifn 2g[l]p[k]; = Ui(1)(x
(1))  : : :  Uk(l 1)(x(k 1))Ui(k+1)(x(k+1))  : : :
: : :  Ui(l 1)(x(l 1))P (x(l))Ui(l+1)(x(l+1))  : : :  Ui(n)(x(n)) k 6= l ;
the position k is empty and at the position l we find the pressure.
Now we can define the transport equations for velocity correlations of order n con-
sidered at n different points x(i), 1  i  n.
Definition 2.4 The n-point momentum equations of the multi-point correlation equations
are defined by
Sifng(x(1); : : : ;x(n)) =Mi(1)(x(1))Ui(2)(x(2))  : : :  Ui(n)(x(n))
+ Ui(1)(x
(1))Mi(2)(x(2))Ui(3)(x(3))  : : :  Ui(n)(x(n))
+ : : :
+ Ui(1)(x
(1))  : : :  Ui(n 2)(x(n 2))Mi(n 1)(x(n 1))Ui(n)(x(n))
+ Ui(1)(x
(1))  : : :  Ui(n 1)(x(n 1))Mi(n)(x(n))
=
nX
a=1
Mi(a)(x(a))
nY
b=1;b6=a
Ui(b)(x
(b)) = 0 :
(2.33)
At this point it is possible to pose the whole problem for the instantaneous case.
Theorem 2.5 The complete set of equations of all multi-point correlation equations contains
the set of momentum equations
Sifng =
@Hifng
@t
+
nX
l=1
"
@Hifn+1g[i(n+1) 7!k][x
(n+1) 7! x(l)]
@x
(l)
k
+
@Iifn 1g[l]p
@x
(l)
i(l)
   @
2Hifng
@x
(l)
k @x
(l)
k
35 = 0
for n = 1; : : : ;1 ;
(2.34)
the set of continuity equations
@Hifng[i(l) 7!k]
@x
(l)
k
= 0 for l = 1; : : : ; n ; n  1 ; (2.35)
@Iifng[k]p[i(l) 7!m]
@x
(l)
m
= 0 for k; l = 0; : : : ; n and k 6= l ; n  1 ; (2.36)
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and the set of side conditions
Hifng = Hifng[l$k] for 1  l; k  n ;
Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p[l$k] for 1  l; k; n with l; k 6= q ;
= Iifn 1g[q]l[p$l] for 1  l  n with l 6= q : (2.37)
Proof: Employing the momentum equations (2.2) in the Definitons 2.4 and 2.2 we
obtain
Sifng =
nX
a=1
@Ui(a)(x
(a))
@t
nY
b=1;b 6=a
Ui(b)(x
(b)) + Uk(x(a))
@Ui(a))(x
(a))
@x
(a)
k
nX
a=1
nY
b=1;b6=a
Ui(b)(x
(b))
+
nX
a=1
@P (x(a))
@x
(a)
i(a)
nY
b=1;b 6=a
Ui(b)(x
(b)) 
nX
a=1

@2Ui(a)(x
(a))
@x
(a)
k @x
(a)
k
nY
b=1;b 6=a
Ui(b)(x
(b)) = 0 :
Applying the continuity equation (2.1) we can transform the second term according
to
Uk(x
(a))
@Ui(a)(x
(a))
@x
(a)
k
=
@Ui(a)(x
(a))Uk(x
(a))
@x
(a)
k
  Ui(a)(x(a))
@Uk(x
(a))
@xk
=
@Ui(a)(x
(a))Uk(x
(a))
@x
(a)
k
:
Together with the Notations 2.3 given above, we can directly prove (2.34). For the
continuity equations (2.35) and (2.36) we gain
@Hifng[i(l) 7!k(l)]
@x
(l)
k
=
@Uk(l)(x
(l))
@x
(l)
k
nY
a=1;a6=l
Ui(a)(x
(a)) = 0
@Iifng[k]p[i(l) 7!m(l)]
@x
(l)
m
=
@Uk(l)(x
(l))
@x
(l)
k
P (x(k))
nY
a=1;a6=l;k
Ui(a)(x
(a)) = 0 :
The side conditions result from the commutation of multiplication, so that we can
write
Hifng = Ui(1)(x
(1))  :::  Ui(l 1)(x(l 1))Ui(l)(x(l))Ui(l+1)(x(l+1))  :::
:::  Ui(k 1)(x(k 1))Ui(k)(x(k))Ui(k+1)(x(k+1))  :::  Ui(n)(x(n))
= Ui(1)(x
(1))  :::  Ui(l 1)(x(l 1))Ui(k)(x(k))Ui(l+1)(x(l+1))  :::
:::  Ui(k 1)(x(k 1))Ui(l)(x(l))Ui(k+1)(x(k+1))  :::  Ui(n)(x(n)) = Hifng[l$k] :
The permutations for the pressure-velocity correlations can equally be found by writ-
ing down the definition and applying the commutation of multiplication. 
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Taking n = 1 in the upper theorem we gain the averaged Navier-Stokes equations
(2.19) and for n = 2 the equations can be identified with the two-point correlation
equations (2.22).
Of course, the permutation relation (2.37) can be applied repeatedly, so that every
arbitrary change in the index set is possible.
Corollary 2.6 It is sufficient to consider the momentum equations (2.34) forHifng with i(j) 
i(k) if j < k. Further
@Hifng[i(n) 7!k]
@x
(n)
k
= 0 for i(a)  i(b) if a < b < n
@Iifng[n]p[i(n 1) 7!k]
@x
(n 1)
k
= 0 for i(a)  i(b) if a < b < n  1 for k; l = 0 (2.38)
are the sufficient continuity equations.
Proof: As (2.37) allows a succession of permutations, every index set jfng is equivalent
to an index set ifng with i(a)  i(b) if a < b < n. Here, we begin with the first positions
of the index set jfng and permute these positions with other ones containing the index
1. This is done until all indexes 1 are at the first positions. Then permutations must
be applied so that the next positions are occupied by points with the corresponding
index 2. Consequently the last positions are points with index 3. Hence, Hjfng can be
replaced byHifng in (2.34) and changing the order of the summation, the formula Sifng
can be found which must be equivalent to Sjfng .
For the continuity equation let jfng be an arbitrary index set and the continuity equa-
tion be applied for point l,
@Hjfng[j(l) 7!k]
@x
(l)
k
. Then we begin to permute the l-th element
with the n-th element, so that the remaining first n  1 elements can be sorted by size.
Such permutations are allowed because of (2.37). Inserting finally leads to an equa-
tion as presented in (2.38). The same can be done for the continuity equation of the
pressure-velocity correlations. 
As presented in the corollary above, it is sufficient to consider the momentum equa-
tions for the MPCs Hifng with i(j)  i(k) while j < k. This condition means that we
consider MPCs where the first points have the direction index 1, then the points with
the direction index 2 follow and the points have the index 3. Let us give some exam-
ples,
H331(x
(1);x(2);x(3)) = H133(x
(1);x(2);x(3))
H1312(x
(1);x(2);x(3);x(4)) = H1123(x
(1);x(3);x(4);x(2)) ;
while the right-hand side of each equation shows the equivalent MPC fulfilling i(j) 
i(k) if j < k.
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Because of this, only the sum of each direction index is important. Meaning, it is
enough to consider how many velocity components show in the x1, resp. the x2, x3
direction.
The advantage of the approach presented in this section compared to the following
one is that we have a linear system of equations, i.e. in particular the systems (2.34)-
(2.37), and hence, it is easier to find additional symmetries for this system.
Further, compared to the one-point approach in the n-th equation of (2.34), only one
additional tensor, the n + 1-correlation, arises. This allowed us to write down and
analyse the whole series of governing equations in Theorem 2.5.
2.5 Multi-Point Correlation Equations - The Fluctuation
Approach
The difference to the previous section represented the kind of correlations. Here,
the correlations are formed by the fluctuating quantities u and p as introduced by
Reynolds. Previously, instantaneous quantities U and P were considered. Hence,
similarly to (2.17) we define the multi-point correlations and velocity-pressure ten-
sors containing the fluctuation velocity and pressure.
Definition 2.7 The fluctuation velocity correlation tensor of order n of the fluctuation veloc-
ity is defined by
Rifng = Ri(1)i(2):::i(n) = ui(1)(x
(1))  : : :  ui(n)(x(n)) =
nY
a=1
ui(a)(x
(a)) ; (2.39)
while we call
Pifn 1g[l]p = ui(1)(x
(1))  : : :  ui(l 1)(x(l 1))p(x(l))ui(l+1)(x(l+1))  : : :  ui(n)(x(n))
= p(x(l))
nY
a=1;a6=l
ui(a)(x
(a)) (2.40)
the pressure-velocity correlation of order n  1.
Further, all notations concerning the correlations defined in Section 2.4 are adopted
accordingly.
Finally, we define the higher order momentum equations in analogy to (2.33) where
Mi is replaced by the equation for the fluctuations (2.13) denoted byNi and Ui and P
are substituted by ui and p.
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Definition 2.8 The n-point momentum equations of the multi-point equations are defined by
Tifng(x(1); : : : ;x(n)) = Ni(1)(x(1))ui(2)(x(2))  : : :  ui(n)(x(n))
+ ui(1)(x
(1))Ni(2)(x(2))ui(3)(x(3))  : : :  ui(n)(x(n))
+ : : :
+ ui(1)(x
(1))  : : :  ui(n 2)(x(n 2))Ni(n 1)(x(n 1))ui(n)(x(n))
+ ui(1)(x
(1))  : : :  ui(n 1)(x(n 1))Mi(n)(x(n))
=
nX
a=1
Ni(a)(x(a))
nY
b=1;b 6=a
ui(b)(x
(b)) = 0 :
(2.41)
Hence, we state the whole system of equations which must be solved in the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.9 The complete set of equations contains the momentum equations of the aver-
aged Navier Stokes equations
0 =
@ Ui
@t
+ Uk
@ Ui
@xk
+
@ P
@xi
   @
2 Ui
@xk@xk
+
@Rik(x
(0);x(0))
@xk
(2.42)
and the higher order transport equations
Tifng =
@Rifng
@t
+
nX
l=1
"
Uk(x
(l))
@Rifng
@x
(l)
k
+Rifng[i(l) 7!k]
@ Ui(l)(x
(l))
@x
(l)
k
+
@Pifn 1g[l]p
@x
(l)
i(l)
   @
2Rifng
@x
(l)
k @x
(l)
k
 Rifn 1g[l];
@ui(l)uk(x
(l))
@x
(l)
k
+
@Rifn+1g[i(n+1) 7!k][x
(n+1) 7! x(l)]
@x
(l)
k
#
= 0
for n = 2; : : : ;1 : (2.43)
In addition, the continuity equations concerning the velocity tensors
@Rifn+1g[i(l) 7!k(l)]
@xk(l)
= 0 for l = 0; : : : n (2.44)
and concerning the pressure-velocity tensors
@Pifng[k][i(l) 7!m(l)]
@xm(l)
= 0 for k; l = 0; : : : ; n and k 6= l (2.45)
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hold. Finally, also the side conditions
Rifng = Rifng[i(l)$i(k)][x
(l) $ x(k)] for 1  l; k  n
Pifn 1g[q]p = Pifn 1g[q]p[i(l)$i(k)][x
(l) $ x(k)] for 1  l; k; n with l; k 6= q
= Pifn 1g[l]p[i(p) 7!i(l)][x
(l) $ x(p)] for 1  l  n with l 6= q (2.46)
must be fulfilled.
Proof: The proof is equivalent to the derivation of the equations in the H approach
above. 
The case n = 2 corresponds to the two-point correlation. As this case is important later
on, we present in the following the governing relations in the usual index notation:
Tij = @Rij(x;y)
@t
+ Uk(x)
@Rij(x;y)
@xk
+ Uk(y)
@Rij(x;y)
@yk
+Rik(x;y)
@ Uj(y)
@yk
+Rkj(x;y)
@ Ui(x)
@xk
+
@p(x)uj(y)
@xi
+
@ui(x)p(y)
@yj
   @
2Rij(x;y)
@xk@xk
   @
2Rij(x;y)
@yk@yk
+
@Rijk(x;y;x)
@xk
+
@Rijk(x;y;y)
@yk
= 0 (2.47)
for n = 1; : : : ;1while for the continuity equations it holds
@Rij
@xi
= 0 for j = 1; 2; 3
@Rij
@yj
= 0 for i = 1; 2; 3
@ui(x)p(y)
@xi
= 0
@p(x)uj(y)
@yj
= 0 : (2.48)
Furthermore, there is just one side condition,
Rij(x;y) = Rji(y;x) : (2.49)
It shall be assumed that the limit of the two-point correlation results in the Reynolds
stress tensor. Mathematically, we claim
lim
x(2)!x(1)
Rif2g = limx(2)!x(1)
Ri(1)i(2) = ui(1)ui(2)(x
(1)) = ~Ri(1)i(2) : (2.50)
This allows us to deduce the unclosed term uiuk(x; t)in the averaged Navier-Stokes
equations (2.11) from the two-point correlation.
Comparing both two-point approaches Theorem 2.5 and 2.9, the easy relation to the
Reynolds stress (2.50) presents the advantage of the fluctuation approach. However,
the key disadvantage is the non-linearity of the system of differential equations (2.43)
which complicates further analysis concerning Lie-point symmetries. Considering
the MPC equations in this approach (2.43), there are two non-linear terms. One is the
known convection non-linearity which links the mean velocity to all correlation equa-
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tions. The second source of non-linearity originates from the second row of equation
(2.43). It is based on the fact that the gradient of the Reynolds stress tensor is contained
in the equations of fluctuation. As a direct consequence, all multi-point correlation
equations of order n > 1 are coupled to the two-point correlation equation.
As shown in Corollary 2.6 not the complete set of equations in Theorem 2.9 must
be considered. Only the MPC equations for Rifng with growing direction indices
(i(a+1)  i(a)) must be taken into account. Conditions for the continuity equations
can be deduced as it was done in (2.38).
From (2.7)-(2.9) it is apparent that there is a unique relation between the instantaneous
and the fluctuation approach. Since needed later we give the first relations
Hi(0) =
Ui(0) (2.51)
Hi(0)i(1) =
Ui(0)
Ui(1) +Ri(0)i(1) (2.52)
Hi(0)i(1)i(2) =
Ui(0)
Ui(1)
Ui(2)
+Ri(0)i(1)
Ui(2) +Ri(0)i(2)
Ui(1) +Ri(1)i(2)
Ui(0) +Ri(0)i(1)i(2) (2.53)
...
...
where the indices also refer to the spatial points as indicated. Each higher order
tensor implies a more complicate connection. Nevertheless, it is possible to give a
general relation between both approaches.
We want to introduce the set bnm which choosesm numbers out of the set (1; :::; n).
Definition 2.10  bnm,m  n, is a sequence ofm numbers where bi is the i-th component
of bnm. The elements of the sequence must fulfil the following two conditions:
– bi 2 (1; :::; n), i 2 (1; :::;m),
– bi < bj for all i < j, i; j 2 (1; :::;m).
 Pbnm is the summation over all possible sequences bnm for given n andm.
Lemma 2.11 The tensors H and R are related by
Hifng =
nY
a=1
Ui(a)(x
(a)) +
nX
m=2
X
bnn m
Rifmg[bnn m];
n mY
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
Rifng = (n  1)( 1)(n 1)
nY
a=1
Ui(a)(x
(a))
+
nX
m=2
X
bnn m
( 1)n mHifmg[bnn m];
n mY
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj)) ;
(2.54)
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while the tensors I and P are connected as
Iifn 1g[q]p =
P (x(q))
nY
a=1;a6=q
Ui(a)(x
(a)) + P (x(q))
n 1X
m=1
X
b
n 1[q];
n m 1
 
Rifmg[b;q];
n m 1Y
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
!
+
n 1X
m=1
X
b
n 1[q];
n m 1
 
Pifmg[b];[q]p
n m 1Y
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
!
Pifn 1g[q]p = ( 1) P (x(q))
n 1X
m=2
X
=b
n 1[q];
n m 1
( 1)n m 1Hifmg[q;];
n m 1Y
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
+
n 1X
m=1
X
=b
n 1[q];
n m 1
Iifmg[q]p[];( 1)n m 1
n m 1Y
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
+ ( 1) P (x(q))(n  1)
nY
a=1;a6=q
Ui(a)(x
(a))( 1)n 2 : (2.55)
Proof: The first identity is very simple. Using the Reynolds decomposition in equa-
tion (2.39) leads to the solution.
The second formula can be proven in the following way:
Rifng =
nY
a=1
ui(a)(x
(a)) =
nY
a=1

Ui(a)(x
(a))  Ui(a)(x(a))

=
nX
m=2
X
bnn m
( 1)n mHifmg[bnn m];
n mY
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
+ n( 1)(n 1)
nY
a=1
Ui(a)(x
(a)) + ( 1)(n)
nY
a=1
Ui(a)(x
(a)) :
The first term in the last line results from taking the average of n   1 averaged ve-
locities and one instantaneous velocity. Of course, there are n possibilities for such
connections.
Representing the pressure-velocity tensors of the instantaneous approach, (2.18) as a
sum over the representation in the fluctuation approach, (2.40), we have to calculate
the following
Iifn 1g[q]p =
P (x(q))
nY
a=1;a6=q
( Ui(a)(x
(a)) + ui(a)(x
(a))) + p(x(q))
nY
a=1;a6=q
( Ui(a)(x
(a)) + ui(a)(x
(a)))
= P (x(q))
nY
a=1;a6=q
Ui(a)(x
(a)) + P (x(q))
n 1X
m=1
X
b
n 1[q];
n m 1
 
Rifmg[b;q];
n m 1Y
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
!
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+
n 1X
m=1
X
b
n 1[q];
n m 1
 
Pifmg[b];[q]p
n m 1Y
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
!
:
Likewise, the the connection of the pressure-velocity correlation in the fluctuation and
the fluctuation approach can be shown:
Pifn 1g[q]p =
 
P (x(q))  P (x(q)) nY
a=1;a6=q

Ui(a)(x
(a))  Ui(a)(x(a))

= ( 1) P (x(q))
n 1X
m=2
X
=b
n 1[q];
n m 1
( 1)n m 1Hifmg[q;];
n m 1Y
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
+
n 1X
m=1
X
=b
n 1[q];
n m 1
Iifmg[q]p[];( 1)n m 1
n m 1Y
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
+ ( 1) P (x(q))(n  1)
nY
a=1;a6=q
Ui(a)(x
(a))( 1)n 2
where we used the simple relation
 
P (x(q))  P (x(q)) nY
a=1;a6=q
( 1)n 1 Ui(a)(x(a)) = 0
in the last equation. There are n   1 possibilities to multiply n   2 mean velocities
with one instantaneous velocity so that the average is always a multiplication of n 1
mean velocities. 
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3 Symmetries
3.1 Mathematical Background
In the first section of this theoretical chapter, we want to introduce the definitions and
notations corresponding to the topic of Lie-point symmetries, as they represent the
underlying mathematical method for analysing the MPC equations. The section is di-
vided into three parts where the first one deals with Lie groups of transformations in
general. The second part shows the relation to PDEs and how the Lie-point symme-
tries of a given PDE can be calculated. The third part explains how these symmetries
can be used to gain invariant solutions, which are nothing else than scaling laws in
the theory of turbulence.
As a general remark we want to mention the aim of this method. Given an ODE of
order n, it can be generally solved if n independent Lie-point symmetries occur and
the symmetries obey a certain structure (Bluman &Anco 2002). If a PDE is given, each
Lie-point symmetry can be applied to reduce the number of independent variables by
one. For a PDE, thismethod does not necessary lead to the general solution but special
solutions of the PDE can be derived.
3.1.1 Lie-Point Symmetries
The presented definitions, theorems and notations are taken from (Bluman & Anco
2002). The first subsection deals with Lie-point transformations and how they can be
described. Since these transformations shall form a Lie group, the first step will be to
recall the properties of a group.
Definition 3.1 (Bluman & Anco 2002) A group G is a set of elements with a law of com-
position  between elements satisfying the following conditions:
 Closure property: For any elements a and b of G, (a; b) is an element of G.
 Associate property: For any elements a; b; c of G
(a; (b; c)) = ((a; b); c) :
 Identity element: There exists a unique identity element e of G, such that for any
element a of G
(a; e) = (e; a) = a :
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 Inverse element: For any element a of G there exits a unique inverse element a 1 such
that
(a; a 1) = (a 1; a) = e :
A group G is called Abelian if (a; b) = (b; a) holds for every element a and b in G.
This definition is still very general. Let us now continue and consider a transfor-
mation of one coordinate system in another one. The necessary conditions that this
transformation represents a group are stated in the following definition.
Definition 3.2 (Bluman & Anco 2002) Let x = (x1; x2; :::xn) lies in D  Rn. Then the
set of transformations
x =X(x; )
is defined for each x in D and parameter , where  is in the set S  R and (; ) describes
the composition of parameters  and  in S. This set of transformations forms a one-parameter
group of transformations on D if the following holds:
1. For each  in S the transformations are one-to-one onto D which means that x lies in
D.
2. S with the law of composition  forms a group G.
3. For each x in D, x = x when  = 0 corresponds to the identity e, i.e.,
X(x; 0) = x :
4. If x =X(x; ), x =X(x; ), then
x =X(x;(; )) :
The function  can be explained as a rule how to apply successively a symmetries
twice on a given x. We now proceed with a Lie group, where it is very important that
a continuous parameter  is introduced. Thereby, we want to formulate the necessary
properties that a transformation constitutes a Lie group.
Definition 3.3 (Bluman & Anco 2002) A one-parameter group of transformations defines
a one-parameter Lie group of transformations if it satisfies the axioms 1-4 of Definition 3.2.
Additionally, it must hold:
5.  is a continuous parameter, i.e., S is an interval in R. Without loss of generality,  = 0
corresponds to the identity element e.
6. X is infinite differentiable with respect to x in D and an analytic function of  in S.
7. (; ) is an analytic function of  and ,  2 S,  2 S .
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Now let us study the one-parameter Lie group of transformations
x =X(x; ) (3.1)
with the parameter . The identity shall be  = 0 and the law of composition is de-
scribed by . Applying a Taylor expansion at  = 0, we gain
x = x+ 

@X(x; )
@

=0

+
1
2
2

@2X(x; )
@2

=0

+ :::
= x+ 

@X(x; )
@

=0

+O(2) : (3.2)
Definition 3.4 (Bluman & Anco 2002)We call
(x) =
@X(x; )
@

=0
(3.3)
the infinitesimal of the one-parametric Lie group of transformations (3.1). Hence, the trans-
formation x+ (x) is called the infinitesimal transformation.
Then Lie’s first theorem can be presented, where we see that the essential information
for a Lie group is already determined through the infinitesimal.
Theorem 3.5 (Bluman & Anco 2002) A Lie group can be parametrized such that its law of
composition is given by (a; b) = a+ b and for the inverse element holds  1 =  . Then the
Lie group of transformations (3.1) is equivalent to the solution of an initial value problem for
a system of first-order ODEs given by
dx
d
= (x)
with x = x at  = 0.
Proof: See (Bluman & Anco 2002), page 42. 
As we see, only the first two terms in the Taylor expansion (3.2) can describe the Lie
group. A more general form of the Lie’s first theorem can be found in (Bluman &
Anco 2002). Let us now introduce a generator, which is defined by the infinitesimals.
Definition 3.6 (Bluman & Anco 2002) The operator
X = X(x) =
nX
i=1
i(x)
@
@xi
(3.4)
is called infinite generator of the one-parametric Lie group of transformations (3.1).
Applying X on x results in the infinite generator, Xx = (x). Hence, in the next step
we want to show that the representation using this generator is another way to write
down a Lie group. We have already seen how to derive the generator from a given
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transformation (3.1). Now, we can also find a way to determine the transformation
out of the generator, as presented in the next theorem.
Theorem 3.7 (Bluman & Anco 2002) The one-parametric Lie group of transformations
(3.1) is equivalent to
x = eXx = x+ Xx+
1
2
2X2x+    =
1X
k=0
k
k!
Xkx ; (3.5)
where the operatorX = X(x) is defined by (3.4) an the operatorXk is given byXk = XXk 1,
k=1,2,... .
Proof: See (Bluman & Anco 2002). 
It holdsX0F (x) = F (x) for a function F (x). Since these mathematical definitions are
relatively complicated without any further explanation, the introduced definitions
and theorems shall be implemented in the next example, where two Lie groups are
studied.
Example 3.8 Let us consider the Lie group of transformations
x = ex t = e2tu = u (3.6)
where xj=0 = x, tj=0 = t and uj=0 = u holds. Then, the infinitesimals
x(t; x; u) = x t(t; x; u) = 2t u = 0
follow from (3.4). Hence, the generator (3.4) reads
X = x
@
@x
+ 2t
@
@t
: (3.7)
Starting with the formulation of the generator, we can come back to (3.6) applying Theorem
3.7. From equation (3.5) the group of transformations
x = eXx = x+ x+
1
2
2x+ :::+
l
l!
x+ ::: = ex
t = eXt = t+ t+
1
2
 2  2x+ :::+ 
l
l!
2lx+ ::: = e2t
u = eXu = u+ 0 = u
can be calculated.
3.1.2 Lie Algorithm
In the second step, the ansatz of Lie-point symmetries is applied to define an invariant
function and an invariant PDE. Further, an algorithm will be presented for deriving
all Lie-point symmetries of a given set of PDEs.
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Let us start by introducing an invariant function.
Definition 3.9 (Bluman & Anco 2002) An infinitely differentiable function F (x) is an
invariant function of a Lie group of transformations (3.1) if and only if for any group trans-
formation (3.1),
F (x) = F (x) : (3.8)
As determined in the last section, a second representation of a Lie group of transfor-
mations exists, so that an equivalence condition can be deduced.
Theorem 3.10 (Bluman & Anco 2002) F (x) is invariant under a Lie group of transforma-
tions (3.1) if and only if
XF (x) = 0: (3.9)
It is easy to calculate whether a function is invariant under a given Lie group of trans-
formations, as it is shown in the following example.
Example 3.11 We can show that the function
F (t; x; u) =
x2
t
is invariant under the Lie group of transformations (3.6), resp. (3.7). Transforming F we gain
F (t; x; u) =
x 2
t
=
e2x2
e2t
=
x2
t
= F (t; x; u)
which fulfils the condition (3.8). Also the equivalent formulation (3.9) could be used to show
that F is invariant. In this case we have to derive
X
x2
t
=

x
@
@x
+ 2t
@
@t

x2
t
= 2
x2
t
+ ( 1)2tx
2
t2
= 0 :
The idea of invariance shall be transferred to a system of PDEs. Hence, let us assume
a system of N PDEs with n independent variables x = (x1; x2; x3; :::xn). Additionally,
in this system m different functions u = (u1; u2; u3; :::um) appear which will be called
dependent variables, since they depend on the independent ones. The upper index
does not represent a power but indicates the component of the set u. Then each PDE
can be written in the form
F (x;u; @u; @2u; :::@ku) = 0 ;  = 1; 2; :::N : (3.10)
Here  counts the number of PDEs, while @u in the list of variables means that any
first derivative of any ui with respect to any xj can occur. The highest derivative in
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this partial differential equation is indicated through k. Let us write uij if wemean that
a derivative of the ith component of u has to be taken with respect to xj . In general,
uij1j2:::jr
represents the rth derivative of ui with respect to j1, j2, ... .
Then, the Lie group of transformations for the dependent and independent variables
is given,
x =X(x;u; ) u = U(x;u; ) ; (3.11)
so that we can formulate a Taylor expansion at  = 0,
xi = Xi(x;u; ) = xi + i(x;u) +O(
2)
(u) = U(x;u; ) = u + (x;u) +O(2) ; (3.12)
where the first derivative was replaced corresponding to (3.3). In a differential equa-
tion, derivatives of the dependent variables occur and have to be considered. Their
transformations can be calculated by applying the chain rule, so that we gain
(ui )
 = Ui (x;u; @u; ) = u

i + 
(1)
i (x;u; @u) +O(
2)
(ui1i2:::ik)
 = Ui1i2:::ik(x;u; @u; :::@
ku; ) = ui1i2:::ik + 
(k)
i1i2:::ik
(x;u; @u; :::@ku) +O(2)
(3.13)
where the last line describes the kth extension of the Lie group of transformations.
Hence we can introduce the definition of an invariant PDE.
Definition 3.12 (Bluman & Anco 2002) The one-parameter Lie group of transformations
x =X(x;u; ) u = U(x;u; ) (3.14)
leaves the system of PDEs (3.10) invariant, i.e., is a point symmetry admitted by (3.10) if
and only if its k-th extension, defined by (3.12) and (3.13) leaves invariant the N surfaces in
(x; u; @u; @2u; :::; @ku)-space, defined by (3.10).
This means that the given PDE system F  does not change if the transformation (3.11)
is applied. This can be checked just by inserting the transformation into the given PDE
system.
Example 3.13 As an example, we introduce the heat equation
F =
@u
@t
  @
2u
@x2
= 0 : (3.15)
Hence, two independent variables t and x and one dependent variable u occur.
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We want to show that this PDE is invariant under the Lie group of transformations (3.6).
Inserting the transformation into the differential equation, we gain
F  =
@u
@t
  @
2u
@x 2
=
@t
@t
@u
@t
+
@x
@t
@u
@x
 

@x
@x
2
@2u
@x2
 

@t
@x
2
@2u
@t2
  @t
@x
@x
@x
@2u
@t@x
= e 2

@u
@t
  @
2u
@x2

:
Since F = 0 and e 2 6= 0 the formulation with the asterisk and without represent the same
differential equation with the same solution.
As there are two approaches to describe an invariant function, using the Lie group of
transformations and the generator, the same should be possible for an invariant set of
PDEs. In order to formulate an extended generator, the total derivative
Di =
@
@xi
+ ui
@
@u
+ uij
@
@uj
+ :::+ uii1i2:::in
@
@ui1i2:::in
+ ::: (3.16)
is introduced, where not only the derivatives of the independent and dependent vari-
ables appear but also derivatives of the dependent functions.
Hence, the extended infinitesimals, also called prolongations, can be derived using
the rules

(1)
i = Di
   (Dij)uj (3.17)

(k)
i1i2:::ik
= Dik
(k 1)
i1i2:::ik 1   (Dikj)ui1i2:::ik 1j ; (3.18)
ij = 1; 2; :::; n for l = 1; 2; ::::; k with k  2. Using these extended infinitesimals the
infinitesimal criterion for the invariance of a system of PDEs writes the following.
Theorem 3.14 (Bluman & Anco 2002) Let
X = i(x;u)
@
@xi
+ (x;u)
@
@u
(3.19)
be the infinitesimal generator of the Lie group of transformations (3.14). Let
X(k) = i(x;u)
@
@xi
(x;u)
@
@u

(1)
i (x; u; @u)
@
@ui
+ ::: (3.20)
+ 
(k)
i1i2:::ik
(x;u; @u; @2u; :::; @ku)
@
@ui1i2:::ik
(3.21)
be the k-th extended infinitesimal generator of (3.19), where (1)i is given by (3.17) and

(j)
i1i2:::ik
by (3.18),  = 1; 2; :::;m, and ij = 1; 2; :::; n for j = 1; 2; :::; k in terms of (x;u) =
(1(x;u); 2(x;u); :::; n(x;u)), (x;u) = (1(x;u); 2(x;u); :::; m(x;u)). Then the one-
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parameter Lie group of point transformations (3.14) is admitted by the system of PDEs (3.10)
if and only if
X(k)F (x;u; @u; @2u; :::; @ku) = 0 when u satisfies (3.10) (3.22)
for each  = 1; 2; :::N .
This means that applying the generator of a Lie group of transformations to a sys-
tem of PDEs leads to zero if the system of PDEs is invariant under this Lie group of
transformations.
Example 3.15 Let us consider the heat equation (3.15), which can be written as
0 = ut   uxx = F ;
where the lower indices indicate derivatives. We already showed in Example 3.13, that the
scaling symmetry (3.6) presents a symmetry of the heat equation. As this holds for the formu-
lation as a group of transformations, the equivalent formulation as generator shall be checked
in this example.
The symmetry in generator formulation is given in (3.7). Applying X ,
X = t(t; x; u)
@
@t
+ x(t; x; u)
@
@x
+ u(t; x; u)
@
@u
to the heat equation we have to answer the question, how it operates on the derivatives. Surely
we need the prolongation infinitesimals, as they were defined in Theorem 3.14:
X(2) = X + 
(1)u
t (t; x; u; ut; ux)
@
@ut
+ (1)ux (t; x; u; ut; ux)
@
@ux
+ 
(2)u
tt (t; x; u; ut; ux; utt; utx; uxx)
@
@utt
+ 
(2)u
tx (t; x; u; ut; ux; utt; utx; uxx)
@
@utx
+ (2)uxx (t; x; u; ut; ux; utt; utx; uxx)
@
@ux
:
Then we apply the rule (3.22), meaning in this example
0 = X(2)F

F=0
= X(2)[ut   uxx]

uxx=ut
= (2)uxx   (1)ut

uxx=ut
: (3.23)
In the next step we have to derive the connection prolongations with t, x and u. The first
extension is derived with (3.17), so that we gain

(1)u
t = 
u
t + ut
u   uttt   uxxt   ututtu   utuxxu
(1)ux = 
u
x + ux
u   uttx   uxxx   uxuttu   uxuxxu (3.24)
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and the second extension is deduced with (3.18),
(2)uxx = xx + uxxu   uttxx   uxxxx   uxuttxu   uxuxxxu + uxxu + uxuxuu
+ uxut
t
xu + uxux
x
xu   uxuxuttuu   uxuxuxtuu + uxxu   uxttx   uxxxx
  uxxuttu   uxxuxxu   uxuxttu   uxuxxxu   uxttx   uxxxx   uxtuxtu   uxxuxxu :
(3.25)
Applying formula (3.7), the infinitesimals
t = 2t x = x u = 0
follow and we can derive the two extended infinitesimals (1)ut and 
(2)u
xx using the upper laws.
Hence, the simple expressions

(1)u
t =  2ut (2)uxx =  2uxx
arise. Replacing the extended infinitesimals in (3.23)we gain twice the heat equation, 2(ut 
uxx) = 0. Consequently, (3.22) is fulfilled and according to Theorem 3.14 a invariant solution
is present.
A consequence of this theorem is an algorithm for determining the symmetries of a
PDE system, which is called Lie algorithm. To get acquainted with this algorithm, it
will be directly applied to the heat equation.
Example 3.16 Let us calculate all Lie-point symmetries of the heat equation (3.15).
1. step: Applying the extended generator to the heat equation as stated in (3.22).
As seen in the example before, it holds
0 = X(2)F

F=0
= X(2)[ut   uxx]

uxx=ut
= (2)uxx   (1)ut

uxx=ut
;
where F is the heat equation.
2. step: Deriving the necessary prolongation infinitesimals corresponding to rule (3.17) and
(3.18).
This was already done in the last example. The results can be found in (3.24) and (3.25).
3. step: Inserting the prolongations into the result of step 1 and applying F  = 0, for all :
0 = f[uxx   ut ] + [2uxu   xxx + xt ]ux +

tt   txx   uu

ut + [
u
uu   2xxu]u2x
+

xu   2txu

utux + [ xuu]u3x +
 tuuu2xut + tuu2t + [uu   2xx ]uxx
+
 2txutx + [ 3xu]uxxux +  2tuutxux +  2tuuxxut	uxx=ut
= [uxx   ut ] + [2uxu   xxx + xt ]ux +

tt   txx   2xx

ut + [
u
uu   2xxu]u2x
+
 2xu   2txuutux + [ xuu]u3x +  tuuu2xut +  tuu2t +  2txutx
+
 2tuutxux :
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4. step: Matching of coefficients and solving the arising determining differential equations.
Since t, x and u only depend on t,x and u and the derivative of u shall be arbitrary and
independent, each bracket itself is zero. Hence, the determining equations are
0 = uxx   t (3.26)
0 = 2uxu   xxx + xt (3.27)
0 = tt   txx   2xx (3.28)
0 = uuu   2xxu (3.29)
0 = xu + 
t
xu (3.30)
0 = xuu (3.31)
0 = tuu (3.32)
0 = tx (3.33)
0 = tu : (3.34)
Some equations can be directly neglected, e.g. (3.32) is a direct consequence of (3.34). Fur-
ther, some terms can be eliminated, since txx in (3.28) must be zero because of (3.33). After
applying all these easy relations, the resulting system
0 = uxx   t (3.35)
0 = 2uxu   xxx + xt (3.36)
0 = tt   2xx (3.37)
0 = uuu (3.38)
0 = xu (3.39)
0 = tx (3.40)
0 = tu (3.41)
contains only seven equations. (3.38)-(3.41) can be directly applied to reduce the number of
dependent variables of t and x. Additionally, we know that u depends only linear on u, so
that
t = t(t) ; x = x(t; x)
u = u(t; x; u) = u~g(t; x) + g^(t; x) : (3.42)
This ansatz is inserted into the other equation (3.37) and integrated with respect to x, so that
x(t; x) =
1
2
xtt(t) + g(t)
arises with an integration function g depending on t. Equivalently, we can apply (3.42) in
(3.36) and an integration afterwards results in
~g(t; x) =  1
8
ttt(t)x
2   1
2
g(t)x+
1
2
g(t) (3.43)
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with another integration function g depending on t. Finally, (3.35) leads to
[~gt   ~gxx]u+ [g^t   g^xx] = 0 :
As ~g and g^ are independent of u and this equation must hold for all u, both brackets must be
zero. Into the first bracket, we insert (3.43),
0 = [ 1
8
tttt]x
2 + [ 1
2
gtt]x+ [
1
2
gt +
1
4
ttt] :
Again we apply that t is independent of x and x is arbitrary, so that each bracket must be
equal to zero. Solving the resulting equations we gain
t(t) =
1
2
~a6t
2 + ~a3t+ ~a2
g(t) = ~a5t+ ~a1
g(t) =  1
2
~a6t+ ~a4 ;
where ~a1-~a6 are integration constants. Summarizing these results, the infinitesimals become
t(t) =
1
2
~a6t
2 + t~a3 + ~a2
x(t; x) =
1
2
xtt(t) + g(t) =
1
2
~a6tx+ ~a3x+ ~a5t+ ~a1
u(t; x; u) = u~g(t; x) + g^(t; x) =  1
8
x2u~a6   1
4
tu~a6   1
2
~a3xu+
1
2
~a4u+ g^(t; x) :
5. step: Formulation of the multi-parametric generator of all symmetries and dividing them
into one-parametric Lie-point symmetries.
Since the infinitesimals are known the generator can be created easily:
X = (a1 + a3x+ a5t+ a6tx)
@
@x
+ (a2 + 2a3t+ a6t
2)
@
@t
+

a4u  1
2
a5xu  a6(1
2
ut+
1
4
ux2) + f(t; x)

@
@u
;
where ft   fxx = 0 must be fulfilled. In order to gain this nice form some parameters are
changed corresponding to a1 = ~a1, a2 = ~a2, 2a3 = ~a3, 2a4 = ~a4, a5 = ~a5 and 2a6 = ~a6. The
procedure to gain the one-parametric Lie-point symmetries is to set six of the seven parameters
equal to zero, the remaining formula is such a Lie-point symmetry. This can be done on seven
different variants, so that the one-parametric symmetries
X1 =
@
@x
(3.44)
X2 =
@
@t
(3.45)
X3 = x
@
@x
+ 2t
@
@t
(3.46)
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X4 = u
@
@u
(3.47)
X5 = t
@
@x
  1
2
xu
@
@u
(3.48)
X6 = tx
@
@x
+ t2
@
@t
 

1
2
ut+
1
4
ux2

@
@u
(3.49)
X7 = f(t; x)
@
@u
with ft   fxx = 0 (3.50)
follow. The first two represent translation symmetries, the symmetriesX3 andX4 are scaling
symmetries followed by two complicated symmetries. The last one represents a primitive sym-
metry as it occurs always in a linear PDE. It allows to add a solution of the heat equation to
u. It is clear that this will again solve the PDE, if the PDE is linear.
Further examples can be found in many books or scripts about Lie-point symmetries
for differential equations, see e.g. (Frewer 2007, Bluman & Anco 2002). Also the
calculation of the heat equation can be found there with some more details.
3.1.3 Invariant Solutions
For the following considerations, we assume (x;u) 6= 0. Then we can define an
invariant solution.
Definition 3.17 (Bluman & Anco 2002) We call u = (x), with components u =
(x),  = 1; 2; :::;m, an invariant of the PDE system (3.10) resulting from an admitted
point symmetry with infinitesimal generator (3.19) if and only if
1. u = (x) is an invariant surface of (3.19) for each  = 1; 2; :::;m;
2. u = (x) solves (3.10).
Hence we can describe an equivalence condition of an invariant solution, using the
invariant surface condition (3.51).
Theorem 3.18 (Bluman & Anco 2002) u = (x) is an invariant solution of (3.10) if and
only if u = (x) satisfies
1. X(u  (x)) = 0 when u = (x),  = 1; 2; :::;m, i.e.,
i(x;(x))
@(x)
@xi
= (x;(x));  = 1; 2; :::;m : (3.51)
2. F (x;u; @u; @2u; :::; @ku) = 0 when u = (x),  = 1; 2; :::; N , i.e.,
F (x;(x); @(x); @2(x); :::; @k(x)) = 0;  = 1; 2; :::; N
where @j(x) denotes @j(x)=@xi1@xi2 :::@xij and ij = 1; 2; :::; n, for j = 1; 2; :::; k.
The first property describes a differential equation resulting from the infinitesimals
of the Lie-point symmetries. The solution of this invariant surface condition could
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present also a solution of the heat equation. The second property tells us that this
solution has to be inserted into the heat equation, which should be fulfilled.
A possibility to calculate the solution of the invariant surface condition can be found
with the invariant form method. The differential equation (3.51) of first order can be
solved by the method of characteristics, so that we have to solve
dx1
1(x;u)
=
dx2
2(x;u)
= ::: =
dxn
n(x;u)
=
du1
1(x;u)
=
du2
2(x;u)
= ::: =
dum
m(x;u)
: (3.52)
Solving this system of partial differential equations, we gain n   1 invariants yi, i =
1; :::; n  1 resulting from the relations between the dependent variables, so that there
is one dependent variable eliminated. Further, there are m new dependent function,
which depend on the n  1 invariants yi, i = 1; :::; n  1.
Following Theorem 3.18 it is necessary to check whether the result of (3.52) is an in-
variant solution by inserting the result into the given system of PDEs.
As an example we want to derive an invariant solution of the heat equation.
Example 3.19 Let us derive from the symmetry (3.49) an invariant solution of the heat equa-
tion (3.15). The invariant surface condition (3.51) becomes
xtux + t
2ut =  

1
4
x2 +
1
2
t

u :
Then the characteristic system, see (3.52),
dx
xt
=
dt
t2
=
du
 (1
4
x2 + 1
2
t)u
follows. The solution of this expression leads to two invariants
 =
x
t
; u = (t; x) =
1p
t
e 
x2
4t () : (3.53)
Then we have to substitute this solution into the heat equation, so that we gain the condition
00() = 0 (3.54)
which can be fulfilled for a linear function in  = x
t
. Since the reduced DE (3.54) contains
only the independent variable  and the dependent variable  an invariant solution was shown.
This check always has to be done since it is possible that the derived solution is not invariant
(=the new DE depends only on the new variables). Solving the new DE, (3.54), a linear
function in  occurs (() = C1 + C2). Inserting this function into (3.53) and substituting
 ,
u = (x; t) =
1p
t
h
C1 + C2
x
t
i
e 
x2
4t
arises with two arbitrary constants C1 and C2.
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3.2 Properties of the Lie-Point Symmetries
On our way to determine turbulent scaling laws we need the Lie symmetries of the
MPC equations. Considering the set of MPC equations, it is clear that we gain some
problems since we deal with infinitely many equations. Hence, it is not possible to
type in all equations and to calculate the Lie-point symmetries using a computer al-
gebra program. This is the reason for analysing this problem theoretically in the fol-
lowing three sections.
In the following section, some general properties will be deduced and in the two
further sections the MPCs derived from the Navier-Stokes equations and the Euler
equations will be studied independently.
3.2.1 Conditions Resulting from the Continuity Equations
Instead of analysing the MPC equations themselves, see Theorem 2.5 and 2.9, some
generalized equations shall be studied using the Lie algorithm. Finally, the results
shall be transferred to the MPC equations. Therefore, we introduce an infinite vector
of space points x^ = (x^1; x^2; x^3; :::), where the upper index represents the counter of
the component and does not indicate a power. Then combined with a time variable,
an extended set of variables x = (t; x1; x2; x3; :::) with x0 = t, x1 = x^1, ..., can be
formulated. Further, infinite sets of functions shall be considered, given by
a(t; x^) = (a1(t; S1); a2(t; S2); a3(t; S3); :::)
b(t; x^) = (b1(t; ~S1); b2(t; ~S2); b3(t; ~S3); :::) ;
where Si  x^, ~Si  x^. In this subsection and in the following ones, we want to
formulate differential equations for these functions and calculate conditions on their
infinitesimals.
In order to write down the above-mentioned differential equations we introduce the
following notation,
aji (t; S
j) =
@aj(t; Sj)
@xi
;
meaning that we take the derivative of the jth component of a with respect to xi.
Hence, the independent variables are given by the vector xwhile the dependent vari-
ables are a and b. Moreover, we use the symbol  to describe an infinitesimal of an
independent variable and  stands for an infinitesimal of a dependent variable. An
upper index shall be used to indicate to which variable the infinitesimal shall corre-
spond, e.g. 1 = x1 is the infinitesimal of x1. A lower index would again refer to a
derivative.
Before some conditions concerning the set Si will be claimed, the relation to theMPCs
shall be given in the next remark. There, the relation between the independent vari-
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ables x and the space points x(j) shall be given as well as the dependent functions a
and b shall be described by the MPCs and pressure-velocity correlations.
Remark 3.20 Considering the full set of equations to describe turbulence, as given in Theo-
rem 2.5 and 2.9, it is clear that the independent variables are the time t and the space points
x(j), j = 1; 2; 3:::. The dependent variables are the MPCs and pressure-velocity correlations.
In the following, we will distribute these variables into the infinite sets x^, a and b.
The infinite set of variables x^ shall correspond to the space point representation given by the
relation
x^ = (x
(1)
1 ; x
(1)
2 ; x
(1)
3 ; x
(2)
1 ; x
(2)
2 ; x
(2)
3 ; x
(3)
1 ; :::) :
Hence we gain a relation between a space point component x(i)j and the generalized vector x,
which is given by
x
(i)
j b=x^3(i 1)+j = x3(i 1)+j (3.55)
and the upper index indicates that the 3(i  1) + j-th component is applied.
The infinite sets of functions a and b can be expressed by the MPCs and pressure-velocity
correlations in the R-P approach. The allocation of each function of a and b with a correlation
can be done in the following way:
a(t; x^) = ( U1(t;x
(1)); U2(t;x
(1)); U3(t;x
(1)); U1(t;x
(2)); U2(t;x
(2)); U3(t;x
(2));
R11(t;x
(1);x(2)); R12(t;x
(1);x(2)); R13(t;x
(1);x(2)); R21(t;x
(1);x(2));
R22(t;x
(1);x(2)); :::; R33(t;x
(1);x(2)); U1(t;x
(3)); U2(t;x
(3)); U3(t;x
(3));
R111(t;x
(1);x(2);x(3)); :::)
b(t; x^) = ( P (t;x(1)); R11(t;x
(1);x(1)); R12(t;x
(1);x(1)); :::; R33(t;x
(1);x(1));
R11(t;x
(2);x(2)); R12(t;x
(2);x(2)); :::; R33(t;x
(2);x(2));
P1[1]p(t;x
(1);x(2)); P2[1]p(t;x
(1);x(2)); P3[1]p(t;x
(1);x(2));
P1[2]p(t;x
(1);x(2)); P2[2]p(t;x
(1);x(2)); P3[2]p(t;x
(1);x(2));
R11(t;x
(3);x(3)); R12(t;x
(3);x(3)); :::; R33(t;x
(3);x(3));
R111(x
(1);x(2);x(1)); R121(x
(1);x(2);x(1)); :::; R333(x
(1);x(2);x(2))
P11[3]p(t;x
(1);x(2);x(3)); :::) :
The reason for splitting into a and b becomes clear, when in the next subsection, the momen-
tum equations will be considered and there will be a time derivative only for each element of a
but not for b.
It is perhaps surprising that MPCs appear in b if, in the dependencies, two space points are
the same. It is clear that the derivatives of R11(t;x(1);x(1)) and R11(t;x(1);x(2)) with re-
spect to x(1)i or x
(2)
i , i = 1; 2; 3, are different. In the Lie algorithm we forget, so to say, the
dependencies and we would only deal with R11. However, derivatives of R11(t;x(1);x(2))
and R11(t;x(1);x(1)) appear in the algorithm. It is clear, that for R11(t;x(1);x(1)) the deriva-
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tive with respect to x(2)i is zero, but for R11(t;x(1);x(2)) this is not the case. It follows that
R11(t;x
(1);x(1)) and R11(t;x(1);x(2)) have to be considered as independent functions. Later
in this subsection, we will see that infinitesimals of R11(t; x(1); x(1)) and R11(t; x(1); x(2))
are easily connected. For this reason we have to claim additionally the boundary condition

Rifn+1g [x
(n+1) 7!x(l)]
= 
Rifn+1g

fx(n+1)=x(l);Rjfmg 7!Rjfmg [x(n+1) 7!x(l)];:::g
for the infinitesimals
which has to be fulfilled by every occurring Lie-point symmetry.
The reason for adding mean velocities and Reynolds stress tensors at different space points in
the sets a and b is that they appear in the transport equations of the MPC equations. Again it
would lead to problems in taking the derivative if the mean velocity at different points would
only be replaced by Ui by the arguments given forR11(t;x(1);x(1)). This leads to the condition
concerning the mean velocities and Reynolds stress tensors at different points:

Ui(x(k)) = 
Ui(x(1))

x(1) 7!x(k)
Rij(x
(k)) = Rij(x
(1))

x(1) 7!x(k)
:
The same can be done for the H-I approach as well and corresponding sets for a and b can be
determined.
Concerning these relations, we want to verify the notations of this section in the fol-
lowing example.
Example 3.21 In these examples, different notations shall be illustrated. The first example
studies the notion of the space points while the second and third ones deal with the sets Si
which describe the dependencies of the function ai.
 The second component of the third space point, x(3)2 , can be represented through x8. The
exponent does not describe a power but only the 8th element of the vector x.
 Since a3b=U3 depends on x1b=x(1)1 then x1b=1 2 S3b=S U3 . Since a9b=R13 depends on
x6b=x(2)3 then 6b=x6 2 S6b=SR13 . In general, if ai depends on x(j)k then x3(n 1)+j 2 Si.
The other way round, if l 2 Si, then ai depends on xl.
 Let us consider the example Ri(1)i(3)(t;x(1);x(3)). When we rewrite all space variables
with the help of x, we gain Ri(1)i(3)(x
0; x1; x2; x3; x7; x8; x9). The next step is to derive
the corresponding set SRi(1)i(3) , which is in this case simply SRi(1)i(3) = (1; 2; 3; 7; 8; 9).
Since every MPC and pressure-velocity correlation depends on 3-dimensional space
points, the number of depending space variables is a multiplier of three. The same
we want to claim for the functions a and b. Mathematically, we write
dim(Sj) = 3n(j) dim( ~Sj) = 3~n(j) (3.56)
where n; ~n 2 N can be different for every function aj , resp. bj .
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If an MPC Hifng depends on x
(j)
1 , it is clear that it depends also on x
(j)
2 and x
(j)
3 . This
results is another necessary property of the sets Si and ~Si:
x3j 2 Si , x3j+1 2 Si , x3j+2 2 Si 8i
x3j 2 ~Si , x3j+1 2 ~Si , x3j+2 2 ~Si 8i : (3.57)
Example 3.22 For the previous example, Ri(1)i(2)(x;z), it follows dim(S
Ri(1)i(2) ) = 6 = 2 
3 is a multiplier of 3. Since x8 = x(3)2 2 SRi(1)i(2) (x;z), (3.57) claims that x7 = x(3)1 2
S
Ri(1)i(2) (x;z) and x9 = x(3)2 2 SRi(1)i(2) (x;z), which is certainly true.
Further, we introduce the first set of differential equations for the functions a and b.
Writing down something like a continuity equation, this would mean we take three
functions of the set a, aj , aj+
j;m
1 , aj+
j;m
2 , and the derivatives with respect to three
independent variables xm, xm+1, xm+2, which are in a row. The generalized continuity
equations read
0 = ajm + a
j+j;m1
m+1 + a
j+j;m2
m+2 ; (3.58)
0 = bjm + a
j+~j;m1
m+1 + b
j+~j;m2
m+2 : (3.59)
j;m1 2 N and j;m2 2 N are chosen so that for given j and m, equation (3.58) forms a
continuity equation. The value of j;m1 and 
j;m
2 depends on the first quantity, aj of
the continuity equation and the derivative, @
@xm
, of this first term. The same can be
formulated for ~.
Example 3.23 Let aj b=R11 and xmb=x(2)1 . Then aj+j;m1 b=R12 and aj+j;m2 b=R13 in order to
gain the continuity equation @R11
@x
(2)
1
+ @R12
@x
(2)
2
+ @R13
@x
(2)
3
= 0. Comparing with the set a of Remark
3.20, R11;x
(2)
1
1 = 1 and 
R11;x
(2)
1
2 = 2 because these three quantities (R11, R12 and R13) are in
a row. If xmb=x(1)1 , aj+j;m1 b=R21 and aj+j;m2 b=R31 follow. Considering set a of Remark 3.20,

R11;x
(1)
1
1 = 3 and 
R11;x
(1)
1
2 = 6 hold.
We call G the set of all continuity equations. We also form sets, which contain all
functions aj , where aj occurs as the first term in a continuity equation and it appears
with a derivative with respect to m. This means we take a fixed m and determine all
functions aj , so that @a
j
@xm
is the first term in any continuity equation. All functions
aj fulfilling this condition will be merged to a set Nm. This can also be done for the
second and the third term. Consequently, we gain
ak 2 Nm , @a
k
@xm
is the first term in a continuity equation (3.60)
ak 2 Lm , @a
k
@xm
is the second term in a continuity equation (3.61)
ak 2 Km , @a
k
@xm
is the third term in a continuity equation (3.62)
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and for the continuity equations for b,
bk 2 ~Nm , @b
k
@xm
is the first term in a continuity equation (3.63)
bk 2 ~Lm , @b
k
@xm
is the second term in a continuity equation (3.64)
bk 2 ~Km , @b
k
@xm
is the third term in a continuity equation (3.65)
holds.
From the MPCs we know that the first term in a continuity equation is always with
respect to a first component of a space point, e.g. x(j)1 . Then, the second derivative
is with respect to x(j)2 and the third one with respect to x
(j)
3 . This means that for ex-
ample, N2 = fg since there is no continuity equation where the first term contains a
derivative with respect to x2b=x(1)2 . Consequently, we can formulate
Nm = fg; ~Nm = fg ifmmod 3 = 0;mmod 3 = 2
Lm = fg; ~Lm = fg ifmmod 3 = 1;mmod 3 = 0
Km = fg; ~Km = fg ifmmod 3 = 1;mmod 3 = 2: (3.66)
Example 3.24 Let m = 4. Then there are three continuity equations of two-point correla-
tions, where the first derivative is taken with respect to x4 = x(2)1 :
0 =
@H11
@x
(2)
1
+
@H12
@x
(2)
2
+
@H13
@x
(2)
3
0 =
@H21
@x
(2)
1
+
@H22
@x
(2)
2
+
@H23
@x
(2)
3
0 =
@H31
@x
(2)
1
+
@H32
@x
(2)
2
+
@H33
@x
(2)
3
:
Hence, N4 contains all dependent variables if they appear with a derivative with respect to x4
and represent the first term of this continuity equation. The second terms are in L5 and the
third ones inK6. Then,
N4 = fH11; H21; H31; :::g
L5 = fH12; H22; H32; :::g
K6 = fH13; H23; H33; :::g :
Of course, there are three-point correlations, four-point correlations and so on which appear
in a continuity equation with a derivative with respect to x(2)1 , so that the list of N4 is not
complete.
Of course, N5 = fg, N6 = fg, L4 = fg, L5 = fg, K4 = fg,K5 = fg.
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Considering a continuity equation of the MPCs, it is clear that all three functions de-
pend on the same variables. Another claim will be that all three a’s in one generalized
continuity equation depend on the same variables. Mathematically we write
Sj = Sj+
j;m
1 = Sj+
j;m
2 8j 2 Nm
~Sj = ~Sj+
~j;m1 = ~Sj+
~j;m2 8j 2 ~Nm : (3.67)
Let us now introduce the last set, which we call EConti. It is defined as the set of all
derivative dependencies occurring in any differential equation (3.58). This means, if
and only if ai is a part of any differential equation, then a

i 2 Econti. Equally, the
set ~EConti is defined. If and only if bkj is an element of a continuity equation, then
bkj 2 ~EConti.
Example 3.25 For the continuity equations of the averaged velocity (2.10) and the MPCs
(2.35), we can write down the beginning of the set EConti,
EConti =
 
@ U1
@x1
;
@ U2
@x2
;
@ U3
@x3
;
@R11
@x
(1)
1
;
@R11
@x
(2)
1
;
@R12
@x
(1)
1
;
@R12
@x
(2)
2
;
@R13
@x
(1)
1
;
@R13
@x
(2)
3
; :::
!
:
Here the first three terms represent the terms of the averaged Continuity equation (2.10) and
the further ones can be found in the continuity equations of the two-point correlations. Of
course, it can be continued to any n-point continuity equation. Apparently, this means that,
e.g., @
U2
@x1
and @R11
@x
(1)
2
are not in this set.
Now we can deduce some conditions for the infinitesimals of a, b which will be pre-
sented in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.26 The set of generalized continuity equations (3.58) and (3.59) shall be given. We
assume that the properties (3.57), (3.66), (3.67) are fulfilled. Then, for the infinitesimals, it
holds

j(1)
a
k(1)
= 0 if k(1) =2 Nm; anj(1) =2 EKonti;m 2 Sk(1) ; j(1) 2 Sn
(j(1); k(1)) 6= f(m+ 1; n+ n;m1 ); (m+ 2; n+ n;m2 )g

j(2)
a
k(2)
= 0 if k(2) =2 Lm+1; an+
n;m
1
j(2)
=2 EKonti;m+ 1 2 Sk(2) ; j(2) 2 Sn
(j(2); k(2)) 6= f(m;n); (m+ 2; n+ n;m2 )g

j(3)
a
k(3)
= 0 if k(3) =2 Km+2; an+
n;m
2
j(3)
=2 EKonti;m+ 2 2 Sk(3) ; j(3) 2 Sn
(j(3); k(3)) 6= f(m;n); (m+ 1; n+ n;m1 )g :
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Additionally, we gain
jm = 0 if 9n : anj =2 EConti; j 2 Sn; n 2 Nm; j =2 fm;m+ 1;m+ 2g
jm+1 = 0 if 9n : an+
n;m
1
j =2 EConti; j 2 Sn+
n;m
1 ; n 2 Nm; j =2 fm;m+ 1;m+ 2g
jm+2 = 0 if 9n : an+
n;m
2
j =2 EConti; j 2 Sn+
n;m
2 ; n 2 Nm; j =2 fm;m+ 1;m+ 2g
and
nak = 0 if 9m : k =2 Nm;m 2 Sk; n 2 Nm; k =2 fn; n+ n;m1 ; n+ n;m2 g

n+n;m1
ak
= 0 if 9m : k =2 Lm+1;m+ 1 2 Sk; n 2 Nm; k =2 fn; n+ n;m1 ; n+ n;m2 g

n+n;m2
ak
= 0 if 9m : k =2 Km+2;m+ 2 2 Sk; n 2 Nm; k =2 fn; n+ n;m1 ; n+ n;m2 g :
Proof: Let i be the infinitesimal of ai and let ~i represent the infinitesimal of bi. As
mentioned before, i describes the infinitesimal of the independent variable xi.
The continuity equations shall be analysed and conditions for symmetries deduced.
The symmetry condition is
0 = X(Gi)

F=0;G=0
= X(1)(Gi)

G=0
with G being the set of generalized continuity equations (3.58), (3.59) and F the set
of generalized momentum equations, which will be defined in the next subsection.
Gi is one continuity equation out of the full set of equations. The condition F = 0
can be neglected since we solve the momentum equation for the Navier-Stokes case
for the second derivative of a and in the Euler case for the time derivative. Since
neither a second derivative nor a time derivative occur in any continuity equation,
the transport equations need not to be considered.
Let us apply the extended generatorX(1) to the generalized continuity equation (3.58),
so that
0 = X(1)(Gi)

G=0
= 
(1)i
j (x;a; b; @a; @b)
@
@aij

anm + a
n+n;m1
m+1 + a
n+n;m2
m+2

G=0
= (1)nm (x;a; b; @a; @b) + 
(1)n+n;m1
m+1 (x;a; b; @a; @b)
+ 
(1)n+n;m2
m+2 (x;a; b; @a; @b)

G=0
(3.68)
arises. Deriving the prolongations, corresponding to the rules (3.17) and (3.18), we
gain the general expressions

(1)
i = Di
   (Dij)aj
~
(1)
i = Di~
   (Dij)bj
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involving the operator (3.16),
Di =
@
@xi
+ aki
@
@ak
+ bki
@
@bk
+ akij
@
@akj
+ bkij
@
@bkj
+    :
The calculation of (1) is easy, so that

(1)
i = @xi
 + aki
@
@ak
 + bki
@
@bk
  

@xi
j + aki
@
@ak
j + bki
@
@bk
j

aj
= i + a
k
i 

ak
+ bki 

bk
   ji + aki jak + bki jbk aj
~
(1)
i = @xi ~
 + aki
@
@ak
~ + bki
@
@bk
~  

@xi
j + aki
@
@ak
j + bki
@
@bk
j

bj
= ~i + a
k
i ~

ak + b
k
i ~

bk  
 
ji + a
k
i 
j
ak
+ bki 
j
bk

bj
follows for the prolongations of  and ~.
Inserting the prolongations into (3.68) we gainh
(1)nm + 
(1)n+n;m1
m+1 + 
(1)n+n;m2
m+2
i
G=0
=
h
nm + a
k
m
n
ak + b
k
m
n
bk   jmanj   akmjakanj   bkmjbkanj
+ 
n+n;m1
m+1 + a
k
m+1
n+n;m1
ak
+ bkm+1
n+n;m1
bk
  jm+1an+
n;m
1
j   akm+1jaka
n+n;m1
j
  bkm+1jbka
n+n;m1
j + 
n+n;m2
m+2 + a
k
m+2
n+n;m2
ak
+ bkm+2
n+n;m2
bk
  jm+2an+
n;m
2
j
  akm+2jaka
n+n;m2
j   bkm+2jbka
n+n;m2
j
i
G=0
: (3.69)
The next step is to substitute certain terms because of the condition G = 0. Solving
the generalized continuity equation, (3.58), for the first term, anm =  an+
n;m
1
m+1   an+
n;m
1
m+2
has to be used in some terms in (3.69). Also, the terms containing bki change if there
exists a continuity equation for this bk. In this case, bki will only be replaced by other
b’s but not by any a.
Afterwards, the method of equating the coefficients shall be applied and each coeffi-
cient is set equal to zero. First, all terms where a product of two first derivatives in a
appears, shall be compared. Hence, we consider
ak
(1)
m a
n
j(1)
j(1)
ak
(1) + a
k(2)
m+1a
n+n;m1
j(2)
j
(2)
ak
(2) + a
k(3)
m+2a
n+n;m2
j(3)
j
(3)
ak
(3) = 0 : (3.70)
Three main conditions have to be claimed. First, the occurring a’s are not part in
any continuity equation in order to ensure that they cannot arise through a replace-
ment due to the continuity equations. If we consider the first term ak(1)m anj(1)
j(1)
ak
(1) , then
j
(1)
ak
(1) = 0 holds if ak
(1)
m and anj(1) does not occur in any continuity equation and neither
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ak
(1)
m = 0 nor anj(1) = 0. The same idea can be applied to the second and third term, so
that we can summarize

j(1)
a
k(1)
= 0 if k(1) =2 Nm; anj(1) =2 EKonti;m 2 Sk(1) ; j(1) 2 Sn
(j(1); k(1)) 6= f(m+ 1; n+ n;m1 ); (m+ 2; n+ n;m2 )g

j(2)
a
k(2)
= 0 if k(2) =2 Lm+1; an+
n;m
1
j(2)
=2 EKonti;m+ 1 2 Sk(2) ; j(2) 2 Sn+
n;m
1
(j(2); k(2)) 6= f(m;n); (m+ 2; n+ n;m2 )g

j(3)
a
k(3)
= 0 if k(3) =2 Km+2; an+
n;m
2
j(3)
=2 EKonti;m+ 2 2 Sk(3) ; j(3) 2 Sn+
n;m
2
(j(3); k(3)) 6= f(m;n); (m+ 1; n+ n;m1 )g :
Now let us consider all terms with a first derivative of a in (3.69), so that an analysis
of the expression
0 = akm
n
ak   anj jm + akm+1n+
n;m
1
ak
  an+
n;m
1
j 
j
m+1 + a
k
m+2
n+n;m2
ak
  an+
n;m
2
j 
j
m+2 (3.71)
is necessary.
If the summation index j fulfils j 6= m;m + 1;m + 2, only three terms have to be
considered:
0 = anj 
j
m + a
n+n;m1
j 
j
m+1 + a
n+n;m2
j 
j
m+2 :
If the coefficient anj , a
n+n;m1
j , resp. a
n+n;m2
j is not in a continuity equation and is non-
zero, we gain
jm = 0 if 9n : anj =2 EConti; j 2 Sn; n 2 Nm; j =2 fm;m+ 1;m+ 2g
jm+1 = 0 if 9n : an+
n;m
1
j =2 EConti; j 2 Sn+
n;m
1 ; n 2 Nm; j =2 fm;m+ 1;m+ 2g
jm+1 = 0 if 9n : an+
n;m
1
j =2 EConti; j 2 Sn+
n;m
1 ; n 2 Nm; j =2 fm;m+ 1;m+ 2g :
In spite of the previous assumption, if k =2 fn; n+n;m1 ; n+n;m2 g, the other three terms
of (3.71),
0 = akm
n
ak + a
k
m+1
n+n;m1
ak
+ akm+2
n+n;m2
ak
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have to be considered. Then the coefficients akm, akm+1, resp. akm+2 shall be neither a
part of a continuity equation nor equal to zero, so that we finally gain
nak = 0 if 9m : k =2 Nm;m 2 Sk; n 2 Nm; k =2 fn; n+ n;m1 ; n+ n;m2 g

n+n;m1
ak
= 0 if 9m : k =2 Lm+1;m+ 1 2 Sk; n 2 Nm; k =2 fn; n+ n;m1 ; n+ n;m2 g

n+n;m2
ak
= 0 if 9m : k =2 Km+2;m+ 1 2 Sk; n 2 Nm; k =2 fn; n+ n;m1 ; n+ n;m2 g :

The same procedure can be done for the continuity equation of b, (3.59), and equal
results can be concluded. For briefness, we neglect this case here.
The result of the previous lemma can be applied to the governing continuity equa-
tions. Conditions for the infinitesimals of the space variables, the MPCs and the
pressure-velocity correlations can be derived. This will be proven in the following
corollary.
Corollary 3.27 Assume the continuity equations (2.35)-(2.36) or (2.44)-(2.45) are given.
Then the infinitesimals of the space variables must fulfil

x
(a)
k
x
(c)
l
= 0 8a; c; : a 6= c

x
(a)
k
Rifcg
= 0 
x
(a)
k
Hifcg
= 0 8ifcg; a : c  2 :
In all conditions hold k; l 2 f1; 2; 3g.
Proof: We assume the connection between the correlations and the functions a and b
as given in Remark 3.20.
To show x
(j)
k
Hifng
= 0, we apply the first result of the last lemma. Here, we assume
j(1)b=x()k and ak(1) b=Hifg . Let us claim that there exists an , so that i() 6= 1. Then
choosem = x()1 so that we have to find a suitable n to satisfy the conditions n 2 Nx
()
1 ,
anj(1) =2 EConti and x
()
k 2 Sn. All these conditions can be fulfilled if  6=  and nb=fg,
resp. anb=Hfg . Then we claim that () = 1 and () 6= k must hold for the arbitrary
index set . To satisfy both claims concerning , the expression   max(; ) must
hold. Since  6= , we gain   2. Then the last condition from Lemma 3.26 is a
restriction concerning (x()k ; Hifng). Since x
()
k 6= x()2 and x()k 6= x()3 the restriction is
fulfilled and the result is given by

x
(j)
k
Hifg
= 0 if 9 : i() 6= 1;  6= j :
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The second and third line can be deduced similarly, so that we gain

x
(j)
k
Hifg
= 0 if 9 : i() 6= 2;  6= j

x
(j)
k
Hifg
= 0 if 9 : i() 6= 3;  6= j :
All three results can now be merged, so that i() can be arbitrary.  6= j can be fulfilled
by   2. Finally, the statement is

x
(j)
k
Hifg
= 0 if   2 :
We want to show that x
(a)
k
x
(b)
l
= 0, 8k; l 2 f1; 2; 3g, if a 6= b. Therefore, we want to
apply the first line of the second result of the previous Lemma 3.26. Let us assume
jb=x() andmb=x() . Thenwe investigate if a anb=Hifg exists which fulfils the necessary
conditions
@Hifg
@x
()

=2 EConti, x() 2 SHifg , Hifg 2 Nx
()
 and x() =2 fx() ; x()+1; x()+2g. If
Hifg 2 Nx
()
 , it has to hold  = 1 and i() = 1. Since the term
@Hifg
@x
()

shall not be an
element of the continuity equation,it has to hold i() 6= . Then it should be clear that
  max(; ) to fulfil x() 2 SHifng . The last condition, x() =2 fx() ; x()+1; x()+2gwill be
satisfied if  6= . Finally, we can state that such a Hifg can be found for all cases if
the conditions  6=  and  = 1 are fulfilled, so that

x
()

x
()
1
= 0  6= 
can be concluded. Then we want to analyse the second line of the second result,
where jb=x() and mb=x() shall be assumed. anb=Hifg must be determined to fulfil
the necessary conditions. Again Hifng 2 Nx
()
 results in  = 1 and i() = 1. The term
@Hifg [i() 7! 2]
@x
()

shall be no element of any continuity equation, so that i() 6= . From
x
()
 2 SHifg[i() 7!2] = SHifg it follows   max(; ). Since x() =2 fx() ; x()+1; x()+2g
leads to  6= , the final result is

x
()

x
()
2
= 0  6=  :
Similarly, the third line can be deduced to

x
()

x
()
3
= 0  6=  :
Consequently, the general result is reached by joining the three results above. 
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From the third result of Lemma 3.26 no further restrictions for the infinitesimals were
deduced so far. So there still remains a small unsolved problem fromwhich additional
conditions for Rifng and Hifng could follow.
The next part of this subsection deals with the infinitesimals of the dependent vari-
ables and a connection between them, since terms like ~Rij = Rij(x(1);x(1)) occur and
the side conditions have to be studied.
First, we deal with the MPCs where the last space point was replaced by another
one. A relation between Rifn+1g [x
(n+1) 7! x(l)] and Rifn+1g shall be deduced. As an
example we want to discuss the two-point correlation, where the evolutions in the
transformation
Hij = Hij + 
Hij +O(2)
~Hij = ~Hij + 
~Hij +O(2) (3.72)
hold. If Hij is smooth, we gain
lim
x(2)!x(1)
Hij = ~Hij
so that the same must follow for the transformed MPCs:
lim
x(2)!x(1)
Hij = ~H

ij : (3.73)
Substituting the evolution (3.72) in the second limit (3.73) we gain
lim
x(2)!x(1)
Hij = lim
x(2)!x(1)
Hij +  lim
x(2)!x(1)
Hij +O(2)
~Hij = ~Hij +  lim
x(2)!x(1)
Hij +O(2) :
Comparing this result with the evolution itself (3.72) it follows under the assumption
of smooth infinitesimals
0 = ~Hij   ~Hij = ~Hij   ~Hij +  ~Hij    lim
x(2)!x(1)
Hij +O(2)

~Hij = Hij

fx(2)!x(1);Hjfmg!Hjfmg [x(2) 7!x(1)];:::g
:
As this was done for the two-point correlation also the n-point correlation can be
considered equivalently.
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Lemma 3.28 Let Hifn+1g , resp. Rifn+1g , be the infinitesimal of the n+1-point correlation
and Hifn+1g [x
(n+1) 7!x(l)], resp. Rifn+1g [x
(n+1) 7!x(l)], the infinitesimal of the n-point n+1-
correlation. If Hifn+1g , resp. Rifn+1g , and the infinitesimals are smooth then it holds

Hifn+1g [x
(n+1) 7!x(l)]
= 
Hifn+1g

fx(n+1)!x(l);Hjfmg!Hjfmg [x(n+1) 7!x(l)];:::g

Rifn+1g [x
(n+1) 7!x(l)]
= 
Rifn+1g

fx(n+1)!x(l);Rjfmg!Rjfmg [x(n+1) 7!x(l)];:::g
:
Proof: The transformations are
Hifn+1g = Hifn+1g + 
Hifn+1g +O(2)
H
ifn+1g[x(n+1) 7!x(l)] = Hifn+1g[x(n+1) 7!x(l)] + 
H
ifn+1g[x(n+1) 7!x(l)] +O(2)
so that for the second expression subtracted by the limit of the first line we gain
H
ifn+1g[x(n+1) 7!x(l)]   limx(n+1)!x(l)H

ifn+1g = Hifn+1g[x(n+1) 7!x(l)]   limx(n+1)!x(l)Hifn+1g
+ 
H
ifn+1g[x(n+1) 7!x(l)]    lim
x(n+1)!x(l)
Hij +O(2)

H
ifn+1g[x(n+1) 7!x(l)] = 
Hifn+1g

fx(n+1)=x(l);Hjfmg 7!Hjfmg [x(n+1) 7!x(l)];:::g
:
The same can be done for Rifn+1g . 
Dealing with the side conditions (2.37), resp. (2.46) it naturally has consequences
for the infinitesimals. As a simple example we will concentrate first on the equation
R1;2(x;y) = R21(y;x). Transforming this equation with a Lie symmetry
R12 = f(t;x;y; U ; P;Rij; :::; )
R21 = g(t;x;y; U ; P ;Rij; :::; ) ;
the same condition should be fulfilled, so that R12(x;y) = R21(y;x). For the transfor-
mation it follows
f(t;x;y; U ; P;Rij; :::; ) = g(t;x;y; U ; P;Rij; :::; ) :
Finally, if we develop the transformation with respect to the continuous parameter 
as a Taylor series, we gain
R12 = R12(t;x;y) + 
(f)(t;x;y; :::) +O(2)
R21 = R21(t;x;y) + 
(g)(t;x;y; :::) +O(2)
= R12(t;y;x) + 
(g)(t;y;x; :::) +O(2) :
ClaimingR12 = R21 we gain a condition for the infinitesimals, which is (g)(t;x;y; :::) =
(f)(t;y;x; :::), because  is independent of .
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The same observation can be done for a arbitraryMPCRifng , respectivelyHifng , Pifn 1g[q]p
or Iifn 1g[q]p , which will be shown in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.29 Based on the side conditions concerning the velocity correlations and the pressure-
velocity correlations, (2.37) resp. (2.46), we gain consequences for the invariants

Rifng = 
Rifng[j$k]

Hifng = 
Hifng[j$k]

Pifn 1g[q]P = 
Pifn 1g[q]P [j$k] = 
Pifn 1g[l]P [q!l]

Iifn 1g[q]P = 
Iifn 1g[q]P [j$k] = 
Iifn 1g[l]P [q!l] :
Proof: Similar to the proof concerning R12 and R21. 
3.2.2 Conditions Resulting from the MPC Equations - Viscous Case
Let a, b be two sets of functions, x^ the set of space points and t the time, as it was in-
troduced in the last subsection. The difference to the previous analysis is that another
set of partial differential equations is given,
F  = a(t; S) + f(a(x^; t);b(x^; t); @a(x^; t); @b(x^; t); x^; t) = 0 ; (3.74)
where f is an arbitrary function depending on x^ and t as well as on ai, bi and their
first derivatives. The Laplace operator is given by
 =
X
i2S
@2
@xi@xi
so that the number of differential operators depends on the number of dependent
space variables of a. Let us call F = (F 1; F 2; :::) the set of all such PDEs. It can be
easily seen that the transport equations of the R-P approach, (2.43), and of the H-I
approach, (2.34), can be represented through (3.74), see the following example.
Example 3.30 Let us borrow the definitions of the sets x^, a and b from Remark 3.20. Then
the first averaged Navier-Stokes equation,
0 =
@ U1
@t
+ Uk
@ U1
@x
(1)
k
+
@ P
@x
(1)
1
   @
2 U1
@x
(1)
k @x
(1)
k
+
@ ~Rik
@x
(1)
k
;
shall be analysed. Here  = U1, so that the differential operator is

U1 =
@2
@x21
+
@2
@x22
+
@2
@x23
= @
2
@x
(1)2
1
+
@2
@x
(1)2
2
+
@2
@x
(1)2
3
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and for the function f holds
f
U1 =
@ U1
@t
+ Uk
@ U1
@x
(1)
k
+
@ P
@x
(1)
1
+
@ ~Rik
@x
(1)
k
:
Also an arbitrary MPC equation can be divided into the part with the second derivatives and
the remaining terms which are merged into the function f . For R11 the differential operator is
given by
R11 =
@2
@x21
+
@2
@x22
+
@2
@x23
+
@2
@x24
+
@2
@x25
+
@2
@x26
= @
2
@x
(1)2
1
+
@2
@x
(1)2
2
+
@2
@x
(1)2
3
+
@2
@x
(2)2
1
+
@2
@x
(2)2
2
+
@2
@x
(2)2
3
:
In the next step, some restrictions for the infinitesimals of the dependent and inde-
pendent variables of (3.74) shall be determined, which lead in a second step to corre-
sponding claims in the R-P, resp. H-I approach. Of course, we have to keep in mind
that also the continuity equations concerning a and b hold, which were discussed in
the previous section.
Lemma 3.31 The set of partial differential equations is given by (3.74), (3.58) and (3.59).
Assuming that the conditions (3.57), (3.66) and (3.67) hold, the infinitesimals must fulfil

bl
= 0 if 9i 2 S : i 2 ~Sl 8 l; 
lbk = 0 if 9; j : j 2 ~Sk; l 2 S 8 l > 0; k

al
= 0 if 9e : e 2 Sl; e =2 S 8 l; 
lak = 0 if 9e : e 2 Sl; e =2 S 8 l > 0; 
0i = 0 if 9j > 0 : i 2 Sj
0bk = 0 if 9i;  : Si 2 ~Sk
0ak = 0 if 9e;  : e 2 Sk; e =2 S :
Proof: Since a differential equation of the second order is given, also the second ex-
tension of the generator
X(2) = i(x;a; b)
@
@xi
+ i(x;a; b)
@
@ai
+ ~i(x;a; b)
@
@bi
+ ij(x;a; b; @a; @b)
@
@aij
+ ~ij(x;a; b; @a; @b)
@
@bij
+ ij(1)j(2)(x;a; b; @a; @b; @
2a; @2b)
@
@aij(1)j(2)
+ ~ij(1)j(2)(x;a; b; @a; @b+ @
2a; @2b)
@
@bij(1)j(2)
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is necessary to be applied to the transport equations (3.74). Hence,
0 = X(2)FijF=0;G=0 =
 
X(2)fi +X
(2)ai
 jF=0;G=0
=
 
X(1)f + ij(1)j(2)(x; t;a; b; @a; @b; @
2a; @2b)
@
@aij(1)j(2)
a
!
jF=0;G=0
=
 
X(1)f +
X
i2S
ii
!
jF=0;G=0 (3.75)
must be fulfilled, where F defines the set of all transport equations and G the set of
all continuity equations. The first term only depends on the independent variables
and the dependent variables as well as their first derivatives. Using the rules (3.17)
and (3.18), in our case we gain

(1)
i = Di
   (Dij)aj
~
(1)
i = Di~
   (Dij)bj

(2)
i(1)i(2)
= Di(2)
(1)
i(1)
  (Di(2)j)ai(1)j
~
(2)
i(1)i(2)
= Di(2) ~
(1)
i(1)
  (Di(2)j)bi(1)j
with the differential operator
Di =
@
@xi
+ aki
@
@ak
+ bki
@
@bk
+ akij
@
@akj
+ bkij
@
@bkj
+    :
Calculating the first prolongations (1) and ~(1), we gain

(1)
i = @xi
 + aki
@
@ak
 + bki
@
@bk
  

@xi
j + aki
@
@ak
j + bki
@
@bk
j

aj
= i + a
k
i 

ak
+ bki 

bk
   ji + aki jak + bki jbk aj
~
(1)
i = @xi ~
 + aki
@
@ak
~ + bki
@
@bk
~  

@xi
j + aki
@
@ak
j + bki
@
@bk
j

bj
= ~i + a
k
i ~

ak + b
k
i ~

bk  
 
ji + a
k
i 
j
ak
+ bki 
j
bk

bj :
There are no second derivatives of the b’s in the governing equations, so that only (2)
will be considered,

(2)
ij = Dj
(1)
i   (Djk)aik
=

@
@xj
+ anj
@
@an
+ bnj
@
@bn
+ anjm
@
@anm
+ bnjm
@
@bnm

 
i + a
l
i

al
+ ali

al
+ bli

bl
  al
 
li + a
k
i 
l
ak + b
k
i 
l
bk

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 

@
@xi
+ alj
@
@al
+ blj
@
@bl

k

aik
= ij + a
l
i

jal
+ bli

jbl
  al lij   al aki ljak   al bki ljbk + aljial + aljami alam
+ blia
m
j 

blam
  al amj liam   aki al amj lakam   bki al amj lbkam + bljibl + bmj alialbm
+ bmj b
l
i

blbm
  al bmj libm   al aki bmj lakbm   al bki bnj lbkbn + aljial   ajili
  ajlaki lak   ajlbki lbk   al akjilak + bljibl   al bkijlbk   kj aik   aljaikkal   aikbljkbl :
The second derivatives appear only in the Laplace operator, so that we only need ’s
of the second order for the case j = i:

(2)
ii = ii + a
l
i

ial
+ bli

bli
  al lii   al aki liak   al bki lbki + aliial + aliami alam + bliami ambl
  al ami liam   aki ami al lakam   bki ami al lbkam + bliibl + bliil + bmi alialbm + bmi bliblbm
  al bmi libm   al aki bmi lakbm   al bki lbkbn + aliial   ailli   ailaki lak   ailbki lbk
  al akiilak + bliibl   al bkiilbk   aikki aliaikkal   aikblikbl (3.76)
= ii + 2a
l
i

ial
+ 2bli

bli
  al lii   2al aki liak   2al bki lbki + aliami alam + 2bliami ambl
  aki ami al lakam   2bki ami al lbkam + bmi bliblbm   al bki bni lbkbn + aliial   2ailli   2ailaki lak
  2ailbki lbk   al akiilak + bliibl   al bkiilbk ; (3.77)
where at this stage no summation over i shall be done. Because of the claimed condi-
tions F = 0 andG = 0, some values of amust be replaced. Starting with the transport
equations F, we will replace the second derivative with respect to xS

1 , the first vari-
able a depends on. From the definiton of the transport equations it is clear that the
term a
S1 S

1
occurs only in the equation for a and in no further equation, so that only
one substitution has to be done in each transport equation. The corresponding in-
finitesimal reads

(2)
S1 S

1
= 
S1 S

1
+ 2alS1

S1 a
l + 2b
l
S1

blS1
  al lS1 S1   2a

l a
k
S1
lS1 ak
  2al bkS1 
l
bkS1
+ alS1
amS1

alam
+ 2blS1
amS1

ambl
  akS1 a
m
S1
al 
l
akam   2bkS1 a
m
S1
al 
l
bkam + b
m
S1
blS1

blbm
  al bkS1 b
n
S1
lbkbn + a
l
S1 S

1

al
  2a
S1 l
lS1
  2a
S1 l
akS1
lak   2aS1 lb
k
S1
lbk
  al akS1 S1 
l
ak + b
l
S1 S

1

bl
  al bkS1 S1 
l
bk
= alS1 S

1

al
  2a
S1 l
lS1
  2a
S1 l
akS1
lak   2aS1 lb
k
S1
lbk   al akS1 S1 
l
ak + b
l
S1 S

1

bl
  al bkS1 S1 
l
bk + fS1 S

1
(x;a; b; @a; @b) : (3.78)
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Coming back to the transport equation, (3.74), we can separate the second derivative
with respect to S1 :
0 = f(x;a; b; @a; @b)jF=0;G=0 +ajF=0;G=0
a
S1 S

1
=  
LX
i=2
a
Si S

i
  f(x;a; b; @a; @b) :
This expression is inserted into the second prolongation (2)
S1 S

1
, (3.78), so that we gain

(2)
S1 S

1
=  
LlX
i=2
alSliSli

al
  2
LX
i=2

a
S1 S

i

Si
S1
  a
Si S

i

S1
S1

  2
LX
i=2

a
S1 S

i
akS1

Si
ak
  a
Si S

i
akS1

S1
ak

  2
LX
i=2

a
S1 S

i
bkS1

Si
bk
  a
Si S

i
bkS1

S1
ak

+
LkX
i=2
al a
k
Ski S
k
i
lak + b
l
S1 S

1

bl
  al bkS1 S1 
l
bk +
~fS1 S

1
(x;a; b; @a; @b) :
(3.79)
The function f contains all terms where no second derivatives occurs and this func-
tion can change from step to step. Since there are no a
S1 S

1
in the other prolongations

(2)
kk , k 6= S1 , they do not change. Also the second part X  f(x;a; b; @a; @b) cannot
contain a
S1 S

1
because there cannot appear second derivatives of a in X(1).
Inserting (3.77) and (3.79) into equation (3.75) we gain
0 = X(1)f + 
S1 S

1
+
LX
i=2

Si S

i
=  
LlX
i=2
alSliSli

al
  2
LX
i=2

a
S1 S

i

Si
S1
  a
Si S

i

S1
S1

  2
LX
i=2

a
S1 S

i
akS1

Si
ak
  a
Si S

i
akS1

S1
ak

  2
LX
i=2

a
S1 S

i
bkS1

Si
bk
  a
Si S

i
bkS1

S1
bk

+
LkX
i=2
al a
k
Ski S
k
i
lak + b
l
S1 S

1

bl
  al bkS1 S1 
l
bk
+
LX
i=2

alSi S

i

al
  2a
Si l
lSi
  2a
Si l
akSi
lak   2aSi lb
k
Si
lbk   al akSi Si 
l
ak + b
l
Si S

i

bl
  al bkSi Si 
l
bk

+ ~fS1 S

1
(x;a; b; @a; @b) : (3.80)
Then the method of matching the coefficients shall be applied. We can only consider
terms with the second derivative since they cannot be contained in the function ~f .
Different combinations will be studied separately to gain the general results presented
in the lemma.
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The coefficient bl
Si S

i
is nonzero if Si 2 ~Sl so that we gain

bl
= 0 if 9i 2 S : i 2 ~Sl 8 l;  :
If we want to consider terms containing a
Si
we have to keep in mind that it is possible
that ai has to be replaced because of the continuity equations. Beginning with
a~l + a
+;
~l
1
~l+1
+ a
+;
~l
2
~l+2
= 0
we gain
a~l =  a
+;
~l
1
~l+1
  a+
;~l
2
~l+2
if  2 N~l.
However, if  =2 N thenwe can consider the term al bkSi Si directly and it holds 
l
bk
= 0,
8 l > 0; k. But if  2 N we have to use the continuity equations, so that the term
(a
+;l1
l+1 + a
+;l2
l+2 )b
k
S1 S

1
lbk +
LX
i=2
( a+
;l
1
l+1   a+
;l
2
l+2 )b
k
Si S

i
lbk (3.81)
appears. Certainly it can not happen that two terms are equal, so that we get the same
result as before, l
bk
= 0. Of course this holds only if al b
k
Si S

i
is not already zero by
its own. This means, the condition 9; j : j 2 ~Sk; l 2 S must be fulfilled. Also for
the case with the continuity equation, (3.81), the same condition can be deduced. It
follows l + 1 2 S+1 , l 2 S+1 , l 2 S. To sum up the discussed result we can
formulate
lbk = 0 if 9; j : j 2 ~Sk; l 2 S 8 l > 0; k:
So far we excluded the case l = 0. For this case we consider the term a0bkSi Si 
0
bk
. All a
depend on the time and the time derivative cannot appear in the continuity equations.
So that we observe 0
bk
= 0 if 9i;  : Si 2 ~Sk.
Using these reductions in (3.80), we gain
0 =  
LlX
i=2
alSliSli

al
  2
LX
i=2

a
S1 S

i

Si
S1
  a
Si S

i

S1
S1

  2
LX
i=2

a
S1 S

i
akS1

Si
ak
  a
Si S

i
akS1

S1
ak

+
LkX
i=2
al a
k
Ski S
k
i
lak +
LX
i=2

alSi S

i

al
  2a
Si l
lSi
  2a
Si l
akSi
lak   al akSi Si 
l
ak

+ ~f11(x;a; b; @a; @b) : (3.82)
A further observation can be done for the sums
PLl
i=2 a
l
SliS
l
i

al
and
PL
i=2 a
l
Si S

i

al
for
l 6=  so that no further termsmust be taken into account. The only difference between
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the sums lies in the upper summation indices. We will analyse different cases and
their consequences, where we start with Sl = S. In this case Ll = L and Sli = S

i
8i 2 (1; ::; Ll) and, consequently, both sums contain the same terms and they cancel
each other. If we consider Sl  S, the sum over all elements of S contains more
terms. Let us take a closer look at these additional terms. Such a term appears for
every e 2 S : e =2 Sl. Since al depends on t and the set of space points Sl, it follows
ale = 0. Finally both sums are the same again and cancel out. The last case to consider
is if an element appears in the sum over Sl but not in the sum over S. Mathematically,
we can write
9e : e 2 Sl(2::Ll); e =2 S(2::L) ; (3.83)
then the first sum contains the term aee

al
which does not appear in the second sum
and aee is not in general equal to zero, so that 

al
= 0 must hold. The lower index
(2::Ll) in (3.83) means that e is different to any element of the set (Sl2; Sl3; :::; SlLl). Then
with condition (3.57) we gain the general result

al
= 0 if9e : e 2 Sl; e =2 S :
In a similar way we can analyse the two sums
PLk
i=2 a

l a
k
Ski S
k
i
l
ak
and
PL
i=2 a

l a
k
Si S

i
l
ak
,
where we also have to consider the continuity equations. Let us assume that al does
not have to be exchanged by a continuity equation. Then we get the same result as
before which leads us to
lak = 0 if 9e;  : e 2 Sk; e =2 S ; l 2 S; l > 0 :
We have to add the condition l 2 S; l > 0, in contrast to the case before, because there
is an additional first derivative for a. If Sk = S, both sums are the same and cancel
out, which happens also for Sk  S because the additional terms in the second sum
vanish because of akee = 0 8e : e 2 S(2::L); e =2 Sk(2::Lk). If 9e 2 Sk : e =2 S, then
al a
k
ee must not be zero, so that lak = 0. We gain the generalized result as before. Now
we have to consider the case when we have to use the continuity equation and the
sums
PLk
i=2(a
+;l1
l+1 + a
+;l2
l+2 )a
k
Ski S
k
i
l
ak
and
PL
i=2(a
+;l1
l+1 + a
+;l2
l+2 )a
k
Si S

i
l
ak
follow. An
equivalent argument leads to the general result.
Again we study the case of the infinitesimal of the time, 0, separately. Here we gain
the terms
PLk
i=2 a

0a
k
Ski S
k
i
0
ak
and
PL
i=2 a

0a
k
Si S

i
0
ak
, so that the infinitesimal must fulfil
0ak = 0 if 9e;  : e 2 Sk; e =2 S :
The final calculation will be again concerning the infinitesimal of the time variable.
Taking l = 0 in the sum
PL
i=2 2a

Si l
l
Si
, we gain 0i = 0 if 9j > 0 : i 2 Sj . 
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Considering the H equations, we should remember that this was a system of linear
PDEs. Unfortunately, there are only theorems about the infinitesimals in the case of
one PDE. Let u be the dependent variable and xi the independent ones, then it holds
iu = 0 8i; uu = 0 :
This was proven for a PDE of order k = 2 in (Ovsiannikov 1962, Ovsiannikov 1982)
and for k > 2 in (Bluman 1990), where i is the infinitesimal of the independent vari-
able xi and  the infinitesimal of u. In the case of our system of PDEs a similar result
can be derived, as it can be found in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.32 The set of partial differential equations (3.74), (3.58) and (3.59) should be given
and the function f is linear of the form
f(a(x^; t); b(x^; t); @a(x^; t); @b(x^; t); x^; t) = Ki a
i + ~Ki b
i +Ki;ja
i
j + ~K

i;jb
i
j :
If the conditions (3.57), (3.66) and (3.67) hold, then we gain
lak = 0 if 9j; bi;  : akj =2 EConti; bil =2 ~EConti; k 6= ; j 6= S1 ; ~Ki;j 6= 0; l 2 ~Si; j 2 Sk :
Assuming l
ak
= 0, 8l; ak then also

alam
= 0 if 9i : i 2 S; Si 2 Sl; Si 2 Sm; alSi =2 E
Conti
can be proven.
Proof: The starting point for the entire analysis is equation (3.77),

(2)
ii = 

ii + 2a
l
i

ial
+ 2bli

bli
  al lii   2al aki liak   2al bki lbki + aliami alam + 2bliami ambl
  aki ami al lakam   2bki ami al lbkam + bmi bliblbm   al bki bni lbkbn + aliial   2ailli   2ailaki lak
  2ailbki lbk   al akiilak + bliibl   al bkiilbk :
Some terms cancel because of the results of Lemma 3.31. The terms blii

bl
and 2bliami 

ambl
are equal to zero for i 2 ~Sl thanks to this lemma. Instead, if i =2 ~Sl, it holds blii = 0
respectively bli = 0, so that the expressions blii

bl
and 2bliami 

ambl
are always zero. Iden-
tically, the term bmi bliblbm vanishes due to the lemma for i 2 (Sl [ Sm) and bmi bli = 0
for i =2 (Sl \ Sm). In addition, the terms 2al bki lbki, 2bki ami al lbkam , al bki bni lbkbn , 2ailbki lbk
and al b
k
ii
l
bk
can be cancelled if there exists a , fulfilling the necessary conditions of
Lemma 3.31. Let us check that the terms also vanish if one condition is violated. If
l =2 S then al = 0 (resp. ail = 0) and if @j : Sj 2 ~Sk then bkSi = 0 8i 2 S

i .
These reductions lead to

(2)
ii =  2al aki liak + aliami alam   aki ami al lakam + aliial   2ailli   2ailaki lak
  al akiilak + flin(ai; bi) ;
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where flin contains all terms linear in ai; bi.
Again we have to use the momentum equations and the continuity equations. First,
the term a
S1 S

1
appears only in the transport equation for a and so it will be the term
we replace. From the last equation it follows that

(2)
S1 S

1
=  2al akS1 
l
S1 a
k + a
l
S1
amS1

alam
  akS1 a
m
S1
al 
l
akam + a
l
S1 S

1

al
  2a
S1 l
lS1
  2a
S1 l
akS1
lak   al akiilak + flin(ai; bi) (3.84)
and the momentum equation for a linear f is
a
S1 S

1
=  
LX
i=2
a
Si S

i
  (Ki ai + ~Ki bi +Ki;jaij + ~Ki;jbij) ;
whereKi , ~K

i ,K

i;j , ~K

i;j are constants for every  and i; j. Inserting this equation into
(3.84) we gain

(2)
S1 S

1
=  2al akS1 
l
Si a
k + a
l
S1
amS1

alam
  akS1 a
m
S1
al 
l
akam
 
0@ LlX
i=2
alSliSli
+K lia
i + ~K lib
i +K li;ja
i
j + ~K
l
i;jb
i
j
1A 
al
  al
0@ LkX
i=2
akSki Ski
+Kki a
i + ~Kki b
i +Kki;ja
i
j + ~K
k
i;jb
i
j
1A lak   2 1X
l=2
a
S1 l
lS1
+ 2lS1
 
LX
i=2
akSi S

i
+Ki a
i + ~Ki b
i +Ki;ja
i
j + ~K

i;jb
i
j
!
  2
1X
l=2
aS1 l
l
aka
k
S1
+ 2
 
LX
i=2
akSi S

i
+Ki a
i + ~Ki b
i +Ki;ja
i
j + ~K

i;jb
i
j
!
akS1

S1
ak
+ flin(@a; @b)
=  2al akS1 
l
Si a
k + a
l
S1
amS1

alam
  akS1 a
m
S1
al 
l
akam   al
0@ LkX
i=2
akSki Ski
+Kki a
i
+ ~Kki b
i +Kki;ja
i
j + ~K
k
i;jb
i
j

lak   2
X
l=2

a
S1 l
laka
k
S1
  a
Si S

i
akS1

S1
ak

+ 2

Ki a
i + ~Ki b
i +Ki;ja
i
j + ~K

i;jb
i
j

akS1

S1
ak
+ flin(a; b; @a; @b; @
2a) :
Again all linear terms in a, b and their derivatives are merged into the function flin.
In the next step, we consider the symmetry condition
0 = X(F)jF=0;G=0 = X(1)(Ki ai + ~Ki bi +Ki;jaij + ~Ki;jbij) + S1 S1 +
LX
i=2

Si S

i
(3.85)
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where X(1) is defined by
X(1) = i(x;a; b)
@
@xi
+ i(x;a; b)
@
@ai
+ ~i(x;a; b)
@
@bi
+ ij(x;a; b; @a; @b)
@
@aij
+ ~ij(x;a; b; @a; @b)
@
@bij
and the terms (1)i and ~
(1)
i are given in the proof of Lemma 3.31.
Considering only the linear term of (3.85) we gain
X(1)(Ki a
i + ~Ki b
i +Ki;ja
i
j + ~K

i;jb
i
j)
= (1)lm
@
@alm
Ki;ja
i
j + ~
(1)l
m
@
@alm
~Ki;jb
i
j + flin(a; b; @a; @b)
= 
(1)i
j Ki;j + ~
(1)i
j + flin(a; b; @a; @b)
=  akjaillakKi;j   bkjaillbkKi;j   akj billak ~Ki;j   bkj billbk ~Ki;j + flin(a; b; @a; @b)
=  akjaillakKi;j   akj billak ~Ki;j   bkj billbk ~Ki;j + flin(a; b; @a; @b) :
The reason for cancelling a term in the last step is given in Lemma 3.31. Considering
the term Kijbkjail
l
bk
, we only sum over all j 2 Si because for all further j, (j =2 Si),
Ki;j is equal to zero. This means that if the conditions of Lemma 3.31 are fulfilled,
it follows n
bk
= 0. We quickly check the consequences if one condition breaks. For
l =2 Si, then al = 0 and if @m : Sim 2 ~Sk we gain bj = 0.
Substituting all expressions into equation (3.85) we gain
0 =  akjaillakKi;j   akj billak ~Ki;j   bkj billbk ~Ki;j   2al akS1 
l
Si a
k + a
l
S1
amS1

alam
  akS1 a
m
S1
al 
l
akam  
0@ LkX
i=2
akSki Ski
+Kki a
i + ~Kki b
i +Kki;ja
i
j + ~K
k
i;jb
i
j
1A al lak
  2
X
l=2

a
S1 l
laka
k
S1
 a
Si S

i
akS1

S1
ak

+ 2

Ki a
i + ~Ki b
i +Ki;ja
i
j + ~K

i;jb
i
j

akS1

S1
ak
+
LX
i=2

alSi
amSi

alam
  2al akSi 
l
Si a
k   akSi a
m
Si
al 
l
akam + a
l
Si S

i

al
  2a
Si l
lSi
 2a
Si l
akSi
lak   al akSi Si 
l
ak

+ flin(a; b; @a; @b; @
2a) : (3.86)
In the next step we consider all terms containing a first derivative in a and b, so that
the terms
 akj billak ~Ki;j   ~Kk

i;jb
i
ja

l
l
ak
 + 2 ~Ki;jb
i
ja
k
S1

S1
ak

are left. We can show that under special assumptions we only need the first term.
Therefore,  6= k and j 6= S1 are assumed. Then we only consider terms where a
and b are not elements of any continuity equation, which means that akj =2 EConti and
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bil =2 ~EConti. Hence, the conditions ~Ki;j 6= 0, l 2 ~Si and j 2 Sk have to be added, so that
the coefficients akj bil ~K

i;j are not zero. Finally,
lak = 0 if 9j; bi;  : akj =2 EConti; bil =2 ~EConti; k 6= ; j 6= S1 ; ~Ki;j 6= 0; l 2 ~Si; j 2 Sk
holds.
For the second statement we deal with all terms containing a multiplication of two
first derivatives of two different functions al and an. This reduced set of (3.86) is
given by
  akjaillakKi;j   2al akS1 
l
Si a
k + a
l
S1
amS1

alam
 Kki;jaijal lak + 2 ~Ki;jbijakS1 
S1
ak
+
LX
i=2

alSi
amSi

alam
  2al akSi 
l
Si a
k

:
Using the assumption that l
ak
= 0 is fulfilled for all l and ak, the only remaining sum
is
LX
i=1
alSi
amSi

alam
so that we gain

alam
= 0 if 9i : i 2 S; Si 2 Sl; Si 2 Sm; alSi =2 E
Conti :

The stated conditions for the PDEs (3.74) are related to conditions concerning theMPC
equations and the pressure-velocity correlations. Let us transfer the results of Lemma
3.31 and Lemma 3.32 to the MPCs and pressure-velocity correlations.
Theorem 3.33 The set of all necessary MPC equations in H and R formulation is given (see
Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 2.9). If the viscosity is not zero, we gain the conditions
0 = 
Rifng
Pjfm 1g[q]p
0 = 
Hifng
Ijfm 1g[q]p
8jfm 1g; q; ifng
0 = 
Rifng
Rjfmg [x
(m) 7!x(k)] 0 = 
Hifng
Hjfmg [x
(m) 7!x(k)] 8ifng; jfmg; k  m  1
0 = 
x
(l)
i
Pjfm 1g[q]p
0 = 
x
(l)
i
Ijfm 1g[q]p
8l > 0; jfm 1g; q
0 = 
x
(k)
i
Rjfmg [x
(m) 7!x(d)] 0 = 
x
(k)
i
Hjfmg [x
(m) 7!x(d)] 8i; k; jfmg; d  m  1
0 = 
Rjfmg
Rifng
0 = 
Hjfmg
Hifng
8ifng; jfmg : m < n
0 = 
x
(l)
i
Rjfmg
0 = 
x
(l)
i
Hjfmg
8l 2 SRifng resp.SHifng ; l > 0; n < m
0 = t
x
(l)
i
8l; i
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0 = tPifn 1g[q]p
0 = tIifn 1g[q]p
8ifn 1g; q
0 = 0Rifng
0 = 0Hifng
8ifng : n > 1
0 = t
Rjfmg [x
(m)
k 7!x(l)]
0 = t
Hjfmg [x
(m)
k 7!x(l)]
8jfmg; l  m  1 :
Additionally, for the H-I formulation, it holds
0 = 
x
(l)
i
Hifng
8l  0; ifng
0 = 
Hkflg
HifngHjfmg
8ifng ; jfmg ; kflg :
Consequences for the infinitesimals of the independent variables, averaged velocity
and the two-point correlation in the R-P and the H-I approach can be found in sub-
section 3.2.4.
Proof: We go successively through the results of Lemma 3.26 and 3.31 and derive
restrictions on the infinitesimals of the correlations.

bl
= 0: Considering ab=Hifng , blb=Ijfm 1g[q]p , we gain

Hifng
Ijfm 1g[q]p
= 0 if 9k 2 SHifng : k 2 ~SIjfm 1g[q]p
from Lemma 3.26. Assuming k = 1, this must hold in general because x(1)1 is a vari-
able in all Hifng and Ijfm 1g[q]p . Additionally, x
(1)
1 is a dependent variable of Hifng and
Hjfmg [x
(m) 7! x(k)], so that

Hifng
Hjfmg [x
(m) 7!x(k)] = 0
follows.
l
bk
: Also the second result with bkb=Pjfn 1g[q]p ,
lPjfm 1g[q]p
= 0 9; i : i 2 ~SPjfm 1g[q]p ; l 2 S
is fulfilled for every lb=x(a)b . To prove this, we set ib=x(1)1 so that x(1)1 2 ~SPjfm 1g[q]p . Let us
assume b=Hkfmg , wherebym  a, then x(a)b 2 SHkfmg and both conditions are fulfilled.
Since the set of b contains the terms where one point is replaced by one of the other
space points, we also take bkb=Hjfmg [x(m) 7! x(d)] and lb=x(k)i . The conditions of Lemma
3.26 are fulfilled for jb=x(1)1 and b=Hkf ~mg , ~m  k. Then,
0 = 
x
(k)
i
Hjfmg [x
(m) 7!x(d)] :
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
al
= 0: The third result
Hifng
= 0 if 9e : e 2 SHifng ; e =2 S
can be studied for eb=x(n)j , which is a dependent variable in Hifng , but not in b=Hjfmg
ifm < n, so that we gain 
Hjfmg
Hifng
= 0.
l
ak
: Into the next result,
lHjfmg
= 0 if 9e;  : e 2 SHjfmg ; e =2 S; l 2 S ;
b=Hifng , n < m, shall be inserted. Additionally, we assume eb=x(m)k , so that x(m)k 2
S
Hjfmg and x(m)k =2 SHjfng . The highest possible n is m   1. Then, with lb=x() we gain

x
()

Hjfmg
= 0, if   max(n) = m  1.
0i = 0: Then we consider the transformation of time. The expression
0i = 0 if 9j > 0 : i 2 Sj
can be generalised, because for every i  1 there exists a function Hjfmg , so that i 2
S
Hjfmg . Hence, 0i = 0, 8i  1.
0
bk
: The formulation
0Iifn 1g[q]p
= 0 if 9i;  : Si 2 ~SIifn 1g[q]p
holds for every pressure-velocity correlation because x1b=x(1)1 is a dependent function
in every function ab=Hkfmg , so that SHkfmg b=x(1)1 . Then, every pressure-velocity corre-
lation depends on x(1)1 .
Additionally,
0
Hjfmg [x
(m) 7!x(l)] = 0
holds, since S1 = x
(1)
1 2 SHjfmg [x
(m) 7!x(l)].
0
ak
: The last result of Lemma 3.31 was
0Hifng
= 0 if 9e;  : e 2 Sk; e =2 S :
Taking b=U1 then there exists such an element for every Hifng with n > 1.
The proofs for the R formulation are equal to the ones for H, so that they will be
omitted.
The H formulation represents a linear set of partial differential equations and so
Lemma (3.32) can be applied. Let us assume lb=x() and akb=Hfg . Then we choose
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bib=If 1g[q]p where some restriction for f 1g[q]p will be necessary. First, we obtain
that b=Hfg . Then SHfg1 = x(1)1 and j has to be chosen such that jb6=x(1)1 . In order to
fulfil k 6= ,  >  shall hold. Let us assume jb=x(1)2 so that jb6=x(1)1 and x(1)2 2 SHfg .
Then ~K
Hfg
If 1g[q]p ;x
(1)
2
6= 0 is fulfilled. In order to have the term @If 1g[q]
@x
(1)
2
in the MPC
equation of Hfg we claim q = 1. Finally, all conditions can be fulfilled, so that
lHifng
= 0 8l  0; ifng :
As this result holds for all ak, the second statement of Lemma 3.32 can also be checked,
so that

Hkflg
HifngHjfmg
= 0 if 9h : h 2 LHkflg ; SHkflgh 2 SHifng ; S
Hkflg
h 2 SHjfmg
holds. Let us assume b=Hjfng , alb=Hfg and amb=Hfg . Then, we choose ib=x(1)k . Since
@Hfg
@x
(1)
(1)
2 EConti and @Hfg
@x
(1)
(1)
2 EConti, we have to claim k 6= (1) and k 6= (1), which
can be fulfilled as k 2 f1; 2; 3g. 
Subsection 3.2.4 provides a summary of these results for the MPC equations, contain-
ing a connection to the results of the continuity equations. There also the reason for
some conditions as well as some remarks on the main results will be given.
It is certainly not possible to transfer these results for the Euler case, because the mo-
mentum equations are different. In the upper case theMPC equations were solved for
the second derivatives and then inserted in another equation during the applications
of the Lie algorithm. As the second derivatives do not occur in the Euler case, this
case has to be studied separately.
3.2.3 Conditions Resulting from the MPC Equations - Inviscid Case
In this section, conditions for the infinitesimals shall be derived for the system of Euler
equations. The general idea is similar to the previous section. Again the time t and
the space vector x^ are given, while here three sets of functions
a = (a1(t; S1); a2(t; S2); :::)
b = (b1(t; ~S1); b2(t; ~S2); :::)
c = (c1(t; S^1); c2(t; S^2); :::)
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will be used. The previous set b will be divided into to disjunct sets. The governing
PDE system is
F  =
@a
@t
+
LX
k=1
@b
~Tk
@xT
;
k
+
L=3X
k=1
@cT^

k
@x
Tk
= 0 (3.87)
which represents a general form of the MPC equations of the H approach, (2.34), since
the R-approach contains also non-linearities. Here, a represents the MPC, b the corre-
lations with n instantaneous velocities at n 1 different space points and c shall corre-
spond to the pressure-velocity correlations. The set T^  contains all pressure-velocity
correlations out of c, which occur in the MPC equation of a. The set T  contains the
information of the pressure-velocity correlation with respect to the derivatives of the
pressure-velocity which appear in the equation of a. Thus, x Tk is the corresponding
derivative of the pressure-velocity bT^

k . Similarly, ~T  consists of the necessary com-
ponents of the set b and T ; the corresponding derivatives. L indicates the number
of space variables a depends on. Then the two other terms describe the pressure-
velocity correlations and the correlations with n + 1 components but only n inde-
pendent variables. If ab=Hifng , then a depends on L = 3n space variables and n
different terms of the pressure-velocity correlations and 3n terms of the MPCs with a
replaced space point occur.
Example 3.34 The definitions of these different sets shall be explained on an easy example.
Let us define the sets a, b and c as follows
a = f U1; U2; U3; H11; H12; H13; H21; H22; H23; H31; H32; H33; H111; :::g
b = fH11(x(1);x(1)); H12(x(1);x(1)); H13(x(1);x(1)); H21(x(1);x(1)); H22(x(1);x(1));
H23(x
(1);x(1)); H31(x
(1);x(1)); H32(x
(1);x(1)); H33(x
(1);x(1)); H111(x
(1);x(2);x(1));
H112(x
(1);x(2);x(1)); H113(x
(1);x(2);x(1)); H121(x
(1);x(2);x(1)); :::;
H111(x
(1);x(2);x(2)); H112(x
(1);x(2);x(2)); H113(x
(1);x(2);x(2)); :::g
c = f P ; I1[1]p ; I2[1]p ; I3[1]p ; I1[2]p ; I2[2]p ; I3[2]p ; I11[1]p ; :::g
x = ft; x(1)1 ; x(1)2 ; x(1)3 ; x(2)1 ; x(2)2 ; x(2)3 ; x(3)1 ; :::g ;
where x0 = t, x1 = x(1)1 . For all other sets the series start with 1 for the first component. If
we want to write the second equation for U2 of the averaged Navier-Stokes equations
0 =
@ U2
@t
+
@H1k
@x
(1)
k
+
@ P
@x
(1)
2
in the new variables,  = 2 and L = 3, since U2 depends on three space variables. Then one
pressure term is occurring and 3 Reynolds stress tensor components as well. Then we can set
up the following sets
~T 2 = (1; 2; 3)
T ;2 = (1; 2; 3)
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T^ 2 = (1)
T 2 = (2) :
Then the transport equation for H11 shall be considered, given by
0 =
@H11
@t
+
@I1[2]p
@x
(2)
1
+
@I1[1]p
@x
(1)
1
+
@H11k(x
(1);x(2);x(1))
@x
(1)
k
+
@H11k(x
(1);x(2);x(2))
@x
(2)
k
:
Then  = 4 and
~T 4 = (10; 11; 12; 37; 38; 39)
T ;4 = (1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6)
T^ 4 = (2; 5)
T 4 = (1; 4) :
In this subsection we do have continuity equations for three sets of functions, a, b and
c,
0 = ajm + a
j+j;m1
m+1 + a
j+j;m2
m+2 ; j 2 Nm (3.88)
0 = bjm + a
j+~j;m1
m+1 + b
j+~j;m2
m+2 ; j 2 ~Nm (3.89)
0 = cjm + c
j+^j;m1
m+1 + c
j+^j;m2
m+2 ; j 2 N^m (3.90)
where mmod 3 = 1. In these equations , ~ and ^ are natural numbers and they are
identically defined as in (3.58) and (3.59). The definition of the sets N , ~N and N^ are
equivalently to (3.60) and (3.63).
Let us now introduce the sets given through the definition
aji 2 EKonti , a(j)i occurs in any continuity equation
bji 2 ~EKonti , a(j)i occurs in any continuity equation
cji 2 E^Konti , a(j)i occurs in any continuity equation:
This means that all terms of continuity equations are summarized in the set EKonti. If
the term a appears in any position of any continuity equation, then a 2 EKonti. But
if a+1 is not an element of any continuity equation, then a

+1 =2 EKonti. So, we see
that the derivative is very important.
Finally, a further condition shall be added. All three functions in one continuity equa-
tion have the same dependent functions, resp.
Sj = Sj+
j;m
1 = Sj+
j;m
2 8j 2 Nm
~Sj = ~Sj+
~j;m1 = ~Sj+
~j;m1 8j 2 ~Nm
S^j = S^j+^
j;m
1 = S^j+^
j;m
2 8j 2 ~Nm : (3.91)
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Then we can formulate the occurring conditions for the infinitesimals of the depen-
dent and independent variables of (3.87).
Lemma 3.35 Assume that the system of PDEs (3.87) and (3.88) - (3.90) is given. Further,
the conditions (3.91) shall hold. Then the infinitesimals must fulfil
0bk = 0 if 9l;m;  : bk =2 ~T m; l 2 ~S ~T
k
l ; 1  l  L
0ck = 0 if 9l;m;  : bk =2 T^ m; l 2 S^T^
k
l ; 1  l  L
j
ak
= 0 if 9;m : akSm =2 EConti; b
~Tm
j =2 ~EConti; Sm 2 Sk; j 2 ~S ~T

m ; k 6= 
j
bk
= 0 if 9 : bk =2 ~T ; 1  j  L
j
ck
= 0 if 9 : ck =2 T^ ; 1  j  L

ak
= 0 if 9l : b ~Tkl
Skl
=2 ~EConti; Skl =2 S; k  l  1

bk
= 0 8k =2 ~T 

ck
= 0 8k =2 T^  :
Proof: We are interested in calculating X(1)F

F=0;G=0
= 0, where F represents the
set of transport equations of the Euler system, (3.87), and G the set of continuity
equations.The first extension of the generator is necessary, which is defined by
X(1) = i(x;a; b; c)
@
@xi
+ i(x;a; b; c)
@
@ai
+ ~i(x;a; b; c)
@
@ai
+ ~i(x;a; b; c)
@
@ai
+ 
(1)i
j (x;a; b; c; @a; @b; @c)
@
@aij
+ ~
(1)i
j (x;a; b; c; @a; @b; @c)
@
@bij
+ ^
(1)i
j (x;a; b; c; @a; @b; @c)
@
@cij
:
There, the prolongations of the infinitesimals appear which are defined by

(1)
i = @xi
 + aki
@
@ak
 + bki
@
@bk
 + cki
@
@ck

 

@xi
j + aki
@
@ak
j + bki
@
@bk
j + cki
@
@ck
j

aj
= i + a
k
i 

ak
+ bki 

bk
+ cki 

ck
   ji + aki jak + bki jbk + cki jck aj
~
(1)
i = ~

i + a
k
i ~

ak
+ bki ~

bk
+ cki ~

ck
   ji + aki jak + bki jbk + cki jck bj
^
(1)
i = ^

i + a
k
i ^

ak
+ bki ^

bk
+ cki ^

ck
   ji + aki jak + bki jbk + cki jck cj :
Inserting these prolongations into the generator,
X(1)F  = 
(1)
0 +
LX
m=1
~
(1)Tm
T ;m
+
L=3X
m=1
^
(1)T^m
Tm
= 0 + a
k
0

ak
+ bk0

bk
+ ck0 ^

ck
   j0 + ak0jak + bk0jbk + ck0jck aj
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+
LX
m=1
~T

m
T ;m
+ akT ;m ~
Tm
ak
+ bkT ;m ~
Tm
bk
+ ckT ;m ~
Tm
ck
 

j
T ;m
+ akT ;m 
j
ak
+ bkT ;m 
j
bk
+ ckT ;m 
j
ck

bT

m
j
+
L=3X
m=1
^T^

m
Tm
+ akTm ^
T^m
ak
+ bkTm ^
T^m
bk
+ ckTm ^
T^m
ck
 

jTm
+ akTm
j
ak
+ bkTm
j
bk
+ ckTm
j
ck

cT^

m
j
(3.92)
follows. In order to gain X(1)F 

F=0
we have to insert the momentum equations,
(3.87), into the expression above, (3.92). If you want to use only the momentum equa-
tion for , we have to solve all F i for the time derivative, resp. the derivative with
respect to x0. This means that we have to insert
a0 =  
LX
k=1
b
~Tk
T ;k
 
L=3X
k=1
c
T^k
Tk
into the equation above, (3.92). There, we only have to insert it into the first line be-
cause in the second and third only derivatives with respect to space variables appear.
In the first line, ak0 must be substituted for every k and ail for l = 0:
X(1)F  = 0  
X
k
0@ LkX
l=1
b
~Tkl
T ;kl
+
Lk=3X
l=1
c
T^kl
Tkl
1A 
ak
+ bk0

bk
+ ck0

ck
 
0@j0  X
k
24 LkX
l=1
b
~Tkl
T ;kl
+
Lk=3X
l=1
c
T^kl
Tkl
35 j
ak
+ bk0
j
bk
+ ck0
j
ck
1A 

0@ LX
j=1
aj   j0
24 LX
l=1
b
~Tl
T ;l
+
L=3X
l=1
c
T^l
Tl
351A
+
LX
m=1
~T

m
T ;m
+ akT ;m ~
Tm
ak
+ bkT ;m ~
Tm
bk
+ ckT ;m ~
Tm
ck
 

j
T ;m
+ akT ;m 
j
ak
+ bkT ;m 
j
bk
+ ckT ;m 
j
ck

b
~Tm
j
+
L=3X
m=1
^T^

m
Tm
+ akTm ^
T^m
ak
+ bkTm ^
T^m
bk
+ ckTm ^
T^m
ck
 

jTm
+ akTm
j
ak
+ bkTm
j
bk
+ ckTm
j
ck

cT^

m
j
= 0  
X
k
0@ LkX
l=1
b
~Tkl
T ;kl
+
Lk=3X
l=1
c
T^kl
Tkl
1A 
ak
+ bk0

bk
+ ck0

ck
+ 00
24 LX
l=1
b
~Tl
T ;l
+
L=3X
l=1
c
T^l
Tl
35
 
24X
k
LkX
l=1
b
~Tkl
T ;kl
0ak +
X
k
Lk=3X
l=1
c
T^kl
Tkl
0ak
3524 LX
l=1
b
~Tl
T ;l
+
L=3X
l=1
c
T^l
Tl
35
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+
 
bk0
0
bk + c
k
0
0
ck
24 LX
l=1
b
~Tl
T ;l
+
L=3X
l=1
c
T^l
Tl
35  LX
j=1
a
Sj
j0  
LX
j=1
a
Sj
 
bk0
j
bk
+ ck0
j
ck

+
LX
j=1
a
T ;j
24X
k
LkX
l=1
b
~Tkl
T ;kl
j
ak
+
X
k
Lk=3X
l=1
c
T^kl
Tkl
j
ak
35
+
LX
m=1
~T

m
T ;m
+ akT ;m ~
Tm
ak
+ bkT ;m ~
Tm
bk
+ ckT ;m ~
Tm
ck
 

j
T ;m
+ akT ;m 
j
ak
+ bkT ;m 
j
bk
+ ckT ;m 
j
ck

b
~Tm
j
+
L=3X
m=1
^T^

m
Tm
+ akTm ^
T^m
ak
+ bkTm ^
T^m
bk
+ ckTm ^
T^m
ck
 

jTm
+ akTm
j
ak
+ bkTm
j
bk
+ ckTm
j
ck

cT^

m
j :
(3.93)
We begin with all terms containing a first derivative in ai multiplied by the derivative
of bj . Hence, only the three terms
 
LX
j=1
a
T ;j
bk0
j
bk
+
LX
j=1
X
k
Lk
X
l=1
a
S
j
b
~Tk

l
T ;k

l
j

ak  
LX
m=1
a;k

T
m
j

akb
~T
m
j (3.94)
of (3.93) have to be analysed. In the next step we consider only terms with the deriva-
tive with respect to x0b=t, so that the middle term can be neglected and
 
LX
j=1
a
Sj
bk0
j
bk
 
LX
m=1
ak

S
m
b
~T
m
0 
0
ak
follows. If k =2 ~T , the first term is the last one remaining and we gain the rule
j
bk
= 0 if 9 : bk =2 ~T ; L  j  1 :
Studying the term with a first derivative of a and a first derivative of c, similar terms
will arise, so that an equivalent argument leads to a corresponding result,
j
ck
= 0 if 9 : ck =2 T^ ; L  j  1 :
From (3.94) another condition can be determined. In the third term we realize that
not only a appears, but a sum over ak is taken, so that additional terms, which are
not present in the other terms, can be obtained for k 6=  . Hence, this last sum
contains summands, which do not exist in the other two terms. To ensure that the
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last term cannot be a part of any continuity equation, it shall hold ak
T ;
m
=2 EConti and
b
~T
m
j =2 ~EConti. Finally, the resulting condition for the infinitesimal is
j
ak
= 0 if 9;m : akSm =2 EConti; b
~Tm
j =2 ~EConti; T ;m 2 Sk; j 2 ~ST

m ; k 6=  :
Now let us go back to the expression (3.93) and find all terms which depend only
linearly on a first derivative of b. This case leads to the formula
bk0

bk
+
LX
m=1
bkS;m ~
~Tm
bk
  j
S;m
b
~Tm
j  
X
k
LkX
l=1
b
~Tkl
S;kl

ak
+ 00
LX
l=1
b
~Tl
S;l
:
The first result of this equation is to consider the derivatives with respect to Skl . If the
space point Skl does not appear in the set S

l only the fourth term remains. Excluding
that b
~Tkl
T ;kl
occurs in a continuity equation implies that it is not possible that a termwith
the same coefficient can arise. It follows

ak
= 0 if 9l : b ~Tkl
Skl
=2 ~EConti; T ;kl =2 S; k  l  1 :
Then, there are only two terms where a derivative with respect to x0 occurs, the first
and the third one. The bk in the first one can represent more terms than b ~T

m in the
third term, so that the rule

bk
= 0; 8k =2 ~T 
holds. Analysing the term with the first derivative of c, a similar argument leads to
the corresponding rule,

ck
= 0; 8k =2 T^  :
The next terms to be studied shall contain a multiplication of two first derivatives of
b. Then, we gain
 
X
k
LkX
l=1
LX
m=1
b
~Tk
Sl
b
~Tm
Sm
0ak +
LX
l=1
b
~Tkl
Sl
bk0
0
bk +
LX
m=1
j
bk
bkSmb
~Tm
j
from (3.93). The first step is to study only terms where b0 occurs, so that the first term
can be neglected. The second one contains more first derivatives with respect to x0
since the upper index k runs from 1 to infinity. This leads to the condition
0bk = 0 if 9l;m;  : k =2 ~T m; T ;l 2 ~S ~T
k
l :
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Considering the terms with a multiplication of the two first derivatives of c a similar
rule can be determined, namely
0ck = 0 if 9l;m;  : k =2 T^ m; T ;l 2 S^T^
k
l :

As in the previous subsections, the results for the general equation (3.87) shall be
transferred to the system of MPCs in the H approach (see Theorem 2.5).
Theorem 3.36 The set of MPC equations is given as presented in Theorem 2.5, where  = 0
has to be assumed. Then the infinitesimals have to fulfil

x
(k)
j
Hifng [x
(n) 7!x(l)] = 0 8ifng; j; k; l

x
(k)
j
Iifn 1g[q]p
= 0 8ifn 1g; j; k; q

x
(k)
j
Hifng
= 0 8ifng; j; k

Hifng
Hjfmg [x
(m) 7!x(l)] = 0 8ifng; jfmg; l : n+ 1 6= m

Hifng
Ijfm 1g[q]p
= 0 8ifng; jfm 1g[q]p : n 6= m

Hifng
Hjfmg
= 0 8ifng; jfmg : m  n+ 1
t
Hifng [x
(n) 7!x(l)] = 0 8ifng; l
tIifn 1g[q]p
= 0 8ifn 1g[q]p :
Proof: We will start with the conditions of Lemma 3.35 and transfer these rules to the
MPCs. This means we identify a with the MPC, b with the n   1-point-n correlation
and c with the pressure-velocity correlations. As in the reduced set of equations each
MPC and pressure velocity correlation can appear only in one continuity equation, it
is possible to order the sets a, b, c, so that the three parts of each continuity equations
occur in a row.
Let us begin with the conditions j
bk
= 0 and j
ck
= 0 of Lemma 3.35. For every
Hifng [x
(n) 7! x(l)]b=bk and Iifn 1g[q]p b=ck it is possible to find a transport equation which
does not contain these correlations, so that 
x
(k)
j
Hifng [x
(n) 7!x(l)] = 0 and 
x
(k)
j
Iifn 1g[q]p
= 0
follows.
Then we want to consider j
ak
= 0. Let us assume akb=Hifng and jb=x() . Now  is
chosen as an MPC Hfg , where    and  6= n to fulfil the conditions x() 2
S^
Hf+1g [x
(+1) 7!x(m)] and ifng 6= fg. Then we want to check whether it is possible
to choose m so that the derivatives of the MPC Hf+1g [x
(+1) 7! x(m)] do not occur
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in any continuity equation. In order to have
@Hf+1g [x
(n) 7! x(q)]
@x
()

not in a continuity
equation, () 6=  must hold. Assumingm = 1we fulfil x(1)(1) 2 SHifng and since (1) 6=
i(1) the derivative
@Hifng
@x
(1)
(1)
is never part of a continuity equation. The final statement
is that even if  = 1 such an index set fg can be found for all Hifng and x
()
 . In this
special case (1) 6= 1 and (1) 6= i(1) can be fulfilled, since (1) 2 f1; 2; 3g arbitrary.
The next cases to discuss shall be 
bk
= 0 and 
ck
= 0. If the transport equation for
Hifng does not contain Hjfmg [x
(m) 7! x(j)] = 0 or Ijfm 1g[q]p the infinitesimal of Hifng is
independent of these terms. So, it has to hold at least 
Hifng
Hjfmg [x
(m) 7!x(l)] = 0 ,m 6= n+ 1
and 
Hifng
Ijfm 1g[q]p
= 0 ,m 6= n.
Then 
ak
= 0 shall be analysed. Let us assume akb=Hifng and b=Hjfmg . Claiming the
restriction n > m, then x(n)i(n) 2 Hifng and x
(n)
i(n)
=2 Hjfmg . Hence, l = i(n) was chosen,
so that
@Hifn+1g [x
(n+1) 7! x(n)]
@x
(n)
i(n)
is not in a continuity equation since this correlation
depends twice on x(n)i(n) .
Finally, 0
bk
= 0 and 0ck are transferred to the MPC. For every b
kb=Hifng [x(n) 7! x(l)]
there exists an index set jfmg, so thatHifng [x
(n) 7! x(l)] does not appear in the transport
equation of Hjfmg . This will be the case if m > n   1. Since S1 = x(1)1 is element of
all higher correlations, e.g. x(1)1 2 ~SHifng [x
(n) 7!x(l)] all conditions can be fulfilled and,
consequently, t
Hifng [x
(n) 7!x(l)] = 0. A similar proof can be formulated in order to show
tIifn 1g[q]p
= 0. 
The meaning of these results concerning the symmetries of the Euler equations will
be discussed in the following subsection.
3.2.4 Conclusions
In the previous three subsections a precise analysis was given to obtain restrictions
for the infinitesimals of the symmetries of the occurring dependent and independent
variables. In the first part, the continuity equation was considered. Here, the first
results were derived by applying the Lie algorithm. The momentum equations are
not necessary for the algorithm since the momentum equations are solved for the sec-
ond derivative (Navier-Stokes case) or the time derivative (Euler case). Both are not
present in the continuity equations. Later on, the transport equations for the Navier-
Stokes and Euler case are considered. In all cases the Lie algorithm is applied and
equating coefficients leads to conditions concerning the infinitesimals.
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Let us summarize the restrictions on the infinitesimals of the Navier-Stokes approach,
which are for the R-P and H-I approach
0 = 
x
(a)
k
x
(c)
l
8a; c; : a 6= c (3.95)
0 = 
x
(a)
k
Rifcg
0 = 
x
(a)
k
Hifcg
8ifcg; a : c  2 (3.96)
0 = 
Rifng
Pjfm 1g[q]p
0 = 
Hifng
Ijfm 1g[q]p
8jfm 1g; q; ifng (3.97)
0 = 
Rifng
Rjfmg [x
(m) 7!x(k)] 0 = 
Hifng
Hjfmg [x
(m) 7!x(k)] 8ifng; jfmg; k  m  1 (3.98)
0 = 
x
(l)
i
Pjfm 1g[q]p
0 = 
x
(l)
i
Ijfm 1g[q]p
8l > 0; jfm 1g; q (3.99)
0 = 
x
(k)
i
Rjfmg [x
(m) 7!x(d)] 0 = 
x
(k)
i
Hjfmg [x
(m) 7!x(d)] 8i; k; jfmg; d  m  1 (3.100)
0 = 
Rjfmg
Rifng
0 = 
Hjfmg
Hifng
8ifng; jfmg : m < n (3.101)
0 = 
x
(l)
i
Rjfmg
0 = 
x
(l)
i
Hjfmg
8l 2 SRifng resp.SHifng ;
l > 0; n < m (3.102)
0 = t
x
(l)
i
8l; i (3.103)
0 = tPifn 1g[q]p
0 = tIifn 1g[q]p
8ifn 1g; q (3.104)
0 = tRifng
0 = tHifng
8ifng : n > 1 (3.105)
0 = t
Rjfmg [x
(m)
k 7!x(l)]
0 = t
Hjfmg [x
(m)
k 7!x(l)]
8jfmg; l  m  1 : (3.106)
Additionally for the H-I formulation, it holds
0 = 
x
(l)
i
Hifng
8l  0; ifng (3.107)
0 = 
Hkflg
HifngHjfmg
8ifng ; jfmg ; kflg : (3.108)
The two first conditions come from the continuity equations while the others result
were derived from the MPC equations. Now, we want to analyse these results.
There are two main groups of restrictions. One group contains conditions which we
expected while the others which imply further interesting informations.
We would expect that the infinitesimal of one space point is independent of all other
points (3.95), since all space points lie in the same three-dimensional space and trans-
formations of these points have to be the same. It would also make sense that the
infinitesimals of space points cannot depend on MPC correlations, (3.96) and (3.102),
as these contain at least two-space points. Violating this rule would mean that the
transformed space point would depend on another point. With the same thought, it
makes sense that an infinitesimal of a MPC cannot depend on another MPC depend-
ing on more space variables.
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The infinitesimal of the time cannot depend on any space points (3.103), any pressure-
velocity correlation (3.104) and any MPC of the kind R
jfmg[x
(m)
k 7!x(l)]
(3.106). Also it
does not depend on any n-point correlation, n > 1, (3.105). So, it can only depend on
the time and an averaged velocity, though a dependency on the mean velocity is not
very likely.
It is interesting that the infinitesimals of all MPC cannot depend on any pressure-
velocity correlation (3.97) or any MPC equation where a space point was replaced by
another one (3.98) even if these correlations depend on less points. Also the infinites-
imals of a space point do not depend on any of these variables, (3.99) and (3.100).
Then the typical results for a linear partial differential equation are also valid for the
H approach, representing a set of linear PDEs. The infinitesimal of a space point is
independent of any MPC (3.107) and the infinitesimal of an MPC can only depend
linearly on any other MPC (3.108).
That an MPC cannot depend on higher MPCs implies that it is possible to derive
the symmetries of the MPC equations successively. If we know the symmetries of the
averaged velocity, we already know after analysing the averaged Navier-Stokes equa-
tions, which symmetries are possible, because the infinitesimals of the mean velocity
do not depend on any variable which is introduced in a higher equation.
Example 3.37 The consequences of (3.95)-(3.108) for the infinitesimals of the dependent
variables, the averaged velocity and the two-point correlation shall be considered. Let us begin
with the R-P approach where the infinitesimals have to fulfil
t = t(t; U1; U2; U3) ;
x
(l)
i = x
(l)
i (x
(l)
1 ; x
(l)
2 ; x
(l)
3 ; U1; U2; U3) :
Equivalently, in the H-I approach
t = t(t; U1; U2; U3) ;
x
(l)
i = x
(l)
i (x
(l)
1 ; x
(l)
2 ; x
(l)
3 ) (3.109)
follows. Additionally, the infinitesimals of the averaged velocity and the two-point correlation
in the R-P approach

Ui = 
Ui( U1; U2; U3;x; t)
Rij = Rij( U1; U2; U3; R;x; t)
can be determined, where the infinitesimal ofRij can depend on all Reynold stress components.
In the H-I approach we can conclude

Ui = 
Ui
1 (x; t) U1 + 
Ui
2 (x; t) U2 + 
Ui
3 (x; t) U3
Hij = 
Hij
1 (x; t) U1 + 
Hij
2 (x; t) U2 + 
Hij
3 (x; t) U3 + 
Hij
4 (x; t)H11 + :::+ 
Hij
12 (x; t)H33 :
(3.110)
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In these formulas, the definition x = (x(1)1 ; x
(1)
2 ; x
(1)
3 ; x
(2)
1 ; :::) holds. Of course, we can expect
that  Ui only depends on x(1).
Then we can consider the Euler case, where we derived the restrictions

x
(a)
k
x
(c)
l
= 0 8a; c; : a 6= c (3.111)

x
(a)
k
Hifcg
= 0 8ifcg; a : c  2 (3.112)

x
(k)
j
Hifng [x
(n) 7!x(l)] = 0 8ifng; j; k; l (3.113)

x
(k)
j
Iifn 1g[q]p
= 0 8ifn 1g; j; k; q (3.114)

x
(k)
j
Hifng
= 0 8ifng; j; k (3.115)

Hifng
Hjfmg [x
(m) 7!x(l)] = 0 8ifng; jfmg; l : n+ 1 6= m (3.116)

Hifng
Ijfm 1g[q]p
= 0 8ifng; jfm 1g[q]p : n 6= m (3.117)

Hifng
Hjfmg
= 0 8ifng; jfmg : m  n+ 1 (3.118)
tHifng [x
(n) 7!x(l)] = 0 8ifng; l (3.119)
tIifn 1g[q]p
= 0 8ifn 1g[q]p : (3.120)
These results imply that the infinitesimal of the space point cannot depend on any
other space point (3.111), pressure-velocity correlation (3.114), anyMPC (3.112), (3.115)
and any H
jfmg[x
(m)
k 7!x(l)]
(3.113) so that it can only depend on the three components of
the same space-point and time.
The infinitesimal of the time is independent of any H
jfmg[x
(m)
k 7!x(l)]
(3.119) and any
pressure-velocity correlation (3.120).
Finally, the infinitesimal of a MPC also does not depend on any H
jfmg[x
(m)
k 7!x(l)]
(3.116)
and any pressure-velocity correlation (3.117). Additionally, (3.118) implies that aMPC
cannot depend on a higher moment.
Example 3.38 Again consequences for the infinitesimals of the dependent variables, the av-
eraged velocity and the two-point correlation can be deduced. They read
t = t(t;x; U1; U2; U3; H11; :::)
x
(a)
k = x
(a)
k (t; x
(a)
1 ; x
(a)
2 ; x
(a)
3 ; U1; U2; U3)
Ui = Ui(t;x; U1; U2; U3; ~H11; ~H12; ::: ~H33; P )
Hij = Hij(t;x; U1; U2; U3; H11; H12; :::; H33;
H111[x
(3) 7! x(1)]; :::; H333[x(3) 7! x(2)]; P1[1]p ; :::P3[2]) :
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Compared to the Navier-Stokes result,(3.109) and (3.110), it can easily be seen that the in-
finitesimals in the Navier-Stokes case have less dependencies. Considering the possible sym-
metries, it follows that more symmetries could exist for the Euler case, since the conditions of
the infinitesimals have more dependencies.
With these reductions many kinds of symmetries are already excluded, the appear-
ance of the symmetries thus becomes clearer. But still one question is present: How
do the symmetries exactly look like? To answer this question we will apply three
ideas in the following section.
3.3 Symmetries of the Euler Equations and the Navier-
Stokes Equations
The Lie-point symmetries of the Navier-Stokes equations and the Euler equations are
already well known. Ten symmetries can be obtained for the Euler equations. In
the case of the Navier-Stokes equations one scaling symmetry less exists, so that nine
symmetries can be found.
The symmetries of the Euler equations read the in generator formulation
Xt =
@
@t
XP = f4(t)
@
@P
Xrot;1 =  x3 @
@x2
+ x2
@
@x3
  U3 @
@U2
+ U2
@
@U3
Xrot;2 = x3
@
@x1
  x1 @
@x3
+ U3
@
@U1
  U1 @
@U3
Xrot;3 =  x2 @
@x1
+ x1
@
@x2
  U2 @
@U1
+ U1
@
@U2
XG;1 = f1(t)
@
@x1
+
df1(t)
dt
@
@U1
  x1d
2f1(t)
dt2
@
@P
XG;2 = f2(t)
@
@x2
+
df2(t)
dt
@
@U2
  x2d
2f2(t)
dt2
@
@P
XG;3 = f3(t)
@
@x3
+
df3(t)
dt
@
@U3
  x3d
2f3(t)
dt2
@
@P
Xsc;sp = xi
@
@xi
+ Ui
@
@Ui
+ 2P
@
@P
Xsc;t = t
@
@t
  Ui @
@Ui
  2P @
@P
and with global transformations
Xt : t
 = t+ a1 ; x = x ; U  = U ; P  = P
XP : t
 = t ; x = x ; U  = U ; P  = P + a7f4(t)
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XG; : t
 = t ; xi = xi + if(t) ; U

i = Ui + i
df
dt
; P  = P   x  d
2f(t)
dt2
Xsc;sp : t
 = t ; x = ea2x ; U  = ea2U ; P  = e2a2P
Xsc;t : t
 = ea3t ; x = x ; U  = e a3U ; P  = e 2a3P
Xrot;1 : t
 = t ; P  = P ;
x1 = x1 ; x

2 = x2 cos a4   x3 sin a4 ; x3 = x2 sin a4 + x3 cos a4
U1 = U1 ; U

2 = U2 cos a4   U3 sin a4 ; U3 = U2 sin a4 + U3 cos a4
Xrot;2 : t
 = t ; P  = P ;
x2 = x2 ; x

1 = x1 cos a5 + x3 sin a5 ; x

3 =  x1 sin a5 + x3 cos a5
U2 = U2 ; U

1 = U1 cos a5 + U3 sin a5 ; U

3 =  U1 sin a5 + U3 cos a5
Xrot;3 : t
 = t ; P  = P ;
x3 = x3 ; x

1 = x1 cos a6   x2 sin a6 ; x2 = x1 sin a6 + x2 cos a6
U3 = U3 ; U

1 = U1 cos a6   U2 sin a6 ; U2 = U1 sin a6 + U2 cos a6
where fi(t), i = 1; 2; 3; 4, are arbitrary but smooth functions. There is no summation
over  in the generalized Galilei invarianceXG;. Considering the upper symmetries,
we distinguish different kinds of symmetries. Next to scaling symmetries in space
and time, Xsc;sp and Xsc;t, rotation invariances, Xrot;i, i = 1; 2; 3, and translation sym-
metries in time and pressure, Xt and Xp, occur. The space translation appears in a
more generalized form, where the space points are shifted by an arbitrary function
depending on the time t. This generalized Galilei invariance, XG;,  = 1; 2; 3, is a
space translation if fi(t), i = 1; 2; 3 is constant and a classical Galilei invariance if
these functions are linear in time.
The complete set of all Lie-point symmetries was already published in (Pukhnachev
1972).
These symmetries have certain physical meaning. The set of Euler equations repre-
sents an autonomous systemwith respect to the time. This means that any differential
equation of this set does not depend explicitly on time. The free choice of the origin
of time is described in the time translationXt. Furthermore, the set of the Euler equa-
tions is an autonomous system with respect to the space. For fi = const:, i = 1; 2; 3,
we observe the arbitrary place of the origin of the coordinate system. Then the Galilei
invariance can be found, substituting fi = cit, ci = const: and i = 1; 2; 3. An arbitrary
acceleration containing an Galilei invarince occurs for an arbitrary fi(t), i = 1; 2; 3.
The transformation Xp results from the incompressibility while obviously, the pres-
sure appears only as a gradient in the Euler equations. A time-independent rotation is
described by the transformationsXrot;i, i = 1; 2; 3, because a rotation of the coordinate
system does not change the properties of a fluid. Finally, the scaling symmetries are
caused by the scaling of time and space, coming from classical mechanics.
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Considering the Navier-Stokes equations, the translation of time, the pressure invari-
ance, the rotation invariance and the Galilei invariance are still the same as for the
Euler equations. The only difference is that only one scaling symmetry appears,
XNaSt = 2t
@
@t
+ xi
@
@xi
  Ui @
@Ui
  2P @
@P
XNast : t
 = e2ant ; x = eanx ; U  = e anU ; P  = e 2anP :
Comparing this symmetry to the scaling symmetries of the Euler equations we can
simply see XNaSt = Xsc;sp + 2Xsc;t. This means that the scaling symmetry of the
Navier-Stokes equations also represents a symmetry of the Euler equations (linear
combinations of symmetries are again symmetries) and that the Euler equations have
exact one symmetry more.
It should be mentioned that there is also an additional symmetry for the 2-D case. The
symmetry
X2D = tx2
@
@x1
  tx1 @
@x2
+ (x2 + U2t)
@
@U1
  (x1 + U1t) @
@U2
+ 2 
@
@P
with U1 = @ @x2 and U2 =  
@ 
@x1
holds for the 2-D Navier-Stokes equations as well as
for the 2-D Euler equations. Different representations of this symmetry can be found
e.g. in (Batchelor 1967), (Cantwell 1978) and (Speziale 1981). This already shows that
reduction of the number of variables leads to a change of the governing symmetries.
It is certainly clear that in 2-D turbulence, one rotational symmetry can occur. Hence,
changing the dependent variables can imply the arising of new symmetries as well as
the elimination of symmetries.
More aspects about the 2-D symmetries and further results concerning symmetries in
the literature can be found in (Oberlack 2000).
3.4 Symmetries of the MPC Equations
In this section, symmetries of the MPC equations shall be derived explicitly. There
exist three different kinds of symmetries. The first one are symmetries which can
be directly calculated out of the symmetries of the Navier-Stokes equations. We will
call them later transferred symmetries. A second set contains primitive symmetries,
which are special symmetries that occur for linear partial differential equations. The
third set contains new symmetries, which we call statistical symmetries. These sym-
metries will be determined using a computer algebra program. However, an infinite
set of equations cannot be handled by a computer program, so that the result of such
a program presents only a first step towards our goal to find additional symmetries.
This problem will be considered more intensively in the third subsection.
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3.4.1 Transferred Symmetries
Here, we show that we can transfer all symmetries of the Navier-Stokes equations,
respectively the Euler ones, to the symmetries of the MPC equations. As the transfor-
mations and the infinitesimals for time, space, velocity and pressure are known, we
can conclude the transformations and the infinitesimals of the averaged quantities.
In (Oberlack 2000), it was already mentioned that the symmetries of the Euler equa-
tions can be transferred to the MPCs for the R-P approach. There, the viscosity in
the MPC equations was set equal to zero and the transformations of the MPCs were
only given for the two-point correlation and the two-point triple-correlation. Then
in (Oberlack & Rosteck 2010) a complete representation of all symmetries in both ap-
proaches was formulated.
Starting with the transformation of a velocity component Ui = fi(t;x;U ; P ) the trans-
formations of the mean velocity and the fluctuation velocity are given by
Ui = U

i = fi(t;x;U ; P )
ui = (Ui   Ui) = Ui   Ui = fi(t;x;U ; P )  fi(t;x;U ; P ) ;
and we do the same for the pressure. The transformation of the two-point correlation
can be found by using the definiton of the MPCs and transforming the velocities:
Hij(x;y) = Ui(x)Uj(y)

= Ui (x)U

j (y) = fi(t;x;U ; P )  fj(t;y;U ; P )
Rij(x;y) = ui(x)uj(y)

= ui (x)u

j(y)
=

fi(t;x;U ; P )  fi(t;x;U ; P )



fj(t;y;U ; P )  fj(t;y;U ; P )

= fi(t;x;U ; P )  fj(t;y;U ; P )  fi(t;x;U ; P )  fj(t;y;U ; P ) :
In this way we can transform all symmetries. The results for all symmetries of the
Euler and Navier-Stokes equations are formulated in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.39 Dealing with the fluctuation approach, see Theorem 2.9, the classical symme-
tries of the Navier-Stokes equations and the Euler equations transfer to the MPC equations.
Hence, the transformations can be written as follows (n  2; n 2 N).
Time translation:
Yt : t
 = t+ a1 ; x = x ; U

= U ; P  = P
Rifng = Rifng P

ifn 1g[q]p = Pifn 1g[q]p (3.121)
Translation in pressure:
Yp : t
 = t ; x = x ; U  = U ; P  = P + apf4(t)
Rifng = Rifng P

ifn 1g[q]p = Pifn 1g[q]p (3.122)
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Generalized Galilei invariance:
YG; : t
 = t ; xi = xi + aG;if(t) ;
Ui = Ui + iaG;
df
dt
; P  = P   aG;x d
2f(t)
dt2
Rifng = Rifng P

ifn 1g[q]p = Pifn 1g[q]p (3.123)
Rotational invariance:
Yrot; : t
 = t ; xi = jik sin(a)xj + (1  i) cos(a)xi
P  = P ; Ui(l)(x
(l)) = jik sin(a) Uj(x
(l)) + (1  i) cos(a) Ui(l)(x(l))
Rifng =
X
jfng
nY
l=1

j(l)i(l)k sin(a) + (1  i(l))i(l)j(l) cos(a)

Rjfng
P ifng[q]p =
X
jfng
n+1Y
l=1;l 6=q

j(l)i(l)k sin(a) + (1  i(l))i(l)j(l) cos(a)

Pjfng[q]p (3.124)
Scaling in Time (Euler equations):
Ysc;x : t
 = t ; x = eaxx ; U  = eax U ; P  = e2ax P
Rifng = e
naxRifng P

ifn 1g[q]p = e
(1+n)axPifn 1g[q]p (3.125)
Scaling in time (Euler equations):
Ysc;t : t
 = eatt ; x = x ; U  = e at U ; P  = e 2at P
Rifng = e
 natRifng ; P

ifn 1g[q]p = e
 (1+n)atPifn 1g[q]p (3.126)
Navier-Stokes scaling (Navier-Stokes equations):
YNaSt : t
 = e2ant ; x = eanx ; U = e an U; P  = e 2an P
Rifng = e
 nanRifng ; P

ifn 1g[q]p = e
 (n+1)anPifn 1g[q]p (3.127)
The corresponding generators of the symmetries can be derived from the transformed repre-
sentation
Time translation:
Yt =
@
@t
(3.128)
Translation in pressure:
Yp = f4(t)
@
@P
(3.129)
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Generalized Galilei invariance:
YG = f(t)
@
@x
+ f 0(t)
@
@U
  xf 00 (t)
@
@P
(3.130)
Rotational invariance:
Yrot; = jkxj
@
@xk
+ jk Uj
@
@ Uk
+
X
ifng
nX
b=1
ji(b)Rifng[i(b)!j]
@
@Rifng
+
X
ifn 1g[q]p
nX
b=1;b6=q
ji(b)Pifn 1g[i(b)!j][q]p
@
@Pifn 1g[q]p
(3.131)
Scaling in space (Euler equations):
Ysc;x = xi
@
@xi
+ Ui
@
@ Ui
+ 2 P
@
@ P
+ n Rifng
@
@Rifng
+ (n+ 1)  Pifn 1g[q]p
@
@Pifn 1g[q]p
(3.132)
Scaling in time (Euler equations):
Ysc;t = t
@
@t
  Ui @
@ Ui
  2 P @
@ P
  n Rifng
@
@Rifng
  (n+ 1)  Pifn 1g[q]p
@
@Pifn 1g[q]p
(3.133)
Navier-Stokes scaling (Navier-Stokes equations):
YNaSt = 2t
@
@t
+ xi
@
@xi
  Ui @
@ Ui
  2 P @
@ P
  nRifng
@
@Rifng
  (n+ 1)Pifn 1g[q]p
@
@Pifn 1g[q]p
(3.134)
The symmetries of the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations can also be transferred to the H-I
approach (Theorem 2.5), so that the transformations (n  2; n 2 N) can be formulated.
Time translation:
Zt : t
 = t+ a1 ; x = x ; U

= U ; P  = P
Hifng = Hifng I

ifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p
Translation in pressure:
Zp : t
 = t ; x = x ; U  = U ; P  = P + apf4(t)
Hifng = Hifng I

ifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p + apf4(t)Hifn 1g[q];
Generalized Galilei invariance:
ZG; : t
 = t ; xi = xi + aG;if(t) ; U

i = Ui + iaG;
df
dt
;
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P  = P   aG;x d
2f(t)
dt2
Hifng = Hifng + aG;f
0
(t)
nX
b=1
i(b)Hifn 1g[i(b)]; +O(a
2
G;)
Iifn 1g[q]p= Iifn 1g[q]p  ax
d2f(t)
dt2
Hifn 1g[q];+
X
c=1;c 6=q
i(c)af
0
(t)Iifn 2g[q]p[i(c)];+O(a
2
G;)
Rotational invariance:
Zrot; : t
 = t ; xi = jik sin(a)xj + (1  i) cos(a)xi
P  = P ; Ui(l)(x
(l)) = jik sin(a) Uj(x
(l)) + (1  i) cos(a) Ui(l)(x(l))
Hifng =
X
jfng
nY
l=1

j(l)i(l)k sin(a) + (1  i(l))i(l)j(l) cos(a)

Hjfng
Iifng[q]p =
X
jfng
n+1Y
l=1;l 6=q

j(l)i(l)k sin(a) + (1  i(l))i(l)j(l) cos(a)

Ijfng[q]p
Scaling in time (Euler equations):
Zsc;x : t
 = t ; x = eaxx ; U  = eax U ; P  = e2ax P
Hifng = e
naxHifng I

ifn 1g[q]p = e
(1+n)axIifn 1g[q]p
Scaling in space (Euler equations):
Zsc;t : t
 = eatt ; x = x ; U  = e at U ; P  = e 2at P
Hifng = e
 natHifng ; I

ifn 1g[q]p = e
 (1+n)atIifn 1g[q]p
Navier-Stokes scaling (Navier-Stokes equations):
ZNaSt : t
 = e2ant ; x = eanx ; U  = e an U P  = e 2an P ;
Hifng = e
 nanHifng ; I

ifn 1g[q]p = e
 (n+1)anIifn 1g[q]p
Then the representation as generators for the H-I approach can be created.
Time Translation:
Zt =
@
@t
Translation in pressure:
Zp = f4(t)
@
@ P
+ f4(t)Hin 1[q];
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
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Generalized Galilei invariance:
ZG; = f(t)
@
@x
+ f 0(t)
@
@ U
  xf 00 (t)
@
@ P
+ f 0(t)
nX
b=1
i(b)Hifn 1g[i(b)];
@
@Hifng
+
 
 x d
2f(t)
dt2
Hifn 1g[q]; +
X
c=1;c 6=q
i(c)f
0
(t)Iifn 2g[q]p[c];
!
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
Rotational invariance:
Zrot; = jkxj
@
@xk
+ jk Uj
@
@ Uk
+
X
ifng
nX
b=1
ji(b)Hifng[i(b)!j]
@
@Hifng
+
X
ifn 1g[q]p
nX
b=1;b 6=q
ji(b)Iifn 1g[i(b)!j][q]p
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
Scaling in space (Euler equations):
Zsc;x = xi
@
@xi
+ Ui
@
@U i
+ 2 P
@
@ P
+ n Hifng
@
@Hifng
+ (n+ 1)  Iifn 1g[q]p
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
Scaling in time (Euler equations):
Zsc;t = t
@
@t
  Ui @
@ Ui
  2 P @
@ P
  n Hifng
@
@Hifng
  (n+ 1)  Iifn 1g[q]p
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
Navier-Stokes scaling (Navier-Stokes equations):
ZNaSt = 2t
@
@t
+ xi
@
@xi
  Ui @
@ Ui
  2 P @
@ P
  nHifng
@
@Hifng
  (n+ 1)Iifn 1g[q]p
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
In both representations there is no summation over the index  in the Galilei invariances and
 in the rotation invariances.
The symmetries Ysc;x and Ysc;t represent the scaling symmetries of the Euler equations and
YNaSt the one of the Navier-Stokes equations. All other symmetries occur in the Euler and the
Navier-Stokes equations.
After transforming the Euler and Navier-Stokes symmetries to the MPCs, we still
have to prove that these transformed symmetries represent symmetries of the MPC
equations. Since the themapping from theNavier-Stokes/Euler equations to theMPC
equations is not bijective, it is not assured that all symmetries are remaining. The
proof of the existence of these symmetries in the MPC equations forms the second
part of the following proof.
Another comment concerns the Galilei invariance YG; , where aG;f(t) could bemerged
to one function. It is formulated in this way, so that it holds x = x

aG;
=
aG;f(t)
aG;
=
f(t) and the infinitesimal can be written only using the arbitrary function f(t).
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Since ifng and ifn 1g[q] represent index sets, it is important to mention that even these
for these values the Einstein summation convention hold. If the index ifng appears
twice there is a summation over all possible indices.
Proof: The whole proof will be divided into two main steps. First we transform the
symmetries and gain the infinitesimals and then we proof that they indeed form sym-
metries of the MPC equations.
Scaling symmetry of Navier Stokes: Taking the average of the transformation of the
instantaneous velocity U = a aU and pressure P  = e 2aP , the mean velocity and
the mean pressure
U = a a U; P  = e 2a P
arise. The turbulent quantities
u = a au; p = e 2ap
result from subtracting U , resp P , fromU , resp. P . For the higher correlations we can
easily check that
Hi(1)i(2) = U

i(1)
Ui(2) = e
 2aHi(1)i(2)
Hifng = e
 naHifng
Iifn 1g[q]p = U

i(1)
 :::  Ui(q 1)P (x(q))Ui(q+1)  :::  Ui(n)
= e (n 1)ae 2aUi(1)  :::  Ui(q 1)P (x(q))Ui(q+1)  :::  Ui(n)
= e (n+1)Iifn 1g[q]p :
In the same way the equivalent conditions for R and P can be generated. Finally the
generators are
YNaSt = 2t
@
@t
+ xi
@
@xi
  Ui @
@ Ui
  2 P @
@ P
  2Rij @
@Rij
  3Pi[q]p
@
@Pi[q]p
  nRifng
@
@Rifng
  (n+ 1)Pifn 1g[q]p
@
@Pifn 1g[q]p
ZNaSt = 2t
@
@t
+ xi
@
@xi
  Ui @
@ Ui
  2 P @
@ P
  2Hij @
@Hij
  3Ii[q]p
@
@Ii[q]p
  nHifng
@
@Hifng
  (n+ 1)Iifn 1g[q]p
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
:
Scaling symmetries of Euler: The conditions
U = eCU; P  = e2CP
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hold for both scaling symmetries, where C = aEx for the scaling of space and C =
 aEt for the scaling of time. The averaged and the fluctuation velocity can be directly
calculated:
U = eCU = eCU
u = U  U = eC(U U) = eCu
P  = e2CP = e2CP
p = P    P  = e2C(P   P ) = e2Cp :
Additionally, we gain the transformations of the MPCs
Hi(1)i(2) = U

i(1)
Ui(2) == e
2CUi(1)U

i(2)
= e2CHi(1)i(2)
Ri(1)i(2) = u

i(1)
ui(2) = e
2Cui(1)u

i(2)
= e2CRi(1)i(2)
Hifng = U

i(1)
 :::  Ui(n) = enCUi(1)  :::  Ui(n) = enCHifng
Rifng = e
nCRifng
Iifn 1g[q] = U

i(1)
 :::  Ui(q 1)P (x(q))Ui(q)  :::  Ui(n 1) = e(1+n)CIifn 1g[q]
P ifn 1g[q] = e
(1+n)CPifn 1g[q]
so that the infinitesimals are
@Ui
@a

a=0
= Ui ;
@P 
@a

a=0
= 2 Pi ;
@Hifng
@a

a=0
= nHifng ;
@Iifn 1g[q]p
@a

a=0
= nIifn 1g[q]p
@ui
@a

a=0
= ui ;
@p
@a

a=0
= 2pi ;
@Rifng
@a

a=0
= nRifng ;
@P ifn 1g[q]p
@a

a=0
= nPifn 1g[q]p :
Finally, the generators result in
Ysc;x = xi
@
@xi
+ ui
@
@ui
+ 2p
@
@p
+ Ui
@
@ U[i]
+ 2 P
@
@ P
+ n Rifng
@
@Rifng
+ (n+ 1)  Pifn 1g[q]p
@
@Pifn 1g[q]p
Ysc;t = t
@
@t
  ui @
@ui
  2p @
@p
  Ui @
@ Ui
  2 P @
@ P
  n Rifng
@
@Rifng
  (n+ 1)  Pifn 1g[q]p
@
@Pifn 1g[q]p
Zsc;x = xi
@
@xi
+ Ui
@
@ Ui
+ 2 P
@
@ P
+ n Hifng
@
@Hifng
+ (n+ 1)  Iifn 1g[q]p
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
Zsc;t = t
@
@t
  Ui @
@ Ui
  2 P @
@ P
  n Hifng
@
@Hifng
  (n+ 1)  Iifn 1g[q]p
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
:
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Time shift: Neither U , u and P , p nor any higher order term contain the pressure or
the velocity change so that the generator is just
Yt =
@
@t
; Zt =
@
@t
:
Translation in pressure: Considering the translation in pressure, P  = P +apf4(t), all
pressure-velocity correlations will change while the MPCs remain unchanged. The
average of the pressure is given by
P  = P + apf4(t) = P + apf4(t)
and the fluctuation can be found as
p = P    P  = P + apf4(t)  P   apf4(t) = P   P = p :
The higher correlations for the H-formulation are
P U = (P + apf4(t))Ui = PUi + apf4(t)Ui
P Ui(1)  :::  Ui(n 1) = PUi(1)  :::  Ui(n 1) + apf4(t)Ui(1)  :::  Ui(n 1)
while in the R formulation the MPCs and the pressure velocity correlations do not
change because neither u nor p is transformed. We get the generator
Yp = f4(t)
@
@P
Zp = f4(t)
@
@P
+ f4(t)Hifn 1g[q];
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
:
Generalized Galilei invariance: The mean quantities are given by
Ui
 = Ui + ia
df(t)
dt
= Ui + ia
df(t)
dt
P  = P   ax d
2f(t)
dt2
= P   ax d
2f(t)
dt2
and the fluctuations are
ui = Ui
   Ui = ui
p = P    P  = p :
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The correlations in the R-P -formulation do not change because the fluctuation quan-
tities are unchanged. In the case of the instantaneous approach the two-point correla-
tions hold
Ui U

j = UiUj + a
df(t)
dt
 
iUj + jUi

+ a2

df(t)
dt
2
ij
P Uj = PUj + a
df(t)
dt
Pj   a d
2f(t)
dt2
Ui   a2x
df(t)
dt
d2f(t)
dt2
i
while the higher correlations become
Hifng = Ui(1)  :::  Ui(n) +
nX
b=1
a
@f(t)
dt
i(b)Ui(1)  :::  Ui(b 1)Ui(b+1)  :::  Ui(n) +O(a21)
= Hifng + af
0
(t)
nX
b=1
i(b)Hifn 1g[b]; +O(a
2
1)
Iifn 1g[q]p = Ui(1)  :::  Ui(q 1)PUi(q+1)  :::  Ui(n)   ax
d2f(t)
dt2
Ui(1)  :::  Ui(q 1)Ui(q+1)  :::  Ui(n)
+ a
df(t)
dt
nX
c=1;c 6=q
i(c)Ui(1)  :::  Ui(c 1)Ui(c+1)  :::  Ui(q 1)P[q]pUi(q+1)  :::  Ui(n) +O(a21)
= Iifn 1g[q]   ax
d2f(t)
dt2
Hifn 1g[q]; +
X
c=1;c 6=q
i(c)af
0
(t)Iin 2[q]p[c]; +O(a
2
1) :
Determining the infinitesimals, e.g. Hifng =
@Hifng
@a

a=0
, we conclude that all terms of
order a2 vanish and the infinitesimal generator is finally given by
YG = f(t)
@
@x
+ f 0(t)
@
@U
  xf 00 (t)
@
@P
ZG = f(t)
@
@x
+ f 0(t)
@
@U
  xf 00 (t)
@
@P
+ f 0(t)
nX
b=1
i(b)Hifn 1g[b];
@
@Hifng
+
 
 x d
2f(t)
dt2
Hifn 1g[q]; +
X
c=1;c 6=q
i(c)f
0
(t)Iifn 2g[q]p[c];
!
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
:
Rotation invariance: The transformations of the space variables can be summarized,
so that there is only one representation for all three rotations,
xi = jik sin(a)xj + (1  i) cos(a)xi :
The velocity can be written in a similar way, so that the averaged velocity and turbu-
lent velocity read
Ui(l)(x
(l)) = jik sin(a) Uj(x
(l)) + (1  i) cos(a) Ui(l)(x(l))
ui(l)(x
(l)) = jik sin(a)uj(x
(l)) + (1  i) cos(a)ui(l)(x(l)) :
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Then the MPC
Rifng =
nY
l=1
j(l)i(l)uj(l)(x
(l)) + (1  i(l))ui(l)(x(l))
=
nY
l=1
j(l)i(l)uj(l)(x
(l)) + (1  i(l))i(l)j(l)uj(l)(x(l))
=
X
jfng
nY
l=1

j(l)i(l)k sin(a) + (1  i(l))i(l)j(l) cos(a)

Rjfng
and the pressure-velocity correlation
P ifng[q]p =
n+1Y
l=1;l 6=q

j(l)i(l)k sin(a) + (1  i(l))i(l)j(l) cos(a)

uj(l)(x
(l))p(x(q))
=
X
jfng
n+1Y
l=1;l 6=q

j(l)i(l)k sin(a) + (1  i(l))i(l)j(l) cos(a)

Pjfng[q]p
can be considered. For the H-I approach the same formulas can be determined.
In order to calculate the generator representation, let us take a look at the multiplica-
tion of two transformations values. Beginning with the transformations
a1 = a1 + 1(a1; a2)+O(
2) ;
a2 = a2 + 2(a1; a2)+O(
2) ;
their multiplication is given by
a1  a2 = a1a2 + (1(a1; a2)a2 + 2(a1; a2)a1) +O(2) : (3.135)
To formulate the generator of this symmetry, the first order in  is sufficient, so that all
higher order terms are not important.
Here, we only consider the rotation around the x3-axis. The other axes can be solved
in the same way.
Hence, the instantaneous values are given by
Ui (x) = Ui(x) + ( U2(x)i1 + U1(x)i2) +O(2)
P (x) = P (x)
so that we can conclude the mean and fluctuation values
Ui (x) = Ui(x) + ( U2(x)i1 + U1(x)i2) +O(2)
P (x) = P (x)
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ui = Ui
   Ui = ui(x) + ( u2(x)i1 + u1(x)i2) +O(2)
p = P    P  = p :
We can use the property (3.135) above to get the generator of the rotation symmetry.
The transformations of the two-point correlations are
Hij = U

i U

j = UiUj + ( i1U2Uj + i2U1Uj   j1UiU2 + j2UiU1) +O(2)
= Hij + ( i1H2j + i2H1j   j1Hi2 + j2Hi1) +O(2)
Ij[1]p = P
Uj = PUj + ( j1PU2 + j2PU1)
= Ij[1]p + ( j1I2[1]p + j2I1[1]p)
Rij = Rij + ( i1R2j + i2R1j   j1Ri2 + j2Ri1) +O(2)
P j[1]p = Pj[1]p + ( j1P2[1]p + j2I1[1]p) :
Using the property (3.135) n  1 times we get the n-point correlation
Hifng = Ui(1)  :::  Ui(n) + 
 
nX
b=1
i(b)2Ui(1)  :::  Ui(b 1)U1Ui(b+1)  :::  Ui(n)
 i(b)1Ui(1)  :::  Ui(b 1)U2Ui(b+1)  :::  Ui(n)

+O(2)
= Hifng + 
nX
b=1
(i(b)2Hifng[i(b) 7!1]   i(b)1Hifng[i(b) 7!2]) +O(2)
Iifn 1g[q]p = Ui(1)  :::  Ui(q 1)PUi(q+1)  :::  Ui(n)+

 
nX
b=1;b6=q
i(b)2Ui(1)  :::  Ui(b 1)U1Ui(b+1)  :::  Ui(q 1)PUi(q+1)  :::  Ui(n)
 i(b)1Ui(1)  :::  Ui(b 1)U2Ui(b+1)  :::  Ui(q 1)PUi(q+1)  :::  Ui(n)

+O(2)
= Iifn 1g[q]p + 
nX
b=1;b 6=q
(i(b)2Iifn 1g[i(b) 7!1][q]p   i(b)1Iifn 1g[i(b) 7!2][q]p) +O(2)
Rifng = Rifng + 
nX
b=1
(i(b)2Rifng[i(b) 7!1]   i(b)1Rifng[i(b) 7!2]) +O(2)
P ifn 1g[q]p = Pifn 1g[q]p + 
nX
b=1;b 6=q
(i(b)2Pifn 1g[i(b) 7!1][q]p   i(b)1Iifn 1g[i(b) 7!2][q]p) +O(2) :
To sum up the results, the generators become
Yrot;3 = ( x2i1 + x1i2) @
@xi
+ (  U2i1 + U1i2) @
@ Ui
+
nX
b=1
(i(b)2Rifng[i(b) 7!1]   i(b)1Rifng[i(b) 7!2])
@
@Rifng
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+
nX
b=1;b6=q
(i(b)2Pifn 1g[i(b) 7!1][q]p   i(b)1Pifn 1g[i(b) 7!2][q]p)
@
@Pifn 1g[q]p
Zrot;3 = ( x2i1 + x1i2) @
@xi
+ ( U2(x)i1 + U1(x)i2) @
@ Ui
+
nX
b=1
(i(b)2Hifng[i(b) 7!1]   i(b)1Hifng[i(b) 7!2])
@
@Hifng
+
nX
b=1;b6=q
(i(b)2Iifn 1g[i(b) 7!1][q]p   i(b)1Iifn 1g[i(b) 7!2][q]p)
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
:
The same procedure can be applied in order to derive the other two rotations. Then
all three rotations can be written in one expression using the -tensor.
Proof of existence of the transferred symmetries in the MPC equations
There are different possibilities to show that the transferred symmetries are Lie-point
symmetries of the MPC equations. In order to check this, we first investigate, how
the MPC equations are defined (see (2.33) resp. (2.41)). For the fluctuation approach a
combination of fluctuation Navier-Stokes equations (see (2.13)) and fluctuation veloc-
ities appear, whereby in the instantaneous approach the Navier-Stokes equations (2.2)
and the instantaneous velocities are combined. Hence, if it holds NaSt   NaSt =
NaSt   NaSt and u = u resp. NaSt = NaSt and U  = U then it is already
clear that the transport equations of the MPC equations have the same symmetries. It
has to be checked if the continuity equations and the permutation relations are also
invariant under this transformation. A second possibility is to insert the transforma-
tions directly into the MPC equations, and see if we gain again the MPC equations. A
third possibility is to apply the operator Y resp. Z directly on the MPC equations (see
(3.22)).
Scaling symmetries of Euler: Here we use the second suggestion. We start with the
transformed momentum equations and use the transformation of the scaling symme-
try to gain the non-transformed momentum equations, (2.34) resp. (2.43). Of course,
for the Euler case it holds  = 0, and
Sifng =
@Hifng
@t
+
nX
l=0
"
@Hifn+1g[i(n+1) 7!k][x
(n+1) 7! x(l)]
@x
(l)
k
+
@Iifn 1g[l]p
@x
(l)
i(l)
  
@2Hifng
@x
(l)
k @x
(l)
k
35
= enaEx
@Hifng
@t
+
nX
l=0
"
e(n+1)aEx aEx
@Hifn+1g[i(n+1) 7!k][x
(n+1) 7! x(l)]
@x
(l)
k
+e(n+1)aEx aEx
@Iifn 1g[l]p
@x
(l)
i(l)
35 = enaExSifng
T ifng =
@Rifng
@t
+
nX
l=1
"
Uk (x
(l))
@Rifng
@x
(l)
k
+Rifng[i(l) 7!k]
@ Ui(l)(x
(l))
@x
(l)
k
+
@P ifn 1g[l]p
@x
(l)
i(l)
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  
@2Rifng
@x
(l)
k @x
(l)
k
 Rifn 1g[l];
@ui(l)uk
(x(l))
@x
(l)
k
+
@Rifn+1g[i(n+1) 7!k][x
(n+1) 7! x(l)]
@x
(l)
k
#
= enaEx
@Rifng
@t
+
nX
l=1
"
e(n+1)aEx aEx
@Rifn+1g[i(n+1) 7!k][x
(n+1) 7! x(l)]
@xk(l)
+ eaEx Uk(x
(l))enaEx aEx
@Rifng
@x
(l)
k
+ enaExRifng[i(l) 7!k]
@ Ui(l)(x(l))
@x
(l)
k
+ e(n+1)aEx aEx
@Pifn 1g[l]p
@x
(l)
i(l)
  enaExRifng[l];e2aEx aEx
@ui(l)uk(x
(l))
@x
(l)
k
#
= enaExTifng
while the continuity equations
0 =
@Hifng[i(l) 7!k(l)]
@xk(l)
= enaEx aEx
@Hifng[i(l) 7!k(l)]
@xk(l)
0 =
@Iifng[k]p[i(l) 7!m(l)]
@xm(l)
= e(n+2)aEx aEx
@Iifng[k]p[i(l) 7!m(l)]
@xm(l)
and the permutation relations
Hifng = H

ifng[l$k]
Iifn 1g[q]p = I

ifn 1g[q]p[l$k] = I

ifn 1g[q]l[i(p) 7!i(l)][x
(l) $ x(p)]
)
enaExHifng = e
naExHifng[l$k]
e(n+2)aExIifn 1g[q]p = e
(n+2)aExIifn 1g[q]p[l$k] = e
(n+2)aExIifn 1g[q]l[i(p) 7!i(l)][x
(l) $ x(p)]
hold. For R and P equivalent conditions must be fulfilled. Of course, also the aver-
aged Navier-Stokes equation (2.42), resp. (2.34) with n = 1 does not change.
The scaling in time can be checked the same way. Here, we gain
Sifng = e naEt aEt
@Hifng
@t
+
nX
l=1
"
e (n+1)aEt
@Hifn+1g[i(n+1) 7!k][x
(n+1) 7! x(l)]
@x
(l)
k
+ e (n+1)aEt
@Iifn 1g[l]p
@x
(l)
i(l)
35 = e (n+1)aEtSifng
T ifng = e naEt aEt
@Rifng
@t
+
nX
l=1
"
e (n+1)aEx
@Rifn+1g[i(n+1) 7!k][x
(n+1) 7! x(l)]
@x
(l)
k
+ e aEx Uk(x(l))e naEx
@Rifng
@x
(l)
k
+ e naExRifng[i(l) 7!k]e
 aEx @
Ui(l)(x
(l))
@x
(l)
k
+ e (n+1)aEx
@Pifn 1g[l]p
@x
(l)
i(l)
  e naExRifng[l];e 2aEx
@ui(l)uk(x
(l))
@x
(l)
k
#
= enaExTifng :
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The continuity equations and side conditions concerning H, I, R, P can be handled as
in the scaling of space so that we omit them here.
Scaling symmetries of Navier-Stokes: Inserting the transformations into the aver-
aged Navier-Stokes equations, the MPC equations, their continuity equations and
their side conditions (2.2),(2.34)- (2.37), (2.43) - (2.46), it can be easily shown that sim-
ilarly to the scaling symmetries in the Euler case, the same differential equations as
before arise.
Time shift: Using these symmetries neither the Navier-Stokes equations, respectively
the Euler equations, nor the velocity changes, so that the momentum equations of
the MPCs (2.34) resp. (2.43) must be invariant under this symmetry. The continuity
equations (2.35), (2.36), (2.44) and (2.45) do not contain any derivative with respect to
t and there is no explicit dependence on t in these equations. The permutations (2.37)
and (2.46) can be neglected because they do not contain an explicit time dependency.
Translation in pressure: Only the averaged Navier-Stokes equations and the momen-
tum equations of the instantaneous approach, (2.34), contain one term which must be
changed. In the averaged Navier-Stokes equations we consider
@ P 
@xi
=
@( P + apf4(t))
@xi
=
@ P
@xi
and in the instantaneous approach
@Iifn 1g[q]p
@x
(q)
i(q)
=
@(Iifn 1g[q]p + f4(t)Hifn 1g[q];)
@x
(q)
i(q)
=
@Iifn 1g[q]p
@x
(q)
i(q)
because the second term does not depend on x(q).
Regarding the continuity equations in the instantaneous approach we gain
0 =
@Iifn 1g[q]p[i(l) 7!k]
@x
(l)
k
=
@Iifn 1g[q]p[i(l) 7!k]
@x
(l)
k
+ apf4(t)
@Hifn 1g[q];[i(l) 7!k]
@x
(l)
k
;
a combination of a continuity equation of the pressure-velocity correlation added by
a continuity equation for the MPCs. The continuity equations of Hifng are invariant
under the studied symmetry, hence the second term must be zero. For the side condi-
tions it holds
Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p + f4(t)Hifn 1g[q];
Iifn 1g[q]p[l$k] = Iifn 1g[q]p[l$k] + f4(t)Hifn 1g[l$k][q]; = Iifn 1g[q]p[l$k] + f4(t)Hifn 1g[q];
Iifn 1g[l]p[q$l] = Iifn 1g[l]p[q$l] + f4(t)Hifn 1g[q$l][l]; = Iifn 1g[q]p[l$k] + f4(t)Hifn 1g[q];
so that 0 = Iifn 1g[q]p   Iifn 1g[q]p[l$k] = Iifn 1g[q]p   Iifn 1g[q]p[l$k] and 0 = Iifn 1g[q]p  
Iifn 1g[l]p[q$l] = Iifn 1g[q]p   Iifn 1g[l]p[q$l].
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Generalized Galilei invariance: In the case of the averaged Navier-Stokes equations
it is possible to insert the transformations into these equations. For theMPC equations
of the H formulation it is necessary to derive the extended generator Z(2)G; .
Let us consider the averaged Navier-Stokes equations. The governing derivatives
have to be transformed according to the chain rule,
@
@xi
=
@t
@x
@
@t
+
@xj
@xi
@
@xj
=
@
@xi
@
@t
=
@t
@t
@
@t
+
@xj
@t
@
@xj
=
@
@t
  f 0(t)
@
@x
:
Considering the averaged Navier-Stokes equations in the H-formulation, it follows
Si =
@Hi
@t
+ if
00
 (t)  f 0
@Hi
@x
(1)

+
@Hik[x
(2) 7! x(1)]
@x
(1)
k
+ f 0(t)
nX
b=1
i(b)
@Hij[b]; [x
(2) 7! x(1)]
@x
(1)
j
+
@I(x)
@x
(1)
i
  @x
@x
(1)
i
f 00 (t)  
@2Hi
@x
(1)
k @x
(1)
k
:
Some expressions can be simplified as @x
@xi
= i and
f 0(t)
nX
b=1
i(b)
@Hij[b]; [x
(2) 7! x(1)]
@x
(1)
j
= f 0(t)
 
@Hi
@x
(1)
j
j +
@Hj(x
(1))
@x
(1)
j
i
!
= f 0(t)
@Hi
@x
(1)

where the continuity equation was used. Hence, all additional terms can be cancelled
out.
Now we want to consider the MPC equations (2.34). First we calculate all necessary
prolongations and then we apply Z(2)G; to the MPCmomentum equations. The general
rules to derive the necessary prolongations are

(1)
i = Di
   (Dij)aj = i + aki ak   aj ji   aki aj jak

(2)
il = Dl
(1)
i   (Dlj)ail
= il + a
k
i 

lak
  aj jil   aki aj jlak + akl iak + aki aml akam   aj aml jami
  aki aj aml jakam + akliak   aljji   aj akiljak   aki ajljak (3.136)
so that we gain

(1)Hifng
t = 
Hifng
t +
@ak
@t

Hifng
ak
  @Hifng
@xj
jt  
@Hifng
@xj
@ak
@t
j
ak
= f 00 (t)
nX
b=1
i(b)Hifn 1g[b]; + f
0
(t)
nX
b=1
i(b)
@Hifn 1g
@t
  @Hifng
@xj
j^bf
0
(t)
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
(1)Hifng
l = 
Hifng
l +
@ak
@xl

Hifng
ak
  @Hifng
@xj
jl +
@Hifng
@xj
@ak
@xl
j
ak
= f 0(t)
nX
b=1
i(b)
@Hifn 1g[b];
@xl

(1)Iifn 1g[q]p
l =  l^f 00 (t)Hifn 1g[q];   x(l
)
 f
00
 (t)
@Hifn 1g[q];
@xl
+ f 0(t)
nX
c=1;c 6=q
i(c)
@Iifn 2g[q]p[c];
@xl

(2)Hifng
lm = a
k
lm
Hifng
ak
= f 0(t)
nX
b=1
i(b)
@Hifn 1g[b];
@xl@xm
:
In the upper formulas we used some definition which are known from the previous
section section. Nevertheless, we want to recall the most important properties. The
space variables can be rewritten using the definition x(i)j = x
k with k = 3(i   1) + j.
Then a space point can be decomposed corresponding to xk = x3(k 1)+k^, k 2 N and
k^ 2 f1; 2; 3g, so that k = i and k^ = j (if we remember xk = x(i)j ). The ak in formula
(3.136) and the following formulas are summations over all dependent variables, resp.
Hjfmg , Ijfm 1g[q]p , ... .
Now the prolongations for the MPCs shall be considered, where the n + 1th space
point is replaced by a previous one. Then,

(1)Hifn+1g [x
(n+1) 7!x(l)]
l = 
(1)Hifn+1g
l

x(n+1)=x(l)
= f 0(t)
nX
b=1
i(b)
@Hifng[b];
@xl

l^

x(n+1)=x(l)
+ f 0(t)i(n+1)
@Hifng[n+1];
@xl

l^

x(n+1)=x(l)
= f 0(t)
nX
b=1
i(b)
@Hifng[b]; [x
(n+1) 7! x(l)]
@xl

l^
+ f 0(t)i(n+1)
@Hifng
@xl

l^
holds, wherewe used for the first term on the last line the continuity equation. Hence,
we can apply the operator Z(2)G; to the MPC equations and the momentum equations.
Z
(2)
G;Sifng = f 00 (t)
nX
b=1
i(b)Hifn 1g[b]; + f
0
(t)
nX
b=1
i(b)
@Hifn 1g
@t
  @Hifng
@xj
j^bf
0
(t)
+
nX
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f 0(t)
nX
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i(b)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(n+1) 7! x(l)]
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
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+ f 0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@Hifng
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 
nX
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i(a)f 00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 f 00 (t)@Hifn 1g[a];
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(a)
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1A
+
nX
a=1
f 0(t)
nX
c=1;c 6=a
i(c)
@Iifn 2g[a]p[c];
@x
(a)
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  
nX
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f 0(t)
nX
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i(b)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@x
(a)
k @x
(a)
k
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= f 0(t)
nX
b=1
i(b)Sifn 1g[b]; = 0 :
On the second line some terms cancel out and
@Hifn 1g[a];
@x
(a)
i(a)
= 0. Finally, the continuity
equations and the side conditions must be checked, too. Applying the generator to an
arbitrary continuity equation,
ZG;
 
@Hifng[i(l) 7!k]
@x
(l)
k
!
= 0
follows. The side condition can be checked as well and also there the symmetry holds.
The invariance of the MPC equations in the R-P formulation, see Theorem 2.9 is easy
to show, since the MPCs do not change. Inserting the transformations into the av-
eraged Navier-Stokes equations, the time derivative leads to two additional terms
f 00 (t)i + f
0
(t)i
@ Ui
@xk
which cancel with a term resulting from the non-linear term
and another one of the pressure term. Finally, the Navier-Stokes equations them-
selves occur. Equivalently the MPC equations can be studied. The time derivative
has an additional term
P
l f
0
(t)
@Rifng
@x
(l)

which cancels with the first convex term in the
sum. Similarly, the continuity equations and the side conditions can be checked.
Rotation invariance: Herewewant to apply the operatorXrot on the averagedNavier-
Stokes equations, the H equations and the R equations. This means we have to calcu-
late again the second extended generator of this symmetry. With (3.136) we calculate

(1)Hifng
t = 
Hifng
t +
@ak
@t

Hifng
ak
  @Hifng
@xj
jt  
@Hifng
@xj
@ak
@t
j
ak
=
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
i(b)2
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

(1)Rifng
t =
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b=1

i(b)2
@Rifng[i(b) 7!1]
@t
  i(b)1
@Rifng[i(b) 7!2]
@t

where we used 
Hifng
t = 0, 
j
t = 0, j  0 and jHkfmg = 0.
Before deriving the other derivatives, we should take a look at the term jl . Every j
and l can be written as j = 3(j1)+ j^, l = 3(l 1)+ l^with j; l 2 N and j^; l^ 2 f1; 2; 3g.
Then we calculate
@j
@xl
=
@3(j
 1)+j^
@x
(l)
l^
=
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1
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j^21l^   j^12l^

:
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Considering the derivative of an infinitesimal of a dependent variable with respect to
a space variable we gain

(1)Hifng
l =
@Hjfmg
@xl

Hifng
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jl
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
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
:
The second derivative has again only two nonzero terms and is similar to the first
derivative:

(2)Hifng
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
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
:
Finally, for the first derivative of the infinitesimal of the pressure-velocity correlation
we gain

(1)Iifn 1g[q]p
l =
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jl
=
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
:
In the MPC equations, we have to deal with the n-point n+ 1-correlation whereby its
infinitesimals are connected with the n+ 1 correlation by

(1)Hifn+1g [x
(n+1) 7!x(l)]
l = 
(1)Hifn+1g
l

x(n+1)=x(l)
;
see Lemma 3.28, so that we obtain
Zrot;Sifng =
nX
b=1

i(b)2
@Hifng[i(b) 7!1]
@t
  i(b)1
@Hifng[i(b) 7!2]
@t

+
nX
m=1
 
n+1X
b=1
"
i(b)2
@H(ifn+1g[i(n+1) 7!k])[j(b) 7!1]
@x
(m)
k
  i(b)1
@H(ifn+1g[i(n+1) 7!k])[j(b) 7!2]
@x
(m)
k
#
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  @Hifn+1g[i(n+1) 7!j]
@x
(j)
j^
mj

j^21i(m)   j^12i(m)
1A
x(n+1) 7!x(m)
+
nX
m=1
nX
b=1;b 6=m
0@i(b)2@Iifn 1g[i(b) 7!1][m]p
@x
(m)
i(m)
  i(b)1
@Iifn 1g[i(b) 7!2][m]p
@x
(m)
i(m)
1A
 
nX
m=1
@Iifn 1g[m]p
@xj

j^
mj

j^21i(m)   j^12i(m)

  
nX
m=1
nX
b=1
 
i(b)2
@2Hifng[i(b) 7!1]
@x
(m)
k @x
(m)
k
  i(b)1
@2Hifng[i(b) 7!2]
@x
(m)
k @x
(m)
k
!
+ 
nX
m=1
X
j
@2Hifng
@x
(m)
k @x
(m)
j^
mj
 
j^21k   j^12k

:
with jfn+1g = ifn+1g[i(n+1) 7! k] in the second line. The last expression is equal to zero
because there exist only two combinations (j^ = 2; k = 1) and (j^ = 1; k = 2), so that
the term in the brackets does not vanish. We have
X
j
3X
k=1
3X
j^=1
@2Hifng
@x
(m)
k @x
(m)
j^
mj
 
j^21k   j^12k

=
@2Hifng
@x
(m)
1 @x
(m)
2
 1 + @
2Hifng
@x
(m)
2 @x
(m)
1
 ( 1) = 0 :
The second line of the pressure-velocity correlations can be written as
 
nX
m=1
@Iifn 1g[m]p
@xj

j^
mj

j^21i(m)   j^12i(m)

= i(m)2
@Iifn 1g[m]p
@x
(m)
1
  i(m)1
@Iifn 1g[m]p
@x
(m)
2
and can be merged with the first line of the pressure-velocity correlation, so that the
sum over b has no exceptions any more. The first line of the n+1 -correlation has one
extra term, the n+ 1 th term. The second line of the n+ 1 correlation
 
nX
m=1
@Hifn+1g[i(n+1) 7!k]
@xj

j^
mj

j^21i(m)   j^12i(m)

x(n+1) 7!x(m)
=  
 
@Hifn+1g[i(n+1) 7!1]
@x
(m)
2
  @Hifn+1g[i(n+1) 7!2]
@x
(m)
1
!
x(n+1) 7!x(m)
cancels the n+ 1 th summand (b = n+ 1) of the first line
3X
k=1
 
i(n+1)2
@H(ifn+1g[i(n+1) 7!k])[~i(n+1) 7!1]
@x
(m)
k
  i(n+1)1
@H(ifn+1g[i(n+1) 7!k])[~i(n+1) 7!2]
@x
(m)
k
!
=
@Hifn+1g[i(n+1) 7!1]
@x
(m)
2
  i(n+1)1
@Hifn+1g[i(n+1) 7!2]
@x
(m)
1
:
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with ~ifn+1g = ifn+1g[i(n+1) 7! k] Finally, using
Pn
m=1
Pn
b=1;b6=m =
Pn
b=1
Pn
m=1;m6=b we
gain
X(Sifng)

Sjfmg=0
=
nX
b=1

i(b)2Sifng[i(b) 7!1]   i(b)1Sifng[i(b) 7!2]

= 0 :
The same procedure can be applied to the continuity equations (2.35) and (2.36) and
the side condition (2.37) to show that also these equations are fulfilled.
Then the same can be done for the other two rotation invariances for the H- approach.
Additionally, the R-approach can be studied. There, a more complicate MPC equa-
tion, (2.43), has to be considered. The steps of the necessary proof are the same as for
the H-approach and the corresponding result in the r-P approach was already stated
in (Oberlack 2000).
3.4.2 Primitive Symmetries
In this section, we deal with a special kind of symmetries, which appear only in linear
PDE systems. Given a linear non-homogeneous PDE
Du = g(x) ; (3.137)
where D is a linear differential operator and g(x) an arbitrary function, a Lie group of
point transformations can be found in the form
x = x ; u = u+ aw(x) ;
where w(x) satisfies the linear homogeneous PDE, e.g. Dw = 0. This trivial relation
can be found e.g. in (Bluman & Anco 2002) on page 307.
Definition 3.40 (Bluman & Anco 2002) Let Du = g(x) be a linear non-homogeneous
PDE system and w(x) a solution of the corresponding homogeneous system Du = 0. Then
we call
x = x ; u = u+ aw(x) (3.138)
a primitive symmetry.
Of course, it is possible to write this symmetry using the generator definition. In this
sense the generator of the primitive symmetry reads
Xprim = wi(x)
@
@ui
: (3.139)
The next step is to gain a representation of a primitive symmetry of the MPC equa-
tions, which can be summarized in the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.41 The PDE system in the H-I notation (Theorem 2.5) has a special solution w
such that Hifng(x; t) = w
Hifng (x; t) and Iifn 1g[p]q(x; t) = w
Iifn 1g[p]q (x; t) solve the PDE
system. Then a primitive symmetry is given by
Zprim;gen = w
Ui(x; t)
@
@ Ui
+ w
P (x; t)
@
@ P
+ w
Hifng (x; t)
@
@Hifng
+ w
Iifn 1g[p]q (x; t)
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
where x = (x(1)1 ; x
(1)
2 ; x
(1)
3 ; x
(2)
1 ; :::).
Proof: This is a direct consequence of (3.139). 
As mentioned before, primitive symmetries exist for linear PDE systems. Reflect-
ing our given systems we see that the R-P formulation represents a non-linear system
while the H-I formalism implies a linear system. Logically, wewill only observe prim-
itive symmetries for the H-I case. Having these symmetries we can rewrite them into
the R-P representation.
We want to consider some special primitive symmetries and transform them into the
R-P notation. Since primitive symetries are used to determine scaling laws their role
in this laws shall be mentioned. Solving the characteristic system and determining
the solutions, the primitive symmetries will imply a translation of the statistics in the
most cases. To write down some primitive symmetries another definition must be
given.
Notation 3.42 As seen in Definition 2.1 the index set ifng contains doublets, where the first
entry is the index of the velocity component and the second one the space point. Then
Ind(ifng) = (i(1); i(2); i(3); :::; i(n))
contains only the first entries.
We say that two index sets ifng and jfmg are equivalent if the first entries of the doublets are
the same, while it is allowed to permute the elements arbitrarily. This means the two sets of
first entries Ind(ifng) and Ind(jfmg) are equivalent if a set of permutations a $ b exists,
such that
Ind(ifng) = Ind(jfmg)[j(a1) $ j(b1)][j(a2) $ j(b2)]::: :
This means that ifng and jfmg have the same number of components in x1, x2 and x3 direction.
Then we define a new Kronecker symbol (eq) by

(eq)
ifng;jfmg =

1 ifng and jfmg are equivalent,
0 otherwise:
This means that two index sets can be equivalent, only if their length is the same
(n = m).
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Example 3.43 Let two index sets
ifng =
 
(2; x(1)); (3; x(2)); (1; x(3)); (1; x(4)); (2; x(5)); (2; x(6)); (3; x(7))

jfng =
 
(1; x(1)); (1; x(2)); (2; x(3)); (2; x(4)); (2; x(5)); (3; x(6)); (3; x(7))

be given. Taking only the first argument of each doublet, we have only the indices
Ind(ifng) = (2; 3; 1; 1; 2; 2; 3)
Ind(jfng) = (1; 1; 2; 2; 2; 3; 3)
So, ifng and jfng are equivalent since the number of occurrences of 1, 2 and 3 is the same.
Hence, it is possible to formulate some primitive symmetries for the H-I approach.
Lemma 3.44 For the H-I system (Theorem 2.5) we can formulate some special primitive sym-
metries, as a shift of a MPC jflg, l 2 N, l  1:
Hifng = Hifng + 
(eq)
ifng;jflgdjflg I

ifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p
ZH;tr;jfmg = 
(eq)
ifng;jflg
@
@Hifng
:
Extending this symmetry, the shift can also be an arbitrary function depending on t:
Hifng = Hifng + 
(eq)
ifngjflgfH;jflg(t)
Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p  
1
n
x
(q)
i(q)

(eq)
ifng;jflgf
0
H;jflg(t)
ZH;jflg =
X
ifng
"

(eq)
ifngjflgfH;jflg(t)
@
@Hifng
 
nX
q=1
1
n
x
(q)
i(q)

(eq)
ifng;jflgf
0
H;jflg(t)
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
#
: (3.140)
Concerning the pressure-velocity correlation, also a translation symmetry can be found. A
translation for the averaged pressure
t = t; x(j)i = x
(j)
i ;
Ui = U; P
 = P + gP2(t)
Hifng = Hifng I

ifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p
ZP2 = gP2(t)
@
@ P
and, more general,a translation of a pressure-velocity correlation Ijfmg[k]p
t = t; x(j)i = x
(j)
i ;
Ui = U; P
 = P
Hifng = Hifng I

ifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p + gjfmg[k]p(t)
eq
jfmg[k]p;ifn 1g[q]p
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ZP;jfmg[q]p = gP;jfmg[k]p(t)
eq
jfmg[k]p;ifn 1g[q]p
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
can always contain an arbitrary function depending on the time.
Because of the side conditions, (2.37), MPCs with an equivalent index set have to be
transformed equally. This was incorporated into the transformations with help of
(eq). The reason should be clear if we consider the following example. If we add
a constant to R12(x(1);x(2)), the same constant must be added to R21(x(1);x(2)) since
R12(x
(1);x(2)) = R21(x
(2);x(1)). Due to the same reason the transformation of the
pressure-velocity correlation has this complex form.
The translation symmetry of the MPCs holds for every l 2 N, l  1, so that there exists
a translation symmetry for the averaged velocity (l = 1) as well.
Proof of Lemma 3.44: It is clear that the first translation via an constant term is a
special case of the translation with an arbitrary function depending on t. The sec-
ond translation can be proven by inserting the transformations into the Navier-Stokes
equations and the MPCs. The additional term of the time derivative cancels with the
n pressure-velocity terms. The third and fourth arguments, the translation of the pres-
sure and the pressure-velocity correlation can be checked very easily by inserting into
the MPC equations. 
Of course, the above-mentioned symmetries can be transferred to the R-P approach,
whichwill be done in the next step. Wewill start with the easier case where aMPC has
a translation symmetry. Then the second case, a translation of an averaged velocity
will be studied.
The transformation of the time shift of a fluctuationMPC can be calculated by Lemma
2.11. We recall the result
Rifng = (n  1)( 1)(n 1)
nY
a=1
Ui(a)(x
(a))
+
nX
m=2
X
bnn m
( 1)n mHifmg[bnn m];
n mY
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj)) (3.141)
where ifmg[bnn m]; means that the whole set bnn m is excluded. Let us assume the MPC
Hjflg is the MPC to be translated. Then for the MPCs in the fluctuation approach with
n < l hold:
Rifng = Rifng if n < l ;
because the transformation (3.141) does not contain higher MPCs than n. In the case
n = l we gain
Rifng = (n  1)( 1)(n 1)
nY
a=1
Ui(a)(x
(a))
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+
nX
m=2
X
bnn m
( 1)n mHifmg[bnn m];
n mY
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
= Rifng + fjflg(t)
nY
c=1
i(c)j(c) :
Now let us consider l < n and separate the summands with order l such that
Rifng = (n  1)( 1)(n 1)
nY
a=1
Ui(a)(x
(a)) +
X
bnn l
( 1)n lHiflg[bnn l];
n lY
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
+
nX
m=2;m6=l
X
bnn m
( 1)n mHifmg[bnn m];
n mY
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
= Rifng +
X
bnn l
( 1)n lfjflg(t)(eq)jflg;ifng[bln l];
n lY
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
arises.
The same has to be done for the pressure. Since P ifn 1g[q]p = Pifn 1g[q]p if n < l, it holds
P ifn 1g[q]p = Pifn 1g[q]p  
1
n
x
(q)
j(r)

(eq)
ifn 1g[q]p;jfl 1g[r]p
f 0jflg(t)
for n = l. In the case n > l, we can proceed as
P ifn 1g[q]p =
P (x(q))(n  1)
nY
a=1;a6=q
Ui(a)(x
(a))( 1)n 1
+
n 1X
m=1;m6=l 1
X
=b
n 1[q];
n m 1
Iifmg[q]p[];( 1)n m 1
n m 1Y
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
+
X
=b
n 1[q];
n l
Iifl 1g[q]p[];( 1)n l
n lY
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
+ P (x(q))
n 1X
m=2;m6=l
X
=b
n 1[q];
n m 1
( 1)n mHifmg[q;];
n m 1Y
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
+ P (x(q))
X
=b
n 1[q];
n l 1
( 1)n lHiflg[q;];
n l 1Y
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
= Pifn 1g[q]p +
P (x(q))
X
=b
n 1[q];
n l 1
( 1)n l(eq)jflg;iflg[q;];fjflg(t)
n l 1Y
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
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+
X
=b
n 1[q];
n l

(eq)
jfl 1g[r];;ifl 1g[q;];
( 1)n l( 1)1
l
f 0jflg(t)x
(q)
j(r)
n lY
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj)) :
Hence, the translation of the averaged velocity component Uc can be treated equiva-
lently. The averaged velocities and pressure transform respectively,
Ui = Ui + fc(t)ic ; P
(x(1); t) = P (x(1); t)  f 0c(t)x(1)c ;
so that the MPCs
Rifng = (n  1)( 1)n 1
nY
a=1
Ui(a)(x
(a))
+
nX
m=2
X
bnn m
( 1)n mHifng[bnn m];
n mY
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
= Rifng + (n  1)( 1)n 1
nX
m=1
nY
a=1;a6=m
Ui(a)(x
(a))Fc(t)ifmgc
+
nX
m=2
X
bnn m
( 1)n mHifng[bnn m];
n mX
k=1
n mX
j=1;j 6=k
fc(t)i(bk)c
Ui(bj)(x
(bj)) +O(f 2c (t))
follow. The pressure-velocity correlation in the fluctuation approach transforms as
P ifn 1g[q]p = Pifn 1g[q]p   f 0c(t)x(q)c
n 1X
m=2
X
=b
n 1[q];
n m 1
( 1)n mHifmg[q;];
n m 1Y
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
+ P (x(q))
n 1X
m=2
X
=b
n 1[q];
n m 1
( 1)n mHifmg[q;];
n m 1X
k=1
n m 1Y
j=1;j 6=k
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))fc(t)i(bk)c
+
n 1X
m=1
X
=b
n 1[q];
n m 1
Iifmg[q]p[];( 1)n m 1
n m 1X
k=1
n m 1Y
j=1;j 6=k
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))fc(t)i(bk)c
  (n  1)f 0c(t)x(q)c
nY
a=1;a6=q
Ui(a)(x
(a))( 1)n 1
+ (n  1) P (x(q))
nX
k=1;k 6=q
nY
a=1;a6=k;a 6=q
Ui(a)(x
(a))( 1)n 1fc(t)i(k)c +O(f 2c (t)) :
To prove that these formulas represent a symmetry of the R-P aproach can be done by
inserting these results into the averagedNavier-Stokes equations (2.2), theMPC equa-
tions (2.43) and the continuity equations (2.44), (2.36) for the fluctuation approach.
Since this has to be done as in the previous subsection, it is left to the reader as an
easy exercise. 
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As two examples, we consider the translation of the averaged velocity and the two-
point correlation Hij and transfer both to the R-P approach.
Let us consider the translation of Uc andwrite down explicitly the consequences in the
R-P approach. Then the averaged velocity and the two- and three-point correlations
are (with no summation over c)
Ui (x; t) = Ui(x; t) + fH;c(t)ic ;
Rij(x;y; t) = Rij(x;y; t)  fH;c(t)

ic Uj(y) + jc Ui(x)
  f 2H;c(t)icjc ;
Rijk(x;y;z; t) = Rijk(x;y; z; t) + fc(t)ic
 
2 Uj(y; t) Uk(z; t) Rjk(y;z; t)

+ fH;c(t)jc
 
2 Ui(x; t) Uk(z; t) Rik(x;z; t)

+ fH;c(t)kc
 
2 Ui(x; t) Uj(y; t) Rij(x;y; t)

+O(f 2H;c) ;
P (x; t) = P (x; t)  xiicf 0H;c(t) : (3.142)
As we can assume that the arbitrary function fc(t) has the form fc(t) = ~fcf^c(t) with
the continuity parameter ~f the derivative with respect to ~f has to be calculated for
the generator. Since we set ~f = 0 in the next step, the O(f 2c (t)) can be neglected.
Finally we will write in the following formulas again fc(t) instead of f^c(t), so that the
generator
YH;c = fH;c(t)
@
@ Uc
  xcf 0H;c(t)
@
@ P
  fc(t)

ic Uj(y) + jc Ui(x)
 @
@Rij
+ fH;c(t)

ic
 
2 Uj(y; t) Uk(z; t) Rjk(y; z; t)

+ jc
 
2 Ui(x; t) Uk(z; t) Rik(x;z; t)

+ kc
 
2 Ui(x; t) Uj(y; t) Rij(x;y; t)
 @
@Rijk
+ :::
follows. Then we can also take a look at the translation of Hcd where the transforma-
tions of the R-P approach are
U(x; t) = U(x; t) ; P (x; t) = P (x; t)
Rij(x;y; t) = Rij(x;y; t) + fH;cd(t)ij;cd
Rijk(x;y; z; t) = Rijk(x;y;z; t)  Ui(x; t)jk;cdfcd(t)  Uj(y; t)ik;cdfH;cd(t)
  Uk(x; t)ij;cdfcd(t) : (3.143)
This leads to the generator
YH;cd = fH;cd(t)
@
@Rcd
  fcd(t)

Ui(x; t)jk;cd + Uj(y; t)ik;cd + Uk(x; t)ij;cd
 @
@Rijk
+ :::
The translation of a MPC with a constant follows by taking f(t) = const:.
Then the symmetry Zp2 can be transferred correspondingly
Ui (x; t) = U

i (x; t) ; R

ifng = Rifng
P (x; t) = P (x; t) + gP2(t)
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P i[1]p = Pi[1]p + gP2(t)
Ui(y; t)
so that the generator
YP2 = gP2(t)
@
@ P
+ gP2(t) Ui(y; t)
@
@Pi[1]p
+ :::
can be formed. Here, the translation of the pressure-velocity will not be transferred to
the R-P approach. The calculation would be similar to the upper investigations and is
left to the reader.
3.4.3 Purely Turbulent Symmetries
In this subsection a computer algebra program shall be used in order to derive sym-
metries of the given set of differential equations in Theorem 2.5, respectively Theo-
rem 2.9. Thereby, an occurring difficulty shall be mentioned. Since there are infinite
many equations it will not be possible to derive Lie-point symmetries of an infinite
set. Therefore, we have to stop the calculation at some point. Unfortunately, it is only
possible to derive the Lie-point symmetries for the averaged Navier-Stokes equations
while the reason will be given later. Then the obtained symmetries are compared with
the already known ones in order to find unknown symmetries.
The whole study will be done in the H-I approach. Dealing with this infinite set of
equations, see Theorem 2.5, we have to proceed successively. The starting point are
the averaged Navier-Stokes equations, where the symmetries of this reduced set of
equations is considered. Then, the two-point correlation equations should be anal-
ysed and their symmetries have to be determined. The next step would be to merge
the symmetries of the averaged Navier-Stokes equations and of the one of the two-
point correlations. A first sign that symmetries of the two sets can be merged is that
the infinitesimals of the space variables, the time and the velocity have to be the
same. Then, the Reynolds stress tensor ~Hij = Hij(x(1);x(1)), occurring in the aver-
aged Navier-Stokes equations and the two-point correlation Hij(x(1);x(2)), occurring
in the two-point correlation equation, shall be compared. Since these two tensors
are connected via the limit x(2) ! x(1), it was shown in Lemma 3.28 that the in-
finitesimals must fulfil  ~Hij = limx(2)!x(1) 
Hij . This means that a Lie-point symme-
try, found for the averaged Navier-Stokes equations can only be a symmetry of all
MPCs if we found a symmetry in the two-point correlation where the infinitesimals
of the space variables and the time are the same and the infinitesimals of the Reynolds
stress tensor are connected with the ones of the two-point correlation through the re-
lation  ~Rij = limx(2)!x(1) 
Rij . Certainly, we have to continue with the three-point
correlation equations, where the infinitesimals of the three-point correlation will be
compared with the ones of the two-point triple correlation. This procedure has to be
continued up to infinity.
As this is certainly not possible to carry out in finite time, we have to stop at the n-
point correlation. Then we have to guess how this symmetry could be continued for
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an arbitrarym-point correlation. Further, this guess has to be verified by inserting the
guess into an arbitrary MPC equation. If all MPC equations are invariant under this
transformation, an additional symmetry will be found.
Of course, it would be pleasant to consider all equations at least up to the two-point
correlation. Since the two-point correlation contains two independent space points
x(1) and x(2) and the R-P formulation contains velocity components at both points in
one equation, it makes sense to use the averaged Navier-Stokes equations not only
for x(1) but also a second set of averaged Navier-Stokes equations for x(2). Here also
the velocity depending on x(2) represents a further independent variable, where the
infinitesimals are related by  Ui(x(2)) = limx(1)!x(2) 
Ui(x(1)).
Unfortunately, the memory of the computer is not big enough to study the two-point
correlations, where a lot of independent and dependent variables occur meaning the
computer does not succeed in deriving the corresponding Lie-point symmetries. The
applied program to calculate the Lie-point symmetries is the GeM package for Maple,
which was developed by Alexei Cheviakov (Cheviakov 2009, Cheviakov 2013). In
order to check if the described procedure is possible, the 1D Burger’s equation was
studied. It is possible to average this equation and then continue with a two-point,
three-point correlation and so on. Finally, the equations for the n-point correlation
can be formulated. The GeM package is able to calculate the symmetries up to the
two-point correlations and the infinitesimals can be considered in the described way.
As we only study the averaged Navier-Stokes equations a lot of dependent variables
occur only once, as this is the case for H11, H22 and H33. Hence, complicated symme-
tries occur, since a change of the mean pressure can always be compensated by the
Reynold stress tensors Hii. To exclude these problems new dependent variables
~Pi = P + ~Hii (3.144)
are introduced and the Lie-point symmetries concerning this dependent variables are
determined. Later, starting with the transformation of ~Pi, a transformation of P and
Hii will be deduced.
Now let us consider the symmetries of the averaged Navier-Stokes equations in the
H-I approach, where the transformation ~Pi = P + ~Hii is used, and apply the GeM
package. Hence, the Lie-point symmetries read
ZNaSt1 =
@
@t
ZNaSt2 =
@
@x1
ZNaSt3 =
@
@x2
ZNaSt4 =
@
@x3
ZNaSt5 = g1(x3; t)
@
@ ~H12
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ZNaSt6 =  
Z
g2(x1; x3; t)dx1
@
@ ~H12
+ g2(x1; x3; t)
@
@ ~H23
ZNaSt7 =  
Z
g3(x1; x2; t)dx1
@
@ ~H13
+ g3(x1; x2; t)
@
@ ~H23
ZNaSt8 =  
Z
g4(x2; x3; t)dx2
@
@ ~H12
+ g4(x2; x3; t)
@
@ ~H13
ZNaSt9 = U3g5(t)
@
@ ~P3
+
1
2
Z
g5(t)dt
@
@x3
+
1
2
U1g5(t)
@
@ ~H13
+
1
2
U2g5(t)
@
@ ~H23
ZNaSt10 = U2g6(t)
@
@ ~P2
+
1
2
Z
g6(t)dt
@
@x2
+
1
2
U1g6(t)
@
@ ~H12
+
1
2
U3g6(t)
@
@ ~H23
ZNaSt11 = U1g7(t)
@
@ ~P1
+
1
2
Z
g7(t)dt
@
@x1
+
1
2
U2g7(t)
@
@ ~H12
+
1
2
U3g7(t)
@
@ ~H13
ZNaSt12 = g8(x2; x3; t)
@
@U1
+
Z 

@g8(x2; x3; t)
@x22
   @g8(x2; x3; t)
@x23
  @g8(x2; x3; t)
@t

dx2
@
@ ~H13
ZNaSt13 =  2 ~H12
@
@ ~P1
+ 2 ~H12
@
@ ~P2
  U2 @
@U1
+ U1
@
@U2
  x2 @
@x1
+ x1
@
@x2
+

~P1   ~P2
 @
@ ~H12
  ~H23 @
@ ~H13
+ ~H13
@
@ ~H23
ZNaSt14 =  2 ~H13
@
@ ~P1
+ 2 ~H13
@
@ ~P3
  U3 @
@U1
+ U1
@
@U3
  x3 @
@x1
+ x1
@
@x3
+

~P1   ~P3
 @
@ ~H13
  ~H23 @
@ ~H12
+ ~H12
@
@ ~H23
ZNaSt15 =  2 ~H23
@
@ ~P2
+ 2 ~H23
@
@ ~P3
  U3 @
@U2
+ U2
@
@U3
  x3 @
@x2
+ x2
@
@x3
+

~P2   ~P3
 @
@ ~H23
  ~H13 @
@ ~H12
+ ~H12
@
@ ~H13
ZNaSt16 = ~P1
@
@ ~P1
+ ~P2
@
@ ~P2
+ ~P3
@
@ ~P3
  2t @
@t
  x1 @
@x1
  x2 @
@x2
  x3 @
@x3
+ ~H12
@
@ ~H12
+ ~H13
@
@ ~H13
+ ~H23
@
@ ~H23
ZNaSt17 = g9(x1; x2; x3; t)
@
@ ~P1
  1
2
Z Z
@2g9(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x21
dx2dx1
@
@ ~H12
  1
2
Z Z
@2g9(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x21
dx3dx1
@
@ ~H13
+
1
2
Z Z
@2g9(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x21
dx2dx3
@
@ ~H23
ZNaSt18 = g10(x1; x2; x3; t)
@
@ ~P2
  1
2
Z
@g10(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x2
dx1
@
@ ~H12
  1
2
Z
@2g10(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x2
dx3
@
@ ~H23
+
1
2
Z Z
@2g9(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x22
dx1dx3
@
@ ~H13
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ZNaSt19 = g11(x1; x2; x3; t)
@
@ ~P3
+
1
2
Z Z
@2g11(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x23
dx2dx1
@
@ ~H12
  1
2
Z
@2g9(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x3
dx1
@
@ ~H13
  1
2
Z Z
@g211(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x23
dx2dx3
@
@ ~H23
ZNaSt20 =

5
4
g12(t) ~P1   1
2
@g12(t)
@t
x1U1

@
@ ~P1
+

5
4
g12(t) ~P2   1
2
@g12(t)
@t
x2U2

@
@ ~P2
+

5
4
g12(t) ~P3   1
2
@g12(t)
@t
x3U3

@
@ ~P3
+ g12U1
@
@U1
+ g12U2
@
@U2
+ g12U3
@
@U3
  1
2
Z
g12(t)dt
@
@t
  1
4
g12(t)x1
@
@x1
  1
4
g12(t)x2
@
@x2
  1
4
g12(t)x3
@
@x3
  1
4

@g12(t)
@t
U2x1 +
@g12(t)
@t
U1x2   5 ~H12g12(t)

@
@ ~H12
  1
4

@g12(t)
@t
U3x1
+
@g12(t)
@t
U1x3   5 ~H13g12(t)

@
@ ~H13
  1
4

@g12(t)
@t
U3x2 +
@g12(t)
@t
U2x3
  5 ~H23g12(t)
 @
@ ~H23
ZNaSt21 =  
Z
@g13(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x2
dx1
@
@U1
+ g13(x1; x2; x3; t)
@
@U2
+
Z 
  @
2g13(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x1@x2
+
Z
@2g13(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x12@x2
dx1

dx2
@
@ ~H12
+
Z 
  @
2g13(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x2@x3
+
Z 
  @
3g13(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x12@x2
   @
3g13(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x23
+
@2g13(x1; x2; x3; t)
@t@x2

dx1

dx1
@
@ ~H13
+


@g13(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x3
+
Z 

@2g13(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x12
+ 
@2g13(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x22
  @g13(x1; x2; x3; t)
@t

dx3

@
@ ~H13
ZNaSt22 =  
Z
@g14(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x3
dx1
@
@U1
+ g14(x1; x2; x3; t)
@
@U3
+
Z 
  @
2g13(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x1@x3

dx2 +
Z Z 
  @g13(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x33
+
@2g13(x1; x2; x3; t)
@t@x3

dx2    @g13(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x2@x3

dx1

@
@ ~H12
+


@g13(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x2
+
Z Z 

@3g13(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x21@x3
+ 
@3g13(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x33
  @
2g13(x1; x2; x3; t)
@t@x3

dx2dx3

 @
@ ~H13
:
Since the averaged Navier-Stokes equations contain only the averaged velocity and
the Reynolds stress tensor the upper symmetries do not explain the transformation
of higher correlations. These have to be guessed. As we already know a lot of sym-
metries from the previous section, we will check if the first terms of the classical sym-
metries are equal to one or a combination of symmetries ZNaSt1 -ZNaSt22 . There could
be symmetries of the averaged Navier-Stokes which have not been considered in the
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previous subsections, so that they represent no classical symmetries (subsection 3.4.1)
or primitive symmetry (subsection 3.4.2) Not every additional symmetry of the aver-
aged Navier-Stokes equation is a real symmetry since it has to be a symmetry of the
whole set of infinite symmetries (see theorem 2.5). The additional symmetry has to
be extended to an transformation of each MPC (by a guess) and checked by insert-
ing this symmetry into the MPC equations of Theorem 2.5. Only then, an additional
symmetry is proven.
The time translation corresponds to ZNaSt1 and the rotation symmetries can be found
in ZNaSt13   ZNaSt15 . Here, terms with ~P and should be mentioned. The infinitesimal of
~H12 can be simplified to ~P1   ~P2 = ~H11   ~H22 using the definition of ~P , (3.144).
The translation of pressure occurs e.g. in symmetries ZNaSt17  ZNaSt19 . Hereby, we have
to assume that g9 = g9(t), g10 = g10(t) and g11 = g12(t), so that the derivatives with
respect to the space variables vanish. Considering the transformation ~P i = g8+i + ~P ,
then for the transformation of themean pressure and ~Hii holds P + ~Hii = P+ ~Hii+g8+i.
Hence, if g9 = g10 = g11, we can choose the transformation P  = P + g9(t), ~Hii = ~Hii,
which corresponds to the classical pressure invariance.
Considering the generalized Galilei invariance, the space translation can be found in
ZNaSt2   ZNaSt4 . The first terms of the Galilei invariance for the H-I approach in x1
direction are given by
ZG;1 = f1(t)
@
@x1
+ f 01(t)
@
@ U1
  x1f 001 (t)
@
@ P
+ f 01(t)2 U1
@
@ ~H11
+ U2
@
@ ~H12
+ U2
@
@H21
+ U3
@
@H13
+ U3
@
@H31
+ :::
so that this is equivalent to ZNaSt11 with f 01(t) = g7(t). Since ~P1 = P +H11, the transfor-
mation is P  + ~H11 = P + ~H11 + g7(t)U1, we have to decide how this transformation
shall be for P and H11. To fulfil the Galilei invariance, it should be P  = P and
~H11 = ~H11 + g7(t).
The calculated set of symmetries allows us to formulate two scaling symmetries,
ZNaSt16 and ZNaSt20 (g12(t) = 1). We had to assume some conditions on the 20th sym-
metry in order to gain a pure scaling law, since the arbitrary function g12(t) must be
constant. Combining these two symmetries we can formulate the Navier-Stokes scal-
ing,
ZNaSt = Z
NaSt
20 (g12(t) = 1) 
5
4
ZNaSt16 :
So it is possible to formulate another scaling symmetry, which has no correspondence
to the symmetries of the Navier-Stokes equations. This symmetry can be written eas-
ily as
Zsc;n = Z
NaSt
20 (g12(t) = 1) 
5
4
ZNaSt16 = Ui
@
@ Ui
+ ~Pi
@
@ ~Pi
+ ~Hjk
@
@ ~Hjk
jk 6= f11; 22; 33g
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= Ui
@
@ Ui
+ P
@
@ P
+ ~Hjk
@
@ ~Hjk
:
We see that this symmetry scales only all averaged velocity and Reynolds stress com-
ponents with the same factor. The second line can be concluded form the first one
by the following idea. In the transformation representation, ~P i = easc;n ~P arises and
replacing ~P , we gain P  + Hii = easc;n( P + Hii). Since the infinitesimal of Hii can-
not depend on the pressure (see Subsection 3.2.4), it would make sense to choose
P  = easc;n P and ~Hii = easc;n ~H11 . Of course between ZNaSt, Zsc;n and ZNaSt16 ,ZNaSt20
a bijective mapping exists, so that both representations are equivalent. We will later
show that this symmetry can be extended to the whole set of MPC equations. So
this presents a symmetry which emerges because of the statistical representation of a
turbulent flow.
Some symmetries have not been mentioned so far. The symmetries ZNaSt12 , ZNaSt21 and
ZNaSt22 have no connection to symmetries of the Navier-Stokes equations. Taking a
closer look at them, one sees that their transformations are all of the kind
Ui = Ui + ai(x; t) ~P

i = ~Pi + bi(x; t) ~H

ij = ~Hij + aij(x; t)
without any change in the independent variables. Checking with the definition of
a primitive symmetry (see Lemma 3.41) we conclude that these symmetries may
present the first terms of some primitive symmetries. Of course, it is not clear, whether
it is possible to extend these symmetries for higher moments. The same holds if we
consider the symmetries ZNaSt17  ZNaSt19 which are linked to the pressure translation if
their arbitrary function is constant (as seen before).
Finally, the main open question is, whether the symmetry ZNaSt20 can be extended to
all MPCs with an arbitrary function g12. It seems that this would not violate any
condition described in the second section of this chapter. As it is already complicated
to transfer this symmetry with a constant g12(t) to the R-P approach and prove its
existence , the arbitrary case has not been considered yet.
The case with  = 0 shall be studied as well. As we already know the averaged Eu-
ler equations possess one scaling symmetry more than the Navier-Stokes equations.
Again only the averaged Euler equations and the corresponding continuity equation
are analysed with the GeM package, which leads to 28 symmetries containing differ-
ent arbitrary functions gi:
ZEu1 =
@
@t
ZEu2 =
@
@x1
ZEu3 =
@
@x2
ZEu4 =
@
@x3
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ZEu5 = g1(x3; t)
@
@ ~H12
ZEu6 =  
Z
g2(x1; x3; t)dx1
@
@ ~H12
+ g2(x1; x3; t)
@
@ ~H23
ZEu7 =  
Z
g3(x1; x2; t)dx1
@
@ ~H13
+ g3(x1; x2; t)
@
@ ~H23
ZEu8 =  
Z
g4(x2; x3; t)dx2
@
@ ~H12
+ g4(x2; x3; t)
@
@ ~H13
ZEu9 = U3g
0
5(t)
@
@ ~P3
+
1
2
g5(t)
@
@x3
+
1
2
U1g
0
5(t)
@
@ ~H13
+
1
2
U2g
0
5(t)
@
@ ~H23
ZEu10 = U2g
0
6(t)
@
@ ~P2
+
1
2
g6(t)
@
@x2
+
1
2
U1g
0
6(t)
@
@ ~H12
+
1
2
U3g
0
6(t)
@
@ ~H23
ZEu11 = U1g
0
7(t)
@
@ ~P1
+
1
2
g7(t)
@
@x1
+
1
2
U2g
0
7(t)
@
@ ~H12
+
1
2
U3g
0
7(t)
@
@ ~H13
ZEu12 = 2 ~H12
@
@ ~P1
+ U2
@
@ U1
+ x2
@
@x1
+ ~P2
@
@ ~H12
+ ~H23
@
@ ~H13
ZEu13 = 2 ~H12
@
@ ~P2
+ U1
@
@ U2
+ x1
@
@x2
+ ~P1
@
@ ~H12
+ ~H13
@
@ ~H23
ZEu14 = 2 ~H13
@
@ ~P1
+ U3
@
@ U1
+ x3
@
@x1
+ ~P3
@
@ ~H13
+ ~H23
@
@ ~H12
ZEu15 = 2 ~H13
@
@ ~P3
+ U1
@
@ U3
+ x1
@
@x3
+ ~P1
@
@ ~H13
+ ~H12
@
@ ~H23
ZEu16 = 2 ~H23
@
@ ~P2
+ U3
@
@ U2
+ x3
@
@x2
+ ~P3
@
@ ~H23
+ ~H13
@
@ ~H12
ZEu17 = 2 ~H23
@
@ ~P3
+ U2
@
@ U3
+ x2
@
@x3
+ ~P2
@
@ ~H23
+ ~H12
@
@ ~H13
ZEu18 = g8(x2; x3; t)
@
@ U1
+
Z
( g8(x2; x3; t))dx2 @
@ ~H12
ZEu19 = t
@
@t
+ x1
@
@x1
+ x2
@
@x2
+ x3
@
@x3
ZEu20 = 2 ~P1
@
@ ~P1
+ U1
@
@ U1
+ x1
@
@x1
+ ~H12
@
@ ~H12
+ ~H13
@
@ ~H13
ZEu21 = 2 ~P2
@
@ ~P2
+ U2
@
@ U2
+ x2
@
@x2
+ ~H12
@
@ ~H12
+ ~H23
@
@ ~H23
ZEu22 = g
0
22(t) ~P1
@
@ ~P1
+ g022(t) ~P2
@
@ ~P2
+ g022(t) ~P3
@
@ ~P3
  g22(t) @
@t
+ g022(t) ~H12
@
@ ~H12
+ g022(t) ~H13
@
@ ~H13
+ g022(t) ~H23
@
@ ~H23
ZEu23 =  
1
2
g0012(t)x1 U1
@
@ ~P1
  1
2
g0012(t)x2 U2
@
@ ~P2
  1
2
g0012(t)x3 U3
@
@ ~P3
+ g012(t) U1
@
@ U1
+ g012(t) U2
@
@ U2
+ g012(t)U3
@
@U3
+
3
4
g12(t)
@
@t
  1
4
g012(t)x1
@
@x1
  1
4
g012(t)x2
@
@x2
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  1
4
g012(t)x3
@
@x3
  1
4
g0012(t)
 
U2x1 + U1x2
 @
@ ~H12
  1
4
g0012(t)
 
U3x1 + U1x3
 @
@ ~H13
  1
4
g0012(t)
 
U3x2 + U2x3
 @
@ ~H23
ZEu24 = g9(x1; x2; x3; t)
@
@ ~P1
  1
2
Z Z
@2g9(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x21
dx2dx1
@
@ ~H12
  1
2
Z Z
@2g9(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x21
dx3dx1
@
@ ~H13
+
1
2
Z Z
@2g9(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x21
dx2dx3
@
@ ~H23
ZEu25 = g10(x1; x2; x3; t)
@
@ ~P2
  1
2
Z
@g10(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x2
dx1
@
@ ~H12
  1
2
Z
@2g10(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x2
dx3
@
@ ~H23
+
1
2
Z Z
@2g9(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x22
dx1dx3
@
@ ~H13
ZEu26 = g11(x1; x2; x3; t)
@
@ ~P3
+
1
2
Z Z
@2g11(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x23
dx2dx1
@
@ ~H12
  1
2
Z
@2g9(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x3
dx1
@
@ ~H13
  1
2
Z Z
@g211(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x23
dx2dx3
@
@ ~H23
ZEu27 =  
Z
@g13(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x2
dx1
@
@U1
+ g13(x1; x2; x3; t)
@
@U2
+
Z Z
@g13(x1; x2; x3; t)
@t@x2
dx1dx3
@
@ ~H13
 
Z
@g13(x1; x2; x3; t)
@t
dx3
@
@ ~H23
ZEu28 =  
Z
@g28(x1; x2; x3; t)
@x3
dx1
@
@U1
+ g28(x1; x2; x3; t)
@
@U2
+
Z Z
@g28(x1; x2; x3; t)
@t@x3
dx1dx3
@
@ ~H12
 
Z
@2g28(x1; x2; x3; t)
@t@x3
dx3
@
@ ~H23
:
The first result is that we can find all known symmetries inside this set of symme-
tries. The time translation can be identified with ZEu1 . The rotation symmetries can
be generated by subtracting two symmetries. Consequently, ZEu13   ZEu12 represents
the rotation around the x3 axis, ZEu15   ZEu14 is the rotation around the x2 axis and the
combination ZEu17  ZEu16 leads to the rotation around the x1 axis. We also want to show
how to deal with ~Pi as we consider the term ZEu13   ZEu17 , where we gain
ZEu13   ZEu17 = 2 ~H12
@
@ ~P2
+ ~P1
@
@ ~H12
  2 ~H12 @
@ ~P1
  ~P2 @
@ ~H12
+ :::
= 2 ~H12
@
@ P
+ 2 ~H12
@
@ ~H22
+ P
@
@ ~H12
+ ~H11
@
@ ~H12
  2 ~H12 @
@ P
  2 ~H12 @
@ ~H11
  P @
@ ~H12
  ~H22 @
@ ~H12
+ :::
= 2 ~H12
@
@ ~H22
  2 ~H12 @
@ ~H11
+ ( ~H11   ~H22) @
@ ~H12
:
The pressure translation can be found in the symmetries ZEu24 , ZEu25 and ZEu26 with g9 =
g9(t), g10 = g10(t), resp. g11 = g11(t). The dependency concerning ~Pi has to be done
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identically to the Navier-Stokes case, so that we finally gain g9(t) = g10(t) = g11(t).
The symmetries ZEu9 -ZEu11 can be identified with the generalized Galilei invariance.
Since these symmetries are the same as the ones in the Navier-Stokes approach we
will omit the proof here.
The most interesting part are again the scaling symmetries. The symmetries Z19, Z20
and Z21 represent directly scaling symmetries, which can be extended by Z22 and
Z23 under the assumptions g22(t) = C22  t and g12(t) = C12, where C12 and C22 are
constants. First we want to show that the symmetries Z20   Z22 cannot be used to
create scaling symmetries. Therefore we want to replace ~Pi by the pressure and the
components of the Reynolds stress tensor corresponding to its definition so that
Z20 : ~P

1 = e
2a ~P1 ) P  + ~H11 = e2a( P + ~H11)) P  = e2a P ; ~H11 = e2a ~H11
Z21 : ~P

2 = e
2a ~P2 ) P  + ~H22 = e2a( P + ~H22)) P  = e2a P ; ~H22 = e2a ~H22
arises, where the transformations of P and Hii were chosen, so that a scaling sym-
metry occurs. Since P has to be scaled identically in all three Euler equations, the
symmetries must be merged and extended:
Zsc;ext20 21 : P  = e2a P ; Ui = e
a Ui ; ~H

12 = e
a ~H12 ; ~H

13 = e
a ~H13 ; ~H

23 = e
a ~H23 ;
~H11 = e
2a ~H11 ; ~H

22 = e
2a ~H22 ; ~H

33 = e
2a ~H33
which is not any more a symmetry of the averaged Euler equations as can be proven
by inserting this transformation into the averaged Euler equations. Consequently, the
only remaining scaling symmetries areZEu19 , ZEu22 (g22(t) = C22t) andZEu23 (g12(t) = C12).
The symmetries ZEu22 and ZEu23 have to be written with P and ~Hii in the first step and
then the two scaling symmetries of the Euler equations can be formed with a linear
combination of the three remaining symmetries, so that
Zsc;t =  1
4
ZEu19   2ZEu22   ZEu23
Zsc;x =
5
4
ZEu19 + 2Z
Eu
22 + Z
Eu
23
holds. Finally, a third scaling symmetry is possible, so that again the new scaling
symmetry
Zsc;n =
1
4
ZEu19 + Z
Eu
22 + Z
Eu
23 ;
as mentioned already in the Navier-Stokes case, can be found.
We can also find some primitive symmetries as in the Navier-Stokes case. Here, the
symmetriesZEu5 -ZEu8 , ZEu18 andZEu24 -ZEu28 have the form of a primitive symmetry, where
the dependent functions are translated by a solution of the averaged Euler equations.
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There are still other possibilities to create some additional non-primitive symmetries.
First of all, the rotation symmetries should be mentioned. Here, two symmetries are
necessary to gain one rotation symmetry. The main question would be, if these half
rotation symmetries can present Lie-point symmetries of the whole MPC equations.
Also general functions in the scaling symmetries Z22 and Z23 are possible. It has to be
checked if such a symmetry exists. Therefore, these symmetries has to be extended to
an arbitrary MPC and inserted into the governing PDEs, see Theorem (2.5). Only if
these equations are all invariant this symmetry can exist.We will leave this question
open for a future analysis.
The new scaling symmetry can be extended to the MPCs, so that
t = t ; x = x Ui = e
a U ; P  = ea P
Hifng = e
aHifng I

ifn 1g[q]p = e
aIifn 1g[q]p (3.145)
Zsc;n = Ui
@
@ Ui
+ P
@
@ P
+Hifng
@
@Hifng
+ Iifn 1g[q]p
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
follows. This can be proven very easy by inserting these transformations into the
MPC equations and the continuity equations of the H-P approach.
The scaling of the MPCs can be transferred to the R-P approach where we want to
beginwith some examples and derive the two-point and three-point correlations. Due
to the relation between Hij and Rij
Hij = Rij + Ui Uj
and the transformations Ui = ea Ui and Hij = eaHij , we gain
Rij = e
aRij + (e
a   e2a) Ui Uj :
Dealing with the three-point correlation the relation
Hijk = Rijk +Hij Uk  Hik Uj  Hjk Ui   2 Ui Uj Uk
and the transformationHijk = e
aHijk are given. Hence, the three-point correlations in
the R-P approach transform as
Rijk = e
aRijk + (e
a   e2a)( UkRij + UiRjk + UjRik) + (ea   3e2a + 2e3a) Ui Uj Uk :
Equivalently, the two-point pressure-velocity correlation in both approaches are con-
nected via
Ii[q]p = Pi[q]p   Ui(x(i)) P (x(q)) :
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Since Ii[q]p = e
aIi[q]p these both formulas lead to the transformation
Pi[q]p = e
aPi[q]p + (e
a   e2a) Ui(x(i)) P (x(q))
in the R-P approach. Summarizing these results the first summands of the generator
in the R-P approach can be formulated as
Ysc;n = Ui
@
@ Ui
+ P
@
@ P
+

Rij   Ui Uj
 @
@Rij
+

Pi[q]p   Ui(x(i)) P (x(q))
 @
@Pi[q]p
+

Rijk   ( UkRij + UiRjk + UjRik) + Ui Uj Uk
 @
@Rijk
+ ::: :
Of course, general MPCs and pressure-velocity correlations can be studied, which
will be done in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.45 The new scaling symmetry can be transformed into the R-P approach and the
transformation is given by the formula
Rifng =
"
(n  1)( 1)n 1ena +
nX
m=2

n
n m

e(n m+1)a( 1)n m
#
nY
a=1
Ui(aj)(x
(aj))
+
nX
l=2
 
nX
m=l
( 1)n m (n  l)!
(n m)!(m  l)!e
(n m+1)a
!X
enn l
Riflg[e];
n lY
j=1
Ui(ej)(x
(ej))
P ifn 1g[q]p =
P (x(q))
nY
=1;6=q
Ui()(x
())

( 1)n 1(n  1)aan
+
n 1X
m=2

n  1
n m  1

( 1)(n m)e(n m+1)a +
n 1X
m=1
( 1)n m 1e(n m)a
#
+ P (x(q))
n 1X
l=2
 
n m 1X
m=l
e(n m 1)a( 1)n m (n  1  l)!
(n  1 m)!(m  l)!
+ e(n m)a( 1)n m 1 (n  1  l)!
(n  1 m)!(m  l)!
 X
en 1n l 1
Riflg[e;q];
X
j=1
Ui(ej)(x
(q))
+
n 1X
l=1
 
n 1X
m=l
(n  1  l)!
(n  1 m)!(m  l)!e
(n m)a( 1)n m 1
!
X
=b
n 1[q];
n 1 l
Piflg[b];[q]p
n l 1Y
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj)) :
The corresponding generator reads
Ysc;n =
" 
n(n  1)( 1)n 1 +
nX
m=2

n
n m

(n m+ 1)( 1)n m
!
nY
a=1
Ui(aj)(x
(aj))
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+
nX
l=2
 
nX
m=l
( 1)n m (n  l)!
(n m)!(m  l)!(n m+ 1)
!X
enn l
Riflg[e];
n lY
j=1
Ui(ej)(x
(ej))
35
 @
@Rifng
+
"
P (x(q))
nY
=1;6=q
Ui()(x
())
 
( 1)n 1(n  1)n
+
n 1X
m=2

n  1
n m  1

( 1)(n m)(n m+ 1) +
n 1X
m=1
( 1)n m 1(n m)
!
+ P (x(q))
n 1X
l=2
 
n m 1X
m=l
(n m  1)( 1)n m (n  1  l)!
(n  1 m)!(m  l)!
+ (n m)( 1)n m 1 (n  1  l)!
(n  1 m)!(m  l)!
 X
en 1n l 1
Riflg[e;q];
X
j=1
Ui(ej)(x
(q))
+
n 1X
l=1
 
n 1X
m=l
(n  1  l)!
(n  1 m)!(m  l)!(n m)( 1)
n m 1
!
X
=b
n 1[q];
n 1 l
Piflg[b];[q]p
n l 1Y
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
375 @
@Pifn 1g[q]p
:
The special sums occurring in these equations were introduced in Definition 2.10.
Proof: The main idea is to apply Lemma 2.11 concerning the relation between the
H-I and R-P approach. In the first step Rifng can be written in terms of H and the
transformation H is applied. Then the relation between both approaches is used
again to express the H-MPCs again through R. Here, the index c defines the set c =
f1; 2; :::; ng n bnn m. We gain
Rifng = (n  1)( 1)n 1ena
nY
a=1
Ui(a)(x
(a))
+
nX
m=2
X
bnn m
ea( 1)n mHifmg[bnn m];e(n m)a
n mY
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
= (n  1)( 1)n 1ena
nY
a=1
Ui(a)(x
(a)) +
nX
m=2
X
bnn m
e(n m+1)a( 1)n m
 
n mY
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
!
24 mY
k=1
Ui(ck)(x
(ck)) +
mX
l=2
X
dcn m l
( 1)n lRiflg[b;d];
n m lY
s=1
Ui(ds)(x
(ds))
35
= (n  1)( 1)n 1ena
nY
a=1
Ui(a)(x
(a)) +
nX
m=2
X
bnn m
e(n m+1)a( 1)n m
nY
a=1
Ui(a)(x
(a))
+
nX
m=2
X
bnn m
mX
l=2
X
dcn m l
e(n m 1)a( 1)n lRiflg[b;d];
n mY
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
m lY
s=1
Ui(ds)(x
(ds))
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=
"
(n  1)( 1)n 1ena +
nX
m=2

n
n m

e(n m+1)a( 1)n m
#
nY
a=1
Ui(a)(x
(a))
+
nX
l=2
 
nX
m=l
( 1)n m (n  l)!
(n m)!(m  l)!e
(n m+1)a
!X
rnn l
Riflg[r];
n lY
j=1
Ui(rj)(x
(rj))
where r = b [ d. In the last step one summation over different index sets can be
replaced. In the fifth line the summations with respect to m and bnn m only concern
the exponential function and the sign, so that this term can be simplified. For a fixed
m each possible set of n   m numbers out of the set f1; 2; 3; :::ng is taken. So, there
are

n
n m

possibilities. The term in the sixth line is treated similarly. There are
n
m

possibilities to chosem numbers out of f1; 2; :::; ng and

l
m

possibilities to
choose l numbers out of f1; 2; :::;mg. There are

n
l

possibilities for the set rnn l and
each of this possibilities occurs the same number of times. So, each set bnn l appears
n
m

m
l


n
l
 = (n  l)!
(n m)!(m  l)!
times.
The same can be done for the velocity-pressure term. In the first step, the transforma-
tion of Lemma 2.11 is used to replace P by I . In the second step the transformation is
applied and finally, the backward transformation is used:
P ifn 1g[q]p = ( 1)ea P (x(q))
n 1X
m=2
X
b
n 1[q];
n m 1
( 1)n m 1eaRifng[q;];e(n m 1)a
n m 1Y
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bi))
+
n 1X
m=1
X
=b
n 1[q];
n m 1
eaIifmg[q]p[];( 1)n m 1e(n m 1)a
Y
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
+ ( 1)( 1)n 2ea P (x(q))(n  1)
nY
=1;6=q
Ui()(x
())e(n 1)a
= ( 1)n 1ean P (x(q))(n  1)
nY
=1;6=q
Ui()(x
())
+ P (x(q))
n 1X
m=2
X
b
n 1[q];
n m 1
( 1)n me(n m 1)a
n m 1Y
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
mY
=1
Ui(c)(x
(c))
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+
n 1X
m=1
X
b
n 1[q];
n m 1
e(n m)a( 1)n m 1 P (x(q))
n m 1Y
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
mY
=1
Ui(c)(x
(c))
+ P (x(q))
n 1X
m=2
X
=b
n 1[q];
n m 1
( 1)n me(n m 1)a
mX
l=2
X
d
kk
m l
Riflg[d;;q];
n m 1Y
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
m lY
=1
Ui(d)(x
(d))
+
n 1X
m=1
X
=b
n 1[q];
n m 1
e(n m)a( 1)n m 1
n m 1Y
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj)) P (x(q))
mX
l=2
X
d
[q];
m l
Riflg[q;;d];
m lY
k=1
Ui(dk)(x
(dk))
+
n 1X
m=1
X
=b
n 1[q];
n m 1
e(n m)a( 1)n m 1
mX
l=1
X
d
m[q];
m l
Pifmg[;d];[q]p
n m 1Y
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
m lY
k=1
Ui(dk)(x
(dk)) :
The first three terms can be simplified, while some sums can be replaced as this was
done for theMPCs. Also the fourth and fifth term can be combined, since an averaged
pressure and an MPC occur in both terms. Here the sums over l and m has to be
switched. In the last term, the sums are switched and one sum eliminated similarly
to the R case. The result proves directly the statement of the lemma.
Of course, it is possible to prove that this transformed symmetry holds for the R-P
formulation. This can be done by induction. Due to the upper dependencies and
the continuity equation, the averaged Navier-Stokes equations (2.11) transform as
0 = NaSt

i (x
(1)) = easc;nNaSt(x(1)). Then the n-point correlation equations can be
checked. Inserting the transformations, the reformulation of the resulting terms leads
to the following expression
Sifng =
"
(n  1)( 1)n 1ean +
nX
m=2

n
n m

e(n m+1)a( 1)n m
#

nX
l=1
Mi(l)(x
(l))
nY
a=1;a6=l
Ui(a)(x
(a))
+
nX
=2
 
nX
=

n  
  

e(n +1)a( 1)n 
!X
bnn 
n X
k=1
Riflg[b];Mi(bk)(x
(bk))
n Y
j=1;j 6=k
Ui(bj)(x
(bj))
+
nX
=2
 
nX
=

n  
  

e(n +1)a( 1)n 
!X
bnn 
Sifg[b];
n Y
j=1
Ui(bj)(x
(bj)) :
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As the Navier-Stokes equations and allm-point correlation equations withm < n are
equal to zero only the n-point correlation equation remains. 
3.4.4 Summary of All Lie-Point Symmetries
In this subsection, all known symmetries for the MPC equations will be summarized.
Of course, these symmetries can be applied to gain solutions of the whole set of MPC
equations, continuity equations and side conditions. In the previous sections, dif-
ferent approaches were used to derive Lie-point symmetries of the MPC equations.
There are the classical symmetries, transferred from the Navier-Stokes resp. Euler
equations, symmetries deduced from primitive symmetries as well as purely statisti-
cal symmetries. Additionally to the presentation of the full known set of symmetries,
the corresponding characteristic system will be shown.
Let us start with the R-P approach, where the scaling symmetries of the Euler case are
Ysc;x = xi
@
@xi
+ Ui
@
@ Ui
+ 2 P
@
@ P
+ n Rifng
@
@Rifng
+ (n+ 1)  Pifn 1g[q]p
@
@Pifn 1g[q]p
(3.146)
Ysc;t = t
@
@t
  Ui @
@ Ui
  2 P @
@ P
  n Rifng
@
@Rifng
  (n+ 1)  Pifn 1g[q]p
@
@Pifn 1g[q]p
(3.147)
and the scaling symmetry of Navier-Stokes case is
YNaSt = 2t
@
@t
+ xi
@
@xi
  Ui @
@ Ui
  2 P @
@ P
  nRifng
@
@Rifng
  (n+ 1)Pifn 1g[q]p
@
@Pifn 1g[q]p
:
(3.148)
The remaining transferred symmetries for both cases read
Yt =
@
@t
(3.149)
YP = f4(t)
@
@P
(3.150)
YG; = f(t)
@
@x
+ f 0(t)
@
@U
  xf 00 (t)
@
@P
(3.151)
Yrot; = jkxj
@
@xk
+ jk Uj
@
@ Uk
+
X
ifng
nX
b=1
ji(b)Rifng[i(b)!j]
@
@Rifng
+
X
ifn 1g[q]p
nX
b=1;b6=q
ji(b)Pifn 1g[i(b)!j][q]p
@
@Pifn 1g[q]p
; (3.152)
where Yt is the time translation, YP the pressure translation and Yrot; the rotation
symmetry around the x axis. The generalized Galilei invariance YG; is equal to a
space translation for f = const. All symmetries are written in generator formulation
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since it enables a more compact expression. The transformation representation can be
found in the previous subsections.
The translation symmetries of the averaged velocity, the averaged pressure and the
translation of the two-point correlation can be described by
YH;c = fH;c(t)
@
@ Uc
  xcf 0H;c(t)
@
@ P
  fH;c(t)

ic Uj(y) + jc Ui(x)
 @
@Rij
+ fH;c(t)

ic
 
2 Uj(y; t) Uk(z; t) Rjk(y; z; t)

+ jc
 
2 Ui(x; t) Uk(z; t) Rik(x; z; t)

+ kc
 
2 Ui(x; t) Uj(y; t) Hij(x;y; t)
 @
@Rijk
+ ::: (3.153)
YH;cd = fH;cd(t)
@
@Rcd
  fcd(t)

Ui(x; t)jk;cd + Uj(y; t)ik;cd + Uk(x; t)ij;cd
 @
@Rijk
+ :::
(3.154)
YP2 = gP2(t)
@
@ P
+ gP2(t) Ui(y; t)
@
@Pi[1]p
+ ::: : (3.155)
Here, we only show the first terms of the generators. So the infinitesimals of all
dependent variables arising in the averaged Navier-Stokes equations are given. Of
course, it is possible to state the whole series as these where presented in the previous
subsections.
The purely statistical scaling symmetry is given by
Ysc;n = Ui
@
@ Ui
+ P
@
@ P
+

Rij   Ui Uj
 @
@Rij
+

Pi[q]p   Ui(x(i)) P (x(q))
 @
@Pi[q]p
+

Rijk   ( UkRij + UiRjk + UjRik) + Ui Uj Uk
 @
@Rijk
+ ::: :
As mentioned in a previous section, the Einstein summation convention also holds
for the index sets ifng in all upper symmetries.
Combining all these symmetries, a linear combination can be constructed for the Euler
case,
Ysum;E = atYt +
X

arot;Yrot; +
X

aG;YG; + asc;xYsc;x + asc;tYsc;t + asc;nYsc;n
+
X

aH;YH; +
X

aH;YH; + aP2YP2 + ::: ; (3.156)
as well as the Navier-Stokes case,
Ysum;N = atYt +
X

arot;Yrot; +
X

aG;YG; + aNaStYNaSt + asc;nYsc;n
+
X

aH;YH; +
X

aH;YH; + aP2YP2 + ::: : (3.157)
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This leads in the Euler case to the general characteristic system
dt
at + aE;tt
=
dx[i]
fG;[i](t) +
P
 arot;j[i]xj + aE;xx[i]
=
d U[i]
f 0G;[i](t) +
P
 arot;j[i]
Uj + (aE;x   aE;t + asc;n) U[i] + fH;[i](t)
=
d P
fp(t) 
P
 xf
00
G;(t) + (2aE;x   2aE;t + asc;n) P   xcf 0H;c(t) + gP2(t)
=
dR[ij]P
 arot;
 
k[i]Rk[j] + k[j]R[i]k

+ (2aE;x   2aE;t + asc;n)R[ij]
  
    asc;n Ui(t; x(1)) Uj(t; x(2)) + fH;c(t)

[i]c U[j](x(2)) + [j]c U[i](x(1))

+ fH;[ij](t)
= ::: ;
where the coefficients correspond each to a governing symmetry, see the following
table:
at : time translation fG; : generalized Galilei invariance
arot; : rotation invariance fP : translation in pressure
aE;x : scaling in space (Euler) aE;t : scaling in time (Euler)
aNaSt : Navier-Stokes scaling asc;n : new scaling symmetry
aH;i : translation in Ui aH;ij : translation in Hij
ap2 : translation in P (H approach):
In the characteristic system only the terms up to the two-point correlation are shown,
although, of course, infinite many terms have to be considered. Since YH;i YP2 and
YG;i contain an arbitrary function, the coefficient in (3.156) can be merged with this
function, e.g. aG;fG;(t) = ~fG; . In the characteristic system these new functions are
used while the tilde was omitted. This will also be done in the following characteristic
systems.
The square brackets occurring in the lower index mean that an equality exists for
every quantity inside the bracket, but no summation shall be done for this quantity.
Then the characteristic system for the Navier-Stokes case can be derived and reads
dt
at + 2aNaStt
=
dx[i]
fG;[i](t) +
P
 arot;j[i]xj + aNaStx[i]
=
d U[i]
f 0G;[i](t) +
P
 arot;j[i]
Uj + ( aNaSt + asc;n) U[i] + fH;[i](t)
=
d P
fp(t) 
P
 xf
00
G;(t) + ( 2aNaSt + asc;n) P   xcf 0H;c(t) + gP2(t)
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=
dR[ij]P
 arot;
 
k[i]Rk[j] + k[j]R[i]k

+ ( 2aNaSt + asc;n)R[ij]
  
    asc;n Ui(t; x(1)) Uj(t; x(2)) + fH;c(t)

[i]c U[j](x(2)) + [j]c U[i](x(1))

+ fH;[ij](t)
= ::: :
Equivalently, the symmetries for the H-I approach can be summarized. First of all,
the scaling symmetries of the Euler equations are
Zsc;x = xi
@
@xi
+ Ui
@
@ Ui
+ 2 P
@
@ P
+ n Hifng
@
@Hifng
+ (n+ 1)  Iifn 1g[q]p
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
;
Zsc;t = t
@
@t
  Ui @
@ Ui
  2 P @
@ P
  n Hifng
@
@Hifng
  (n+ 1)  Iifn 1g[q]p
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
:
For the Navier-Stokes case only one scaling symmetry survives which reads
ZNaSt = 2t
@
@t
+ xi
@
@xi
  Ui @
@ Ui
  2 P @
@ P
  2Hij @
@Hij
  3Ii[q]p
@
@Ii[q]p
  nHifng
@
@Hifng
  (n+ 1)Iifn 1g[q]p
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
:
Then the remaining symmetries
Zt =
@
@t
Zp = f4(t)
@
@P
+ f4(t)Hifn 1g[q];
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
ZG; = f(t)
@
@x
+ f 0(t)
@
@U
  xf 00 (t)
@
@P
+ f 0(t)
nX
b=1
i(b)Hifn 1g[b];
@
@Hifng
+
 
 x d
2f(t)
dt2
Hifn 1g[q]; +
X
c=1;c 6=q
i(c)f
0
(t)Iifn 2g[q][c];
!
@
@Iifn 1g[q]
Zrot; = jkxj
@
@xk
+ jk Uj
@
@ Uk
+
X
ifng
nX
b=1
ji(b)Hifng[i(b)!j]
@
@Hifng
+
X
ifn 1g[q]p
nX
b=1;b 6=q
ji(b)Iifn 1g[i(b)!j][q]p
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
have to be extended by the translation symmetries
ZH;c = icfH;c(t)
@
@ Uc
  xcf 0H;c(t)
@
@ P
ZH;cd = 
(eq)
ij;cd
@
@Hij
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ZP2 =
@
@ P
and the new statistical scaling symmetry
Zsc;n = Ui
@
@ Ui
+ P
@
@ P
+Hifng
@
@Hifng
+ Iifn 1g[q]p
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
:
Then the characteristic system can be formed, so that in the Euler case we gain
dt
at + aE;tt
=
dx[i]
fG;[i](t) +
P
j; arot;j[i]xj + aE;xx[i]
=
d U[i]
f 0G;[i](t) +
P
j; arot;j[i]
Uj + (aE;x   aE;t + asc;n) U[i] + fH;[i](t)
=
d P
fp(t) 
P
 xf
00
G;(t) + (2aE;x   2aE;t + asc;n) P + gp2(t)  xcf 0H;c(t)
=
dH[ij]
f 0G;(t)
 
[j]H[j][1]; + [j]H[i][2];

+
P
 arot;
 
k[i]Hk[j] + k[j]H[i]k
   
  
(2aE;x   2aE;t + asc;n)H[ij] + fH;[ij](t)
= ::: :
The system for the Navier-Stokes case contains one symmetry less and results in
dt
at + 2aNaStt
=
dx[i]
fG;[i](t) +
P
 arot;j[i]xj + aNaStx[i]
=
d U[i]
f 0G;[i](t) +
P
j; arot;j[i]
Uj + (asc;n   aNaSt) U[i] + fH;[i](t)
=
d P
fp(t) 
P
 xf
00
G;(t) + (asc;n   2aNaSt) P + gP2(t)  xcf 0H;c(t)
=
dH[ij]
f 0G;(t)
 
[i]H[j][1]; + [j]H[i][2];

+
P
 arot;
 
k[i]Hk[j] + k[j]H[i]k
   
  
+(asc;n   2aNaSt)H[ij] + fH;[ij](t)
= ::: :
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3.5 Lie Algebra
In this subsection, the main idea is to deal with the result of a consecutive application
of two generators. Applying two generators to a differential equation the same result
should also be gained using a linear combination of all occurring symmetries. In order
to write this in a mathematical way we start with the commutator. The commutator
describes a special variant of applying two generators in a row as can be seen in the
following definition.
Definition 3.46 (Bluman & Anco 2002)
A commutator (Lie bracket) of two differential operators X and X is defined by
[X; X] = XX  XX :
From this definition, it is clear that the anti-symmetry condition
[X; X] =  [X; X]
holds. Then Lie’s second fundamental theorem says that for any commutator a linear
combination of all governing symmetries can be found so that the commutator and
the linear combination are the same. This is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.47 ((Bluman & Anco 2002)) The commutator of any two infinitesimal gener-
ators of an r-parameter Lie group of transformations is also an infinitesimal generator. In
particular,
[X; X] =
rX
=1
CX ;
where the coefficients C are constants.
Adirect consequence represents a part of the third fundamental theorem of Lie, which
can be found in the next theorem.
Theorem 3.48 (Bluman & Anco 2002) The constants defined in Theorem 3.47 satisfy the
relation
C =  C :
This is equivalent to the commutator anti-symmetry property.
In our given set of equations, it is not clear whether all Lie-point symmetries were
found. If there exists a commutator which cannot be represented through a linear
combination of the known symmetries, Lie’s second fundamental theorem implies
that there must be an additional symmetry. Of course, if all commutators can be
represented through a linear combination this does not mean that there are no further
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Lie-point symmetries left, since the actual known set of symmetries could form an
sub-algebra.
In (Rosteck & Oberlack 2011) we considered the Lie algebra of the symmetries of the
momentum equations and of the continuity equations. In the current work we add
the side conditions. Hence, the translation symmetries of the MPCs are different.
The first result is, according to (Rosteck & Oberlack 2011), that the transferred sym-
metries of the Navier-Stokes and Euler equations form a sub-algebra. It is remarkable
that exactly the set of the classical symmetries fulfils the conditions for a sub-algebra.
Theorem 3.49 The commutator table of the transferred symmetries for the Euler case has the
form
Zt Zp Zg;1 Zg;2 Zg;3 Zrot;1 Zrot;2 Zrot;3 Zsc;t Zsc;x
Zt 0 ~Zp ~ZG;1 ~ZG;2 ~ZG;3 0 0 0 Zt 0
Zp   ~Zp 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~Zp 2Zp
Zg;1   ~ZG;1 0 0 0 0 0   ~ZG;3 ~ZG;2   ~ZG;1 ZG;1
Zg;2   ~ZG;2 0 0 0 0 ~ZG;3 0   ~ZG;1   ~ZG;2 ZG;2
Zg;3   ~ZG;3 0 0 0 0   ~ZG;2 ~ZG;1 0   ~ZG;3 ZG;3
Zrot;1 0 0 0   ~ZG;3 ~ZG;2 0  Zrot;3 Zrot;2 0 0
Zrot;2 0 0 ~ZG;3 0   ~ZG;1 Zrot;3 0  Zrot;1 0 0
Zrot;3 0 0   ~ZG;2 ~ZG;1 0  Zrot;2 Zrot;1 0 0 0
Zsc;t  Zt   ~Zp ~ZG;1 ~ZG;2 ~ZG;3 0 0 0 0 0
Zsc;x 0  2Zp  ZG;1  ZG;2  ZG;3 0 0 0 0 0
where a tilde over a generator means that the arbitrary function changes. The new function
can be found in the proof.
Considering the Navier-Stokes case, most of the commutators can be found in the upper table,
whereby the additional ones for the scaling symmetry of Navier-Stokes read
Zt Zp Zg;1 Zg;2 Zg;3 Zrot;1 Zrot;2 Zrot;3
ZNast  2Zt ~Zp ~Z1 ~Z2 ~Z3 0 0 0
In both cases the transferred symmetries represent a sub-algebra.
Proof: All commutators will be formed and calculated in the following proof.

[Zsc;x; Zsc;t] = Zsc;xZsc;t   Zsc;tZsc;x
=  
3X
i=1
Ui
@
@ Ui
  4 P @
@ P
 
1X
n=2
X
ifng
n2Hifng
@
@Hifng
 
1X
n=1
nX
q=1
X
ifn 1g[q]p
(n+ 1)2Iifn 1g[q]p
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
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 
"
 
3X
i=1
Ui
@
@ Ui
  4 P @
@ P
 
1X
n=2
X
ifng
n2Hifng
@
@Hifng
 
1X
n=1
nX
q=1
X
ifn 1g[q]p
(n+ 1)2Iifn 1g[q]p
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
35 = 0

[Zt; Zsc;x] = 0
There is no time dependence in Xs1 and Xt contains only a derivative with re-
spect to time.

[Zt; Zsc;t] =
@
@t
= Zt

[Zp; Zsc;x] = 2f4(t)
@
@ P
+ (n+ 1)f4(t)Hifn 1g[q];
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
 (n  1)f4(t)Hifn 1g[q];
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
= 2Xp

[Zp; Zsc;t] =  2f4(t) @
@ P
  (n+ 1)f4(t)Hifn 1g[q];
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
 
"
tf 04(t)
@
@ P
+ tf 04(t)Hifn 1g[q];
@
@Iifn 1g[q];
  nf4(t)Hifn 1g[q];
@
@Iifn!n 1g[q]
#
=  2Zp   Zp with f 4 = t f 04(t)
= Zp with f

4 =  2f4(t)  t f 04(t)

[Zt; Zp] = f
0
4(t)
@
@ P
f 04(t)Hifn 1g[q];
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
= ~Zp with ~f4(t) = f 04(t)

[Zsc;x; Zrot;3] = (x2( 1)i1 + x1i2) @
@xi
 

 x2 @
@x1
+ x1
@
@x2

+
 
U2( 1)i1 + U1i2
 @
@ Ui
 

U1
@
@ U2
  U2 @
@ U1

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+ n
 
nX
b=1
(i(b)2Hifng[i(b) 7!1]   i(b)1Hifng[i(b) 7!2])
!
@
@Hifng
  n
nX
b=1
 
Hifng[i(b) 7!1]
@
@Hifng
 Hifng[i(b) 7!2]
@
@Hifng
!
+ (n+ 1)
nX
b=1;b 6=q
(i(b)2Iifn 1g[i(b) 7!1][q]p   i(b)1Iifn 1g[i(b) 7!2][q]p)
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
  (n+ 1)
nX
b=1;b 6=q
 
Iifn 1g[ib 7!1][q]p
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
  Iifn 1g[i(b) 7!2][q]p
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
!
= 0
With the same argument we gain [Zsc;x; Zrot;1] = 0 and [Zsc;x; Zrot;2] = 0.

[Zsc;t; Zrot;3] =   U1 @
@ U2
+ U2
@
@ U1
  n
nX
b=1

i(b)2Hifng[i(b)!1]   i(b)1Hifng[ib!2]
 @
@Hifng
  (n+ 1)
X
b=1;b 6=q

i(b)2Iifn 1g[q]p[i(b)!1]   i(b)1Iifn 1g[q]p[i(b)!2]
 @
@Iifn 1g[q]p
 
"
  U1 @
@ U2
+ U2
@
@ U1
  n
nX
b=1

i(b)2Hifng[i(b)!1]   i(b)1Hifng[ib!2]
 @
@Hifng
  (n+ 1)
X
b=1;b 6=q

i(b)2Iifn 1g[q]p[i(b)!1]   i(b)1Iifn 1g[q]p[i(b)!2]
 @
@Iifn 1g[q]p
#
= 0
With the same argument we gain [Zsc;t; Zrot;1] = 0 and [Zsc;t; Zrot;2] = 0.

[Zt; Zrot;] = 0

[Zp; Zrot;3] = f4(t)
nX
b=1;b6=q

i(b)2Hifn 1g[q];[i(b) 7!1]   i(b)1Hifn 1g[q];[i(b) 7!2]
 @
@Iifn 1g[q]p
  f4(t)
nX
b=1;b 6=q

i(b)2Hifn 1g[q];[i(b) 7!1]   i(b)1Hifn 1g[q];[i(b) 7!2]
 @
@Iifn 1g[q]p
= 0
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Concerning the first line, the derivative with respect to Iifn 1g[i(b) 7!1][q]p has to be
taken. Then the corresponding factor in Xp has always the form Hifn 1g[q]; [i(b) 7!1].
[Zrot;2; Zp] = 0 [Zrot;1; Zp] = 0

[Zrot;3; Zrot;1] = x1
@
@x3
+ U1
@
@ U3
+
nX
b=1
Hifng[i(b)!1]
@
@Hifng[i(b)!3]
+
nX
b=1;b 6=q
Iifn 1g[q]p[i(b)!1]
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p[i(b)!3]
 

x3
@
@x1
+ U3
@
@ U1
+
nX
b=1
Hifng[i(b)!3]
@
@Hifng[i(b)!1]
+
nX
b=1;b6=q
Iifn 1g[q]p[i(b)!3]
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p[i(b)!1]
#
=  Zrot;2
[Zrot;3; Zrot;2] = Zrot;1
[Zrot;1; Zrot;2] =  Zrot;3

[Zt; Zg;] = f
0
(t)
@
@x
+ f 001 (t)
@
@ U
  xf 000 (t)
@
@ P
+ f 00 (t)
nX
b=1
i(b)Hifn 1g[b];
@
@Hifng
+ ( xf 000 (t)Hifn 1g[q]p +
X
c=1;c 6=q
i(c)f
00
1 (t)Iifn 2g[q]p[c];)
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
= ~Zg; with ~f1(t) = f 01(t)
There is no summation over .

[Zsc;x; ZG;] =  xf 00 (t)
@
@ P
  xf 00 (t)Hifn 1g[q];
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
+ (n  1)f 0(t)
nX
b=1
i(b)Hifn 1g[b];
@
@Hifng
  (n  1)xf 00 (t)Hifn 1g[q];
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
+ n
nX
c=1;c 6=q
i(c)f
0
(t)Iifn 2g[q]p[c];
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
 

f(t)
@
@x
+ f 0(t)
@
@ U
  2xf 00 (t)
@
@ P
+ nf 0(t)
nX
b=1
i(b)1Hifn 1g[b];
@
@Hifng
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+ (n+ 1)
 
 xf 00 (t)Hifn 1g[q]; + f 01(t)
nX
c=1;c 6=q
i(c)Iifn 2g[q]p[c];
!
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
#
=  f(t) @
@x
  f 0(t)
@
@ U1
+ xf
00
 (t)
@
@ P
  f 0(t)
nX
b=1
i(b)f
0
(t)Hifn 1g[b];
@
@Hifng
+
"
xf
00
 (t)Hifn 1g[q];  
nX
c=1;c 6=q
i(c)f
0
(t)Iifn 2g[q]p[b];
#
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
=  ZG;

[Zsc;t; ZG;] = tf
0
(t)
@
@x
+ tf 00 (t)
@
@ U
  txf 000 (t)
@
@ P
+ tf 00 (t)
nX
b=1
i(b)Hifn 1g[b];
@
@Hifng
+

 xtf 000 (t)Hifn 1g[q]; +
nX
c=1;c 6=q
i(c)tf
00
 (t)Iifn 2g[q]p[b];
!
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
  (n+ 1)f 0(t)
nX
b=1
i(b)Hifn 1g[b];
@
@Hifng
+
 
(n  1)xf 00 (t)Hifn 1g[q];  
nX
c=1;c 6=q
i(c)f
0
(t)nIifn 2g[q]p[c];
!
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
 

 f 0(t)
@
@ U
+ 2xf
00
 (t)
@
@ P
  nf 0(t)
nX
b=1
i(b)Hifn 1g[b];
@
@Hifng
+ (n+ 1)
 
xf
00
 (t)Hifn 1g[q];   f 01(t)
nX
c=1;c 6=q
i(c)Iifn 2g[q]p[c];
!
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
#
= tf 0(t)
@
@x
+
 
tf 00 (t) + f
0
(t)
 @
@ U
  x
 
tf 000 (t) + 2f
00
 (t)
 @
@ P
+
 
tf 00 (t) + f
0
(t)
 nX
b=1
i(b)f
0
(t)Hifn 1g[b];
@
@Hifng
 
h
x
 
tf 000 (t) + 2f
00
 (t)

Hifn 1g[q];
   tf 00 (t) + f 0(t) nX
c=1;c 6=q
i(c)Iifn 2g[q]p[b];
#
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
= ~Zg; with ~f(t) = tf 0(t)
It holds ~f 0(t) = f
0
(t) + tf
0
(t) and ~f
00
 (t) = 2f
00
1 (t) + tf
000
1 (t).
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
[Zrot;3; Zg;1] = f
00
1 (t)x2
@
@ P
+ x2f
00
1 (t)Hifn 1g[q];
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
  f 01(t)
nX
b=1
i(b)1
nX
a=1;a6=b

i(a)2Hifn 1g[i(a)!1][b];   i(a)1Hifn 1g[i(a)!2][b];
 @
@Hifng
  x1f 001 (t)
nX
a=1;a 6=q

i(a)2Hifn 1g[i(a)!1][q];   i(a)1Hifn 1g[i(a)!2][q];
 @
@Iifn 1g[q]p
+
X
c=1;c 6=q
i(c)1f
0
1(t)
nX
a=1;a6=q;a 6=c

i(a)2Iifn 2g[q]p[i(a)!1][c];
  i(a)1Iifn 2g[q]p[i(a)!2][c];
 @
@Iifn 1g[q]p
 

f1
@
@x2
+ f 01(t)
@
@ U2
+
nX
b=1
 
i(b)2
 
nX
a=1;a 6=b
f 01(t)(i(a)1Hifn 1g[i(b)!1][a]; + f
0
1(t)Hifn 1g[b];
!
  i(b)1
 
nX
a=1;a6=b
f 01(t)(i(a)1Hifn 1g[i(b)!2][a]; + 0
!!
@
@Hifng
+
X
b=1;b6=q

i(b)2( x1)f 001 (t)Hifn 1g[i(b)!1][q];
+ i(b)1( x1)f 001 (t)Hifn 1g[i(b)!2][q];
 @
@Iifn 1g[q]p
+
nX
b=1;b6=q
 
i(b)2
 
nX
c=1;c 6=q;c 6=q
i(c)1f
0
1(t)Iifn 2g[q]p[i(b)!1][c]; + f
0
1(t)Iifn 2g[q]p[b];
!
 i(b)1
 
nX
c=1;c 6=q;c 6=q
i(c)1f
0
1(t)Iifn 2g[q]p[i(b)!2][c]; + 0
!!
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
=  f1(t) @
@x2
  f 01(t)
@
@ U2
+ f 001 (t)x2
@
@ P
+
nX
b=1
(i(b)2f
0
1(t)Hifn 1g[b];
@
@Hifng
+
 
x2f
00
1 (t)Hifn 1g[q];  
nX
b=1;b 6=q
i(b)2f
0
1(t)Iifn 2g[q]p[b];
!
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
=   ~Zg;2 with ~f2(t) = f1(t)
It is easy to see that line 3 and line 8-9 cancel each other. Permutating the
sums of the double sums in line 6-7 we can reproduce the double sums of line 2.
Equally, a permutation of the sums in line 10-11 implies the double sum terms
in line 4-5.
[Zrot;1; ZG;1] =
f 01(t)
nX
b=1
i(b)1
nX
a=1;a6=b

i(a)3Hifn 1g[i(a)!2][b];   i(a)2Hifn 1g[i(a)!3][b];
 @
@Hifng
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  x1f 001 (t)
nX
a=1;a6=q

i(a)3Hifn 1g[i(a)!2][q];   i(a)2Hifn 1g[i(a)!3][q];
 @
@Iifn 1g[q]p
+
nX
c=1;c 6=q
i(c)1f
0
1(t)
nX
a=1;a6=c;a 6=q

i(a)2Iifn 2g[q]p[i(a)!3][c];
 i(a)3Iifn 2g[q]p[i(a)!2][c];
 @
@Iifn 1g[q]p
 
"
f 01(t)
nX
b=1
 
i(b)3
 
nX
a=1;a6=b
i(a)1Hifn 1g[i(b)!2][a]; + 0
!
  i(b)2
 
nX
a=1;a6=b
i(a)1Hifn 1g[i(b)!3][a]; + 0
!!
@
@Hifng
  x1f 001 (t)
nX
a=1;a6=q

i(a)3Hifn 1g[i(a)!2][q];   i(a)2Hifn 1g[i(a)!3][q];
 @
@Iifn 1g[q]p
+ f 01(t)
nX
b=1;b6=q
 
i(b)3
 
nX
c=1;c 6=q;c 6=b
i(c)1Iifn 2g[q]p[i(b)!2][a]; + 0
!
  i(b)2
 
nX
c=1;c 6=q;c 6=b
i(c)1Iifn 2g[q]p[i(b)!3][a]; + 0
!!
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
#
= 0
Using the same algorithm we gain all additional commutators.
[Zrot;3; Zg;3] = 0
[Zrot;2; Zg;2] = 0
[Zrot;2; Zg;1] =  x3f 001 (t)  x3f 001 (t)Hifn 1g[q];
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
+ :::
= ~Zg;3 with ~f3(t) = f1(t)
[Zrot;3; Zg;2] =  x1f 002 (t)  x1f 002 (t)Hifn 1g[q];
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
+ :::
= ~Zg;1 with ~f1(t) = f3(t)
[Zrot;1; Zg;2] = x3f
00
2 (t) + x3f
00
2 (t)Hifn 1g[q];
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
+ :::
=   ~Zg;3 with ~f3(t) = f2(t)
[Zrot;1; Zg;3] =  x2f 003 (t)  x2f 003 (t)Hifn 1g[q];
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
+ :::
= ~Zg;2 with ~f2(t) = f3(t)
[Zrot;2; Zg;3] = x1f
00
3 (t) + x1f
00
3 (t)Hifn 1g[q];
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
+ :::
=   ~Zg;1 with ~f1(t) = f3(t)
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
[Zg;1; Zg;2] = f
0
1(t)
2X
b=1
i(1)2
@Hif1g[b];
@ U1
f 02(t)
@
@Hif2g
  x2f 002 (t)
2X
q=1
@Hif1g[q];
@ U1
f 01(t)
@
@Iif1g[q]p
  x1f 001 (t)f 02(t)
X
q
2X
c=1;c 6=q
i(c)2
@Iif0g[q]p[c];
@ P
@
@Iif1g[q]p
+ f 01(t)f
0
2(t)
nX
b=1
nX
a=1;a6=b
i(b)2i(a)1Hifn 2g[a;b];
@
@Hifng
+
 
 x2f 002 (t)f 01(t)
nX
a=1;a6=q
i(a)1Hifn 2g[a;q];  x1f 02(t)f 001 (t)
nX
c=1;c 6=q
i(c)2Hifn 2g[q;c];
f 01(t)f
0
2(t)
nX
c=1;c 6=q
X
a=1;a6=c;;a 6=q
i(c)2i(a)1Iifn 3g[q]p[a;c];
!
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
 
"
f 01(t)f
0
2(t)
2X
b=1
i(b)1
@Hif1g[b];
@ U2
@
@Hif2g
 x1f 001 (t)f 02(t)
2X
q=1
@Hif1g[q]
@ U2
@
@Iif1g[q]p
  x2f 01(t)f 002 (t)
X
q
2X
c=1;c 6=q
i(c)1
@Iif0g[q]p[c];
@ P
@
@Iif1g[q]p
+ f 01(t)f
0
2(t)
nX
b=1
nX
a=1;a6=b
i(b)1i(a)2Hifn 2g[a;b];
@
@Hifng
+
 
 x1f 001 (t)f 02(t)
nX
a=1;a6=q
i(a)2Hifn 2g[a;q];  x2f 01(t)f 002 (t)
nX
c=1;c 6=q
i(c)1Hifn 2g[q;c];
f 01(t)f
0
2(t)
nX
c=1;c 6=q
X
a=1;a6=c;;a 6=q
i(c)1i(a)2Iifn 3g[q]p[a;c];
!
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
= f 01(t)f
0
2(t)(i(1)2i(2)1 + i(2)2i(1)1)
@
@Hif2g
  x2f 01(t)f 002 (t)
 
i(1)1
@
@Iif1g[2]p
+ i(2)1
@
@Iif1g[1]p
!
  x1f 001 (t)f 02(t)
 
i(1)2
@
@Iif1g[2]p
+ i(2)2
@
@Iif1g[1]p
!
 
"
f 01(t)f
0
2(t)(i(1)2i(2)1 + i(2)2i(1)1)
@
@Hif2g
  x1f 001 (t)f 02(t)
 
i(1)2
@
@Iif1g[2]p
+ i(2)2
@
@Iif1g[1]p
!
 x2f 01(t)f 002 (t)
 
i(1)1
@
@Iif1g[2]p
+ i(2)1
@
@Iif1g[1]p
!#
= 0
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Line 4 and line 8 as well as lines 4-5 and lines 9-10 cancel out, where sometimes
a permutation of the sums is necessary. The other terms cancel out after the
derivatives were calculated.

[Zg;1; Zp] = f4(t)f
0
1(t)
nX
b=1;b6=q
i(b)1Hifn 2g[q;c];
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
  f4(t)f 01(t)
nX
b=1;b 6=q
i(b)1Hifn 2g[q;c];
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
= 0
[Zg;2; Zp] = 0
[Zg;3; Zp] = 0
 All symmetries concerning the scaling symmetry of Navier-Stokes can be ex-
pressed as a linear combination of the scaling symmetries of the Euler case, resp.
ZNaSt = 2Zsc;t + Zsc;x :
The commutators be can easily calculated where
[ZNaSt; Zt] =  2Zt
[ZNaSt; Zp] = ~Zp with ~f4 = 2f4(t) + 2tf 04(t)
[ZNaSt; Zrot;] = 0
[ZNaSt; ZG;] = ~ZG; with ~f = 2tf 0(t)  f(t)
arises.

Then we continue with the primitive and purely statistical symmetries and derive the
corresponding commutator relations.
Theorem 3.50 The commutators of the statistical symmetries with the classical symmetries
as well as with themselves are given in the following table.
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Zsc;n ZIjfmg[s]p ZHjfmg
Zt 0 ~ZI;jfmg[s]p ~ZHjfmg
Zp ~ZP2 0   ~ZI;jfmg
ZG; ~ZH;   ~ZIjfm+1g[s]p
Zrot; 0 L( ~ZI~jfmg[r]p
) L( ~Z~jfmg)
Zsc;x 0  (n+ 2)ZIjfmg [s]p  nZHjfmg
Zsc;t 0 ~ZIjfmg[s]p   ~ZHj(m)
ZNaSt 0   ~ZIjfmg[s]p   ~ZHj(m)
Zsc;n 0  ZIifmg[s]p  ZHjfmg
ZIkflg[r]p ZIkflg[r]p 0 0
ZHkflg ZHkflg 0 0
A tilde means that the occurring arbitrary function is changed and L means a linear combi-
nation of symmetries. The exact formulations can be found in the proof.
As it can be seen in the table above, there is no result given for [ZHjflg ; ZG;]. Un-
fortunately, this case is very complex and a result could not have been derived so
far. In (Rosteck & Oberlack 2011) symmetries of the continuity equations (2.35), (2.36)
and the transport equations (2.34) were considered without the side conditions (2.37).
In this case the translation symmetries of the pressure-velocity correlation and the
MPCs have a much simpler form. There, a result for [ZHjflg ; ZG;] was given and a
new symmetry, working only on the pressure-velocity correlations was determined.
We were able to show by deriving the commutator for the new symmetry with all
known ones that the new extended set represents an algebra. Of course, it is not clear
whether additional symmetries exist, so that this extended set of symmetries could
still be only a subalgebra. Due to these facts, it would be very interesting to solve this
last remaining commutator to see whether again an additional symmetry acting on
the pressure-velocity correlation arises.
Proof: Let us begin with commutators containing the new scaling symmetry Zsc;n:
[Zsc;n; Zt] = 0
[Zsc;n; Zp] = f4(t)Hifn 1g[q];
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
  f4(t)Hifn 1g[q];
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
  f4(t) @
@ P
=   ~ZP2 =   ~ZIjf0g[1]p with ~gP2(t) = f4(t)
[Zsc;n; ZG;] = f
0
(t)
nX
b=1
i(b)Hifn 1g[b];
@
@Hifng
+
 
 xf 00 (t)Hifn 1g[q]; +
X
c=0;c 6=q
i(c)f
0
(t)Iifn 2g[q]p[c];
!
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
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  f 0(t)
@
@ U
+ xf
00
 (t)
@
@ P
  f 0(t)
nX
b=1
i(b)Hifn 1g[b];
@
@Hifng
 
 
 xf 00 (t)Hifn 1g[q]; +
X
c=0;c 6=q
i(c)f
0
(t)Iifn 2g[q]p[c];
!
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
=   ~ZH; with ~f = f 0(t)
[Zsc;n; Zrot;] = 0
[Zsc;n; Zsc;x] = 0
[Zsc;n; Zsc;t] = 0
[Zsc;n; ZNaSt] = 0 :
The next case is the translation of pressure-velocity correlations, where the most rela-
tions are very easy:
[ZIjfmg [s]p ; Zt] =   ~ZI;jfmg[s]p with ~gI;jfmg[s]p(t) = g
0
I;jfmg[s]p(t)
[ZIjfmg [s]p ; Zsc;x] = (n+ 2)ZIjfmg [s]p
[ZIjfmg [s]p ; Zsc;t] =  
h
(n+ 2)gifmg[r](t) + tg
0
ifmg[r](t)
i

(eq)
jfmg[r];;ifng[q];
@
@Iifng[q]p
=   ~ZIjfmg[r]p with ~gjfmg[q] = (n+ 2)gifmg[s](t) + tg
0
ifmg[r](t)
[ZIjfmg [s]p ; ZNaSt] =
~ZIjfmg[r]p with ~gjfmg[q] =  (n+ 2)gifmg[r](t)  2tg
0
ifmg[r](t)
[ZIjfmg [s]p ; Zsc;n] = ZIjfmg [s]p
[ZIjfmg [s]p ; Zp] = 0
[ZIjfmg [s]p ; ZIkflg [s]p ] = 0 :
The commutator with the Galilei invariance is more complicated and reads
[ZIjfmg [s]p ; ZG;] =
X
c=1;c 6=q
gjfmg[s](t)
(eq)
jfmg[r];ifn 2g[q;c];
i(c)f
0
(t)
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
= ~ZIkfm+1g[s]p with ~gIkfm+1g[s] = gjfmg[s](t) :
Here, the new introduced index set is given by
kfm+1g[r]; =
 
(x(1); j(1)); :::; (x
(r 1); j(r 1)); (x(r+1); j(r+1)); :::; (x(m+1); j(m+1)); (x(m+2); )

so that the delta can be written in the following way

(eq)
jfmg[r];ifn 2g[q;c];
= kfm+1g[r];;ifn 1g[q]; :
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In order to derive the commutator between the translation of the pressure-velocity
correlation and the rotation symmetry a further notation shall be introduced:
#jifng = number of doublets which have the index i. (3.158)
Let us assume ifng = 2123332, then #1ifng = 1, #
2
ifng = 3 and #
3
ifng = 3. Using this new
notation we can write (eq) in a different way,

(eq)
ifng;jfng = #1ifng ;#
1
jfng
#2ifng ;#
2
jfng
#3ifng ;#
3
jfng
:
This notation will be applied in the following commutator:
[ZIkfmg [l]; Zrot;] =
X
ifn 1g[q]p
nX
b=1;b6=q

(eq)
kfmg[l]p;ifn 1g[i(b) 7!j][q]pji(b)gPkfmg[l]
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
=
X
ifmg[q]p
nX
b=1;b6=q
#1
kfmg[l];
;#1
ifmg[i(b) 7!j][q];
#2
kfmg[l];
;#2
ifmg[i(b) 7!j][q];
#3
kfmg[l];
;#3
ifmg[i(b) 7!j][q];
ji(b)gPkfmg[l]
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
:
Now we want to consider only the rotation around the x3 axis:
[ZIkfmg [l]; Zrot;3]
=
X
ifmg[q]p
nX
b=1;b 6=q
#1
kfmg[l];
;#1
ifmg[i(b) 7!1][q];
#2
kfmg[l];
;#2
ifmg[i(b) 7!1][q];
#3
kfmg[l];
;#3
ifmg[i(b) 7!1][q];
1i(b)3gPkfmg[l](t)
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
+
X
ifmg[q]p
nX
b=1;b6=q
#1
kfmg[l];
;#1
ifmg[i(b) 7!2][q];
#2
kfmg[l];
;#2
ifmg[i(b) 7!2][q];
#3
kfmg[l];
;#3
ifmg[i(b) 7!2][q];
2i(b)3gPkfmg[l](t)
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
+ 0
=
X
ifmg[q]p
nX
b=1;b 6=q
#1
kfmg[l];
;#1
ifmg[q];
+1#2
kfmg[l];
;#2
ifmg[q];
 1#3
kfmg[l];
;#3
ifmg[q];
i(b)2
gPkfmg[l](t)
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
 
X
ifmg[q]p
nX
b=1;b6=q
#1
kfmg[l];
;#1
ifmg[q];
 1#2
kfmg[l];
;#2
ifmg[q];
+1#3
kfmg[l];
;#3
ifmg[q];
i(b)1
gPkfmg[l](t)
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
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=
X
ifmg[q]p
#1
kfmg[l];
 1;#1
ifmg[q];
#2
kfmg[l];
+1;#2
ifmg[q];
#3
kfmg[l];
;#3
ifmg[q];
 
nX
b=1;b6=q
i(b)2
!
gPkfmg[l](t)
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
 
X
ifmg[q]p
#1
kfmg[l];
+1;#1
ifmg[q];
#2
kfmg[l];
 1;#2
ifmg[q];
#3
kfmg[l];
;#3
ifmg[q];
 
nX
b=1;b6=q
i(b)1
!
gPkfmg[l](t)
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
=
(
0
(#2kfmg[l] + 1)Zkfmg[2+;1 ][l]
if #1kfmg[l] = 0
if #1kfmg[l] > 0
 
(
0
(#1kfmg[l] + 1)Zkfmg[1+;2 ][l]
if #2kfmg[l] = 0
if #2kfmg[l] > 0
with gkfmg[l][2+1 ] = gkfmg[l] = gkfmg[l][1+2 ] where kfmg[2+; 1 ][l] describes the index set
where one index 1 is replaced by an index 2. The factor in the solution is created by
mX
b=1;b6=q
i(b)2 = #
2
ifmg[q] = #
2
kfmg[l] + 1
while the last equality follows from #2
kfmg[l];
+1;#2
ifmg[q];
.
A corresponding expression can be derived for the other two rotations around the x1
and x2 axis.
Finally, the commutators involving the translation of theMPCs shall be studied. Here,
we gain
[ZHjflg ; Zt] =   ~ZHjflg with ~fjflg(t) = f 0jflg(t)
[ZHjflg ; Zp] =
~ZI;jflg with ~gjflg = f4(t)fjflg(t)
[ZHjflg ; Zsc;x] = nZHjflg
[ZHjflg ; Zsc;t] =
~ZHj(l) with
~fj(l) = ( nfjflg(t)  tf 0jflg(t))
[ZHjflg ; ZNaSt] =
~ZHj(l) with
~fj(l) = ( nfjflg(t)  2tf 0jflg(t))
[ZHjflg ; ZHkfmg ] = 0
[ZHjflg ; ZIkfmg[q]p ] = 0
[ZHjflg ; Zsc;n] = ZHjflg :
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Finally, the commutator between the translation of a MPC and the rotation around
the x3 axis shall be solved. Equivalently to the translation of the pressure-velocity
correlation the representation (3.158) is used. Hence, we obtain
[ZHjflg ; Zrot;]
=
X
iflg
nX
b=1
#1
iflg[i(b) 7!j]
;#1jflg
#2
iflg[i(b) 7!j]
;#2jflg
#3
iflg[i(b) 7!j]
;#3jflg
fH;jflg(t)ji(b)3
@
@Hifmg
 
X
iflg
lX
q=1
lX
b=1;b6=q
1
n
ki(b)3x
(q)
i(q)
#1
iflg[i(b) 7!k]
;#1jflg
#2
iflg[i(b) 7!k]
;#2jflg
#3
iflg[i(b) 7!k]
;#3jflg
f 0H;jflg(t)
@
@Iifl 1g[q]p
+
X
iflg
lX
q=1
1
n
j(r)3x
(q)
 #1iflg ;#
1
jflg
#2iflg ;#
2
jflg
#3iflg ;#
3
jflg
f 0H;jflg(t)
@
@Iifl 1g[q]p
=
X
iflg
nX
b=1
#1
iflg[i(b) 7!1]
;#1jflg
#2
iflg[i(b) 7!1]
;#2jflg
#3
iflg[i(b) 7!1]
;#3jflg
fH;jflg(t)i(b)2
@
@Hifmg
 
X
iflg
lX
q=1
lX
b=1;b6=q
1
n
i(b)2x
(q)
i(q)
#1
iflg[i(b) 7!1]
;#1jflg
#2
iflg[i(b) 7!1]
;#2jflg
#3
iflg[i(b) 7!1]
;#3jflg
f 0H;jflg(t)
@
@Iifl 1g[q]p
 
X
ifng
nX
q=1
1
n
x
(q)
2 i(q)1#1iflg 1;#
1
jflg 1
#2iflg+1;#
2
jflg+1
#3iflg ;#
3
jflg
f 0H;jflg(t)
@
@Iifl 1g[q]p
(3.159)
 
X
iflg
nX
b=1
#1
iflg[i(b) 7!2]
;#1jflg
#2
iflg[i(b) 7!2]
;#2jflg
#3
iflg[i(b) 7!2]
;#3jflg
fH;jflg(t)i(b)2
@
@Hifmg
+
X
iflg
lX
q=1
lX
b=1;b 6=q
1
n
i(b)1x
(q)
i(q)
#1
iflg[i(b) 7!2]
;#1jflg
#2
iflg[i(b) 7!2]
;#2jflg
#3
iflg[i(b) 7!2]
;#3jflg
f 0H;jflg(t)
@
@Iifl 1g[q]p
+
X
ifng
nX
q=1
1
n
x
(q)
1 i(q)1#1iflg+1;#
1
jflg+1
#2iflg 1;#
2
jflg 1
#3iflg ;#
3
jflg
f 0H;jflg(t)
@
@Iifl 1g[q]p
=
X
iflg
#1iflg ;#
1
jflg 1
#2iflg ;#
2
jflg+1
#3iflg ;#
3
jflg
fH;jflg(t)
nX
b=1
i(b)2| {z }
=#2i(b)
=#2jflg+1
@
@Hifmg
 
X
iflg
lX
q=1
lX
b=1;b6=q
1
n
i(b)2x
(q)
i(q)
#1iflg ;#
1
jflg 1
#2iflg ;#
2
jflg+1
#3iflg ;#
3
jflg
f 0H;jflg(t)
@
@Iifl 1g[q]p
(3.160)
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 
X
ifng
nX
q=1
1
n
x
(q)
2|{z}
x
(q)
i(q)
i(q)2#1iflg ;#
1
jflg 1
#2iflg ;#
2
jflg+1
#3iflg ;#
3
jflg
f 0H;jflg(t)
@
@Iifl 1g[q]p
(3.161)
 
X
iflg
#1iflg ;#
1
jflg+1
#2iflg ;#
2
jflg 1
#3iflg ;#
3
jflg
fH;jflg(t)
nX
b=1
i(b)1| {z }
=#1i(b)
=#1jflg+1
@
@Hifmg
+
X
iflg
lX
q=1
lX
b=1;b 6=q
1
n
i(b)1x
(q)
i(q)
#1iflg ;#
1
jflg+1
#2iflg ;#
2
jflg 1
#3iflg ;#
3
jflg
f 0H;jflg(t)
@
@Iifl 1g[q]p
(3.162)
+
X
ifng
nX
q=1
1
n
x
(q)
i(q)
i(q)1#1iflg ;#
1
jflg+1
#2iflg ;#
2
jflg 1
#3iflg ;#
3
jflg
f 0H;jflg(t)
@
@Iifl 1g[q]p
(3.163)
=
(
0
(#2jflg + 1)Zjflg[2+;1 ][l]
if #1jflg = 0
if #1jflg > 0
 
(
0
(#1jflg + 1)Zjflg[1+;2 ][l]
if #2jflg = 0
if #2jflg > 0
with fjflg[2+1 ] = fjflg = fjflg[1+2 ] where jflg[2+; 1 ] describes the index set where
one index 1 is replaced by an index 2.
The step from (3.159) to (3.161) shall be described in more detail. Since we sum in
(3.159) over all index sets with i(q) = 1 we replace this by a summation over all index
sets with i(q) = 2. The new summation is equal to the old one if we also change now
the number of ones and twos in this index set. It should be clear that there is one 1 less
and one 2more. Hence, (3.161) follows and as i(q) = 2 because of the Kronecker-delta,
the index of x(q) can be substituted.
The lines (3.160) and (3.161) as well as (3.162) and (3.163) can be merged, so that the
summation over b has no exclusion any more. Then the sum over b can be proceeded,
lX
b=1
i(b)2#2iflg ;#
2
jflg+1
= #2iflg#2iflg ;#
2
jflg+1
= (#2jflg + 1)#2iflg ;#
2
jflg+1
so that we finally gain the result as given above.
The same procedure can be applied for the rotations around the x1 and x2 axis. 
3.6 Lie-Point Symmetries and Scaling Laws for Turbu-
lent Flows
In the following chapters, different turbulent flows shall be considered. Thereby, it is
important how to derive scaling laws for these special cases.
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For describing special turbulent flows, it can be useful to introduce other coordinate
systems. Hence, a relative coordinate system will be applied, where the space points
x(i), i > 1, are described through the distance vector to the space point x(1), e.g.
r(i) = x(i+1)   x(1), i  1. In order to explain the flow behaviour of a rotating channel
flow another coordinate system will be used. Here, the new coordinates shall rotate
around a fixed rotational axis, so that we have to deal with the coordinate system of a
rotating frame.
For the considered flows less averaged velocities and space variables occur in the gov-
erning equations. Consequently, the number of Lie-point symmetries can change and
the general results of Theorem 2.9, resp. Theorem 2.5, cannot be transferred directly
to these new equations.
For all symmetries, we found for the MPC equations it has to be checked if they are
still existing in the new system of partial differential equation. It is possible that some
of them do not survive, for example, if we compare the symmetries of 2D and 3D
Navier-Stokes equations, in 2D three rotation symmetries cannot exist any more.
There is also the possibility that additional symmetries appear, which were not exist-
ing for the general set of equations (see Theorem 2.9, resp. Theorem 2.5). Hence, each
governing system of these special flows has to be analysed in order to observe addi-
tional symmetries. Such a phenomena occurs also in the 2D Navier-Stokes equations,
where an additional symmetry appears, see Section 3.3.
After finding the occurring Lie-point symmetries all symmetries are summed up and
a characteristic system can be determined. Now, this can be solved depending on the
choice of symmetries which shall be considered. This means that if some symmetries
shall not appear or they are specially connected, different kinds of solutions emerge.
Let us explain this with a help of an example. It can happen that an algebraic solu-
tion occurs if all symmetries are considered. But if the solution is formed with one
symmetry less, other differential equations appear and so another solution, e.g. an
exponential solution, is obtained. For all solutions it has to be checked whether they
fulfil the governing equations in order to be real invariant solutions. Furthermore,
the solutions of the characteristic system can be called scaling laws, in order to gain a
connection to the common expressions in the theory of turbulence.
In the last step of the investigation of each following turbulent flow the calculated
solutions are compared to other theoretical results existing for turbulence. Another
possibility to check if the derived scaling laws can describe the flow behaviour is the
comparison to DNS data.
Scaling laws will be derived for the Euler case as well as the Navier-Stokes case. The
main difference is that the Euler case always provides one more scaling symmetry.
Therefore, all solutions of the Navier-Stokes approach can be reproduced in the Eu-
ler case, additional solutions are possible which do not fulfil the equations of the
Navier-Stokes approach. So, the question arises whether the Euler or the Navier-
Stokes solution should be used to describe the flow. The Navier-Stokes solution shall
hold for arbitrary Reynolds numbers while the Euler case basically describes the case
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 ! 0, resp. Re! 1. Performing an asymptotic expansion in the Reynolds num-
ber, the term of zero order corresponds to the Euler solution. Especially for high
Reynolds numbers the Euler solution can represent a good asymptotic solution to de-
scribe the flow behaviour. This limit shall be possible since only large scales, much
greater than the Kolmogorov scale, shall be considered. This explanation was studied
in (Oberlack 2000).
Then flow parameters such as the viscosity, Reynolds number, constant cross flows or
the rotation number can be found in the governing equations. The method of the Lie
algorithm leads to solutions containing constants, which can be determined through
fittings with numerical data. Unfortunately, this algorithm does not provide a deci-
sion, how the dependency on the flow parameter has to be. This means that all con-
stants occurring in the solutions of the Lie algorithm can be different for varying flow
parameters. Hence, these constants are functions depending on the flow parameters.
As special flows will be considered in the next chapters, we will gain problems in
calculating the solutions of the characteristic equations for all MPCs, since the differ-
ential equations to solve the n-point correlation become more difficult for higher n.
There we have to stop at some orderm, so that we can only derive Rif ~mg , ~m  m, and
every Rjfm^g with m^ > m cannot be calculated. Of course, we can only insert the calcu-
lated terms into the transport equations for Rifng with n  m  1 because in the Rifng
equation terms of order Rifn+1g occur. Therefore we will not be able to claim, that an
invariant solution exists since the solution have to be applied to all MPC equations.
Hence, the argument of an invariant solutions has to be defined in a weaker form.
Definition 3.51 An invariant solution of the order n solves all MPC equations, continuity
equations and side conditions up to the order n.
Of course, an invariant solution of order 1 is an invariant solution as in Definition
3.1.
Since we want to compare theoretical results from the Lie-point symmetry analysis
with DNS data, it is necessary to introduce some measure to describe the goodness of
the fit. Thereby, yi represents the data points and the fitting points are y^i. Finally, y
describes the estimate of the mean. Hence, the square differences between these kinds
of points can be formed:
SSE =
nX
i=1
(yi   y^i)2
SSR =
nX
i=1
(y^i   y)2
SST =
nX
i=1
(yi   y)2 ;
where n is the number of data points available. Then, the Sum of Squares due to Error
(SSE) describes already a possibility to describe the goodness of fit, where a value
near zero means a good fit. Then the regression sum of squares (SSR) and the sum of
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squares of residuals (SST) can be assembled to provide another statistic measure, the
R-square or coefficient of determination,
R2 = 1  SSR
SST
:
Here, a value near 1 signifies a good fit.
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4 Homogeneous and Isotropic Turbu-
lence
The current chapter deals with homogeneous and isotropic flows. As in homogeneous
flows the origin is arbitrary, the fluid behaviour depends only on the relative coordi-
nates between two points. Given an isotropic flow only the distances between the
different space points are important. The most famous result in isotropic turbulence
is the Ka´rma´n-Howarth equation, which represents the 2-point correlation equation
for isotropic turbulence. Remarkable is that only two functions are necessary to deal
with the two-point correlation. We will recall the main ideas of the calculation of the
Ka´rma´n-Howarth equation, see (Monin & Yaglom 2007a), (Pope 2000).
Let us take two points x and x + r as well as the two point correlation Rij(x; r) =
ui(x)uj(x+ r). If we assume isotropic turbulence, Rij has to fulfil some conditions
concerning rotations and reflections. At the end we gain, that Rij must be expressed
through symmetric tensors. There exist only two tensors of this kind, ij and rirj ,
which are linearly combined by two functions f and g depending on the time and the
distance between the two points. Finally, we gain
Rij(r; t) = u
02

g(r; t)ij + [f(r; t)  g(r; t)]rirj
r2

; (4.1)
where 3
2
u02 is the kinetic energy, applied here for normalization. The continuity equa-
tion @Rij
@rj
= 0 implies
g(r; t) = f(r; t) +
1
2
r
@f(r; t)
@r
:
The reason for introducing the function f(r; t) and g(r; t), as done in (4.1), can be seen
by taking r = re1. Then the two-point correlations are
R11(r; t)
u02
= f(r; t) ;
R22(r; t)
u02
= g(r; t) =
R33(r; t)
u02
; Rij = 0 ; i 6= j :
This is the reason that the function f(r; t) is called longitudinal autocorrelation func-
tion, while g(r; t) is the transverse autocorrelation function. As a two-point triple-
correlation appears in the averaged Navier-Stokes equations, also this term has to be
expressed in isotropic turbulence. Similarly to Rij , we find
R111(0; r; t) = u
03k(r; t) :
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Additionally, the pressure-velocity correlation is zero in isotropic turbulence. Finally
the differential equation, called Ka´rma´n-Howarth equation,
@
@t
(u02f)  u
03
r4
@
@r
(r4k) =
2u02
r4
@
@r

r4
@f
@r

(4.2)
follows, when all the discussed terms are inserted into the averaged Navier-Stokes
equations. Still the closure problem exists, since there are two unknown functions f
and k but only one equation.
In (Monin & Yaglom 2007a) the Ka´rma´n-Howarth equation reads
@BLL(r; t)
@t
=

@
@r
+
4
r

BLL;L(r; t) + 2
@BLL(r; t)
@r

; (4.3)
where BLL = uL(x)uL(x+ r), a longitudinal two-point correlation, and BLL;L =
u2L(x)uL(x+ r), a longitudinal two-point triple correlation, are used without any nor-
malization.
The Ka´rma´n-Howarth equation was analysed using group analysis in (Khabirov &
U¨nal 2002). There the Lie point symmetries were determined and the complete Lie
algebra as well as subalgebras were derived.
We will not consider the Ka´rma´n-Howarth equation, because this equation is not
closed. In order to gain a closure, another transport equation for k, resp. BLL;L
has to be formulated. In this equation a quadruple correlations will appear as fur-
ther unclosed terms. Eventually, all infinite equations have to be considered in or-
der to get a closure and being able to analyse everything properly. Already the rep-
resentation of the three-point correlation equation represents an unsolved problem
(see (Rosteck 2007)). A system of equations cannot be generated for homogeneous
isotropic turbulence, if this system shall be written in spatial coordinates . Working
in the Fourier space with wave numbers, further higher order equations can be calcu-
lated, see (Monin & Yaglom 2007a). But, in Fourier space the analysis with Lie-point
correlations will fail, as there are no derivatives any more.
The reason for dealing with the whole system of n-point correlations is that further
restrictions for the Lie-point symmetries follow from the higher equations. Especially,
the triple correlation occurs in the transport equation for the two-point correlation as
well as in the three-point correlation. This means that the infinitesimal of the triple
correlation has to be formed from the conditions of both equations. This would mean
that the results in (Khabirov & U¨nal 2002) could be more general, as if one considers
also the equation for the three-point correlation.
The following considerations will be based on the homogeneous multi-point correla-
tion, which will be described in the first section. Then the symmetries of this equation
will be found and different scaling laws deduced to eliminate the time t. This means
that we can express how the time development of the multi-point correlations can be
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described in homogeneous turbulence. Further, it is possible to prove that these laws
define invariant solutions.
In (Oberlack & Rosteck 2010), an algebraic solution and an exponential solutions of
the Euler equations were represented in the framework of decaying isotropic turbu-
lence, where only the mean velocity and the two-point correlations were considered.
There the exponent of the algebraic solution and the exponential solution were com-
pared to an experiment. Here, we want to give the general invariant solutions for
the Euler equations for all MPCs. Additionally, the invariant solutions of the Navier-
Stokes case is derived.
Furthermore, in Section 4.4 wewill deal with different topics such as self-preservation
and grid generated turbulence.
Since we want to use relative coordinates for the further applications, we introduce
them and give the transformed equations and symmetries in the next section.
4.1 Relative Coordinates
So far, we assumed that each of the n points is described by its position vector. For
some applications it can be useful to have the MPC equations as well as the symme-
tries in other coordinate systems. In this subsection, we will discuss relative coordi-
nates.
At first, let us introduce the classic notation of distance vectors. Given one space point
by its position vector x the remaining independent spatial variables are expressed by
their distance r from x. Hence, the coordinate transformation and the corresponding
rules of derivation are
x = x(1) ; r(l) = x(l+1)   x(1) with l = 1; : : : ; n  1 (4.4)
and
@
@x
(1)
k
=
@
@xk
 
nX
l=1
@
@r
(l)
k
;
@
@x
(l)
k
=
@
@r
(l)
k
for l  1 : (4.5)
Thus the corresponding index set ifng in relative coordinates is given by
ifng =
 
(i;x); (i(1); r
(1)); :::; (i(n 1); r(n 1))

:
Consequently, the dependent variables of theMPCs are the position vector x and n 1
relative coordinates, corresponding to Hifng = Hi(0)i(1):::i(n 1)(x; r
(1); :::; r(n 1)).
MPC equations
The next steps will be to apply the rules of transformation (4.4) and (4.5) to the MPC
equations and the symmetries. Before writing them down we need another notation,
in order to deal with the side conditions.
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Notation 4.1 Let ifng be an index set. Then, a transformed index set, where a distance r(k) is
added to x, is defined by
ifng[0 l k] =
 
(i(k);x+ r
(k)); (i(1); r
(1)   r(k)); :::; (i(k 1); r(k 1)   r(k));
(i(0); r(k)); (i(k+1); r(k+1)   r(k)); ::: (i(n 1); r(n 1)   r(k))

:
Then we start with the fluctuation approach.
Theorem 4.2 The complete system of MPC equations for the H-I approach in relative coordi-
nates is given by the momentum equations
Sifn+1g =
@Hifng
@t
+
@Hifn+1g[i(n)!k][r
(n) ! 0]
@xk
+
@Iifn 1g[0]p
@xi(0)
   @
2Hifng
@xk@xk
+
n 1X
l=1
"
@Hifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][r
(n) 7! r(l)]
@r
(l)
k
  @Hifn+1g[i(n)!k][r
(n) ! 0]
@r
(l)
k
+
@Iifn 1g[l]p
@x
(l)
i(l)
  @Iifn 1g[0]p
@r
(l)
i(l)
+ 2
@2Hifng
@xk@r
(l)
k
   @
2Hifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(l)
k
  
n 1X
m=1
@Hifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(m)
k
#
(4.6)
for n = 1; : : : ;1 ;
and the continuity equations with respect to H
@Hifn+1g[i(0) 7!k]
@xk
 
nX
j=1
@Hifn+1g[i(0) 7!k]
@r
(j)
k
= 0 ;
@Hifn+1g[i(l) 7!k]
@r
(l)
k
= 0 for l = 1; : : : ; n;
(4.7)
and with respect to I
@Iifng[k]p[i(0) 7!m]
@xm
 
nX
j=1
@Iifng[k]p[i(0) 7!m]
@r
(j)
m
= 0 for k = 1; : : : ; n ;
@Iifng[k]p[i(l) 7!m]
@r
(l)
m
= 0 for k = 0; : : : ; n ; l = 1; : : : ; n ; k 6= l :
(4.8)
Finally, the side conditions
Hifng = Hifng[k$l] k; l 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; k 6= l
= Hifng[0ll] l = 1; 2; :::; n  1
Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p[k$l] k; l 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; k 6= l;
q 2 f0; 1; :::; n  1g; k 6= q; l 6= q
= Iifn 1g[q]p[0ll] q; l 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; l 6= q
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= Iifn 1g[l]p[i(q) 7!i(l)][x
(l) $ x(q)] l; q 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; l 6= q
= Iifn 1g[0]p[i(q) 7!i(0)][0 l r(q)] q 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g (4.9)
must be fulfilled
Proof: Our starting point is (2.34), where we first decompose the sum:
Sifng =
@Hifng
@t
+
@Hifn+1g[i(n+1)!k][x
(n+1) ! x(1)]
@x
(1)
k
+
@Iifn 1g[1]p
@x
i
(1)
(1)
   @
2Hifng
@x
(1)
k x
(1)
k
+
nX
l=2
"
@Hifn+1g[i(n+1) 7!k][x
(n+1) 7! x(l)]
@x
(l)
k
+
@Iifn 1g[l]p
@x
(l)
i(l)
   @
2Hifng
@x
(l)
k @x
(l)
k
#
=
@Hifng
@t
+
@Hifn+1g[i(n)!k][r
(n) ! 0]
@xk
 
n 1X
l=1
@Hifn+1g[i(n)!k][r
(n) ! 0]
@r
(l)
k
+
@Iifn 1g[0]p
@xi(0)
 
n 1X
l=1
@Iifn 1g[0]p
@r
(l)
i(0)
   @
2Hifng
@xk@xk
+ 2
@
@xk
n 1X
l=1
@Hifng
@r
(l)
k
  
n 1X
l=1
n 1X
m=1
@Hifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(m)
k
+
n 1X
l=1
"
@Hifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][r
(n) 7! r(l)]
@r
(l)
k
+
@Iifn 1g[l]p
@r
(l)
i(l)
   @
2Hifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(l)
k
35
=
@Hifng
@t
+
@Hifn+1g[i(n)!k][r
(n) ! 0]
@xk
+
@Iifn 1g[0]p
@xi(0)
   @
2Hifng
@xk@xk
+
n 1X
l=1
"
@Hifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][r
(n) 7! r(l)]
@r
(l)
k
  @Hifn+1g[i(n)!k][r
(n) ! 0]
@r
(l)
k
+
@Iifn 1g[l]p
@r
(l)
i(l)
  @Iifn 1g[0]p
@r
(l)
i(0)
+ 2
@2Hifng
@xk@r
(l)
k
   @
2Hifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(l)
k
  
n 1X
m=1
@Hifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(m)
k
#
:
Here, we applyed the rules (4.5) and the idendity
Hifn+1g[i(n+1)!k][x
(n+1) ! x(1)] = Ui(1) (x(1))  :::  Ui(n) (x(n))Uk (x(1))
= Ui(1) (x)Ui(2) (x+ r
(1))  :::  Ui(n) (x+ r(n 1))Uk (x)
= Hifn+1g[i(n)!k][r
(n) ! 0] :
The continuity equations are direct consequences by applying (4.4) and (4.5) to (2.35)
and (2.36). For the side conditions, we start with the permutation of two points x(l),
x(k) with k 6= 1, l 6= 1 and l 6= k. Hence, a side condition transforms as
Hifng = Ui(0)(x; t)Ui(1)(x+ r
(1); t)  :::  Ui(k 1)(x+ r(k 1); t)Ui(k)(x+ r(k); t)
Ui(k+1)(x+ r(k+1); t)  :::  Ui(l 1)(x+ r(l 1); t)Ui(l)(x+ r(l); t)Ui(l+1)(x+ r(l+1); t)  :::
Ui(n 1)(x+ r(n 1); t)
= Ui(0)(x; t)  :::  Ui(k 1)(x+ r(k 1); t)Ui(l)(x+ r(l); t)Ui(k+1)(x+ r(k+1); t)
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:::  Ui(l 1)(x+ r(l 1); t)Ui(k)(x+ r(k); t)Ui(l+1)(x+ r(l+1); t)  :::  Ui(n 1)(x+ r(n 1); t)
= Hifng[k$l] ;
where only r(k) is permutated with r(l). The situation is more complicated if the first
point is switched with another one. Then,
Hifng = Ui(0)(x; t)Ui(1)(x+ r
(1); t)  :::  Ui(k 1)(x+ r(k 1); t)Ui(k)(x+ r(k); t)
Ui(k+1)(x+ r(k+1); t)  :::  Ui(n 1)(x+ r(n 1); t)
= Ui(k)(x+ r
(k); t)Ui(1)(x+ r
(1); t)  :::  Ui(k 1)(x+ r(k 1); t)Ui(0)(x; t)
Ui(k+1)(x+ r(k+1); t)  :::  Ui(n 1)(x+ r(n 1); t)
= H~ifng = Hifng[1ll] :
The new index set
~ifng =
 
(i(k);x+ r
(k)); (i(1); r
(1)   r(k)); :::; (i(k 1); r(k 1)   r(k));
(i(0); r(k)); (i(k+1); r(k+1)   r(k)); ::: (i(n 1); r(n 1)   r(k))

resulting from the permutation is equivalent to (4.1).
The side conditions for the pressure-velocity correlations can be shown in the same
way. 
Next to the instantaneous approach, the same can be done for the fluctuation ap-
proach.
Theorem 4.3 The set of MPC equations in the R-P approach can be transformed to relative
coordinates
Tifn+1g =
@Rifng
@t
+
n 1X
l=1
"
Uk(x+ r
(l))
@Rifng
@r
(l)
k
  Uk(x)
@Rifng
@r
(l)
k
+Rifng[i(l) 7!k]
@ Ui(l)(x+ r
(l))
@r
(l)
k
+
@Pifn 1g[l]p
@r
(l)
i(l)
  @Pifn 1g[0]p
@r
(l)
i(0)
   @
2Rifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(l)
k
+ 2
@2Rifng
@xk@r
(l)
k
  
n 1X
m=1
@2Rifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(m)
k
 Rifn 1g[l];
@ui(l)uk(x+ r
(l))
@r
(l)
k
+
@Rifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][r
(n+1) 7! r(l)]
@r
(l)
k
  @Rifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][r
(n) 7! 0]
@r
(l)
k
#
+ Uk(x)
@Rifng
@xk
+Rifng[i(0) 7!k]
@ Ui(0)(x)
@xk
+
@Pifn 1g[0]p
@xi(0)
   @
2Rifng
@xk@xk
+
@Rifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][r
(n) 7! 0]
@xk
 Rifn 1g[0];
@ui(0)uk(x)
@xk
(4.10)
for n = 1; : : : ;1, extended by the corresponding continuity equations
@Rifn+1g[i(0) 7!k]
@xk
 
nX
j=1
@Rifn+1g[i(0) 7!k]
@r
(j)
k
= 0 ;
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@Rifn+1g[i(l) 7!k]
@r
(l)
k
= 0 for l = 1; : : : ; n
@Iifng[k]p[i(0) 7!m]
@xm
 
nX
j=1
@Iifng[k]p[i(0) 7!m]
@r
(j)
m
= 0 for k = 1; : : : ; n ;
@Iifng[k]p[i(l) 7!m]
@r
(l)
m
= 0 for k = 0; : : : ; n ; l = 1; : : : ; n ; k 6= l;
(4.11)
and side conditions
Rifng = Rifng[k$l] k; l 2 f1; 2; :::n  1g; k 6= l
= Rifng[0ll] l = 1; 2; :::; n  1
Pifn 1g[q]p = Pifn 1g[q]p[k$l] k; l 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; k 6= l;
q 2 f0; 1; :::; n  1g; k 6= q; l 6= q
= Pifn 1g[q]p[0ll] q; l 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; l 6= q
= Pifn 1g[l]p[i(q) 7!i(l)][x
(l) $ x(q)] l; q 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; l 6= q
= Pifn 1g[0]p[i(q) 7!i(0)][0 l r(q)] q 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g : (4.12)
Proof: Inserting the transformations into (2.43),
Tifng =
@Rifng
@t
+
nX
l=1
"
Uk(x
(l))
@Rifng
@x
(l)
k
+Rifng[i(l) 7!k]
@ Ui(l)(x
(l))
@x
(l)
k
+
@Pifn 1g[l]p
@x
(l)
i(l)
   @
2Rifng
@x
(l)
k @x
(l)
k
 Rifn 1g[l];
@ui(l)uk(x
(l))
@x
(l)
k
+
@Rifn+1g[i(n+1) 7!k][x
(n+1) 7! x(l)]
@x
(l)
k
#
=
@Rifng
@t
+
n 1X
l=1
"
Uk(x+ r
(l))
@Rifng
@r
(l)
k
+Rifng[i(l) 7!k]
@ Ui(l)(x+ r
(l))
@r
(l)
k
+
@Pifn 1g[l]p
@r
(l)
i(l)
   @
2Rifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(l)
k
 Rifn 1g[l];
@ui(l)uk(x+ r
(l))
@r
(l)
k
+
@Rifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][r
(n+1) 7! r(l)]
@r
(l)
k
#
+ Uk(x)
 
@Rifng
@xk
 
n 1X
l=1
@Rifng
@r
(l)
k
!
+Rifng[i(0) 7!k]
@ Ui(0)(x)
@xk
+
@Pifn 1g[0]p
@xi(0)
 
n 1X
l=1
@Pifn 1g[0]p
@r
(l)
i(0)
   @
2Rifng
@xk@xk
+ 2
n 1X
l=1
@2Rifng
@xk@r
(l)
k
  
n 1X
l;m=1
@2Rifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(m)
k
+
@Rifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][r
(n) 7! 0]
@xk
 
n 1X
l=1
@Rifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][r
(n) 7! 0]
@r
(l)
k
 Rifn 1g[0];
@ui(0)uk(x)
@xk
follows and rearranging these terms leads to the formulation in the theorem. The
continuity equations and side conditions can be proven in the same way as in the the
previous theorem about the instantaneous approach. 
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As a special case of the equations (4.6) we consider n = 1, thus we derive the equa-
tion for the two-point correlation tensor. To abbreviate the notation we introduce the
following nomenclature:
Rif2g = Rii(1) = Rij : (4.13)
In this case equation (4.6) reduces to
Tif2g =
DRij
Dt
+Rkj
@ Ui(x; t)
@xk
+Rik
@ Uj(x; t)
@xk

x+r
+

Uk (x+ r; t)  Uk (x; t)
 @Rij
@rk
+
@puj
@xi
  @puj
@ri
+
@uip
@rj
  

@2Rij
@xk@xk
  2 @
2Rij
@xk@rk
+ 2
@2Rij
@rk@rk

+
@R(ik)j
@xk
  @
@rk

R(ik)j  Ri(jk)

= 0 : (4.14)
The vectors puj and uip are special cases of Pifng[k] and defined as
puj(x; r; t) = p(x; t)uj(x+ r; t) and uip(x; r; t) = ui(x; t) p(x+ r; t) : (4.15)
For the two-point case the continuity equations take the form
@Rij
@xi
  @Rij
@ri
= 0 ;
@Rij
@rj
= 0 (4.16)
and
@pui
@ri
= 0 ;
@ujp
@xj
  @ujp
@rj
= 0: (4.17)
The non-locality of the two- and multi-point correlation equations is most obvious
when we use the commutation of the two-point correlation tensor. The obvious rela-
tion ui(x(0))uj(x(1)) = uj(x(1))ui(x(0)) with equation (4.4) leads to the functional rela-
tions
Rij(x; r; t) = Rji(x+ r; r; t) (4.18)
and
puj(x; r; t) = ujp(x+ r; r; t) : (4.19)
Analogous identities can be derived for all other two- and multi-point correlation
tensors.
Symmetries
Next to the equations themselves also the symmeries must be considered in the rela-
tive coordinates. The result can easily be gained using the condition
r(l) = x(l+1)   x(1) (4.20)
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so that we can formulate the following corollary.
Corollary 4.4 The symmetry transformations for the space point x and the distance vectors
r(l) for all symmetries are
Yt=Zt : x
 = x r(l) = r(l)
Yp=Zp : x
 = x r(l) = r(l)
YG;=ZG; : x

j = x + f(t)j r
(l) = r(l)
Ysc;t=Zsc;t : x
 = x r(l) = r(l)
Ysc;x=Zsc;x : x
 = easc;xx r(l) = easc;xr(l)
YNaSt=ZNaSt : x
 = eaNaStx r(l) = eaNaStr(l) :
The rotation symmetry also acts on r(j)i , which is equivalent to the effect on x. The generators
where x(j)i occurs have to be changed respectively:
YG; = f(t)
@
@x
+ ::: (4.21)
Ysc;x = xi
@
@xi
+ r
(j)
i
@
@r
(j)
i
+ ::: (4.22)
YNaSt = xi
@
@xi
+ r
(j)
i
@
@r
(j)
i
+ ::: (4.23)
Yrot; = ikxi
@
@xk
+ ikr
(j)
i
@
@r
(j)
k
+ ::: ; (4.24)
where all infinitesimals of x and r(j) are given while the further infinitesimals of the averaged
velocity, averaged pressure and all higher MPCs can be transferred directly from section 3.4.4.
Thereby, only the transformation (4.4) has to be applied.
In the new statistical symmetries, there is no change concerning the space variables
x
(j)
i . Consequently, also r
(j)
i will remain unchanged. As this reason holds for statistical
symmetries none of them were considered in the upper corollary.
Proof: For all symmetries with x(l) = x(l) we easily see r(l) = r(l) by applying (4.20).
In the case of the generalized Galilei invariance the transformation x(i) = x
(i)
 + f(t)
leads to
r
(l)
j = x
(l+1)
j   x(1)j = x(l+1)j   x(1)j + jf(t)  jf(t) = r(l)
xj = x
(1)
j = x
(1)
j + jf(t) = x + f(t)j :
The derivatives of these terms lead to the generator f(t) @@x
.
Let us take a closer look at the rotational symmetries. Here, we only transform the
generator. As a representative for all terms containing the space variables, we will
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only deal with
P
j x
(j)
3
@
@x
(j)
2
. First, the term j = 1 is splitted from the sum and then the
chain rule is applied:
X
j
x
(j)
3
@
@x
(j)
2
= x3
@x2
@x
(l)
2
@
@x2
+ x3
@r
(k)
2
@x
(l)
2
@
@r
(k)
2
+
X
j2
x
(j)
3
@x2
@x
(j)
2
@
@x2
+ x
(j)
3
@r
(k)
2
@x
(j)
2
@
@r
(k)
2
= x3
@
@x2
+
X
j1
r
(j)
3
@
@r
(j)
2
:
In the same way, all the other terms have to be transformed, so that finally the gener-
ator stated in the corollary is formed.
Considering the scaling symmetry of space in the case of Euler and the scaling sym-
metry of the Navier-Stokes equations, the transformation of the space, x(l) = eax(l),
has the consequence
r(l) = x(l+1)   x(1) = ear(l) :

4.2 Governing Equations and Symmetries
At the beginning of this section, the governing equations will be formulated. Taking
the equations in relative coordinates, homogeneous would mean that pressure, veloc-
ity and all higher moments do not depend on x, which is equivalent to the statement
that all derivatives with respect to xi, i = 1; 2; 3 have to vanish. Furthermore, the
mean velocity in all directions is equal to zero leading to the fact that the averaged
Navier-Stokes equations and the continuity equations for the averaged velocities are
already fulfilled, as every term is equal to zero.
Considering the relation between H and R (see (2.54)), we also get the reduction
Rifng = Hifng . The same holds for the pressure-velocity correlations Pifn 1g[q]p =
Iifn 1g[q]p with (2.55). So, the MPC equations, the continuity equations and the side
conditions must also be the same. For this reason, we will only write the whole sys-
tem in the R-P approach.
Then, the MPC equations (4.10) can be reduced in the case of a homogeneous flow,
resulting in
Tifng =
@Rifng
@t
+
n 1X
l=1
24@Pifn 1g[l]p
@r
(l)
i(l)
  @Pifn 1g[0]p
@r
(l)
i(0)
   @
2Rifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(l)
k
  
n 1X
m=1
@2Rifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(m)
k
+
@Rifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][r
(n) 7! r(l)]
@r
(l)
k
  @Rifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][r
(n) 7! 0]
@r
(l)
k
#
: (4.25)
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This must be extended by the continuity equations (as a simplification of (4.11))
nX
j=1
@Rifn+1g[i(0) 7!k]
@r
(j)
k
= 0 ;
@Rifn+1g[i(l) 7!k]
@r
(l)
k
= 0 for l = 1; : : : ; n ;
nX
j=1
@Pifng[q]p[i(0) 7!k]
@r
(j)
k
= 0 for q = 1; : : : ; n ;
@Pifng[q]p[i(l) 7!k]
@r
(l)
k
= 0 for q = 0; : : : ; n ; l = 1; :::; n ; q 6= l ; (4.26)
as well as the side conditions (4.12) remain
Rifng = Rifng[k$l] k; l 2 f1; 2; :::n  1g; k 6= l ;
= Rifng[0ll] l = 1; 2; :::; n  1 ;
Pifn 1g[q]p = Pifn 1g[q]p[k$l] k; l 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; k 6= l;
q 2 f0; 1; :::; n  1g; k 6= q; l 6= q ;
= Pifn 1g[q]p[0ll] q; l 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; l 6= q ;
= Pifn 1g[l]p[i(q) 7!i(l)][x
(l) $ x(q)] l; q 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; l 6= q ;
= Pifn 1g[0]p[i(q) 7!i(0)][0 l r(q)] q 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g :
In this approach the term
@ui(l)uk(x+ r
(l))
@r
(l)
k
does not appear, because this Reynolds
stress tensor depends only on one variable and so the derivative vanishes in homoge-
neous turbulence.
As a further step, the symmetries of the MPC equations (4.25) will be calculated. The
result will be that still the translation in time (3.149), all scaling symmetries ((3.147),
(4.22)/(3.146), (4.23)/(3.148)), the rotation symmetry ((4.24)/(3.152)) and the transla-
tion of higher correlations (see proof) remain. Hence, we can formulate the governing
characteristic systems.
Theorem 4.5 The characteristic system of the set of governing equations in homogeneous
turbulence ((4.25) and (4.26)) is expressed through
dt
2kNaStt+ kt
=
dr(j)i
kNaStr
(j)
i + krot;kir
(j)
k
=
dRij
(ksc;n   2kNaSt)Rij + kij + krot;(kiRkj + kjRik)
=
dRijk
(ksc;n   3kNaSt)Rijk + kijk + krot;(liRljk + ljRilk) + lkRijl)
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=
dRifng
(ksc;n   nkNaSt)Rifng + kifng + krot;
Pn 1
b=0 ji(b)Rifng[i(b) 7!j]
=
dPi[q]p
(ksc;n   3kNaSt)Pi[q]p + ki[q]p + krot;kiPk[q]p
=
dPifn 1g[q]p
(ksc;n   (n+ 1)kNaSt)Pifn 1g[q]p + kifn 1g[q]p + krot;
Pn 1
b=0;b 6=q ji(b)Pifn 1g[i(b) 7!j][q]p
(4.27)
for the case of non-zero viscosity. For the Euler case ( = 0), an additional scaling symmetry
must be considered, so that the characteristic system becomes
dt
ksc;tt+ kt
=
dr(j)i
ksc;xr
(j)
i + krot;kir
(j)
k
=
dRij
(ksc;n + 2ksc;x   2ksc;t)Rij + kij + krot;(kiRkj + kjRik)
=
dRijk
(ksc;n + 3ksc;x   3ksc;t)Rijk + kijk + krot;(liRljk + ljRilk) + lkRijl)
=
dRifng
(ksc;n + nksc;x   nksc;t)Rifng + kifng + krot;
Pn 1
b=0 ji(b)Rifng[i(b) 7!j]
=
dPi[q]p
(ksc;n + 3ksc;x   3ksc;t)Pi[q]p + ki[q]p + krot;kiPk[q]p
=
dPifn 1g[q]p
(ksc;n + (n+ 1)(ksc;x   ksc;t))Pifn 1g[q]p + kifn 1g[q]p + krot;
Pn 1
b=0;b 6=q ji(b)Pifn 1g[i(b) 7!j][q]p
:
(4.28)
Each coefficient is related to a symmetry, which is given in the following table:
kt : time translation krot; : rotation symmetries
kNaSt : scaling symmetry (Navier-Stokes) ksc;n : scaling of the MPCs
ksc;t : time scaling (Euler) ksc;x : space scaling (Euler)
kifng : translation of Rifng kifn 1g[q] : translation of Iifn 1g[q]p :
Proof: Directly from the MPC equations (4.25) we see that the translation in time
exists. Further the translation in Rifng is clear, so that the corresponding generator
is YR;ifng = kfmgifng
@
@Rkfmg
. These symmetries also fulfil the given continuity equa-
tions and side conditions. All scaling symmetries, namely the Euler symmetries, the
Navier-Stokes scaling as well as the new scaling symmetry, can be proven by inserting
the transformation into the governing MPC equations and continuity equations.
The Galilei invariance and the translation of the velocity do not appear in the char-
acteristic system because they have no influence on the remaining dependent and
independent variables.
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The rotational invariance is the only symmetry which cannot be concluded as easily.
Here we have to apply the generator to the MPCs and the continuity equations. Let
us write down the prolongations for the rotation around the x3 axis:

(1)Hifng
t =
nX
b=1

i(b)2
@Hifng[i(b) 7!1]
@t
  i(b)1
@Hifng[i(b) 7!2]
@t


(1)Hifng
r
(l)
m
=
nX
b=1

i(b)2
@Hifng[i(b) 7!1]
@r
(l)
m
  i(b)1
@Hifng[i(b) 7!2]
@r
(l)
m

  @Hifng
@r
(l)
j
(j2m1   m1j1)

(2)Hifng
r
(l)
m r
(l)
m
=
nX
b=1
 
i(b)2
@2Hifng[i(b) 7!1]
@r
(l)
m @r
(l)
m
  i(b)1
@2Hifng[i(b) 7!2]
@r
(l)
m @r
(l)
m
!
  @
2Hifng
@r
(l)
m r
(l)
j
(j2m1   m1j1)

(1)Iifn 1g[q]p
r
(l)
m
=
nX
b=1;b 6=q

i(b)2
@Iifn 1g[i(b) 7!1][q]p
@r
(l)
m
  i(b)1
@Iifn 1g[i(b) 7!2][q]p
@r
(l)
m

  @Iifn 1g[q]p
@r
(l)
j
(j2m1   m1j1) :
In the next step the rotation invariance will be applied to the MPC equations:
Yrot;3(Sifng) =
n 1X
l=1
"
nX
b=0
 
j(b)2
@H(ifn+1g[i(n) 7!k])[j(b) 7!1][r
(n) 7! r(l)]
@r
(l)
k
  j(b)1
@H(ifn+1g[i(n) 7!k])[j(b) 7!2][r
(n) 7! r(l)]
@r
(l)
k
!
+
 
@Hifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][r
(n) 7! 0]
@r
(l)
j
  @Hifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][r
(n) 7! r(l)]
@r
(l)
j
!
(j2k1   k2j1)
 
nX
b=0
 
j(b)2
@H(ifn+1g[i(n) 7!k])[j(b) 7!1][r
(n) 7! 0]
@r
(l)
k
  j(b)1
@H(ifn+1g[i(n) 7!k])[j(b) 7!2][r
(n) 7! 0]
@r
(l)
k
!
+
nX
b=0;b6=l
0@j(b)2@Iifn 1g[i(b) 7!1][l]p
@r
(l)
i(l)
  j(b)1
@Iifn 1g[i(b) 7!2][l]p
@r
(l)
i(l)
1A
  @Iifn 1g[l]p
@r
(l)
j
(j2i(b)1   j1i(b)2) +
@Iifn 1g[0]p
@r
(l)
j
(j2i(0)1   j1i(0)2)
 
n 1X
b=0;b 6=0
0@i(b)2@Iifn 1g[i(b) 7!1][0]p
@r
(l)
i(0)
  i(b)1
@Iifn 1g[i(b) 7!2][0]p
@r
(l)
i(0)
1A
  
n 1X
b=0
 
i(b)2
@2Hifng[i(b) 7!1]
@r
(l)
k @r
(l)
k
  i(b)1
@2Hifng[i(b) 7!2]
@r
(l)
k @r
(l)
k
!
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  
n 1X
m=1
n 1X
b=0
 
i(b)2
@2Hifng[i(b) 7!1]
@r
(l)
k @r
(m)
k
  i(b)1
@2Hifng[i(b) 7!2]
@r
(l)
k @r
(m)
k
!
+ 
@2Hifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(l)
j
(j2k1   j1k2) + 
n 1X
m=1
@2Hifng
@r
(m)
k @r
(l)
a
(a2k1   a1k2)
#
=
n 1X
b=0

Sin[i(b) 7!1]i(b)2   Sin[i(b) 7!2]i(b)1

:
The index set jfng can be seen easily for each line. It is defined by the actual index
set of the MPC after the modifications concerning the index set ifng are made. In the
second line, e.g. it holds jfn+1g = ifn+1g[i(n) 7! k]. The pressure-velocity correlations
without a summation (6th line) can be merged into the sums before (5th line) and
after (7th line) the corresponding line. Then we have there a complete summation
from b = 0 to n  1. The two MPC terms in the third line, which have no summation,
can be eliminated with the n-th summand of the first and second line. Likewise, the
fourth line cancels out with the n-th summand of the fifth and sixth line. In the last
line the first term vanishes because of
P3
j=1
P3
k=1(j2k1   j1k2) = 0. For the second
term, the same argument can be applied for l = m. Assuming l < m, then there exists
another l0 = m andm0 = l such that these two terms cancel each other.
In order to gain the characteristic systems, a linear combination of all symmetries is
formed, e.g. in the Navier-Stokes case
Yall = ktYt + kNaStYNaSt +
3X
=1
krot;Yrot; + ksc;nYsc;n
+
X
ifng
kifngYR;ifng +
X
ifng
kifng[q]pYP;ifn 1g[q]p :
When the symmetries are inserted and solved for the derivative operators, a charac-
teristic system can be constituted which can be seen in the theorem. 
4.3 Invariant Solutions
Given the characteristic systems (4.27) and (4.28) different solutions can be created
depending on the coefficients. We will see that an algebraic solution, an exponential
solution, a logarithmic solution and different trigonometric solutions can be found.
Except for the last case, we will show that even invariant solutions are given.
1. Algebraic solution
Consider the Navier-Stokes case and let the conditions krot = 0, ksc;n 6= nkNaSt, n 2
N; n  2 and kNaSt 6= 0 hold. Hence, the invariants
~r
(j)
i =
r
(j)
ip
2kNaStt+ kt
(4.29)
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are calculated by solving the first identity in the characteristic system. Then the results
for the MPCs
Rifng =
kifng
nkNaSt   ksc;n + Cifng(~r
(1); :::; ~r(n 1))(2kNaStt+ kt)
ksc;n
2kNaSt
 n
2
Pifn 1g[q]p =
kifn 1g[q]p
(n+ 1)kNaSt   ksc;n + Cifn 1g[q]p(~r
(1); :::; ~r(n 1))(2kNaStt+ kt)
ksc;n
2kNaSt
 n
2
  1
2
(4.30)
can be deduced equivalently, where we assume that kNaSt and kt are chosen in a way,
so that (2kNaStt + kt) > 0 for all t. This condition is necessary so that an arbitrary
exponent can be find. Otherwise the result could be complex. There are two other
possibilities to ensure a real number arises as result. Firstly, the exponent for all MPC
is a natural number, which cannot be archived. Secondly, we could use the absolute
value of (2kNaStt + kt) which will be done in the shear flow case in the following
section.
Let us continue to show that an invariant solution is given. Therefore we insert these
results into the governing equations (4.25). As a consequence of (4.29) the condition
for substituting a point in aMPC transfers toCifn+1g[r(n) 7!r(l)] = Cifn+1g[~r(n) 7!~r(l)]. Further,
the derivatives
@
@t
=
@~r
(j)
i
@t
@
@~r
(j)
i
=
n 1X
j=1
 ~r(j)i  kNaSt(2tkNaSt + kt) 1
@
@~r
(j)
i
@
@r
(b)
a
=
@~r
(j)
i
@r
(b)
a
@
@~r
(j)
i
=
1p
2tkNaSt + kt
@
@~r
(b)
a
must be transformed. In each term there occurs the pre-factor (2tkNaSt+kt)
1
2
(
ksc;n
kNaSt
 n 2)
which cancels out and, hence, the PDE system
0 = 2kNaStCifng

ksc;n
2kNaSt
  n
2

+
n 1X
l=1
24 kNaSt~r(j)k @Cifng
@~r
(j)
k
+
@Cifn 1g[l]p
@~r
(l)
i(l)
  @Cifn 1g[0]p
@~r
(l)
i(0)
   @
2Cifng
@~r
(l)
k @~r
(l)
k
  
n 1X
m=1
@2Cifng
@~r
(l)
k @~r
(m)
k
+
@Cifn+1g[i(n+1) 7!k][~r
(n+1) 7! ~r(l)]
@~r
(l)
k
  @Cifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][~r
(n) 7! 0]
@~r
(l)
k
#
(4.31)
has to be solved. Additionally, the continuity equations become
n 1X
j=1
@Cifng[i(0) 7!k]
@~r
(j)
k
= 0 ;
@Cifng[i(l) 7!k]
@~r
(l)
k
= 0 for l = 1; : : : ; n  1 ;
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n 1X
j=1
@Cifng[q]p[i(0) 7!k]
@~r
(j)
k
= 0 for q = 1; ::; n  1 ;
@Cifng[q]p[i(l) 7!k]
@~r
(l)
k
= 0 for q = 0; :::; n  1 ; l = 1; : : : ; n  1 ; l 6= q : (4.32)
The function Cifng depends on the invariants ~r
(j), 1  j  n  1.
For the Euler case we can also observe an algebraic solution. Here, the invariants
~r
(j)
i =
r
(j)
i
(ksc;tt+ kt)
ksc;x
ksc;t
(4.33)
and the MPCs
Rifng =
kifng
n(ksc;t   ksc;x)  ksc;n + Cifng(~r
(1); :::; ~r(n 1))(ksc;tt+ kt)
ksc;n+n(ksc;x ksc;t)
ksc;t
 n
2
(4.34)
Pifn 1g[q]p =
kifn 1g[q]p
(n+ 1)(ksc;t   ksc;x)  ksc;n
+ Cifn 1g[q]p(~r
(1); :::; ~r(n 1))(ksc;tt+ kt)
ksc;n+(n+1)(ksc;x ksc;t)
ksc;t (4.35)
are generated. Similar to the Navier-Stokes case we assume (ksc;tt+ kt) > 0. Inserting
these formulas into the governing equations (4.25) (with  = 0) the coefficient (tksc;t+
kt)
1
ksc;t
(ksc;n+nksc;x (n+1)ksc;t) arises in every term and can be canceled out. With the help
of the transformation of the derivatives
@
@t
=
@~r
(j)
i
@t
@
@~r
(j)
i
=
n 1X
j=1
 ~r(j)i 
ksc;x
ksc;t
(tksc;t + kt)
 ksc;x=ksc;t @
@~r
(j)
i
@
@r
(b)
a
=
@~r
(j)
i
@r
(b)
a
@
@~r
(j)
i
= (tksc;t + kt)
  ksc;x
ksc;t
@
@~r
(b)
a
the new PDE system
0 = Cifng(ksc;n + n(ksc;x   ksc;t)) +
n 1X
l=1
24 ksc;x
ksc;t
~r
(j)
k
@Cifng
@~r
(j)
k
+
@Cifn 1g[l]p
@~r
(l)
i(l)
  @Cifn 1g[0]p
@~r
(l)
i(0)
+
@Cifn+1g[i(n+1) 7!k][~r
(n+1) 7! ~r(l)]
@~r
(l)
k
  @Cifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][~r
(n) 7! 0]
@~r
(l)
k
#
(4.36)
follows. Additionally, the continuity equations transform to
n 1X
j=1
@Cifng[i(0) 7!k]
@~r
(j)
k
= 0 ;
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@Cifng[i(l) 7!k]
@~r
(l)
k
= 0 for l = 1; : : : ; n  1 ;
n 1X
j=1
@Cifng[q]p[i(0) 7!k]
@~r
(j)
k
= 0 for q = 1; ::; n  1 ;
@Cifng[q]p[i(l) 7!k]
@~r
(l)
k
= 0 for q = 0; :::; n  1 ; l = 1; : : : ; n  1 ; l 6= q : (4.37)
In both cases we reduce our given PDE system of homogeneous turbulence (4.25),
(4.26) to new systems (4.31) and (4.32) resp. (4.36) and (4.37), which only depends on
the new invariants ~r(j), 1  j  n   1. This proves that an invariant solution was
found.
2. Exponential solution
Another possible invariant solution represents an exponential scaling law. In the
Navier-Stokes case, kNast = 0 and krot = 0 would be necessary to gain such a law.
Under these conditions, the invariants are just
~r
(j)
i = r
(j)
i (4.38)
and for the differential equations for the MPCs we have the result
Rifng =  
kifng
ksc;n
+ Cifng(~r
(1); :::; ~r(n 1))e
ksc;n
kt
t
Pifn 1g[q]p =  
kifng[q]p
ksc;n
+ Cifng[q]p(~r
(1); :::; ~r(n 1))e
ksc;n
kt
t
: (4.39)
Then, these solutions have to be inserted into the MPC equations, (4.25), while the
derivatives transform as
@
@r
(b)
a
=
@~r
(j)
i
@r
(b)
a
@
@~r
(j)
i
=
@
@~r
(b)
a
:
The arising coefficient in each term is e
ksc;n
kt
t which can be cancelled out. Then, we
can remark that
@Cifng
@t
= 0 because the invariant is independent of t. Hence, the new
system
0 =
ksc;n
kt
Cifng +
n 1X
l=1
24@Cifn 1g[l]p
@~r
(l)
i(l)
  @Cifn 1g[0]p
@~r
(l)
i(0)
   @
2Cifng
@~r
(l)
k @~r
(l)
k
  
n 1X
m=1
@2Cifng
@~r
(l)
k @~r
(m)
k
+
@Cifn+1g[i(n+1) 7!k][~r
(n+1) 7! ~r(l)]
@~r
(l)
k
  @Cifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][~r
(n) 7! 0]
@~r
(l)
k
#
(4.40)
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with the continuity equations
n 1X
j=1
@Cifng[i(0) 7!k]
@~r
(j)
k
= 0 ;
@Cifng[i(l) 7!k]
@~r
(l)
k
= 0 for l = 1; : : : ; n  1 ;
n 1X
j=1
@Cifng[q]p[i(0) 7!k]
@~r
(j)
k
= 0 for q = 1; ::; n  1 ;
@Cifng[q]p[i(l) 7!k]
@~r
(l)
k
= 0 for q = 0; :::; n  1 ; l = 1; : : : ; n  1 ; l 6= q ; (4.41)
can be posed.
In the Euler case, where the viscosity can be neglected, the scaling in time should not
appear, ksc;t = 0 and krot = 0, in order to reach an exponential scaling. The invariants
~r
(j)
i = r
(j)
i e
  ksc;x
kt
t (4.42)
and the MPCs
Rifng =  
kifng
ksc;n + nksc;x
+ Cifng(~r
(1); :::; ~r(n 1))e
1
kt
(nksc;x+ksc;n)t
Pifn 1g[q]p =  
kifng[q]p
ksc;n + (n+ 1)ksc;x
+ Cifng[q]p(~r
(1); :::; ~r(n 1))e
1
kt
((n+1)ksc;x+ksc;n)t (4.43)
can be inserted into the MPC equations (4.25). Hence the derivatives have to be
changed correspondingly,
@
@t
=
@~r
(j)
i
@t
@
@~r
(j)
i
=
n 1X
j=1
 ~r(j)i 
ksc;x
ksc;t
@
@~r
(j)
i
@
@r
(b)
a
=
@~r
(j)
i
@r
(b)
a
@
@~r
(j)
i
= e
  ksc;x
kt
t @
@~r
(b)
a
;
and every term has the pre-factor e
nksc;x+ksc;n
kt
t, so that finally the new set of equations
0 =
nksc;x + ksc;n
kt
Cifng +
n 1X
l=1
24 ksc;x
kt
~r
(l)
k
@Cifng
@~r
(l)
k
+
@Cifn 1g[l]p
@~r
(l)
i(l)
  @Cifn 1g[0]p
@~r
(l)
i(0)
+
@Cifn+1g[i(n+1) 7!k][~r
(n+1) 7! ~r(l)]
@~r
(l)
k
  @Cifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][~r
(n) 7! 0]
@~r
(l)
k
#
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and
n 1X
j=1
@Cifng[i(0) 7!k]
@~r
(j)
k
= 0 ;
@Cifng[i(l) 7!k]
@~r
(l)
k
= 0 for l = 1; : : : ; n  1 ;
n 1X
j=1
@Cifng[q]p[i(0) 7!k]
@~r
(j)
k
= 0 for q = 1; ::; n  1 ;
@Cifng[q]p[i(l) 7!k]
@~r
(l)
k
= 0 for q = 0; :::; n  1 ; l = 1; : : : ; n  1 ; l 6= q
follows.
3. Logarithmic solution
The last case with krot = 0 is a logarithmic solution, since ksc;n = akNaSt, a 2 N, a  2.
Then the a-th order has a logarithmic law while all other orders are algebraic. From
the characteristic system of the Navier-Stokes case (4.27) the invariants
~r
(j)
i =
r
(j)
ip
2tkNaSt + kt
and the MPCs
n 6= a Rifng =  
kifng
kNaSt(a  n) + Cifng(~r
(1); :::; ~r(n 1))(2kNaStt+ kt)
1
2
(a n)
n = a Rifag =
kifag ln(2tkNaSt + kt)
2kNaSt
+ Cifag(~r
(1); :::; ~r(n 1))
n 6= a  1 Pifn 1g[q]p =  
kifn 1g[q]p
kNaSt(a  n  1)
+ Cifn 1g[q]p(~r
(1); :::; ~r(n 1))(2kNaStt+ kt)
1
2
(a n 1)
n = a  1 Pifa 2g[q]p =
kifa 2g[q]p ln(2tkNaSt + kt)
2kNaSt
+ Cifa 2g[q]p(~r
(1); :::; ~r(n 1))
can be deduced, so that the a-point correlation is described through a logarithmic
solution.
Then we insert both cases independently into the MPC equations (4.25)-(4.26). Start-
ing with a 6= n, an equivalent solution to the algebraic case occurs:
0 = kNaStCifng (a  n) +
n 1X
l=1
24 kNaSt~r(j)k @Cifng
@~r
(j)
k
+
@Cifn 1g[l]p
@~r
(l)
i(l)
  @Cifn 1g[0]p
@~r
(l)
i(0)
   @
2Cifng
@~r
(l)
k @~r
(l)
k
  
n 1X
m=1
@2Cifng
@~r
(l)
k @~r
(m)
k
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+
@Cifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][~r
(n) 7! ~r(l)]
@~r
(l)
k
  @Cifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][~r
(n) 7! 0]
@~r
(l)
k
#
:
For n = a every term has the coefficient (2tkNaSt + kt) 1 which can be cancelled, so
that the resulting system is given by the transport equations
0 = kifag +
n 1X
l=1
24 kNaSt~r(j)k @Cifag
@~r
(j)
k
+
@Cifa 1g[l]p
@~r
(l)
i(l)
  @Cifn 1g[0]p
@~r
(l)
i(0)
   @
2Cifag
@~r
(l)
k @~r
(l)
k
  
n 1X
m=1
@2Cifag
@~r
(l)
k @~r
(m)
k
+
@Cifa+1g[i(a) 7!k][~r
(a) 7! ~r(l)]
@~r
(l)
k
  @Cifa+1g[i(n) 7!k][~r
(a) 7! 0]
@~r
(l)
k
#
:
In both cases the continuity equations read
n 1X
j=1
@Cifng[i(0) 7!k]
@~r
(j)
k
= 0 ;
@Cifng[i(l) 7!k]
@~r
(l)
k
= 0 for l = 1; : : : ; n  1 ;
n 1X
j=1
@Cifng[q]p[i(0) 7!k]
@~r
(j)
k
= 0 for q = 1; ::; n  1 ;
@Cifng[q]p[i(l) 7!k]
@~r
(l)
k
= 0 for q = 0; :::; n  1 ; l = 1; : : : ; n  1 ; l 6= q :
Of course, the corresponding solution for the Euler case can be formed under the
conditions krot = 0, ksc;n = a(ksc;t   ksc;x), a 2 N, a  2. Then the invariants
~r
(j)
i =
r
(j)
i
(tksc;t + kt)
ksc;x
ksc;t
and MPCs
n 6= a Rifng =
 kifng
(ksc;t ksc;x)(a n)+ Cifng(~r
(1); :::; ~r(n 1))(ksc;tt+ kt)
(1  ksc;x
ksc;t
)(a n)
n = a Rifng =
kifag
ksc;t
ln(tksc;t + kt) + Cifag(~r
(1); :::; ~r(n 1))
n 6= a  1 Pifn 1g[q]p =
 kifn 1g[q]p
(ksc;t   ksc;x)(a  n  1)
+ Cifn 1g[q]p(~r
(1); :::; ~r(n 1))(ksc;tt+ kt)
(1  ksc;x
ksc;t
)(a n 1)
n = a  1 Pifn 1g[q]p =
kifa 2g[q]p
ksc;t
ln(tksc;t + kt) + Cifa 2g[q]p(~r
(1); :::; ~r(n 1))
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can be applied to the MPC equations (4.25)-(4.26) with  = 0, so that
0 = Cifng(n  a)(ksc;x   ksc;t) +
n 1X
l=1
24 ksc;x
ksc;t
~r
(j)
k
@Cifng(Inv)
@~r
(j)
k
+
@Cifn 1g[l]p
@~r
(l)
i(l)
  @Cifn 1g[0]p
@~r
(l)
i(0)
+
@Cifng[i(n+1) 7!k][~r
(n) 7! ~r(l)]
@~r
(l)
k
  @Cifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][~r
(n) 7! 0]
@~r
(l)
k
#
holds if n 6= a. Hence, if n = a the equations
0 = kifag +
a 1X
l=1
24 ksc;x
ksc;t
~r
(j)
k
@Cifag(Inv)
@~r
(j)
k
+
@Cifa 1g[l]p
@~r
(l)
i(l)
  @Cifa 1g[0]p
@~r
(l)
i(0)
+
@Cifa+1g[i(a) 7!k][~r
(a) 7! ~r(l)]
@~r
(l)
k
  @Cifa+1g[i(a) 7!k][~r
(a) 7! 0]
@~r
(l)
k
#
can be derived after neglecting the coefficient (ksc;tt + kt) 
kE;x
:
ksc;t . Again, the same
continuity equations
n 1X
j=1
@Cifng[i(0) 7!k]
@~r
(j)
k
= 0 ;
@Cifng[i(l) 7!k]
@~r
(l)
k
= 0 for l = 1; : : : ; n  1 ;
n 1X
j=1
@Cifng[q]p[i(0) 7!k]
@~r
(j)
k
= 0 for q = 1; ::; n  1 ;
@Cifng[q]p[i(l) 7!k]
@~r
(l)
k
= 0 for q = 0; :::; n  1 ; l = 1; : : : ; n  1 ; l 6= q ;
have to be considered for all values of n.
4. Trigonometric solution
Finally, the question has to be answered, which scaling laws can be generated for
krot 6= 0. This represents the only case, for which an invariant solution cannot be
shown. As the MPCs with n  3 are very complicated to derive, we will only write
down the two-point correlations and show two possible solutions.
For simplicity, we assume that only a rotation symmetry around the x3 axis is given
and we consider kNaSt 6= 0. The invariants can be deduced from (4.27) and read
~r
(j)
1 =
kNaSt
kNaStt+ kt

r
(j)
1 cos

krot
kNaSt
ln

t+
kt
kNaSt

+ r
(j)
2 sin

krot
kNaSt
ln

t+
kt
kNaSt

~r
(j)
2 =
kNaSt
kNaStt+ kt

r
(j)
1 sin

krot
kNaSt
ln

t+
kt
kNaSt

  r(j)2 cos

krot
kNaSt
ln

t+
kt
kNaSt

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~r
(j)
3 =
r
(j)
3
kNaStt+ kt
Then trigonometric functions, incorporating a logarithm,
R11 =

2tkNaSt + kt
kNaSt
 ksc;n 2kNaSt
2kNaSt

C3(Inv) cos

kr3
kNaSt

  ln(2) + ln

2tkNaSt + kt
kNaSt

  C4(Inv) sin

kr3
kNaSt

  ln(2) + ln

2tkNaSt + kt
kNaSt

+ C2(Inv)

+
k11(k
2
sc;n + 2k
2
r3 + 4k
2
NaSt   4kNastksc;n) + k12(2kr3ksc;n   4kr3kNaSt) + 2k2r3k22
 4k2r3ksc;n + 8k2r3kNaSt + 6kNaStk2sc;n   12ksc;nk2NaSt   k3sc;n + 8k3NaSt
R12 =

2tkNaSt + kt
kNaSt
 ksc;n 2kNaSt
2kNaSt

C4(Inv) cos

kr3
kNaSt

  ln(2) + ln

2tkNaSt + kt
kNaSt

+ C3(Inv) sin

kr3
kNaSt

  ln(2) + ln

2tkNaSt + kt
kNaSt

+ C2(Inv)

+
kr3(k11   k22) + k12(2kNaSt   ksc;n)
4k2NaSt   4ksc;nkNaSt + 4k2r3 + k2sc;n
= R21
R13 =

2tkNaSt + kt
kNaSt
 ksc;n 2kNaSt
2kNaSt

C5(Inv) cos

kr3
2kNaSt
ln

t+
kt
2kNaSt

+ C6(Inv) sin

kr3
2kNaSt
ln

t+
kt
2kNaSt

+
k13(2kNaSt   ksc;n)  k23kr3
4k2NaSt   4ksc;nkNaSt + 4k2r3 + k2sc;n
R22 =

2tkNaSt + kt
kNaSt
 ksc;n 2kNaSt
2kNaSt

C3(Inv) cos

kr3
kNaSt

  ln(2) + ln

2tkNaSt + kt
kNaSt

+ C4(Inv) sin

kr3
kNaSt

  ln(2) + ln

2tkNaSt + kt
kNaSt

+ C2(Inv)

+
k22(k
2
sc;n + 2k
2
r3 + 4k
2
NaSt   4kNastksc;n)  k12(2kr3ksc;n   4kr3kNaSt) + 2k2r3k11
 4k2r3ksc;n + 8k2r3kNaSt + 6kNaStk2sc;n   12ksc;nk2NaSt   k3sc;n + 8k3NaSt
R23 =

2tkNaSt + kt
kNaSt
 ksc;n 2kNaSt
2kNaSt

 C6(Inv) cos

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2kNaSt
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
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
+ C5(Inv) sin

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
t+
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
+
k23(2kNaSt   ksc;n) + k13kr3
4k2NaSt   4ksc;nkNaSt + 4k2r3 + k2sc;n
R33 =
k33
2kNaSt   ksc;n + C7(Inv) (2tkNaSt + kt)
ksc;n 2kNaSt
2kNaSt
are generated for the two-point correlations (with Inv = ~r(1)1 ; ~r
(1)
2 ; ~r
(1)
3 ). A general
solution using all Euler symmetries would be, of course, more complex, so that it will
not be written down.
If kNaSt = 0, the invariants have a simpler form,
~r
(j)
1 = r
(j)
1 cos

krot
kt
t

+ r
(j)
2 sin

kr
kt
t

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~r
(j)
1 = r
(j)
1 sin

krot
kt
t

  r(j)2 cos

kr
kt
t

~r
(j)
3 = r
(j)
3
and the Reynolds stress components are represented by multiplications of an expo-
nential with a trigonometric function,
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ksc;n
kt
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kt
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
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2
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2
r3) + 2k22k
2
r3 + 2k12kr3ksc;n
4k2r3ksc;n + k
3
sc;n
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ksc;n
kt
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
C2(Inv)  C4(Inv) cos

2kr3
kt
t

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
2kr3
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t

+
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3
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R13 = e
ksc;n
kt
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
C5(Inv) cos

kr3
kt
t

+ C6(Inv) sin

kr3
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t

  k13ksc;n + k23kr3
k2r3 + k
2
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= R31
R22 = e
ksc;n
kt
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
C1(Inv)  C3(Inv) cos

2kr3
kt
t

+ C4(Inv) sin

2kr3
kt
t

+
2k12kr3ksc;n   k22(k2sc;n + 2k2r3)  2k11k2r3
4k2r3ksc;n + k
3
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R23 = e
ksc;n
kt
t

 C6(Inv) cos

kr3
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t

+ C5(Inv) sin

kr3
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t

+
k13kr3   k23ksc;n
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2
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R33 =  k33
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+ C33(Inv)e
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:
with Inv = ~r(1)1 ; ~r
(1)
2 ; ~r
(1)
3 .
Hence, we also see that more complex solutions are possible, but it would be very
hard to prove that a complete invariant solution exists as then all higher moments
have to be calculated, which have even more complex form as the above mentioned
ones. A further question would be where such a solution could be applied.
4.4 Comparison to Theories in Isotropic Turbulence
In each subsection, a special topic from the literature is considered and compared
to the scaling laws above. Most excerpts can be found in more detail in (Monin &
Yaglom 2007a). As isotropic turbulence is a special case of a homogeneous flow, which
was considered in the previous sections, we can expect that the above-derived scaling
laws describe isotropic turbulence as well.
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4.4.1 Final Period of Decay
One possibility to add a further condition to the unclosed Ka´rma´n-Howarth equation
(4.3) was proposed by Loitsyanskii (Loitsyanskii 1939). Startingwithmultiplying (4.3)
with r4 and integrating from 0 to R the new equation is given by
@
@t
Z R
0
r4BLL(r)dr = R
4BLL;L(R) + 2R
4@BLL(R)
@R
: (4.44)
In the limit r !1, it is assumed that BLL;L converges more rapidly against zero than
r 4 and the two point correlation decays more rapidly than r 5. Then taking the limit
r ! 1 of (4.44) would mean that the right-hand side can be neglected. So the left-
hand side must be equal to zero and consequently the integral is equal to a constant.
This condition is called Loitsyanskii integral and can be written in the formZ R
0
r4BLL(r)dr =  = const. (4.45)
The final period of decay shall be defined by the region where the redistribution of
energy is insignificant in comparison to the dissipation. This would mean that the
non-linear term is neglected, so that the velocity can be described by @u
@t
=  @
2u
@xkxk
.
Applying this assumption to the correlation equations, the term containing the third
moment BLL;L, in the Ka´rma´n-Howarth equation (4.3) can be neglected and we gain
@BLL(r; t)
@t
= 2

@
@r
+
4
r

@BLL(r; t)
@r
: (4.46)
As presented in (Monin & Yaglom 2007a),

@
@r
+ 4
r

corresponds to the radial part of
the five-dimensional Laplace operator, which leads to the general solution
BLL(r; t) =
1
(8(t  t0))5=2
1Z
 1
1Z
 1
1Z
 1
1Z
 1
1Z
 1
BLL(; t0)e
 P5i=1 (ri i)28(t t0)d1d2d3d4d5
of the given differential equation (4.46) where the identities  =
 P5
i=1 
2
i
1=2
and
r =
 P5
i=1 r
2
i
1=2
hold. Transforming the solution to spherical coordinates, the result,
after the evolution of the integrals concerning the angular moments, reads
BLL(r; t) =
e
  r2
8(t t0)
4(t  t0)r3=2
Z 1
0
BLL(; t0)
5=2I3=2

r
4(t  t0)

e
  r2
8(t t0)d ; (4.47)
while I3=2 represents the Bessel function of order 3=2.
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In the last step this equation shall be analysed for t   t0 ! 1. For every fixed  the
exponential expression in (4.47) tends to 1. Developing the Bessel function in a power
series the first term
(r)3=2
12
p
2((t  t0))3=2
is the only remaining one for the case t   t0 ! 1 and a fixed r. Applying the Loit-
syanskii integral (4.45) to (4.47), the longitudinal component becomes
BLL(r; t)  
48
p
2((t  t0))5=2
e
  r2
8(t t0) (4.48)
and the corresponding Reynolds stress tensor component becomes
BLL(0; t)  
48
p
2((t  t0))5=2
;
as presented in (Millionshchikov 1939).  is still a function depending on r and t.
Some further analysis on this equation was done in (Sedov 1944, Sedov 1959), where
 was developed in a series. In this series the depending variables only occur as the
fraction r
2
(t t0) .
As the Reynolds number is arbitrary for this case, we will compare these results to
the algebraic solution of the Navier-Stokes case (4.29)- (4.30). Assuming kNaSt = 2 ,
kt = t0 and ksc;n =  3kNaSt. Then the invariant (4.29) becomes
~r2i =
r2i
2kNaStt+ kt
= r
2
(t  t0) ; (4.49)
which is exactly the term appearing in the exponent of (4.48) and in Sedov’s series
for . This is the first evidence that the result of Millionshchikov and Sedov can be
found in the algebraic solution (4.30). With the assumptions for kNaSt and ksc;n, the
longitudinal two-point correlation resulting from (4.30) can be written as
RLL =
2kLL
5
+
1
((t  t0))5=2CLL
 
r
(j)
ip
(t  t0)
!
(4.50)
so that the exponential function and , respectively Sedov’s series, can be absorbed
in CLL. So, the final decay for isotropic turbulence (4.48) can be concluded from our
invariant solutions.
Then we want to deduce the longitudinal integral length scale and the Taylor mi-
croscale for this result. As known from the literature the longitudinal length scale is
defined by
LLL =
Z 1
0
BLL(t; r)
u02
dr =
Z (1)
(0)
BLL(~r)
u02
@r@~r
 d~r
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with u02 = 1
3
Rii, where a coordinate transformation was conducted in the last step.
Therefore  describes the mapping from r to ~r. In our case, we insert (4.49) and show
LLL =
p
2kNaStt+ kt
Z 1
0
BLL(~r)
u02
d~r 
p
2kNaStt+ kt
since the result of the integral with respect to ~r is just a constant. Also, the Taylor
microscale
f =

  1
2u02
@2BLL(0; t)
@r2
1=2
can be introduced. Inserting BLL from the formula (4.48) or from the scaling law
(4.50), it holds
f =

  1
96
p
2u02((t  t0))5=2

@2(r = 0)
@r2
  (r = 0) 1
4(t  t0)
 1=2
=
"
1
(u02(t  t0))7=2CLL
 
r
(j)
ip
(t  t0)
!# 1=2
;
where we assumed limr!0  <1 and limr!0 @@r <1.
4.4.2 Self-Preservation Hypotheses
For describing the time evolution in homogeneous isotropic turbulence, the Ka´rma´n-
Howarth equation is not sufficient. Two unknown functions are not determined
through one equation. In this thesis, we bypass this problem by dealing with all
MPC equations. Another possibility can be found in the known literature. Next to the
Ka´rma´n-Howarth equation an additional condition, the so-called self-preservation
hypothesis, is assumed. There are different ways to do this, while more detailed in-
formation about the different hypotheses can be found in (Monin & Yaglom 2007a).
One self-preservation hypothesis was suggested in (Ka´rma´n & Howarth 1938), where
the shape of BLL and BLL;L is similar for different t. This implies that the represen-
tation of these two correlations is given by a scaling function f , resp. h, added by a
length scale L(t) and a velocity scale V (t),
BLL(r; t) = V
2(t)f

r
L(t)

; BLL;L(r; t) = V
3(t)h

r
L(t)

: (4.51)
Here the velocity scale V (t) can be interpreted as the turbulent kinetic energy u2(t)
1=2
.
The length scale L(t) could represent the integral length scale L1, the Taylor length
scale  or any other uniquely determined length scale.
Let us now take a look at our invariant solutions and which of them fulfil the con-
dition (4.51). If we consider the algebraic solution of the Navier-Stokes case, (4.29)-
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(4.30), kLL = 0 and ksc;n = 0 must hold to fulfil the hypothesis (4.51), which means
that the Ka´rma´n-Howarth hypothesis corresponds to the invariant solution where
only the classical symmetries were applied. Hence, the invariant solutions (4.29) and
(4.30) reduce to
~r
(j)
i =
r
(j)
ip
2kNaStt+ kt
; Rifng = Cifng(~r
(1); :::; ~r(n 1))(2kNaStt+ kt) n=2 (4.52)
so that the length and velocity scale
L(t) =
p
2kNaStt+ kt ; V (t) = (2kNaStt+ kt)
 1=2 (4.53)
follow. The same can be verified for the Euler case. From the algebraic solution (4.33)
and (4.34) follows with kLL = 0 and ksc;n = 0
~r
(j)
i =
r
(j)
i
(ksc;tt+ kt)ksc;x=ksc;t
Rifng = Cifng(~r
(1); :::; ~r(n 1))(ksc;tt+ kt)
n
ksc;x ksc;t
ksc;t
 n
2
L(t) = (ksc;tt+ kt)
ksc;x=ksc;t V (t) = (ksc;tt+ kt)
ksc;x
ksc;t
  3
2 :
Another invariant solutions to consider shall be the exponential solutions. Again we
are only allowed to use the classical symmetries, meaning kLL = 0 and ksc;n = 0. Then
the exponential solutions for Navier-Stokes case (4.38) and (4.39) simplify to
~r
(j)
i = r
(j)
i ; Rifng = Cifng(~r
(1); :::; ~r(n 1))
with the scales L(t) = 1 and V (t) = 1. In the Euler case, the invariant exponential
solution (4.42) and (4.43) with kLL = 0 and ksc;n = 0 leads to
~r
(j)
i = r
(j)
i e
  ksc;x
kt
t
Rifng = Cifng(~r
(1); :::; ~r(n 1))en
ksc;x
kt
t
while the scales yield
L(t) = e
ksc;x
kt
t
V (t) = e
ksc;x
kt
t
:
Sedov deduced some consequences for the length scale L(t) and the turbulent kinetic
energy, using the self-preservation hypothesis (4.51) (see (Monin & Yaglom 2007a)).
Let us expand the Ka´rma´n-Howarth equation (4.3) into a Taylor series at r = 0. For
our further considerations the zero-order term
@BLL(0)
dt
= 10

@2BLL
@r2

r=0
(4.54)
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is sufficient. Inserting (4.51) into (4.3) and (4.54) we obtain
f 00() +
4

f 0() +
C
2
f() +
l
2
dl
dt
f 0() +
V L
2

h0() +
4

h()

= 0 (4.55)
where  = r
L(t)
and C =  10f 00(0)
f(0)
. Assuming that the terms f 00()+ 4

f 0()+ C
2
f()+ l
2
,
f 0() and h0() + 4

h() are linear independent, all coefficients must be constant:
L(t)
2
dL(t)
dt
= c1 = const. ;
V (t)L(t)
2
= c2 = const.
This leads finally to the length and velocity scales
L2(t) = 4c1(t  t0) ; V 2(t) = c
2
2
c1(t  t0) : (4.56)
As we assumed V (t) = (u2(t))1=2, we obtain for the turbulent energy
u2(t) =
a
t  t0 : (4.57)
This theoretical approach, as it can also be found in (Monin & Yaglom 2007a), leads to
the scales (4.56) which are identical to the invariant algebraic solution of the Navier-
Stokes case, see (4.53), under the assumption that the Ka´rma´n-Howarth hypothesis
has to be fulfilled. Assuming n = 2 in the scaling law of the two-point correlation
(4.52), we gain for isotropic turbulence
RLL(~r; t) =
CLL(~r)
2kNastt+ kt
:
Since RLL(r = 0; t) = 13u
2(t), this result is equal to (4.57). Hereby, it should be clear
that limr 7!0CLL(~r) = lim~r 7!0CLL(~r) = const.
Next to the von Ka´rma´n hypothesis, other more general hypotheses can be formu-
lated where we want to study the one of Lin, (Lin 1948). Here, instead of correlation
functions, a constraint for the structure functions
DLL(r; t) = [uL(x+ r; t)  uL(x; t)]2 = 2u2(t)  2BLL(r; t)
DLLL(r; t) = [uL(x+ r; t)  uL(x; t)]3 = 6BLL;L(r; t)
was introduced, so that Lin’s hypothesis
DLL(r; t) = V
2(t)f1

r
L(t)

; DLLL(r; t) = V
3(t)h1

r
L(t)

; 0  r  R ; (4.58)
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follows. Substituting (4.58) into (4.54) and (4.3), setting some coefficients equal zero,
as it was done in the Sedov case for the Ka´rma´n-Howarth hypothesis, the two scales
can be described by
L2(t) = 4c1(t  t0) ; V 2(t) = 9c
2
3
c1(t  t0) :
Finally, the energy decay law follows:
u2(t) =
a1
t  t0 + a2 : (4.59)
The difference to the result of Sedov, (4.56)-(4.57) is that the energy (4.59) has a second
arbitrary parameter a2.
If we compare this law to the algebraic solution, we realize that this is more general
since kLL can be chosen arbitrarily. This means, in Lin’s hypothesis it can be deduced
from the Lie-point symmetries if we use the classical symmetries and the translation
of the 2-point correlation. Still, the statistic scaling has to be excluded, ksc;n = 0. The
scaling laws
~r
(j)
i =
r
(j)
ip
2kNaStt+ kt
RLL(~r; t) =
kLL
nkNaSt
+ CLL(~r)(2kNaStt+ kt)
 n
2
are equal to Lin’s decay laws, if we again remind that RLL(r = 0; t) = 13u
2(t).
Let us now deal with another situation, where r is sufficiently large and self-preser-
vation appears for a very large Reynolds number Rel = lv . Here, we want to compare
old theoretical results with the algebraic invariant solution of the Euler case (4.33) and
(4.34), as it was derived from the Lie-point symmetries in the last section. We want
to recall some theoretical results from (Monin & Yaglom 2007a). Inserting the von
Ka´rma´n hypothesis (4.51) into the Ka´rma´n-Howarth equation (4.3), we obtain
h0() +
4

h() +
l
V
dL
dt
f 0()  L
V 3
dV 2
dt
f() + +
2
V L

f 00() +
4

f 0()

= 0 :
In the next step we neglect the term in the brackets, as the influence for large Reynolds
numbers should be small and r > r0. Inserting Kolmogorov’s self-preservation, see
(Kolmogorov 1941), into the differential equation above,
1
V
dL(t)
dt
= c1 ;
L(t)
V 3(t)
dV 2(t)
dt
= c2
with two constants c1 and c2 emerge. Hence, integration leads to the formulas
L(t) = A1(t  t0)
2c1
2c1 c2 ; V (t) = A2(t  t0)
c2
2c1 c2 (4.60)
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and the constraint A1
A2
= c1   c22 . The Loitsyanskii integral (4.45) is finite and nonzero
only if c2 =  5c1, so that the scales result in
V 2(t)  (t  t0) 10=7 ; L(t)  (t  t0)2=7 :
Instead of dealing with the Loitsyanskii integral, we could use Saffman’s assumptions
(see (Saffmann 1967)) thatZ 1
0
r2[3BLL(r) + rB
0
LL(r)]dr = C
holds, where C is a constant. Then, the derived length and velocity scales
V 2(t)  (t  t0) 6=5 L(t)  (t  t0)2=5
have different exponent as the condition c2 =  3c1 holds.
Considering the algebraic invariant solution of the Euler case (4.33) and (4.34) their
scales L(T ) and V (t) as defined in (4.60) can be compared to the scales derived from
the Kolmogorov’s self preservation. Dealing with the length scale, the condition
ksc;x
ksc;t
= 2c1
2c1 c2 follows from (4.33) and (4.60). Then, matching the exponents of the
velocity scale (4.60) with the algebraic solution (4.34), we gain
ksc;n
ksc;t
+ 2
ksc;x
ksc;t
  3 = c2
2c1   c2 )
ksc;n
ksc;t
=
c2 + 7c1
2c1   c2 :
Hence, the fractions must be ksc;x
ksc;t
= 2
7
and ksc;n
ksc;t
= 12
7
to fulfil the Loitsyanskii integral
and ksc;x
ksc;t
= 2
5
and ksc;n
ksc;t
= 8
5
if Saffman’s integral shall be finite.
4.4.3 Fractal-Grid Experiments
An algebraic decay as it was discussed in the previous section can be found in various
grid experiments where the bar thickness and the size of the holes are equal. In (Hurst
& Vassilicos 2007) and (Seoud & Vassilicos 2007), experiments with the so-called frac-
tal grid were presented. These special grids are distinguished due to different bar
thickness and different size of the holes in one grid. One grid for example can be
generated starting with a quadratic frame and at each corner of this frame there is
the center of a smaller quadratic frame, and so on. Measuring the turbulent kinetic
energy behind such a grid shows an exponential decay.
The first prediction that such an exponential decay is possible, was found by George
using the self-similarity method, see (George &Wang 2009). It can be now regarded as
a curiosity that “the original version of this paper was submitted to another journal in
1999” but “was rejected for publication as being unphysical” (George & Wang 2009).
Coming back to our approach, the characteristic system of the Euler as well as the
Navier-Stokes case allow an exponential invariant solution, (4.39) and (4.43), so that
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we also can derive an exponential decaying kinetic energy using the Lie method. This
was already presented in (Oberlack & Rosteck 2010).
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we were concerned with the problem of homogeneous turbulence.
Therefore we reduced the MPC equations, looked for the existent symmetries and
solved the characteristic system. The two main results were the algebraic and the
exponential solution, which were compared to different theoretical results.
The first result was that the final decay can be identified as a special case of the alge-
braic invariant solution.
We saw that Kolmogorov’s hypothesis corresponds to the algebraic invariant solution,
if only the classical symmetries were used. Then Lin’s hypothesis is more general,
since next to the classical symmetries the translation of the two-point correlation has
to be used to derive this result. Different decay laws for  6= 0 (Sedov) and  = 0
(Loitsyanskii and Saffman) were considered and we verified that they present special
solutions of the general scaling laws of homogeneous turbulence.
The corresponding integral length scales of the final decay was also given, while other
results can also be found in (Oberlack & Rosteck 2010). Some more details on integral
length scales in the contents of homogeneous turbulence in the Euler case are given
in (Oberlack & Zieleniewicz 2013).
Next to the algebraic decay, also an exponential decaywas derivedwhich can describe
a fractal grid experiment where exactly such a decay was observed.
Using dimension analysis presents another possibility to derive an algebraic decay
law (George 1992) and an exponential ones (George & Wang 2009) for homogeneous
and isotropic turbulence.
The invariant solutions for the algebraic (4.31),(4.32) and exponential (4.40),(4.41) so-
lution represent new PDE systems where the time variable was eliminated. It would
be interesting to analyse these systems with respect to isotropic turbulence. This
means, it should be possible to deduce a kind of von Ka´rma´n-Howarth equation for
n = 2.
Additionally, these systems of new PDEs could be studied again using the Lie al-
gorithm. Consequently, one could try to find symmetries of the new equations and
solve the arising characteristic system. Then one would gain the dependency of the
distance between the two space points.
Another problem which should be considered is that there was no formulation found
which connected the dissipation ij = 
@ui(x)
@xk
@uj(x)
@xk
with theMPCs. Surely, it would
be interesting to gain also a scaling law for the dissipation since it represents an im-
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portant part of the Reynold stress equations in the one-point approach and is often
mentioned and measured in the literature.
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5 Turbulent Shear Flows
5.1 Classical Shear Flows - Channel Flow and Boundary
Layer
x1
x2
U¯1(x2)
Figure 5.1: Flow geometry.
As a stationary and one-dimensional flow is as-
sumed, there is no time dependency and there
exists only a mean velocity in one direction. The
classical turbulent flows as pipe and channel
flows as well as boundary layer represent the fa-
mous examples for this kind of shear flow. The
shear flow was studied intensively in the liter-
ature, as many experiments and DNS calcula-
tions are available, while lots of them are men-
tioned in the overview article (Marusic, McK-
eon, Monkewitz, Nagib, Smits & Sreenivasan
2010). Recent DNS data for a channel flow
can be found in (Moser, Kim & Mansour 1999,
Jime´nez & Hoyas 2008, Hoyas & Jimenez 2008)
while pipe flows are considered in (Wu & Moin
2008) and boundary layers in (Simens, Jime´nez, Hoyas & Mizuno 2009, Jime´nez,
Hoyas, Simens &Mizuno 2010, Wu&Moin 2009). Furthermore experimental data are
available, as the channel flow was studied in (Zanoun, Durst & Nagib 2003, Monty
2005), the pipe flow in (McKeon, Li, Jiang, Morrison & Smits 2004, Monty 2005) and
the boundary layer in (Nickels, Marusic, Hafez, Hutchins & Chong 2007).
Concerning Lie symmetries some attempts for the log region can be found in (Oberlack
2000) and (Oberlack 2001), where only the Euler case was considered and the MPCs
and their symmetries were not derived. In (Oberlack & Rosteck 2010) the log law was
found applying the new statistical symmetries. Also, scaling laws of the components
~R12, ~R22 and ~R33 of the Reynolds stress had a very good agreement with the data. Re-
cently, it was also possible to write down the component R11 in the log region. In this
sectionwewill see that the scaling laws for the two-point correlations can be extended
using some additional symmetries. Next to the logarithmic solution, exponential and
algebraic ones can be formed. We will also study the solutions of the Navier-Stokes
case which has not been considered so far.
In the following, we start by deducing the governing equations which represent a
reduced version of the Navier-Stokes and MPC equations, see Theorem 2.5 and 2.9.
From these equations the set of symmetries can be derived, which contains some of
the classical and statistical symmetries. Additionally, the reduced system allows fur-
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ther symmetries, which will be elucidated later. Then the symmetries can be com-
bined and lead to different solutions, where we will prove that invariant solutions of
the first order exist. Thereby, solutions for the Navier-Stokes case and the Euler one
for high Reynolds numbers are considered separately. Finally, the resulting scaling
laws are compared to DNS data of a channel flow and a boundary layer.
5.1.1 Governing Equations and Symmetries
We assume a flow in the x1 direction without any cross flows, so that only U1 is not
equal to zero, see Figure 5.1. Then, the velocity shall only depend on one variable,
x2. The mean pressure has an additional dependency on x1 as a non-zero pressure
gradient drives the flow in this direction. Since the flow is stationary, the averaged
quantities
U1(x) = U1(x2) U2(x) = 0 U3(x) = 0
P (x) = P (x1; x2)
can directly bewritten. Additionally, we have to consider theMPCs. Here, the relative
coordinates (see Section 4.1) shall be used. We assume that the higher moments in the
fluctuational approach are independent of x1 and x3. Immediately from the transfor-
mation between H and R, (2.54), it follows that the same holds for the instantaneous
approach. As we also assume that the fluctuational pressure-velocity correlations
does not change with x1 and x3, this does not hold for the instantaneous approach,
which is clear from the transformation rule of I and P , (2.55), and the dependency of
P on x1. Finally, we can formulate
Rifng(x; r
(1); :::; r(n 1)) = Rifng(x2; r
(1); :::; r(n 1))
Pifn 1g[q]p(x; r
(1); :::; r(n 1)) = Pifn 1g[q]p(x2; r
(1); :::; r(n 1))
Hifng(x; r
(1); :::; r(n 1)) = Hifng(x2; r
(1); :::; r(n 1)) :
Further, these conditions can be used in the averaged Navier-Stokes equations, (2.11),
so that the governing equations can be generated. In the case of the fluctuation ap-
proach the equations for the averaged velocity are
@ ~R12
@x2
+
@ P
@x1
   @
2 U1
@x22
= 0
@ ~R22
@x2
+
@ P
@x2
= 0
@ ~R32
@x2
= 0 (5.1)
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and for the MPCs in relative coordinates
Tifng = Rifng[i(0) 7!2]
@ U1(x2)
@x2
i(0)1 +
@Pifn 1g[0]p
@xi(0)
   @
2Rifng
@x2@x2
+
@Rifn+1g[i(n) 7!2][r
(n) 7! 0]
@x2
 Rifn 1g[0];
@ui(0)u2(x2)
@x2
+
n 1X
l=1
"
( U1(x2 + r
(l)
2 )  U1(x2))
@Rifng
@r
(l)
1
+Rifng[i(l) 7!2]
@ Ui(l)(x2 + r
(l)
2 )
@r
(l)
2
+
@Pifn 1g[l]p
@r
(l)
i(l)
  @Pifn 1g[0]p
@r
(l)
i(0)
+ 2
@2Rifng
@x2@r
(l)
2
   @
2Rifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(l)
k
  
n 1X
m=1
@2Rifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(m)
k
 Rifn 1g[l];
@ui(l)uk(x+ r
(l))
@r
(l)
k
+
@Rifn+1g[i(n+1) 7!k][r
(n+1) 7! r(l)]
@r
(l)
k
  @Rifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][r
(n) 7! 0]
@r
(l)
k
#
(5.2)
holds (coming from (4.10)). Additionally, the continuity equations
@Rifn+1g[i(0) 7!2]
@x2
 
nX
j=1
@Rifn+1g[i(0) 7!k]
@r
(j)
k
= 0 ;
@Rifn+1g[i(l) 7!k]
@r
(l)
k
= 0 for l = 1; : : : ; n
@Iifng[k]p[i(0) 7!2]
@x2
 
nX
j=1
@Iifng[k]p[i(0) 7!m]
@r
(j)
m
= 0 for k = 1; : : : ; n ;
@Iifng[k]p[i(l) 7!m]
@r
(l)
m
= 0 for k = 0; : : : ; n ; l = 1; : : : ; n ; k 6= l ;
(5.3)
and the side conditions
Rifng = Rifng[k$l] k; l 2 f1; 2; :::n  1g; k 6= l
= Rifng[0ll] l = 1; 2; :::; n  1
Pifn 1g[q]p = Pifn 1g[q]p[k$l] k; l 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; k 6= l;
q 2 f0; 1; :::; n  1g; k 6= q; l 6= q
= Pifn 1g[q]p[0ll] q; l 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; l 6= q
= Pifn 1g[l]p[i(q) 7!i(l)][x
(l) $ x(q)] l; q 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; l 6= q
= Pifn 1g[0]p[i(q) 7!i(0)][0 l r(q)] q 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g (5.4)
have to be fulfilled.
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Of course, the instantaneous equations, see Theorem 4.2, can be reduced in the same
way. Beginning with the simplified averaged Navier-Stokes equations
@ U1
@t
+
@ ~H12
@x2
+
@ P
@x1
   @
2 U1
@x22
= 0
@ ~H22
@x2
+
@ P
@x2
= 0
@ ~H32
@x2
= 0 (5.5)
the transport equations for the MPCs
0 =
@Hifng
@t
+
@Hifn+1g[i(n)!2][r
(n) ! 0]
@x2
+
@Iifn 1g[0]p
@xi(0)
   @
2Hifng
@x22
+
n 1X
l=1
"
@Hifn+1g[i(n)!k][r
(n) ! r(l)]
@r
(l)
k
  @Hifn+1g[i(n)!k][r
(n) ! 0]
@r
(l)
k
+
@Iifn 1g[l]p
@r
(l)
i(0)
  @Iifn 1g[0]p
@r
(l)
i(0)
+ 
 
2
@Hifng
@x2@r
(l)
2
  @Hifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(l)
k
 
n 1X
m=1
@Hifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(m)
k
!#
(5.6)
follow and additionally, the continuity equations
@Hifn+1g[i(0) 7!k]
@xk
 
nX
j=1
@Hifn+1g[i(0) 7!k]
@r
(j)
k
= 0 ;
@Hifn+1g[i(l) 7!k]
@r
(l)
k
= 0 for l = 1; : : : ; n
@Iifng[k]p[i(0) 7!m]
@xm
 
nX
j=1
@Iifng[k]p[i(0) 7!m]
@r
(j)
m
= 0 for k = 1; : : : ; n ;
@Iifng[k]p[i(l) 7!m]
@r
(l)
m
= 0 for k = 0; : : : ; n ; l = 1; : : : ; n ; k 6= l ;
and the side conditions
Hifng = Hifng[k$l] k; l 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; k 6= l
= Hifng[0ll] l = 1; 2; :::; n  1
Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p[k$l] k; l 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; k 6= l;
q 2 f0; 1; :::; n  1g; k 6= q; l 6= q
= Iifn 1g[q]p[0ll] q; l 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; l 6= q
= Iifn 1g[l]p[i(q) 7!i(l)][x
(l) $ x(q)] l; q 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; l 6= q
= Iifn 1g[0]p[i(q) 7!i(0)][0 l r(q)] q 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g (5.7)
have to be considered.
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The continuity equation of the averaged velocity, (2.10), is already identically fulfilled
by the assumptions. As can be easily seen, the third simplifiedNavier-Stokes equation
demands in both approaches, see (5.1) and (5.5) that R23 has to be constant or zero.
Concerning the averaged pressure, it would make sense to gain P (x1; x2) = P (1)(x2)+
x1 P
(2)(x2). Such a partition is a direct consequence of the first simplified averaged
Navier-Stokes equation, see (5.1) and (5.5). Of course, it would be possible to put this
relation already now into the governing equations, but it is much easier to derive the
symmetries first. The relation will be naturally fulfilled, when the invariant solution
is determined and inserted into (5.1), resp. (5.5).
There is no bijective mapping from the general averaged Navier-Stokes equations and
the MPC equations, Theorems 2.5 and 2.9, to the set of equations in the case of a shear
flow, (5.1)- (5.7), so that we cannot transfer the symmetries directly. We have to check
which symmetries are still existing and which are broken. It can be shown that the
scaling symmetries YNaSt (resp. Ysc;x and Ysc;t) and Ysc;n remain. The same holds for
the translation symmetries in x2, Ui and Rij which are given in the H-I approach by
Ztr;1 =
@
@ U1
; Ztr;ij =
@
@Hij
Consequently in the R-P approach they read
Ytr;1 =
@
@ U1
+
h
U1(x2) + U1(x2 + r
(1)
2 )
i @
@R11
+ :::
Ytr;ij =
@
@Rij
+ :::
Another consequence of the non-existence of a bijective mapping is that additional
symmetries for the reduced averaged equations, (5.1)- (5.7), appear, which do not oc-
cur in the general form of theMPC equations, Theorems 4.2 and 4.3. We can show that
a linear function in x2 can be added to themean velocity and also to some components
of the Reynolds stress tensor.
It should be mentioned that between the H and R approach there exists only a bijec-
tive mapping for the Navier-Stokes case. If  = 0, the H approach does not contain
any more the averaged velocity. Hence, there is the question if a symmetry in the
H approach cannot be transferred to the R approach for  = 0. In the following we
will assume that the additional symmetries in the Navier-Stokes equations can also
be applied in the Euler case. Having derived an invariant solution, it must be checked
anyway if the calculated formula fulfils the governing equations.
Let us begin with the R-P approach, where the symmetry
Yz1 : x

i = xi U

1 = U1 + az1 P
 = P
r
(j)
i = r
(j)
i R

ifng = Rifng P

ifn 1g[q]p = Pifn 1g[q]p
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holds. Further, we can find additional symmetries in the H-I approach where it is
possible to add a linear term in x2 to the two-point correlationsH11,H12,H22 andH33:
Zz12 : x

i = xi P
 = P + az12 Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p
r
(j)
i = r
(j)
i
U1 = U1 H

12 = H12 + az12x2
Hifng = Hifng for ifng 6= 12; 21
Zz11 : x

i = xi P
 = P Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p
r
(j)
i = r
(j)
i
U1 = U1 H

11 = H11 + 2az11x2 + az11r
(1)
2
Hifng = Hifng for ifng 6= 11
Zz22 : x

i = xi P
 = P Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p
r
(j)
i = r
(j)
i
U1 = U1 H

22 = H22 + 2az22x2 + az22r
(1)
2
H12 = H12 + az22r1 H

ifng = Hifng for ifng 6= 22; 12; 21
Zz33 : x

i = xi P
 = P Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p
r
(j)
i = r
(j)
i
U1 = U1 H

33 = H33 + 2az33x2 + az33r
(1)
2
Hifng = Hifng for ifng 6= 33 :
Since we want to apply these symmetries in the R-P approach, we transform them
according to (2.54). It is also clear from (2.54) that the generators in the R-P approach
consist of infinitely many terms, since a transformation of H11 results in transforma-
tions of R11 and higher order moments, such as R111, R112,... . For this reason we
only state all terms up to the two-point correlations. Eventually, the generators of all
additional symmetries read
Yz1 =
@
@ U1
Yz12 =
@
@ P
+ x2
@
@R12
+ :::
Yz11 = (2x2 + r
(1)
2 )
@
@R11
+ :::
Yz22 = (2x2 + r
(1)
2 )
@
@R22
+ r
(1)
1
@
@R12
+ :::
Yz33 = (2x2 + r
(1)
2 )
@
@R33
+ ::: :
More details on the existence of the symmetries in the Navier-Stokes and Euler case
as well as the transformation and the derivation of these generators can be found in
the proof below.
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Merging of the occurring classical, statistical and additional symmetries leads to the
characteristic systems. For the Navier-Stokes case, the symmetries form the charac-
teristic system
dx2
kNaStx2 + kG;2
=
dr(j)i
kNaStr
(j)
i
=
d Ui
( kNaSt + ksc;n)Ui + ktr;1 + kz1
=
d P
( 2kNaSt + ksc;n) P + k P
=
dR11
( 2kNaSt + ksc;n)R11 + ktr;11   ksc;n U1(x2) U1(x2 + r(1)2 ) + kz11(2x2 + r2)
  
  
+ktr;1( U1(x2) + U1(x2 + r
(1)
2 ))
=
dR12
( 2kNaSt + ksc;n)R12 + ktr;12 + kz12x2 + kz22r(1)1
=
dR22
( 2kNaSt + ksc;n)R12 + ktr;22 + kz22(2x2 + r(1)2 )
=
dR33
( 2kNaSt + ksc;n)R12 + ktr;33 + kz33(2x2 + r(1)2 )
=
dR23
( 2kNaSt + ksc;n)R12 + ktr;23 =
dR13
( 2kNaSt + ksc;n)R12 + ktr;13 = ::: (5.8)
while for the Euler equations
dx2
kE;xx2 + kG;2
=
dr(j)i
kE;xr
(j)
i
=
d Ui
(kE;x   kE;t + ksc;n)Ui + ktr;1 + kz1
=
d P
(2kE;x   2kE;t + ksc;n) P + k P
=
dR11
(2kE;x   2kE;t + ksc;n)R11 + ktr;11   ksc;n U1(x2) U1(x2 + r(1)2 ) + kz11(2x2 + r(1)2 )
  
  
+ktr;1( U1(x2) + U1(x2 + r
(1)
2 ))
=
dR12
(2kE;x   2kE;t + ksc;n)R12 + ktr;12 + kz12x2 + kz22r(1)1
=
dR22
(2kE;x   2kE;t + ksc;n)R22 + ktr;22 + kz22(2x2 + r(1)2 )
=
dR33
(2kE;x   2kE;t + ksc;n)R33 + ktr;33 + kz33(2x2 + r(1)2 )
=
dR23
(2kE;x   2kE;t + ksc;n)R23 + ktr;23 =
dR13
(2kE;x   2kE;t + ksc;n)R13 + ktr;23 = ::: (5.9)
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arises. Each constant corresponds to one of the previous mentioned symmetries:
kNaSt : Navier-Stokes scaling ksc;n : new scaling symmetry
kE;t : Euler time scaling kE;x : Euler space scaling
kG;2 : translation in x2 ktr;1 : translation in U1 (H-approach)
ktr;ij : translation in Hij kz1 : translation in U1 (R-approach):
Proof: The existence of the new scaling symmetry and the translation of the mean ve-
locity and the higher moments can be seen in the H-I formalism. The rotation around
x2 and x3 is not possible, because inserting the transformation of U1, U2 and U3 would
occur in the transformed equations. The rotation around x1 and x3 does not appear,
because the MPCs are independent of x1 and x3. The Galilei invariance in x2 direc-
tion exists, where the time-dependent function is a constant. The translation of time
vanishes because the flow is stationary. The scaling symmetries of space and time
as well as the Navier-Stokes symmetry can be proven very easily by inserting the
transformation into the averaged equations (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3).
Then we have to check that the additional symmetries occur. If we insert the first
additional symmetry Yz1 into all governing equations, it is clear that the averaged
Navier-Stokes equations, the continuity equations and side conditions are fulfilled.
Concerning the MPC equations, the first term in the sum does not change because
U1 (x2 + r
(l)
2 )   U1 (x2) = U1(x2 + r(l)2 )   U1(x2) and the second term does not change
because there the averaged velocity appears in a derivative.
The further symmetries are defined in theH-I approach. Inserting the transformations
of Zz11, Zz12, Zz22 and Zz33 into the H-I approach, (5.6)-(5.7), it can be easily verified,
that these equations are invariant under these symmetries.
The transformation of these symmetries to the R-P approach can be done through the
relation (2.54). As we are only interested in the terms up to the two-point correlation,
we have to deal with Rij = Hij   Ui Uj , (2.54), which leads to
Rij = Hij   i1j1 U1(x2) U1(x2 + r(1)2 ) (5.10)
with the conditions for a shear flow, which can be shown easily. A derivative with
respect to the continuous parameter results in the infinitesimals and consequently the
generator. 
5.1.2 Solutions of the Characteristic System
Solving the hyperbolic system of differential equations given through the character-
istic systems (5.8) and (5.9), different results can be deduced depending on the multi-
pliers ki. If special relations hold between these multipliers, particular results emerge
such as logarithmic and exponential scaling laws. In homogeneous turbulence it was
possible to show that these solutions form invariant ones by substituting the solutions
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into the system of governing equations. Instead, the solutions of the shear flow case
will only be calculated up to the two-point correlations as every higher moment will
be more complicated to derive. Hence, we can only substitute the functions in the
averaged Navier-Stokes, respectively Euler equations. This means that we verify if at
least an invariant solution of the first order (see Definition 3.51) can be obtained.
For the Navier-Stokes case and for the Euler case algebraic, exponential, logarithmic
and linear solutions can be derived.
Considering the third equation of the Navier-Stokes equations, we have already de-
termined that R23 must be constant and is normally assumed to be zero. Solving the
characteristic system we can reach this in each of the following cases, setting the aris-
ing integration constants C23 and k23 equal to zero.
In the following, the averaged velocity and the two-point correlations are directly
derived from the characterisic systems (5.8) and (5.9). The averaged pressure results
from the averaged Navier-Stokes equations or the Euler equations as it is anyway
necessary to insert the solutions into the governing equations to check if an invariant
solution is given or further conditions concerning the constants ki and the integration
constants must be fulfilled.
Navier-Stokes - algebraic solution: ksc;n 6= akNaSt, a 2 N; a  1, kNaSt 6= 0
Excluding some special constraints on the constants ki, an algebraic scaling law is cal-
culated for the averaged velocity and the higher moments. Hence, the characteristic
system (5.8) is solved in general. The first two terms result in the invariants
r^
(j)
i =
r
(j)
i
kG;2 + kNaStx2
representing the new variables of the new arising system. Then also the further dif-
ferential equations of the characteristic system can be solved, where each term is com-
pared to the first term containing x2, so that the averaged velocity
U1(x2) = CI;1 jkG;2 + kNaStx2j
ksc;n kNaSt
kNaSt   ktr;1 + kz1
ksc;n   kNaSt (5.11)
is calculated. There is an absolute value in this equation because if kG;2 + kNaStx2 is
negative, then a fractal exponent ksc;n kNaSt
kNaSt
would not create a real number. The pre-
sented result (5.11) is a solution of the characteristic system independent of the sign.
This can be checked by inserting this result into the differential equation. Another
possibility would be to claim that kG;2 and kNaSt have to be chosen in such a way that
the expression kG;2 + kNaStx2 is always positive, which however results in a problem
if x2 is unbounded. If the domain of x2 is unbounded there exists an x2 so that this
term is negative. Another idea could be to claim that the exponent has to be an integer
which results in the problem that this property was excluded at the beginning of this
case where the starting conditions of the algebraic solution were stated.
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The two-point correlation components
R12 = CI;12(r^
(1))jkG;2 + kNaStx2j
ksc;n
kNaSt
 2   k12 + kz22r2
ksc;n   2kNaSt
  kz12 kG;2 + x2(ksc;n   2kNaSt)
k2sc;n   5ksc;nkNaSt + 6k2sc;n
R22 = CI;22(r^
(1))jkG;2 + kNaStx2j
ksc;n
kNaSt
 2   k22
ksc;n   2kNaSt
  kz222kG;2 + 2x2(ksc;n   2kNaSt) + r
(1)
2 (ksc;n   kNaSt)
k2sc;n   5ksc;nkNaSt + 6k2sc;n
R33 = CI;33((r^
(1))jkG;2 + kNaStx2j
ksc;n
kNaSt
 2   k33
ksc;n   2kNaSt
  kz332kG;2 + 2x2(ksc;n   2kNaSt) + r
(1)
2 (ksc;n   kNaSt)
k2sc;n   5ksc;nkNaSt + 6k2sc;n
(5.12)
can be derived. In order to derive the Reynolds stress tensor the limit r ! 0 has to be
applied to each two-point correlation. For the upper equations all arising r can be set
to zero and the functions Cij(r^
(j)
i ) tend to constants Cij . Unfortunately, the computer
algebra program cannot derive the general solution of the two-point correlation R11
containing r. Before solving the differential equation the limit r ! 0 has to be taken.
One should keep in mind that it is possible that this solution cannot be generated
if the limit is taken after solving the differential equation, although this is not very
likely. We obtain
~R11 =
k2z1ksc;n + k
2
tr;1(3ksc;n   2kNaSt) + 2ktr;1kz1(2ksc;n   kNaSt)
(ksc;n   2kNaSt)(ksc;n   kNaSt)2  
kij
(ksc;n   2kNaSt)
  C2I;1jkG;2 + kNaStx2j2
ksc;n
kNaSt
 2
+ CI;11jkG;2 + kNaStx2j
ksc;n
kNaSt
 2
  CI;1jkG;2 + kNaStx2j
ksc;n
kNaSt
 1

2kz1ksc;n
kNaSt(ksc;n   kNaSt) +
2ktr;1(2ksc;n   kNaSt)
kNaSt(ksc;n   kNaSt)

  2kz11 kG;2 + x2(ksc;n   2kNaSt)
k2sc;n   5ksc;nkNaSt + 6k2NaSt
: (5.13)
Comparing these scaling laws to data of a boundary layer and a channel flowwe gain
kG;2 = 0. Hence, we can suppose that the symmetry representing a translation in
space does not appear. Checking the solution of the characteristic system (5.8) in the
case kG;2 = 0, the form of these solutions do not change. The following solutions arise
after the limit r ! 0was applied to the two-point correlations. The new invariant and
the average velocity
~r
(j)
i =
r
(j)
i
x2
U1(x2) = ~CI;1jx2j
ksc;n kNaSt
kNaSt   ktr;1 + kz1
ksc;n   kNaSt (5.14)
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as well as the Reynolds stress components
~R12 = ~CI;12jx2j
ksc;n
kNaSt
 2   k12
ksc;n   2kNaSt   kz12
x2(ksc;n   2kNaSt)
k2sc;n   5ksc;nkNaSt + 6k2sc;n
~R22 = ~CI;22jx2j
ksc;n
kNaSt
 2   k22
ksc;n   2kNaSt   kz22
2x2(ksc;n   2kNaSt))
k2sc;n   5ksc;nkNaSt + 6k2sc;n
~R33 = ~CI;33jx2j
ksc;n
kNaSt
 2   k33
ksc;n   2kNaSt   kz33
2x2(ksc;n   2kNaSt)
k2sc;n   5ksc;nkNaSt + 6k2sc;n
(5.15)
~R11 =
k2z1ksc;n + k
2
tr;1(3ksc;n   2kNaSt) + 2ktr;1kz1(2ksc;n   kNaSt)
(ksc;n   2kNaSt)(ksc;n   kNaSt)2  
k11
(ksc;n   2kNaSt)
  ~C2I;1jx2j2
ksc;n
kNaSt
 2
+ ~CI;11jx2j
ksc;n
kNaSt
 2   2kz11 x2(ksc;n   2kNaSt)
k2sc;n   5ksc;nkNaSt + 6k2NaSt
+ jx2j
ksc;n
kNaSt
 1
 
  2kz1ksc;n
~CI;1
kNaSt(ksc;n   kNaSt)  
2ktr;1(2ksc;n   kNaSt) ~CI;1
kNaSt(ksc;n   kNaSt)
!
(5.16)
follow. Again the limit r ! 0 in the R11-component has to be taken before solving
the differential equation. Again we have the absolute value in order to gain real num-
bers as result. An absolute value in the term linear in x2 of the components of the
Reynold stress tensor is optional. It is remarkable that we gain the same result if we
set kG;2 = 0 in the previous more general case, (5.11)- (5.13). Nevertheless, it should
be mentioned, that this does not happen in general, so that the starting point must al-
ways be the characteristic system. Since we can derive this solution from the general
case a connection of the integral constants exists and is given by
~CI;1 = CI;1k
ksc;n kNaSt
kNaSt
NaSt
~CI;ij = CI;ijk
ksc;n
kNaSt
 2
NaSt :
In order to check if an invariant solution of the first order exists, the genaral mean ve-
locity (5.11) and the MPCs (5.12) are inserted into the averaged Navier-Stokes equa-
tions (5.1). Furthermore, in this way, the average pressure will be determined and it
follows
@ P
@x1
=  CI;12

ksc;n
kNaSt
  2

kNaStjkG;2 + kNaStx2j
ksc;n
kNaSt
 3  sign(kG;2 + kNaStx2)
+ kz12
ksc;n   2kNaSt
k2sc;n   5ksc;nkNaSt + 6k2sc;n
+ CI;1k
2
NaSt

ksc;n
kNaSt
  2

ksc;n
kNaSt
  1

jkG;2 + kNaStx2j
ksc;n
kNaSt
 3
@ P
@x2
=

ksc;n
kNaSt
  2

kNaStCI;22jkG;2 + kNaStx2j
ksc;n
kNaSt
 3  sign(kG;2 + kNaStx2)
+ 2kz22
ksc;n   2kNaSt
k2sc;n   5ksc;nkNaSt + 6k2NaSt
:
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These two equations can be fulfilled if the derivative of P with respect to x1 does not
depend on x2. There are two possibilities to reach this. First, ksc;n = 2kNaSt could lead
to the desired result, but this case was excluded through the starting conditions of the
algebraic case. For ksc;n = kNaSt the characteristic system would lead to a logarithm
in the two-point correlations. The second possibility is given by the condition
CI;12 = CI;1kNaSt

ksc;n
kNast
  1

 sign(kG;2 + kNaStx2)
which is allowed as only the integral constant is concerned. Hence, the arising pres-
sure is
P = CI;22jkG;2 + kNaStx2j
ksc;n
kNaSt
 2
+ kz12
ksc;n   2kNaSt
k2sc;n   5ksc;nkNaSt + 6k2sc;n
x1 + CI;P
+ 2kz2x2
ksc;n   2kNaSt
k2sc;n   5ksc;nkNaSt + 6k2NaSt
:
For kG;2 = 0 the same procedure can be derived and the integral constant of R12 has
to fulfil
~CI;12 =  ~CI;1

ksc;n
kNast
  1

 sign(x2) : (5.17)
Navier-Stokes - exponential solution kNaSt = 0, ksc;n 6= 0, kG;2 6= 0
If scaling of the Navier-Stokes equations is excluded, kNaSt = 0, the characteristic sys-
tem (5.8) does not provide an algebraic solution any more. Solving the characteristic
system (5.8), the invariants
r^
(j)
i = r
(j)
i
follow. Further, this condition leads to an exponential solution of the averaged veloc-
ity
U1(x2) = CI;1e
ksc;n
kG;2
x2   ktr;1 + kz1
ksc;n
(5.18)
and of the two-point correlations
R12 = C12(r^
(1))e
ksc;n
kG;2
x2   (k12 + kz22r
(1)
2 )ksc;n + kz12(kG;2 + x2ksc;n)
k2sc;n
R22 = C22(r^
(1))e
ksc;n
kG;2
x2   k22ksc;n + kz22(2kG;2 + (2x2 + r
(1)
2 )ksc;n)
k2sc;n
R33 = C33(r^
(1))e
ksc;n
kG;2
x2   k33ksc;n + kz33(2kG;2 + (2x2 + r
(1)
2 )ksc;n)
k2sc;n
:
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The component R11 is slightly more complicated, since the averaged velocity occurs
in the corresponding differential equation. This component is finally determined by
R11 =  C2I;1e
ksc;n
kG;2
(2x2+r
(1)
2 ) + CI;1x2e
ksc;n
kG;2
(x2+r
(1)
2 )2ktr;1 + kz1
kG;2
+ e
ksc;n
kG;2
x2

CI;11(r^
(1)) + CI;1x2
2ktr;1 + kz1
kG;2

+
3k2tr;1 + 4ktr;1kz1 + k
2
z1
k2sc;n
  k11
ksc;n
  kz112kG;2 + ksc;n(2x2 + r
(1)
2 )
ksc;n
:
In contrast to the algebraic case, the computer algebra program succeeded in the
calculation of R11 depending on r(1). The corresponding Reynolds stress components
can be derived by taking the limit r(1) ! 0. Hence, the functions Cij(r^(1)) will again
tend to constants.
Consequently, the Reynolds stress components are
~R12 = C12e
ksc;n
kG;2
x2   k12ksc;n + kz12(kG;2 + x2ksc;n)
k2sc;n
~R22 = C22e
ksc;n
kG;2
x2   k22ksc;n + 2kz22(kG;2 + x2ksc;n)
k2sc;n
~R33 = C33e
ksc;n
kG;2
x2   k33ksc;n + 2kz33(kG;2 + x2ksc;n)
k2sc;n
(5.19)
~R11 =  C2I;1e
2ksc;n
kG;2
x2
+ e
ksc;n
kG;2
x2

CI;11 + 2CI;1x2
2ktr;1 + kz1
kG;2

+
3k2tr;1 + 4ktr;1kz1 + k
2
z1
k2sc;n
  k11
ksc;n
  2kz11kG;2 + ksc;nx2
k2sc;n
: (5.20)
To check if the solutions above define an invariant solution of the first order, see Defi-
nition 3.51, we have to implement these terms into the averaged Navier-Stokes equa-
tions (5.1)
@ P
@x1
=  ksc;n
kG;2
CI;12e
ksc;n
kG;2
x2
+
kz12
ksc;n
+ CI;1
k2sc;n
k2G;2
e
ksc;n
kG;2
x2
@ P
@x2
=  CI;22ksc;2
kG;2
e
ksc;n
kG;2
x2
+ 2
kz22
ksc;n
:
As P can be only linear in x1, the exponential terms in the first equation must vanish.
This would happen if
ksc;n
kG;2
CI;12   
k2sc;n
k2G;2
CI;12 = 0) CI;12 = CI;1ksc;n
kG;2
: (5.21)
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Hence, we gain the pressure
P =  CI;22e
ksc;n
kG;2
x2
+
kz12
ksc;n
x1 + 2
kz2
ksc;n
x2 + CI; P : (5.22)
Navier-Stokes - logarithmic solution: ksc;n = kNaSt, ksc;n 6= 0
A logarithmic scaling law for the average velocity is observed if ksc;n = kNaSt. The
first relation of the characteristic system (5.8) leads with ksc;n = kNaSt to the invariants
~r
(j)
i =
r
(j)
i
kG;2 + kNaStx2
and the further relations require the averaged velocity
U1(x2) =

ktr;1 + kz1
kNaSt
+
kz2kG;2
k2NaSt

ln jkG;2 + kNaStx2j+ CI;1 :
Again we applied the absolute value since the logarithm of a negative number does
not exist. The two-point correlations can be derived for all components:
R12 =
CI;12 + k12x2 +
kz12
2
x22 + kz22r2x2
kG;2 + kNaStx2
R22 =
CI;22 + k22x2 + kz22x
2
2 + kz22r2x2
kG;2 + kNaStx2
R33 =
CI;33 + k33x2 + kz33x
2
2 + kz33r2x2
kG;2 + kNaStx2
:
As the 11-component represents a very long expression we omit this term and for-
mulate directly the corresponding component of the Reynolds stress tensor
~R11 =   ln2 jkG;2 + kNaStx2j

(kNaSt(ktr;1 + kz1)  kG;2kz2)2
k4NaSt

  ln jkG;2 + kNaStx2j


2(kNaSt(ktr;1 + kz1)  kG;2kz;2)( 2ktr;1   kz1 + kz2x2 + kNaStCI;1)
k3NaSt

+
kz11x
2
2
kG;2 + ksc;nx2
  1
k4NaSt(kG;2 + kNaStx2)

  x2k2NaSt   k11k2NaSt + 4kNaStk2tr;1 + 6kNaStktr;1kz1 + 2kNaStk2z1
  4kG;2ktr;1kz1   4k2NaStktr;1CI;1   2k2NaStkz1CI;1 + k3NaStCI;1

  k4NaStC11 + 2kG;2k2Nastk2tr;1 + 3kG;2k2NaStktr;1kz1 + kG;2k2NaStk2z1
  kG;2k3NaStktr;1CI;1   kG;2k3NaStkz1CI;1

which was found by taking the limit r(1) ! 0. The other components of the Reynolds
stress tensor are
R12 =
CI;12 + k12x2 +
kz12
2
x22
kG;2 + kNaStx2
R22 =
CI;22 + k22x2 + kz22x
2
2
kG;2 + kNaStx2
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R33 =
CI;33 + k33x2 + kz33x
2
2
kG;2 + kNaStx2
:
Implementing these results into the first averaged Navier-Stokes equation (5.1), the
equation
@ P
@x1
=  kz12kNaStx
2
2 + k12kNaStx2 + kz12kG;2x2 + k12kG;2
(kG;2 + kNaStx2)2
+
kz12
2
x22 + k12x2 + CI;12
(kG;2 + kNaStx2)2
kNast
+ 

ktr;1 + kz1
kNaSt
+
kz2kG;2
k2NaSt

( 1)k2NaSt
(kG;2 + kNaStx2)2
follows. Again the right-hand side of the first equation should be equal to zero as
the averaged pressure cannot be a function of x2. There are two possibilities to reach
this aim. The first one can be stated by writing all terms over a common denominator
and then a quadratic function can be found in the numerator. If each coefficient is
independently zero the whole expression is equal to zero. So, the three conditions
0 =  2kz12kNaSt + kz12kNaSt
0 = kz12kG;2
0 = ( kG;2k12 + CI;12kNaSt)  (kTr;1kNaSt + kz1kNaSt) = 0
have to be fulfilled. This would happen if kz3 = 0 and
CI;12 =
1
kNaSt
(kG;2k12 + [ktr;1kNaSt + kz1kNaSt]) :
Then, the pressure is given by
P =  k22x2 + CI;22 + kz22x
2
2
kG;2 + kNaStx2
+ CI;P :
The second possibility would be that the numerator is factorised in two factors, while
one of them is equivalent to the denominator and both terms cancel out. This would
happen if
CI;12 =
1
kNaSt
(kG;2k12 + [ktr;1kNaSt + kz1kNaSt]) 
k2G;2kz12
2k2NaSt
:
Eventually, the mean pressure
P =  k22x2 + CI;22 + kz22x
2
2
kG;2 + kNaStx2
+ CI;P   xz12 kz12
2kNaSt
can be determined.
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Let us consider again the special case, where kG;2 = 0, the Reynolds stress components
are re-derived from the characteristic system. For kG;2 = 0 all two-point components
can be determined and the limit r ! 0 leads to the results
~r
(j)
i =
r
(j)
i
x2
U1 = ~CI;1 +
ktr;1 + kz1
kNast
ln jx2j (5.23)
~R12 =
~CI;12
x2
+
k12
kNaSt
+
kz12
2
x2
~R22 =
~CI;22
x2
+
k22
kNaSt
+ kz22x2
~R33 =
~CI;33
x2
+
k33
kNaSt
+ kz33x2
~R11 =   ~C2I;1 +
~C11
x2
+
kz11x2
ksc;n
  (ktr;1 + kz1)
2
k2NaSt
ln2 jx2j
  ln jx2j
4k2tr;1 + 6ktr;1kz1 + 2k
2
z1   2ktr;1 ~CI;1kNaSt   2kz1 ~CI;1kNaSt
k2NaSt
+
kijkNaSt   4k2tr;1   6ktr;1kz1   2k2z1 + 4ktr;1 ~CI;1kNaSt + 2kz1 ~CI;1
k2NaSt
: (5.24)
The terms linear in x2, which can be found in the components of the Reynolds stress
tensor could be replaced by an absolute value and still, this would be a solution of the
characteristic system (5.8). Then the solution holds for all x2 without x2 = 0.
Again we have to check that these solutions fulfil the averaged Navier-Stokes equa-
tions (5.1). The first one
@ P
@x1
= 
ktr;1 + kz1
kNaSt
 1
x22
+
~CI;12
x22
  kz12
2
(5.25)
has to be independent of x2 which can be obtained for
~CI;12 = 
ktr;1 + kz1
kNaSt
: (5.26)
Then the averaged pressure is
P =  kz12
2
x1   kz22x2   CI;22
x22
+ CI;P :
Navier-Stokes - linear solution: ksc;n = 0, kNaSt = 0
A linear solution can be reached, if ksc;n = 0 and kNaSt = 0. Consequently, we obtain
the invariants r^(j)i = r
(j)
i and the average velocity
U1(x2) =
ktr;1 + kz1
kG;2
x2 + CI;1
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as well as the two-point correlation components
R12 = CI;12(r^
(1)) +
k12
kG;2
x2 +
kz12
2kG;2
x22 +
kz22
kG;2
r2x2
R22 = CI;22(r^
(1)) +
k22
kG;2
x2 +
kz22
kG;2
(r2x2 + x
2
2)
R33 = CI;33(r^
(1)) +
k33
kG;2
x2 +
kz33
kG;2
(r2x2 + x
2
2)
R11 =
k11
kG;2
x2 +
k2tr;1
k2G;2
x2(x2 + r2) +
ktr;1kz1
k2G;2
x2(x2 + r2) + 2
ktr;1CI;1
kG;2
x2
+
kz1ktr1
6k2G;2
 
3x2(x2 + r2)
2   9x22(x2 + r2) + 4x32

+ C11(r^
(1))
+
kz11
kG;2
(r2x2 + x
2
2) :
If r(1)2 tends to zero the Reynold stress tensor leads to
~R12 = CI;12 +
k12
kG;2
x2 +
kz12
2kG;2
x22
~R22 = CI;22 +
k22
kG;2
x2 +
kz22
kG;2
x22
~R33 = CI;33 +
k33
kG;2
x2 +
kz33
kG;2
x22
~R11 = x
2
2
 
k2tr;1 + ktr;1kz1
k2G;2
!
+ x2
k11 + 2ktr;1CI;1
kG;2
+ C11
kz11
kG;2
x22 :
By inserting into the governing equations (5.1),
@ P
@x1
=   k12
kG;2
  kz12
kG;2
x2
@ P
@x2
=   k22
kG;2
  kz22
kG;2
x2
must be fulfilled. Hence, kz12 = 0 and the pressure
P =   k12
kG;2
x1   k22
kG;2
x2   kz22
kG;2
+ CI;P
follows.
Euler - general algebraic solution: kE;x   kE;t 6= aksc;n, a 2 N; a  1, kE;x 6= 0,
kE;t 6= ksc;n
As there is one symmetry more for the Euler case the possible solutions can have a
more complex form. At the beginning we consider the most general solution. This
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solution can be generated if the multipliers ki have no special relation. Dealing with
the characteristic system of the Euler equations, (5.9), the invariants
r^
(j)
i =
r
(j)
i
kG;2 + kE;xx2
follow. These can be extended by equations for the averaged velocity
U1(x2) = C1 jkG;2 + kE;xx2j
kE;x kE;t+ksc;n
kE;x +
ktr;1 + kz1
kE;t   kE;x   ksc;n
and the two-point correlations
R12 = CI;12(r^
(1))jkG;2 + kE;xx2j
2(kE;x kE;t)+ksc;n
kE;x   k12 + kz22r2
2(kE;x   kE;t) + ksc;n
  kz12 kG;2 + x2(ksc;n   2kE;t + 2kE;x)
(kE;x   2kE;t + ksc;n)(2kE;x   2kE;t + ksc;n)
R22 = CI;22(r^
(1))jkG;2 + kE;xx2j
2(kE;x kE;t)+ksc;n
kE;x   k22
2(kE;x   kE;t) + ksc;n
  kz222kG;2 + 2x2(ksc;n   2kE;t + 2kE;x) + r2(ksc;n + kE;x   2kE;t)
(kE;x   2kE;t + ksc;n)(2kE;x   2kE;t + ksc;n)
R33 = CI;33(r^
(1))jkG;2 + kE;xx2j
2(kE;x kE;t)+ksc;n
kE;x   k33
2(kE;x   kE;t) + ksc;n
  kz332kG;2 + 2x2(ksc;n   2kE;t + 2kE;x) + r2(ksc;n + kE;x   2kE;t)
(kE;x   2kE;t + ksc;n)(2kE;x   2kE;t + ksc;n) :
As in the Navier-Stokes case, it is not possible to calculate a solution for R11 before
taking the limit r(1) ! 0, so that we cannot prove that the solutions really exist:
~R11 = 2CI;1jkG;2 + kE;xx2j
ksc;n kE;t+kE;x
kE;x

ktr;1(kE;t   kE;x)  ksc;n(ktr;1 + kz1)
(kE;t   kE;x)(kE;t   kE;x   ksc;n)

  C2I;1jkG;2 + kE;xx2j
2kE;x 2kE;t+2ksc;n
kE;x + C11jkG;2 + kE;xx2j
2kE;x 2kE;t+ksc;n
kE;x
+
k11
2kE;t   2kE;x   ksc;n  
2ktr;1kz1
(2kE;t   2kE;x   ksc;n)( kE;t + kE;x + ksc;n)
  ksc;nk
2
z1
(2kE;t   2kE;x   ksc;n)( kE;t + kE;x + ksc;n)2
  kz11 2kG;2 + 2x2(ksc;n   2kE;t + 2kE;x)
(kE;x   2kE;t + ksc;n)(2kE;x   2kE;t + ksc;n) :
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For the case kG = 0, the two-point correlations for this special case are calculated
separately from the characteristic system (5.9) so that the invariants are
~r
(j)
i =
r
(j)
i
x2
:
Additionally, one gains the averaged velocity
U1(x2) = ~CI;1jx2j
kE;x kE;t+ksc;n
kE;x +
ktr;1 + kz1
kE;t   kE;x   ksc;n (5.27)
and the Reynolds stress components after taking the limit r ! 0
~R12 = ~CI;12jx2j
2(kE;x kE;t)+ksc;n
kE;x   k12
2(kE;x   kE;t) + ksc;n  
x2kz12
kE;x   2kE;t + ksc;n
~R22 = ~CI;22jx2j
2(kE;x kE;t)+ksc;n
kE;x   k22
2(kE;x   kE;t) + ksc;n  
2x2kz22
kE;x   2kE;t + ksc;n
~R33 = ~CI;33jx2j
2(kE;x kE;t)+ksc;n
kE;x   k33
2(kE;x   kE;t) + ksc;n  
2x2kz33
kE;x   2kE;t + ksc;n (5.28)
~R11 = 2 ~CI;1jx2j
ksc;n kE;t+kE;x
kE;x

ktr;1
kE;t   kE;x   ksc;n  
ksc;n(ktr;1 + kz1)
(kE;t   kE;x)(kE;t   kE;x   ksc;n)

  ~C2I;1jx2j
2kE;x 2kE;t+2ksc;n
kE;x + ~CI;11jx2j
2kE;x 2kE;t+ksc;n
kE;x
+
k11
2kE;t   2kE;x   ksc;n  
2ktr;1kz1
(2kE;t   2kE;x   ksc;n)( kE;t + kE;x + ksc;n)
  ksc;nk
2
z1
(2kE;t   2kE;x   ksc;n)( kE;t + kE;x + ksc;n)2   2x2
kz33
(kE;x   2kE;t + ksc;n) : (5.29)
As in the Navier-Stokes case, this result is identical to the general result with kG;2 = 0,
so that again a relation between the integration constants
~CI;1 = CI;1k
kE;x kE;t+ksc;n
kE;x
E;x
~CI;ij = CI;ijk
2kE;x 2kE;t+ksc;n
kE;x
E;x
can be formulated.
In order to have an invariant solution of the first order (see Definition 3.51) the av-
eraged Euler equations, (5.1) with  = 0, have to be checked. Inserting the general
solutions leads to
@ P
@x1
=  CI;12kE;x2(kE;x kE;t) + ksc;n
kE;x
jkG;2 + kE;xx2j
2(kE;x ke;t)+ksc;n
kE;x
 1 sign(kG;2 + kE;xx2)
+
kz12
2kE;x   2kE;t + ksc;n :
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Since 2(kE;x  kE;t)+ ksc;n = 0 cannot be fulfilled because this condition would lead to
another kind of solution, the only possibility is
CI;12 = 0 :
Hence, the averaged pressure
P =
kz12
2kE;x   2kE;t + ksc;nx1   CI;22jkG;2 + kE;xx2j
2(kE;x kE;t)+ksc;n
kE;x
+
2kz22x2
kE;x   2kE;t + ksc;n + CI;P
follows by integration. Of course, the case kG = 0 can be considered in the same way.
Here, the condition
~CI;12 = 0 (5.30)
can be derived.
Euler - exponential solution: kE;x = 0, ksc;n   kE;t 6= 0
An exponential solution can be observed for kE;x = 0. Here, the averaged velocity
and the MPC equations can be described by an exponential function. Considering the
characteristic system (5.8) the invariant
r^
(j)
i = r
(j)
i
follows immediately. Then the averaged velocity
U1(x2) = CI;1e
ksc;n kE;t
kG;2
y
+
ktr;1 + kz1
kE;t   ksc;n
and the two-point correlations
R12 = CI;12(r^
(1))e
ksc;n 2kE;t
kG;2
x2
+
k12 + kz22r2
2kE;t   ksc;n   kz12
kG;2   (2kE;t   ksc;n)x2
(ksc;n   2kE;t)2
R22 = CI;22(r^
(1))e
ksc;n 2kE;t
kG;2
x2
+
k22
2kE;t   ksc;n   kz22
2kG;2   (2kE;t   ksc;n)(2x2 + r2)
(ksc;n   2kE;t)2
R33 = CI;33(r^
(1))e
ksc;n 2kE;t
kG;2
x2
+
k33
2kE;t   ksc;n   kz33
2kG;2   (2kE;t   ksc;n)(2x2 + r2)
(ksc;n   2kE;t)2
can be calculated. It is possible to derive the 11-component as well. However, the
resulting expression is very long and hence will be omitted here. Instead, we state the
limit r(1) ! 0
~R11 = CI;11e
ksc;n 2kE;t
kG;2
x2   C2I;1e
2ksc;n 2kE;t
kG;2
x2
+ e
ksc;n kE;t
kG;2
x2 2CI;1
kE;t(kE;t   kE;x)2 (ktr;1(kE;t   2ksc;n)(kE;t   ksc;n)
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+ kz1ksc;n(ksc;n   kE;t))  x2 +kz1kE;t(kE;t   ksc;n)
(kE;t   ksc;n)3(2kE;t   ksc;n)
+
kij
2kE;t   ksc;n +
k2tr;1(2kE;t   3ksc;n
(kE;t   ksc;n)2(2kE;t   ksc;n)  
k2z1ksc;n
(kE;t   ksc;n)2(2kE;t   ksc;n)
+
2ktr;1kz1(kE;t   2ksc;n)
(ke;t   ksc;n)2(2kE;t   ksc;n)   kz11
2kG;2   2(2kE;t + ksc;n)x2
(ksc;n   2kE;t)2
which still represents a lengthy expression.
The other Reynolds stress components for the limit r(1) ! 0 are given by
~R12 = CI;12e
ksc;n 2kE;t
kG;2
x2
+
k12
2kE;t   ksc;n   kz12
kG;2   (2kE;t   ksc;n)x2
(ksc;n   2kE;t)2
~R22 = CI;22e
ksc;n 2kE;t
kG;2
x2
+
k22
2kE;t   ksc;n   2kz22
kG;2   (2kE;t   ksc;n)x2
(ksc;n   2kE;t)2
~R33 = CI;33e
ksc;n 2kE;t
kG;2
x2
+
k33
2kE;t   ksc;n   2kz33
kG;2   (2kE;t   ksc;n)x2
(ksc;n   2kE;t)2 :
In order to gain a solution of the first order the general solution is inserted into the
first averaged Euler equation, (5.1) with  = 0,
@ P
@x1
=  CI;12ksc;n   2kE;t
kG;2
e
ksc;n 2kE;t
kG;2
x2
+
kz12
ksc;n   2kE;t :
In order to obtain a right-hand side independent of x2 the possibility ksc;n = 2kE;t
cannot be applied since the denominator of the second term would be zero. Also, if
kz12 = 0 holds, ksc;n = 2kE;t would lead to a different kind of solution of the character-
istic system. Finally, the only possibility is to set
CI;12 = 0
so that with the second equation of the averaged Euler equations, (5.1) with  = 0, the
pressure
P =  CI;22e
ksc;n 2kE;t
kG;2
x2
+
kz12
ksc;n   2kE;z x1 +
kz22
ksc;n   2kE;tx2 + CI;P
follows.
Euler - logarithmic solution: kE;t   kE;x   ksc;n = 0, kE;x 6= 0, kE;t 6= kE;x
The characteristic system (5.9) provides another kind of solution if kE;t kE;x ksc;n =
0. Then the invariants are given by
r^
(j)
i =
r
(j)
i
kG;2 + kE;xx2
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and the averaged velocity
U1(x2) =
ktr;1 + kz1
kE;x
ln jkG;2 + kE;xx2j+ CI;1
and the two-point correlations
R12 = CI;12(r^
(1))jkG;2 + kE;xx2j1 
kE;t
kE;x +
k12kE;t + kz22kE;tr
(1)
2 )  kz12(kG;2 + x2(kE;x   kE;t))
kE;t(kE;t   kE;x)
R22 = CI;22(r^
(1))jkG;2 + kE;xx2j1 
kE;t
kE;x +
k22kE;t + kz22( 2kG;2 + 2x2(kE;t   kE;x) + kE;tr(1)2 ))
kE;t(kE;t   kE;x)
R33 = CI;33(r^
(1))jkG;2 + kE;xx2j1 
kE;t
kE;x +
k33kE;t + kz33( 2kG;2 + 2x2(kE;t   kE;x) + kE;tr(1)2 ))
kE;t(kE;t   kE;x)
follow. The 11-component cannot be derived by the used computer algebra program.
It is necessary to take the limit r(1) ! 0 before the differential equation of the charac-
teristic system is solved. Then the 11-component is expressed by
~R11 = CI;11jkG;2 + kE;xx2j1 
kE;t
kE;x   (kE;xktr;1 + kE;xkz1   kG;2kz2)
2
k4E;x
ln2 jkG;2 + kE;xx2j
  2kE;xktr;1
(kE;t   kE;x)k3E;x
(CI;1kE;t   CI;1k2E;x   2kE;xktr1   kE;xkz1) ln jkG;2 + kE;xx2j
  C2I;1 +
kij
kE;t   kE;x  
4k2tr;1 + 2k
2
z1
(kE;t   kE;x)2 +
2ktr;1(2CI;1k
2
E;t   2CI;1kE;tkE;x   3kE;tkz1)
kE;t(kE;t   kE;x)2
+
2kz1(CI;1k
2
E;t   CI;1kE;tkE;x)
kE;t(kE;t   kE;x)2   2kz11
kG;2 + x2(kE;x   kE;t)
kE;t(kE;t   kE;x) :
As in the cases before, the characteristic system is evaluated again for kG;2 = 0. The
appearing invariant and averaged velocity
~r
(j)
i =
r
(j)
i
x2
U1(x2) =
ktr;1 + kz1
kE;x
ln jx2j+ ~CI;1 (5.31)
have to be extended by the Reynolds stress tensor
~R12 = ~CI;12jx2j1 
kE;t
kE;x +
k12
kE;t   kE;x +
kz12
kE;t
x2
~R22 = ~CI;22jx2j1 
kE;t
kE;x +
k22
kE;t   kE;x + 2
kz22
kE;t
x2
~R33 = ~CI;33jx2j1 
kE;t
kE;x +
k33
kE;t   kE;x + 2
kz33
kE;t
x2 (5.32)
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~R11 = ~CI;11jx2j1 
kE;t
kE;x   (ktr;1 + kz1)
2
k2E;x
ln2 jx2j
+ 2(ktr;1 + kz1)
 
2ktr;1 + kz1
kE;x(kE;t   kE;x)  
~CI;1
kE;x
!
ln jx2j+ 2kz11
kE;t
x2
+
k11
(kE;t   kE;x)  
~C2I;1 +
2 ~CI;1(2ktr;1 + kz1)
(kE;t   kE;x)  
2(ktr;1 + kz1)(2ktr;1 + kz1)
(kE;t   kE;x)2 : (5.33)
Again, it was not possible to derive the 11-component of the two-point correlation
and the limit has to applied before the integration was performed.
An invariant solution of the first the order can be found if the right-hand side of the
first equation of the Euler equations, (5.1) with  = 0,
@ P
@x1
=   ~CI;12

1  kE;t
kE;x

kE;xjkG;2 + kE;xx2j 
kE;t
kE;x  sign(kG;2 + kE;xx2)  kz12
kE;t
is independent of x2. Here the general solutions of the averaged velocity and ~R12 were
already inserted. This equation implies the condition
~CI;12 = 0
so that the pressure
P =   ~CI;22jkG;2 + kE;xx2j1 
kE;t
kE;x   kz12
kE;t
x1   kz22
kE;t
x2 + CI;P (5.34)
can be derived. For the case kG;2 = 0 and kz2 = 0 the condition
~CI;12 = 0 (5.35)
follows.
Euler - linear solution: ksc;n   kE;t = 0 , kE;x = 0
The last symmetry we consider represents a linear solution in the averaged veloc-
ity. Here, an exponential function occurs in the two-point correlations. The simple
invariant relation r^(j)i = r
(j)
i can be derived and then the averaged velocity
U1(x2) =

2kz1 + kz2
2kG;2

x2 + CI;1
and the two-point correlations
R12 = C12(r^
(1))e
  kE;t
kG;2
x2
+
k12kE;t   kz12kG:2 + kz12kE;tx2 + kz22kE;tr(1)2
k2E;t
R22 = C22(r^
(1))e
  kE;t
kG;2
x2
+
k22kE;t + kz22( 2kG;2 + kE;t(2x2 + r(1)2 ))
k2E;t
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R33 = C33(r^
(1))e
  kE;t
kG;2
x2
+
k33kE;t + kz33( 2kG;2 + kE;t(2x2 + r(1)2 ))
k2E;t
follow. Also for the 11-component this calculation can be done. As the resulting
expression is very long, the limit r(1) ! 0will be directly applied, so that we gain
~R11 = CI;11e
  kE;t
kG;2
x2   k
2
tr;1(kE;tx2   2kG;2)2
k2E;tk
2
G;2
  k
2
z1
k2E;tk
2
G;2
(2k2G;2   2kE;tkG;2x2 + k2E;tx22)
  2kz1ktr;1
k2E;tk
2
G;2
(3k2G;2   3kE;tkGx2 + k2E;tx22)
  2kz1
kE;tkG;2
CI;1(kE;tx2   kG;2) + kij
kE;t
  k
2
z2
k2G;2
x42  
kz2
kG;2
CI;1x
2
2   C2I;1
  2kz11kG;2   kE;tx2
k2E;x
:
The result for r(1) ! 0 for the other components can be easily derived, where the
functions CI;ij(r^(1))! ~CI;ij are just constants.
Inserting the results into the averaged Euler equations, (5.1) with  = 0, the first
equation reads
@ P
@x1
=  kz12kE;t
k2E;t
+ ~CI;12
kE;t
kG;2
e
  kE;t
kG;2
x2
:
If the right-hand side is independent of x2, which can be reached only for ~CI;12 = 0,
the average pressure reads
P =  kz12
kE;t
x1   2kz22
kE;t
x2   ~CI;22e 
kE;t
kG;2
x2
+ CI;P
by applying the second equation of the Euler equations. Additionally, the necessary
condition
~C12 = 0
shall be recalled.
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5.1.3 Channel Flow
x1
x2
U¯1(x2)
Figure 5.2: Flow geometry.
The first application of the derived solutions
shall be the well-known channel flow, see Fig-
ure 5.2. We are especially interested in the near-
wall region, where our logarithmic solution can
be applied. Then, the core region will be studied
where an algebraic law can fit the data very well.
First, we will give a short historical overview of
the theory concerning the near-wall region.
Let us consider a turbulent flow near to a rigid
and smooth wall (see (Monin & Yaglom 2007b)).
We assume a mean velocity in x1 direction and a zero pressure gradient. The mean
flow shall only depend on the wall-normal direction x2. Further, a plane wall shall
be given, described through x2 = 0. One can assume that the given conditions are
fulfilled near the wall. The averaged Navier-Stokes equations become
0 = 
@2 U1
@x2
  @u1u2
@x2
(5.36)
which leads directly to the viscous shear stress
(x2) = 
@ U1
@x2
  u1u2 = const:
by integration. Hence, the viscous shear stress must be constant. Then the shear
stress in the flow is equal to the shear stress at the wall, 0. If the flow only depends
on the shear stress, the density  and the viscosity , a characteristic velocity u and a
characteristic length scale L
u =
r
0

L =

u
can be formed with the help of these three parameters. Prandtl, see (Prandtl 1925),
described the velocity through the universal law of the wall
U+1 = f(x
+
2 )
with the dimensionless velocity U+1 =
U1
u
and space variable x+2 =
x2
L
.
Very close to the wall, the term u1(x)u2(x) becomes very small, so that the viscous
term in (5.36) dominates. This region in the flow is called viscous sublayer, where
ju1u2j <<
 @ U1@x2
 holds. The governing differential equation can be simply solved by

@ U1
@x2
= const: ) U+1 = x+2 :
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The solution U+1 = (x
+
2 )
4 can be considered as the next term of a Taylor expansion
(see (Murphree 1932)). So, if the velocity is developed in a Taylor expansion around
the wall (x+2 = 0), it can be shown that the zero order, the second order and the third
order term in x+2 must be zero (see (Monin & Yaglom 2007b)). It follows by the no-
slip condition that all fluctuation velocities at x+2 = 0 as well as their derivatives with
respect to x+1 and x
+
3 are equal to zero. Finally, the formula
U+1 (x
+
2 ) = x
+
2   c4(x+2 )4   c5(x+2 )5 + :::
can be deduced while c4 and c5 are constants.
Further from the wall, another characteristic behaviour of the averaged velocity can
be observed. The so-called logarithmic boundary layer can be found. Here, as the
name already implies, the velocity increases logarithmically,
U+1 =
1

lnx+2 +B :
The first time a logarithmic lawwas determined seems to be in theworks (vonKa´rma´n
1930) and (Prandtl 1932). The constant  is called Ka´rma´n’s constant.
There is a great amount of data for this type of flow in order to determine the right
value for  and B. So far, it seems that   0:4 and B  5:1 can fit most of the data.
Later we will verify that the derived logarithmic solution can be applied to describe
this flow region.
Now, let us consider a channel flow having the distance 2H between the both plates.
For the center of a turbulent channel flow no general law can be find in the literature.
There exists an empirical algebraic law
U0   U(x2)
u
= 5:08

1  x2
H
3=2
by (Darcy 1858) where this formula is written as a deficit law. U0 is the averaged
velocity in the center of the channel. Then von Ka´rma´n, (von Ka´rma´n 1930), proposed
an equation combining an algebraic law with a logarithm:
U0   U(x2)
u
=  1


1  x2
H
1=2
+ ln

1 

1  x2
H
1=2
:
This equation can be written in a more general form
U0   U(x2)
u
=  1

"
1  x2
H
1=2
+ C ln
 
C    1  x2
H
1=2
C
!#
while C is constant. Fitting to data by (Hunt 1954), C must be slightly greater than
one. In the following we will show that an algebraic law, derived from the Lie sym-
metries, provides a very good fit in the core region.
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Next to thementioned theory there are also a lot of experiments and numerical studies
for channel and pipe flows. The scaling lawswe calculated in the last subsection using
Lie symmetries will be hence compared to DNS data of (Jime´nez &Hoyas 2008, Hoyas
& Jimenez 2008). The obtained Reynolds number was Re= 2003 and the grid size was
6144 633 4608 dots, while further details can be found in the mentioned articles.
In the following, the log region and the center region should be considered more pre-
cisely. It will be checkedwhether the logarithmic solutions and the algebraic solutions
can describe the DNS data. We derived solutions for the Navier-Stokes and the Euler
case and both results shall be taken into account. Comparing the Euler formulas with
the data, a good agreement would mean that the Reynolds number is high enough
that a non-viscous fluid could be considered.
The component R23 of the Reynolds stress tensor is equal to zero in the numerical
data. This can be achieved very easily from all derived scaling laws. As all coefficients
can be chosen arbitrarily, they are set equal to zero to gain the claimed condition.
As it is usual to use an dimensionless form of the governing equations, the channel
half width h and the friction velocity u represent the characteristic quantities. Then
the dimensionless space variables and averaged quantities are given by
xi =
xi
h
r
(j)
i =
r
(j)
i
h
U+1 =
U1
u
P  =
P
u2
R+ifng =
Rifng
un
Pifn 1g[q]p =
Pifn 1g[q]p
un+1
:
Hence, the Reynolds number
Re =
uh

occurs as the dimensionless parameter in the governing equations. The only change
in the equations is that the viscosity is replaced by one over the Reynolds number, as
can be seen e.g. in the first averaged Navier-Stokes equation,
@R+12[r
(1) 7! 0]
@x2
+
@ P+
@x1
  1
Re
@2 U+1
@x22
= 0 :
As this is the only difference, all derived symmetries and invariant solutions of the
first order hold. Here, only  has to be substituted by 1=Re in every solution.
Near the wall another dimensionless space variable is used,
x+i = Rex

i r
(j)+
i = Rer
(j) 
i ;
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in order to gain an overlay of the log region for different Reynolds numbers. Writ-
ing the governing equations in dependency of x+, the coefficient before the pressure
gradient is one and, e.g. the first Navier-Stokes equation is equal to
@R+12[r
(1) 7! 0]
@x+2
+
@ P+
@x+1
  @
2 U+1
@x+2
= 0 :
Hence, the same solutions as before are given, while the viscosity has to be set to 1 in
all invariant solutions of the first order.
Logarithmic layer
Let us begin by comparing the logarithmic solution of the Navier-Stoke case to the
DNS data. As the appearing formulas contain a lot of coefficients and have a compli-
cated form, new constants will be introduced, allowing us to write the scaling laws
in a compact form. Considering the averaged velocity (5.23), the prefactor and the
constant will be replaced by
 =
kNaSt
ktr;1 + kz1
B = ~CI;1 :
The scaling laws of the Reynolds stress tensor (5.24) contain some constant terms
which are described by
ij =
kij
kNaSt
for ij = 12; 22; 33
11 =   ~C2I;1 +
kijkNaSt   4k2tr;1   6ktr;1kz1   2k2z1 + 4ktr;1 ~CI;1kNaSt + 2kz1 ~CI;1
k2NaSt
:
The linear terms can be simplified through
12 =
kz12
2
22 = kz12 11 =
kz11
ksc;n
33 = kz33 :
The coefficient of ln(x2) and the factor  are linear independent so that the following
coefficient is another independent parameter
 =
4k2tr;1 + 6ktr;1kz1 + 2k
2
z1   2ktr;1 ~CI;1kNaSt   2kz1 ~CI;1kNaSt
k2NaSt
:
Since there is a bijective mapping between the old and the new parameters, all fitting
coefficients are independent as required.
Finally, the averaged velocity (5.23) simplifies to
U+1 =
1

ln jx+2 j+B (5.37)
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Figure 5.3: The DNS data of Jimenes & Hoyas are compared with the derived scaling
laws. Here, the velocity (♢) and the components ~R+11 (), ~R+22 (4) and ~R+33
(+) of the DNS data are presented. The solid lines represent the formulas
(5.37)-(5.39) fitted to the data with the parameters of Table 5.1 and 5.2.
and the Reynold stress tensor (5.24) can be represented through
~R+ij =
~CI;ij
x+2
+ ij + ijx
+
2 for ij = 12; 22; 33 (5.38)
while the 11 component has a more complicated form:
~R+11 =
~CI;11
x+2
+ 11 + 11x
+
2  
1
2
ln2 jx+2 j    ln jx+2 j : (5.39)
Then, the necessary condition concerning the parameter CI;12, (5.26), can be likewise
written through the new set of parameters
~CI;12 =


= 1

: (5.40)
The first relation holds for the dimensional equations, while the second one holds for
the non-dimensional ones containing x+i and U
+
1 .
In order to check if this can describe a channel flow, the data of (Jime´nez & Hoyas
2008, Hoyas & Jimenez 2008) can be fitted by (5.37), (5.38) and (5.39) where every
parameter appearing in the laws above is independent. In Figure 5.3 the result of the
fitting in the area 55  x+2  325 is considered. A convincing fit for the averaged
velocity can be found, where the log layer can be identified in the fitted region. The
scaling law of the velocity provides the following parameters and goodness of the fit.
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 B SSE R2
0,405 5,07 0,056 0,999
Table 5.1: Parameters of the data fitting with the formula (5.37). Illustrated in Figure
5.3
In the left graph of Figure 5.3 one can recognise the linear region on the left-hand side,
then the Buffer layer and at the right-hand side the log region can be seen.
The scaling laws were deduced without the translation symmetry in x2 direction. If
also this symmetry is applied, the solution for the averaged velocity would be U+1 =
1

ln(x+2 + A) + B. Fitting this more general function to the given data, the parameter
A is very small, so that the assumption of omitting this symmetry is justified.
In this logarithmic region we also plot the Reynolds stress tensor which can be found
in Figure 5.3. It should be mentioned that the parameter ~CI;12 is determined through
equation (5.40) and with   0; 405,
~CI;12 = 1= = 2; 47
follows. We are able to show that our predictions (5.38) and (5.39) can describe the
flow in this region very well. The fitting parameters can be found in the following
table:
~CI;ij ij ij  SSE R2
~R+11 954 -163 0,035 61,66 0,017 0,998
~R+22 -12,14 1,42 - 0,0008 0,002 0,958
~R+33 23,64 2,13 -0,0017 0,009 0,997
~R+12 -1,00 0,0005 0,000 1,00
Table 5.2: Parameters of the data fitting with the formulas (5.38)-(5.40). Illustrated in
Figure 5.3 and 5.4
In the 11 component, the determining part of the formula (5.39) is the logarithm
squared. It is very interesting that exactly this term is fixed through the parameter
 from the averaged velocity. If  would be smaller, we would not be able to fit the
DNS data any more.
The consequences shall be analysed, if the translation symmetries linear in x2 of the
two-point correlations, Yz;ij , are neglected. Hence, ij = 0 follows. Then, for ij = 22
and ij = 33 also a good agreement with the data can be achieved, while for the 11
the linear part is necessary to gain a good fit in the whole region 55  y+  325. It
is interesting that x+; 12 already represents the right kind of function to describe the
Reynolds stress components ~R+12, ~R
+
22 and ~R
+
33.
Summarizing the upper result, we can state that an excellent fit of the DNS data can be
achieved with the deduced equations (5.37)-(5.39). It seems that the right symmetries
were found and applied to derive these scaling laws.
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Figure 5.4: The Reynolds stress component ~R+12 from the data of Jimenes & Hoyas is
fitted through the scaling laws for ~R12, (5.38) and (5.40) with the parameter
of Table 5.2, (solid line). On the left-hand side the Navier-Stokes case is
shown while on the right-hand one the Euler case can be found.
Assuming  ! 0, resp. Re ! 1, the logarithmic solution of the Euler case can be
applied. In order to check if Re = 2003 is already high enough, the solutions (5.31),
(5.32) and (5.33) shall be compared to the data. Similarly to the Navier-Stokes case, the
expressions for the velocity and the Reynold stress components should be simplified.
Therefore we introduce
 =
kE;x
ktr;1 + kz1
B = ~CI;1
to replace the coefficients in the averaged velocity (5.31). The constant terms of the
Reynold stress components (5.32) and (5.33) can be condensed in a generalised kij ,
defined by
ij =
k12
kE;t   kE;x for ij = 12; 22; 33
11 =
k11
(kE;t   kE;x)   C
2
I;1 +
2CI;1(2ktr;1 + kz1)
(kE;t   kE;x)  
2(ktr;1 + kz1)(2ktr;1 + kz1)
(kE;t   kE;x)2 :
The terms linear in x2 can be represented through
ij = 2
kzij
kE;t
for ij = 11; 22; 33 12 =
kz12
kE;t
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while in the 11-component (5.33), an additional term appears. The coefficient con-
cerning the logarithm can be replaced by
 = 2(ktr;1 + kz1)

2ktr;1 + kz1
kE;x(kE;t   kE;x)  
CI;1
kE;x

since  is independent of . Compared to the Navier-Stokes case an additional sym-
metry is applied and, hence, a further expression in the exponent appears, which can
be shortened by the formula
 = 1  kE;t
kE;x
:
The resulting equation for the velocity (5.31) has the simplified form
U+1 (x
+
2 ) =
1

ln jx+2 j+B (5.41)
and the Reynold stress components (5.32) can be represented by
~R+ij =
~CI;ijjx+2 j + ij + ijx+2 ;
ij 6= 11. The 11-component (5.33) has to be considered seperately as additional terms
occcur, so that with the upper definitions
~R+11 = ~CI;11jx+2 j  
1
2
ln2 jx+2 j+  ln jx+2 j+ 11 + 11x+2
can be obtained. For the fitting, we should remember that ~CI;12 = 0, see (5.35).
Again the data of (Jime´nez & Hoyas 2008, Hoyas & Jimenez 2008) is applied to con-
firm these equations. As the equations for the averaged velocity (5.41) and (5.37) are
the same, also the fit and the parameters are identical, so that they can be omitted
here. Concerning the Reynolds stress tensor a further exponent  occurs, which is the
same for all Reynolds stress tensors. After some tries, the best value of  seems to be
approximately  =  1which is exactly the value which we have already found in the
Navier-Stokes approach. Here, the arbitrary exponent  appears because the Euler
case allows one scaling symmetry more than in the Navier-Stokes case, but it seems
that the Navier-Stokes symmetries are sufficient to describe the flow. It should be
mentioned that the function for ~R12 has a fixed parameter ~CI;12, which follows from
the condition (5.35), ~CI;12 = 0 . It can be shown that this function can also be used
to describe the flow behaviour satisfactory. The new ~R12 = 12 + 12x2 is plotted in
Figure 5.4. As the other Reynold stress tensors do not change, it seems not necessary
to plot further quantities as the same graphs will occur as in the Navier-Stokes case.
The only difference between the Navier-Stokes and the Euler approach lies in the
conditions for ~R12, resulting from the averaged Navier-Stokes equations. Here we
observe, see Figure 5.4, that the Navier-Stokes solution provides a better fit, since ~R12
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can be described up to x+2 = 1000, and also lower than x
+
2 = 50 the tendency of the
data and the scaling law are the same. Both does not hold for the Euler solution, so
that the Reynolds number still seems to be not high enough.
Centre region:
As the second region, the centre of the channel shall be considered. Here, our aim is
to describe the present flow field by an algebraic laws. First, the algebraic solution of
the Navier-Stokes case will be simplified to produce an easy comparison to the DNS
data. The parameters of the averaged velocity (5.14) are defined as follows
 =
ksc;n   kNaSt
kNaSt
~B =   ktr;1 + kz1
ksc;n   kNaSt : (5.42)
The components of Reynolds stress (5.15) and (5.16) have constant terms, which can
be summarised to only one parameter:
ij =   kij
ksc;n   2kNaSt for ij = 12; 22; 33
11 =
k2z1ksc;n + k
2
tr;1(3ksc;n   2kNaSt) + 2ktr;1kz1(2ksc;n   kNaSt)
(ksc;n   2kNaSt)(ksc;n   kNaSt)2  
k11
(ksc;n   2kNaSt) :
(5.43)
The terms linear in x2 can be simplified under the definitions
ij =  2kzij ksc;n   2kNaSt
k2sc;n   5ksc;nkNaSt + 6k2NaSt
for ij = 11; 22; 33
12 =  kz12 ksc;n   2kNaSt
k2sc;n   5ksc;nkNaSt + 6k2sc;n
: (5.44)
Then, the coefficient of an additional term in the 11-component (5.16) can be replaced
by
 =   2kz1ksc;n
~CI;1
kNaSt(ksc;n   kNaSt)  
2ktr;1(2ksc;n   kNaSt) ~CI;1
kNaSt(ksc;n   kNaSt) : (5.45)
Again, all new variables are independent.
Inserting these definitions into the algebraic scaling laws, the averaged velocity (5.14)
becomes
U+1 (x

2) = ~CI;1jx2j + ~B :
As it is usual to write the centre region using a deficit law, additionally
Udef +1 = U
+
cl   U+1 (x2) =   ~CI;1jx2j +B (5.46)
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Figure 5.5: The velocity ♢, the components ~R+11(), ~R+12(), ~R+22(4) and ~R+33(+) are
compared with the fits (solid lines) of the derived scaling laws (5.46)-
(5.49). Thereby the parameters of Table 5.3 and 5.4 are used.
yields, where U+cl represents the normalized velocity of the centreline. Then, the quan-
tity B = Ucl   ~B is introduced. The components of Reynolds stress tensor (5.15) can
be simplified using (5.42)-(5.45),
~R+ij =
~CI;ijx
  1
2 + ij + ijx2 (5.47)
for ij = 12; 22; 33. Finally, the 11-component is considered, where the long expression
(5.16) can be written in a shorter way
~R+11 =   ~C2I;1jx2j2 + ~CI;11jx2j 1 + x 2 + 11 + 11x2 : (5.48)
with the help of (5.42)-(5.45). In order to fulfil the averaged Navier-Stokes equations,
condition (5.17) must hold. Applying the upper definitions, (5.17) can be represented
by
~CI;12 =  ~CI;1b= ~CI;1
Re
: (5.49)
Here the governing dimensionless variable xi leads to the Navier-Stokes equations
and MPC equations containing the Reynolds number. As presented at the beginning
of this subsection, then  must be replaced by 1=Re. We assume that R12 should be
zero at x2 = 0 since this component is antisymmetric, so that 12 = 0.
The deduced scaling laws are fitted and compared to the data of (Jime´nez & Hoyas
2008, Hoyas & Jimenez 2008), see Figure 5.5. Here, only the half channel is considered,
as the velocity and the components Reynolds stress tensor are symmetric or antisym-
metric with respect to the centre of the channel (x2 = 0). The algebraic law for the
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velocity can describe approximately 60 % of the half-channel, see Figure 5.5 . The
fitting parameters of the deficit law (5.46) are given by
~CI;1 B  SSE R2
-6,1 -0,0090 1,87 0,010 1,000
Table 5.3: Parameters of the data fitting with the formula (5.46). Illustrated in Figure
5.5
while the fit was created in the region 0  x2  0; 6.
We can also compare the components of the Reynolds stress tensor to the scaling laws
(5.47) and (5.48). The condition (5.49) leads to the coefficient
~CI;12 = 0; 0057
of the 12 component. In Figure 5.5 all components are plotted, representing a very
good agreement to the DNS data. The parameters of the graphs are
ij ij ~CI;ij  SSE R2
~R+11 0,88 24,7 -16,2 33,5 0,010 1,000
~R+12 0 -0,999 0,000 1,000
~R+22 -3,01 3,89 0,485 0,003 0,999
~R+33 -4,56 5,98 0,510 0,005 1,000
Table 5.4: Parameters of the data fitting with the formulas (5.47)-(5.49). Illustrated in
Figure 5.5
The determining parameter in ~R+11 is the term containing C2I;1, which is fixed through
the parameter of the averaged velocity. Also ~C12 is given by the previous fits, never-
theless, a very good agreement with the data can be produced. Due to the antisym-
metric form of ~R+12, we set 12 = 0 before the fit was proceeded.
Assuming that the symmetries which add a linear term in x2 to the Reynold stress
tensors are neglected, especially the component ~R+11 cannot be fitted well any more.
For ~R+22 and ~R
+
33 a satisfying fit would be possible.
The translation in x2 direction was not applied to derive the scaling laws (5.46)-
(5.48). If this translation symmetry is added, the mean velocity has to fulfil Udef +1 =
  ~CI;1jx2 + kGj +B, whereby the fitting concludes that kG;2  0, so that this term can
be neglected and the translation in x2 direction is not necessary for the description of
the core region.
As it was possible to describe the logarithmic sublayer with the Euler approach the
same shall be tried for the centre region. As before, the complicated combinations of
the coefficients are replaced by more simple ones. Hence, for the new parameters of
the averaged velocity (5.27) the definitions
 =
kE;x   kE;t + ksc;n
kE;x
~B =
ktr;1 + kz1
kE;t   kE;x   ksc;n :
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hold. Continuingwith the Reynolds stress tensors (5.28) and (5.29) further parameters
are needed. The constant terms can be condensed with
ij =   kij
2(kE;x   kE;t) + ksc;n for ij = 12; 22; 33
11 =
k11
2kE;t   2kE;x   ksc;n  
2ktr;1kz1
(2kE;t   2kE;x   ksc;n)( kE;t + kE;x + ksc;n)
  ksc;nk
2
z1
(2kE;t   2kE;x   ksc;n)( kE;t + kE;x + ksc;n)2
while the terms linear in x2 can be replaced by
ij =  2 kzij
kE;x   2kE;t + ksc;n for ij = 11; 22; 33
12 =   kz12
kE;x   2kE;t + ksc;n :
In contrast to the Navier-Stokes case, a second exponent occurs, so that
 =
2(kE;x   kE;t) + ksc;n
kE;x
is introduced. Finally, there is a further complex expression in the R11 formula, (5.29),
which can easier be written using
 = 2 ~CI;1

ktr;1
kE;t   kE;x   ksc;n  
ksc;n(ktr;1 + kz1)
(kE;t   kE;x)(kE;t   kE;x   ksc;n)

because this expression cannot be described through the above-mentioned parame-
ters.
Summarizing these definitions and substituting the coefficients in the averaged ve-
locity (5.27),
U1(x

2) = ~CI;1jx2j +B (5.50)
holds. Replacing the coefficients of the components of the Reynolds stress tensor
(5.28) and (5.29), these formulas become
~R+ij =
~CI;ijjx2j + ij + ijx2 for ij = 12; 22; 33
~R+11 = jx2j   ~C2I;1jx2j2 + ~CI;11jx2j + 11 + 11x2 :
The condition (5.30) remains ~C12 = 0.
Since all parameters are independent, the resulting equations can be fitted to the data
of (Jime´nez & Hoyas 2008, Hoyas & Jimenez 2008). The equations for the averaged
velocity (5.46) and (5.50) have the same form, so that nearly the same result as in
the Navier-Stokes approach follows. Again    leads to a good fit, while the only
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difference is ~CI;12 = 0. But this condition has no remarkable effect on the resulting
graph. Therefore we will not give the same figures again and continue directly with
the boundary layer.
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5.1.4 Boundary Layer
U¯1(x2)
x1
x2
Figure 5.6: Flow geometry.
Let us consider a turbulent boundary layer,
where different regions shall be described by
scaling laws. Finally, x1 represents the stream-
wise coordinate and x2 the wall-normal one, so
that the wall is located at x2 = 0.
Again, a defect law for a boundary layer can be
created
U1   U1(x2)
U
= f
x2


where U1 is the outer velocity and  is the
boundary layer thickness. As in the channel
flow, a logarithmic sublayer can also be found
for the boundary layer. A more complicated de-
scription of the flow behaviour was suggested
by Coles who set up law for the whole boundary layer,
U(x2)
U
= f

x2U


+ C!
x2


(see (Coles 1956)). Coles determined the function ! through experimental data and it
is very similar to the equation
! = 1 + sin

2x2

  1
2


:
In the following, we want to describe data using the deduced scaling laws. Hereby,
two regions in the boundary layer shall be considered using the deduced scaling laws.
The traditional theory suggests a logarithmic region in the boundary layer flow, but in
(George 2006) an algebraic law is suggested. These two approaches will be compared
applying the calculated scaling laws. Thereby, additionally to the averaged velocity
the Reynolds stress tensorwill be considered. The second analysis on the intermediate
region is inspired by the assumption in (Oberlack 2001), stating an exponential law in
this region. We will compare it to an algebraic law, which fits the data in this region
very well.
In the topic of boundary layers some special characteristic scales and Reynolds num-
bers shall be mentioned. We can define the friction velocity
u =
r
w

with w = 

dU
dx2

x2=0
which we know already from the channel flow. Then there exists a length scale for the
small scales, l = =u and the outer velocity U1 = U(x2 !1) shall be introduced.
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In order to describe the thickness of the boundary layer, many approaches are known.
A very easy one is given by 99 which defines the distance of the wall to the point,
where 99 % of the outer velocity is reached. The momentum thickness of an incom-
pressible flow
 =
Z 1
0
U(x2)
U1

1  U(x2)
U1

dx2
represents another possibility. Also different Reynolds numbers can be defined, where
we want to mention two of them,
Re =
U1

Re = 
+
99 =
99
l
=
99u

which will be used to describe the following turbulent flows.
Logarithmic subregion
In the logarithmic subregion, the characteristic velocity and length scale are given by
u and l, so that
U+ =
U
u
x+2 =
x2
l
follows. Writing down the averaged Navier-Stokes equations and the MPC equations
(5.1) - (5.6) with non-dimensional quantities, the same equations will arise with the
difference that the viscosity has been replaced by 1. Hence, in all invariant solutions
of the shear flow  has to be replaced by 1.
The scaling laws in the logarithmic subregion will be compared to the data of (Simens
et al. 2009), (Jime´nez et al. 2010), who created their DNS data for Re = 1968, Re =
690.
A logarithmic and an algebraic law will be fitted to the DNS data, while both ap-
proaches were already simplified in the previous subsection. The logarithmic scaling
law (5.37)-(5.40) was given by
U+1 =
1

ln(x+2 ) + B (5.51)
~R+ij =
~CI;ij
x+2
+ ij + 
+
ijx2 for ij = 12; 22; 33
~R+11 =
~CI;11
x+2
+ 11 + 11x
+
2  
1
2
ln2(x+2 )   ln(x+2 ) (5.52)
while the condition
~CI;12 =
1

(5.53)
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Figure 5.7: The velocity ♢ is compared with fits (solid lines) of the derived scaling
laws. The logarithmic fit, (5.51) with the parameters of Table 5.5, can be
found on the left-hand side and the algebraic one, (5.54) with Table 5.6, on
the right-hand side.
has to be added for the 12-component. Let us also recall the algebraic scaling law,
(5.46)-(5.49),
U+1 (x2) = ~CI;1x

2 +B (5.54)
~R+ij =
~CI;ijx
 1
2 + ij + ijx2
~R+11 =   ~C2I;1x22 + ~CI;11x 12 + x2 + 11 + 11x2 (5.55)
extended by the condition
~CI;12 = ~CI;1 : (5.56)
Hence, these scaling laws shall be compared to the data of (Simens et al. 2009, Jime´nez
et al. 2010), while all fits are generated in the region 35  x+2  100, in order to have
the possibility to assess the results of both approaches.
The mean velocity is fitted in Figure 5.7, where the logarithmic fit can be found on the
left-hand and the algebraic on the right-hand side. The parameters for the logarithmic
approach
 B SSE R2
0; 418 5; 31 0; 004 1; 000
Table 5.5: The fitting parameters of the logarithmic scaling law for the averaged ve-
locity (5.51). Illustrated in Figure 5.7
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and the algebraic approach
~CI;1  B SSE R2
11; 07 0; 128  3; 38 0; 014 0; 999
Table 5.6: The fitting parameters of the algebraic scaling law for the averaged velocity
(5.54). Illustrated in Figure 5.7
were specified. We can find an excellent agreement to the data in both cases.
Hence, continuing with the Reynold stress components, we start with the logarithmic
case. Due to condition (5.53) the parameter
~CI;12 = 0; 00122
is fixed. Then the remaining parameters are derived by fitting the scaling laws to the
data
ij ij ~Cij  SSE R2
~R+11 -106,1 0,0961 464,6 47,12 0,001 1,000
~R+12 -1,01 0,0006 0,000 0,780
~R+22 1,882 -0,0031 -29,43 0,000 1,000
~R+33 2,581 -0,0056 -8,06 0,000 0,997
Table 5.7: The fitting parameters of the logarithmic scaling laws for the Reynolds
stress tensor (5.52). Illustrated in Figure 5.8
Considering the parameters it can be noticed that ij for ~R+11 is much higher than for
the other Reynolds stress components. This parameter stands for the Lie-point sym-
metry adding a linear term in x2 to the Reynold stress component. In ~R+22 and ~R
+
33 even
this part can be neglected and a good agreement with the data can be found. Espe-
cially, the parameter for ~R+12 is extremely small ij = 710 6, whichwill be explained in
the following. Since the data are created for a zero-pressure gradient (ZPG), it would
make sense to assume @
P
@x1
= 0, so that the mean pressure does not change in stream-
wise direction. Inserting this assumption into the averaged Navier-Stokes equations
(5.1) and substituting the scaling laws (5.52) this implies that 12 = 0. Hence, a ZPG
assumption leads directly to 12 = 0.
The same will be done for the algebraic law. Since condition (5.56) becomes
~CI;12 = 0; 00072
all other parameters are determined by fitting, resulting in
As described in the logarithmic case, the parameters ij of the translation linear in
x2 are small for ~R+12, ~R
+
22 and ~R
+
33. Assuming a vanishing pressure derivative with
respect to the streamwise direction x1, 12 = 0 is a direct consequence. Finally, only
the component ~R+11 needs this additional symmetry, the translation in x2 direction.
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Figure 5.8: The component ~R+12() is compared with fits (solid lines) of the derived
scaling laws. On the left-hand side the logarithmic scaling law, (5.52)-
(5.53) with the parameters of Table 5.7, and on the right-hand side the al-
gebraic one, (5.55)-(5.56) with Table 5.8, are fitted. The dashed line shows
the resulting fit under the assumption of a ZPG.
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~Cij aij ij  SSE R2
~R+11 285,5 -337,7 0,127 397,5 0,001 1,000
~R+12 -1,004 0,0006 0,000 0,676
~R+22 -21,5 2,03 -0,0036 0,000 1,000
~R+33 -5,863 2,62 0,0057 0,000 0,997
Table 5.8: The fitting parameters of the logarithmic scaling laws for the Reynolds
stress tensor (5.52). Illustrated in Figure 5.8
The graphs of the fits can be found in Figure 5.8 where on the left-hand side the
logarithmic scaling law and on the right-hand side the algebraic one is shown. In
both cases the fit can describe the flow behaviour very well. The dashed line for the
component ~R+12 describes the fit if 12 = 0 is claimed. This assumption leads to a
slightly worse fit as can be seen in the figure.
Finally, we state that both approaches lead to good agreements for the averaged ve-
locity as well as the Reynolds stress tensor, so that a decision which kind of flow is
present cannot be answered. Considering the Reynold stress components in Figure
5.8 both approaches lead to nearly the same functions, although their ansatz is differ-
ent.
Wake region
We call the intermediate region the range between the boundary layer and the outer
constant flow. The dimensionless velocity U+1 =
U1
u
is defined as before, while the
characteristic length scale in the intermediate region shall be 99, describing the dis-
tance from the wall, where 99 % of the outer flow velocity is reached. Hence, the
dimensionless length is x2 =
x2
99
. Then we recall the corresponding Reynolds number
Re =
u99

:
Formulating the dimensionless form of the averaged Navier-Stokes equations and the
MPC, the only change of the equations is that the constant  is replaced by 1
Re
. As
constants have no influence on the result of the Lie algorithm the same solution can
be obtained, where  has to be substituted by 1
Re
.
As shown in (Oberlack 2001) an exponential scaling law can describe the mean ve-
locity in the intermediate region. Here, we want to check if this also holds for the
Reynolds stress components. The exponential scaling law for the averaged velocity
(5.18) and the Reynolds stress tensor (5.19) and (5.20) for the Navier-Stokes case can
be written in a more elegant form. Therefore, we introduce the parameters
 =
ksc;n
kG;2
~B =  ktr;1 + kz1
ksc;n
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Figure 5.9: From the data of Schlatter & O¨rlu¨ the mean velocity is plotted for different
Reynolds numbers: Re = 760 (N), Re = 1410 (), Re = 2540 (), Re =
4060 (4). The corresponding fits are represented through solid lines. On
the left graphic the exponential approach for the region 0; 3-0; 8 is fitted,
(5.57) with the parameters of Table 5.9. On the right-hand side the result
for the algebraic approach in the region 0; 2-0; 7 is shown, (5.59) with the
parameters of Table 5.10.
which can replace the coefficients in the averaged velocity (5.18). For the Reynolds
stress tensor (5.19) and (5.20) additionally
ij =  k22ksc;n + 2kz22kG;2
k2sc;n
for ij = 22; 33
12 =  k12ksc;n + kz12kG;2
k2sc;n
11 =
3k2tr;1 + 4ktr;1kz1 + k
2
z1
k2sc;n
  k11
ksc;n
  2kz11 kG;2
k2sc;n
are needed to condense all constant terms. Concerning the linear terms, we define
ij =  2 kzij
ksc;n
for ij = 11; 22; 33
12 =  kz12x2
ksc;n
;
and the 11-component contains an additional parameter
 = 2CI;1
2ktr;1 + kz1
kG;2
:
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It can be shown that all introduced parameters are independent, so that the scaling
laws can be transferred to an easier representation. The averaged velocity (5.18) reads
U+1 (x

2) = CI;1e
x2 + ~B :
As the data are presented in the deficit law formulation, it holds
Udef+1 (x

2) = U
+
1   U+1 (x2) =  CI;1ex

2 +B (5.57)
where B =   ~B + U+1. Concerning the Reynolds stress tensor (5.19)- (5.20), it holds
~Rij = CI;ije
x2 + ij + x

2ij for ij = 12; 22; 33
~R11 =  C2I;1e2x

2 + CI;11e
x2 + x2e
x2 + 11 + x

211 : (5.58)
where the normalized components of the Reynolds stress tensor are just written as
~Rij . Then, the additional condition (5.21) leads to
CI;12 =
CI;1
Re
:
The derived scaling laws shall be compared to the DNS data of (Schlatter & O¨rlu¨
2010). The comparison of DNS and theory for the averaged velocity can be found in
Figure 5.9, where the deficit law is presented. In Figure 5.10, the data and calculated
scaling laws of the Reynolds stress tensor are illustrated. All data are fitted in the
region 0; 3  x2
99
 0; 8, where we observe that the mean velocity and the Reynolds
stress tensor are both fitted very well. Noticeable it is that ~R12 is the only component
which does not provide an excellent fit for high Reynolds numbers. The fixed param-
eter CI;12 does not yield a perfect fit. This is in contrast to the case of the channel flow
in the last subsection, where also ~R12 was fitted very well.
The parameters are given in Table (5.9) where we notice that the ratio between some
constants is nearly the same for all Reynolds numbers. More precisely, we observe
B
CI;1
 0:33 22
22
  1; 3 33
33
  1; 2 :
For Reynolds numbers high enough there also holds
22
C22
  1; 5 33
C33
  1; 5 :
Then there are also some parameters which seem to be more or less constant. This
concerns the exponential of the algebraic function  and the constant part 12 of the
component ~R12.
If we use these conditions as assumptions of the scaling laws less parameters have
to be fitted. Since the ratios seem to be constant we can suppose that the suggested
scaling laws present a good description of the governing turbulent flow.
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Figure 5.10: From the data of Schlatter & O¨rlu¨ the components of the Reynolds stress
tensor are presented for different Reynolds numbers: Re = 760 (N),
Re = 1410 (), Re = 2540 (), Re = 4060 (4). The corresponding
fits of the exponential approach, (5.58) with the parameters of Table 5.9,
for the region 0; 3-0; 8 are represented through solid lines.
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Re 760 1410 2540 3270 4060
B  3; 45  4; 74  4; 95  4; 81  4; 96
CI;1  11; 63  13; 76  14; 60  14; 80  15; 16
  1; 26  1; 10  1; 10  1; 14  1; 14
11 259; 5 384; 3 413; 5 331; 2 337; 3
11  106; 9  140; 8  149; 8  145; 0  147; 1
C11  121; 3  192; 8  198; 2  111; 8  107; 7
  380; 2  477; 1  524; 0  591; 9  609; 2
12  1; 22  1; 24  1; 24  1; 23  1; 24
12 1; 24 1; 30 1; 18 1; 16 1; 17
22 1; 88 3; 39 4; 24 4; 19 4; 45
22  1; 70  2; 76  3; 31  3; 32  3; 49
C22  0; 54  1; 95  2; 80  2; 74  3; 00
33 3; 25 6; 23 7; 36 6; 74 7; 02
33  3; 14  5; 09  5; 80  5; 42  5; 62
C33  1; 15  4; 21  5; 44  4; 74  5; 06
Table 5.9: The fitting parameters of the exponential scaling laws (5.57)-(5.58) for the
wake region. Illustrated in Figure 5.9 and 5.10
Next to the exponential approach, we want to compare the DNS data of (Schlatter
& O¨rlu¨ 2010) to an algebraic description of the turbulent boundary layer. To gain
simplified scaling laws the parameters in the formula of the averaged velocity (5.11)
are replaced by
C U =  CI;1k
ksc;n
kNaSt
 1
NaSt A =
kG;2
kNaSt
 =
ksc;n
kNaSt
  1
~ U =  
ktr;1 + kz1
ksc;n   kNaSt  U =
U1   ~ U :
Then we substitute the constant part of (5.12) and (5.13) by
11 =
k2z1ksc;n + k
2
tr;1(3ksc;n   2kNaSt) + 2ktr;1kz1(2ksc;n   kNaSt)
(ksc;n   2kNaSt)(ksc;n   kNaSt)2
  k11
ksc;n   2kNaSt  
2kz11kG;2
k2sc;n   5ksc; nkNaSt + 6k2NaSt
12 =   k12
ksc;n   2kNaSt  
kz12kG;2
k2sc;n   5ksc;nkNaSt + 6k2NaSt
ij =   kij
ksc;n   2kNaSt  
2kzijkG;2
k2sc;n   5ksc;nkNaSt + 6k2NaSt
for ij = 22; 33 :
The linear parts are simplified using
12 =   kz12
ksc;n   3kNaSt ij =  
2kzij
ksc;n   3kNaSt for ij = 11; 22; 33 :
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For the integration factor
Cij = CI;ijk
ksc;n
kNaSt
 2
NaSt for ij = 12; 11; 22; 33
and the additional term in ~R11
 =  

2kz1ksc;nCI;1 + 2ktr;1(2ksc;n   kNaSt)CI;1
kNaSt(ksc;n   kNaSt)

k
ksc;n
kNaSt
 1
NaSt
is used.
This result shall be compared to an algebraic scaling law, the basic formulation of
which is given by
Udef+1 = C U(x

2 + A)
 +  U (5.59)
~Rij = Cij(x

2 + A)
 1 + ij + ijx2
~R11 =  C2U(x2 + A)2 + C11(x2 + A) 1 + (x2 + A) + 11 + 11x2 (5.60)
extended by the condition
~CI;12 =  C U
Re
:
The fitting region 0; 2  x2
99
 0; 7 is translated by 0; 1 compared to the exponen-
tial description. The reason is simple, as we have chosen for both approaches the
best region to apply the corresponding fit. In Figure 5.9 the fit of the mean velocity
for both approaches can be compared. We notice that the exponential and the alge-
braic description show a good agreement with the DNS data. Then in Figure 5.11 the
Reynolds stress tensor and the corresponding fits of the algebraic approach are dis-
played. In the exponential approach all Reynolds stress components can be described
very well without ~R12, where a sufficient fit can be found but is not as perfect as for
the other components. The parameters of the shown figures are given in Table 5.10.
Especially for Re 1410, some ratios of parameters seem to be constant. Hence, we
can assume
 U
C U
 1; 04 22
22
 1; 23 33
33
 1; 18 :
There are also some parameters which do not change for different Reynolds num-
bers, such as the exponential  and the two parameters 12 and 12 of the Reynolds
component ~R12.
Since both approaches provide good agreements with the DNS data, it is difficult to
decide which description is more appropriate. The assumption that away from the
wall, more symmetries shall be present, would suggest an algebraic approach.
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Figure 5.11: From the data of Schlatter & O¨rlu¨ the components of the Reynolds stress
tensor are presented for different Reynolds numbers: Re = 760 (N),
Re = 1410 (), Re = 2540 (), Re = 4060 (4). The corresponding
fits of the algebraic approach, (5.60) with the parameters of Table 5.10,
for the region 0; 3-0; 8 are represented through solid lines.
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Re 760 1410 2540 3270 4060
 U 12; 78 31; 93 31; 19 32; 59 33; 72
C U  12; 97  30; 57  30; 03  31; 39  32; 33
 0; 42 0; 23 0; 24 0; 23 0; 24
 0; 042 0; 26 0; 22 0; 022 0; 024
11  54; 22  699; 8  592; 0  650; 0  720; 0
11 86; 91 95; 27 115; 4 116; 8 127; 0
C11 8; 51 29; 25 23; 28 22; 42 30; 35
 130; 7 1536 1382 1523 1639
12  1; 16  1; 16  1; 16  1; 15  1; 16
12 1; 12 1; 03 1; 02 1; 01 1; 02
22 2; 30 2; 87 2; 93 3; 01 3; 18
22  1; 99  2; 34  2; 39  2; 45  2; 54
C22  0; 39  0; 64  0; 60  0; 62  0; 73
33 3; 17 4; 21 4; 19 4; 39 4; 45
33  3; 05  3; 62  3; 56  3; 69  3; 70
C33  0; 40  0; 92  0; 85  0; 93  0; 99
Table 5.10: The fitting parameters of the algebraic scaling laws (5.59)-(5.60) for the
wake region. Illustrated in Figure 5.9 and 5.11
5.1.5 Conclusion
In previous works, see e.g. (Oberlack 2001), the Euler approach was always applied
to deduce a logarithmic scaling law to describe the sublayer in a channel flow. It is
possible to extend this to theNavier-Stokes case and add a description of the Reynolds
stress tensor. Comparing the Navier-Stokes case with the Euler one, the same fits
are generated for the given DNS data (except for ~R12). Furthermore, the symmetries
adding a linear term in x2 to ~R11 is necessary to fit the data of ~R11 in a very convincing
way. In the center of a channel flow an algebraic law was identified, which is valid
for the averaged velocity as well as for the Reynolds stress tensor, which was shown
by fitting the scaling laws to the data of Jime´nez & Hoyas.
For the boundary layer the logarithmic region was considered, where not only loga-
rithmic scaling law for the velocity but also an algebraic law can describe the present
flow. In the intermediate layer/ wake region an algebraic and an exponential law
were compared, coming to the result that the algebraic scaling law can explain the
flow behaviour better. Fitting flows with different Reynolds number, we showed for
the wake region, that some ratios of the parameters can be assumed to be constant.
The astonishing result is certainly that in the considered cases not only the averaged
velocity can be fitted to the data, but also the Reynolds stress tensors can be described
as the deduced scaling laws, so that this method seems to be suitable for describing
turbulent flow behaviours.
In the channel flow, nearly the maximum number of symmetries is applied to de-
scribe the core region. The only symmetry which was neglected is the translation in
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x2 direction. This seems to make sense since there is a wall in x2 direction. For the
logarithmic sublayer the two scaling symmetries have to be merged to one. Conse-
quently, one symmetry is broken, which can be explained through the existence of the
friction velocity. Directly at the wall, a linear velocity profile exists. The correspond-
ing scaling law can be reached if both scaling laws are broken.
The scaling laws used to describe the channel flow and the boundary layer used the
condition kG;2 = 0. This means, the translation symmetry in x2 direction was broken.
IF we take a closer look on this symmetry it become clear that this symmetry allows an
arbitrary choose of the origin of the coordinate system. So, kG;2 = 0 is a consequence
of a good choice of the origin.
Additionally, to these very good results, we should recall some remarks. The scaling
laws are only derived for the averaged velocity and the two-point correlations. Calcu-
lating also highermoments wouldmean that successivelymore complicated formulas
are generated which results in problems with the computer algebra program. A con-
sequence is certainly that only an invariant solution of the first order can be shown
and not for the whole system of MPC equations.
Then, a popular problem is the value of  in the scaling law. As it can be seen in this
section this method only allows us to determine the form of the scaling laws and not
the parameters. It would be very interesting if some theoretical ideas can be found to
be able to gain the values. This would be another challenging problem which will not
be considered in this work. A further question would be also if  is the same for all
kinds of shear flows, while we would expect that it has an influence on the form of
the boundary. This topic is studied more detailed in (George 2007).
The presented description of a fully developed boundary layer assumes no change of
the boundary layer thickness. It would be an interesting future work to add the axis
x1 in flow direction. Then the Lie symmetry method provides a similarity variable for
x1 and x2, which could allow for describing the growing boundary layer.
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5.2 Channel Flow with Transpiration
UT
x2
x1
U1(x)
UT
Figure 5.12: Flow geometry.
In this subsection, the channel flow becomes
slightly more complicated since we assume a
constant cross flow normal to the wall. Con-
sequently, the convective term in the averaged
Navier-Stokes equations does not vanish and a
different set of governing equations is formed.
Therefore, the scaling symmetries, as stated in
the previous sections can only be obtained in a
modified form.
In the following, we will calculate different
scaling laws and compare them to the data of
(Avsarkisov, Oberlack & Hoyas 2014). Further DNS data for this kind of flow are
available, see also (Sumitani & Kasagi 1995) who studied this case involving a heat
transfer. They investigated the averaged velocities and the Reynolds stress tensor and
observed that the flow behaviour is different compared to the simple channel flow.
They also considered the terms of the one-point approach for the Reynolds stress ten-
sor. Further DNS simulations are done in (Nikitin & Pavelev 1998) as well as (Chung
& Sung 2001, Chung, Sung & Krogstad 2002).
Next to numerical simulation, in (Vigdorovich &Oberlack 2008) this flowwas studied
analytically. They constructed solutions for the core region and the near-wall regions
(blowing and suction side) employing themethod of matched asymptotic expansions.
They were able to give a relation between the wall shear stress, the Reynolds number
and the transpiration velocity.
5.2.1 Governing Equations and Symmetries
The difference to the traditional channel flow studied in Section 5.1.3 is that a cross
flow in wall-normal direction occurs. The transpiration velocity UT is assumed to be
constant in the following studies. As in the previous section, the three coordinates
show in streamwise direction (x1), wall-normal direction (x2) and spanwise direction
(x3). As a stationary flow is assumed, no dependencies concerning the time will ap-
pear. The dependencies of the flow field and the pressure are given by
U1 = U1(x2) + u1 U2 = UT + u2 U3 = u3
P = P (x2; x1) :
The MPCs and the pressure-velocity correlations in the fluctuation approach are as-
sumed to be independent of x1 and x3, so that
Rifng(x; r
(1); :::; r(n 1)) = Rifng(x2; r
(1); :::; r(n 1))
Pifn 1g[q]p(x; r
(1); :::; r(n 1)) = Pifn 1g[q]p(x2; r
(1); :::; r(n 1)) :
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Applying the relations between the R-P and the H-I approach, as given in Definition
2.11, the instantaneous correlations have to fulfil
Hifng(x; r
(1); :::; r(n 1)) = Hifng(x2; r
(1); :::; r(n 1))
Iifn 1g[q]p(x; r
(1); :::; r(n 1)) = Iifn 1g[q]p(x1; x2; r
(1); :::; r(n 1)) :
All these restrictions can be inserted into the averaged Navier-Stokes equations (2.11),
so that in the case of the R-P approach
UT
@ U1(x2)
@x2
=  @
P (x1; x2)
@x1
+ 
@2 U1(x2; t)
@x2@x2
  @u1u2(x2)
@x2
0 =  @
P (x1; x2)
@x2
  @u2u2(x2)
@x2
0 =  @u3u2(x2)
@x2
(5.61)
follows and the MPC equations in relative coordinates
Tifng = UT
@Rifng
@x2
+
nX
l=1
h
U1(x2 + r
(l)
2 )  U1(x2)
i @Rifng
@rk(l)
+Rifng[i(0) 7!2]
@ U1(x2)
@x2
i(0)1
+
n 1X
l=1
Rifng[i(l) 7!2]
@ U1(x2 + r
(l)
2 )
@x2
i(l)1+
@Pifng[0]
@x2
i(0)2 +
n 1X
l=1
0@@Pifn 1g[l]p
@r
(l)
i(l)
  @Pifn 1g[0]p
@r
(l)
i(0)
1A
  
"
@2Rifng
@x2@x2
+
nX
l=1
 
 2 @
2Rifng
@x2@r
(l)
2
+
nX
m=1
@2Rifng
@r
(m)
k @r
(l)
k
+
@2Rifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(l)
k
!#
 Rifn 1g[0];
@ui(0)u2(x)
@x2
 
n 1X
l=1
Rifn 1g[l];
@ui(l)u2(x2 + r
(l)
2 )
@r
(l)
k
+
@Rifn+1g[i(n) 7!2][r
(n) 7! 0]
@x2
 
nX
l=1
@Rifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][r(n) 7! 0]
@r
(l)
k
+
nX
l=1
@Rifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][r
(n) 7! r(l)]
@r
(l)
k
= 0 (5.62)
can be obtained from (4.10). (5.61) presents the first application, where on the left-
hand side of the averaged Navier-Stokes equations a convective term occurs. The
continuity equation concerning the averaged velocity, (2.10), is directly fulfilled, while
the MPCs and the pressure-velocity correlations have to accomplish the continuity
equations
@Rifn+1g[i(0) 7!k]
@xk
 
nX
j=1
@Rifn+1g[i(0) 7!k]
@r
(j)
k
= 0 ;
@Rifn+1g[i(l) 7!k]
@r
(l)
k
= 0 for l = 1; : : : ; n
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@Iifng[k]p[i(0) 7!m]
@xm
 
nX
j=1
@Iifng[k]p[i(0) 7!m]
@r
(j)
m
= 0 for k = 1; : : : ; n ;
@Iifng[k]p[i(l) 7!m]
@r
(l)
m
= 0 for k = 0; : : : ; n ; l = 1; : : : ; n ; k 6= l;
(5.63)
and the side conditions
Rifng = Rifng[k$l] k; l 2 f1; 2; :::n  1g; k 6= l
= Rifng[0ll] l = 1; 2; :::; n  1
Pifn 1g[q]p = Pifn 1g[q]p[k$l] k; l 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; k 6= l;
q 2 f0; 1; :::; n  1g; k 6= q; l 6= q
= Pifn 1g[q]p[0ll] q; l 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; l 6= q
= Pifn 1g[l]p[i(q) 7!i(l)][x
(l) $ x(q)] l; q 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; l 6= q
= Pifn 1g[0]p[i(q) 7!i(0)][0 l r(q)] q 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g : (5.64)
The set of governing equations in the H-I approach can be determined equivalently.
So the averaged Navier-Stokes equations
0 =  @
P (x1; x2)
@x1
+ 
@2 U1(x2)
@x2@x2
  @H12(x2)
@x2
0 =  @
P (x1; x2)
@x2
  @H22(x2)
@x2
0 =  @H32(x2)
@x2
(5.65)
follow and the MPC equations
Sifn+1g =
@Hifn+1g[i(n)!2][r
(n) ! 0]
@x2
+
@Iifn 1g[0]p
@xi(0)
   @
2Hifng
@x2@x2
+
n 1X
l=1
"
@Hifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][r
(n) 7! r(l)]
@r
(l)
k
  @Hifn+1g[i(n)!k][r
(n) ! 0]
@r
(l)
k
+
@Iifn 1g[l]p
@x
(l)
i(l)
  @Iifn 1g[0]p
@r
(l)
i(l)
+ 2
@2Hifng
@x2@r
(l)
2
   @
2Hifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(l)
k
  
n 1X
m=1
@Hifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(m)
k
#
(5.66)
for n = 1; : : : ;1 ;
are obtained. Then, also the continuity equations (4.7), (4.8) and side conditions (4.9)
have to be considered. These equations do not change compared to Section 4.1.
If  = 0, there is no term concerning the averaged velocity left in the H-I approach.
This implies that there is no bijective mapping between the H and the R formulation,
as the averaged velocity cannot be generated by the correlations Hifng , n  2.
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If we test our normal scaling symmetries Ysc;t, Ysc;x and YNaSt in the R approach we
will notice, that all symmetries seem to be broken because of the convective term.
There, the transpiration velocity UT , as being a constant, does not transform. So, the
linear term transforms differently from the original non-linear convective term. Nev-
ertheless, it is possible to state the scaling symmetries in the H approach, so that they
can be transferred back to the R approach using Lemma 2.11. The scaling symmetry,
arising in the Euler and Navier-Stokes case is
Zsc;2 : x
 = eax r(j) = ear(j) U1 = e
 a U1
P  = e 2a P Hifng = e
 anHifng I

ifn 1g[q]p = e
 a(n+1)Iifn 1g[q]p (5.67)
while the generators in the R and H approach hold
Ysc;2 = xi
@
@xi
+ r
(j)
i
@
@r
(j)
i
  U1 @
@ U1
  (2Rij + U1(x2)UT i1j2 + U1(x2 + r(1)2 )UT 1j2i   2U2T i2j2)
@
@Rij
+ :::
Zsc;2 = xi
@
@xi
+ r
(j)
i
@
@r
(j)
i
  U1 @
@ U1
  2 P @
@ P
  nHifng
@
@Hifng
  (n+ 1)Iifn 1g[q]p
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
A further symmetry for the Euler case is determined by
Zsc;e : x
 = eax r(j) = ear(j) U1 = U1
P  = P Hifng = Hifng I

ifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p (5.68)
and the corresponding generator has the form
Ysc;e = xi
@
@xi
+ r
(j)
i
@
@r
(j)
i
Zsc;e = xi
@
@xi
+ r
(j)
i
@
@r
(j)
i
:
The new statistical scaling symmetry can be found again in the H approach,
Zsc;1 : x
 = x r(j) = r(j) U1 = e
a U1
P  = ea P Hifng = e
aHifng I

ifn 1g[q]p = e
aIifn 1g[q]p : (5.69)
For the transformation between the R and H approach the constant velocity UT has to
be taken into account. With U2(x) = UT , the corresponding transformation in the R
approach can be calculated and the generators in both approaches are given by
Ysc;1 = U1
@
@ U1
+ (Rij   U1(x2) U1(x2 + r(1)2 )i1j1 + U2T i2j2)
@
@Rij
+ :::
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Zsc;1 = U1
@
@ U1
+ P
@
@ P
+Hifng
@
@Hifng
+ Iifn 1g[q]p
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
:
After the reduction of the general averaged Navier-Stokes equations and the MPC
equations, additional symmetries of the simplified system, (5.61)-(5.64) can be veri-
fied. The first of them represents a translation of the averaged velocity
Yz1 : t
 = t x = x r(j) = r(j) U1 = U1 + az1
P  = P Rifng = Rifng P

ifn 1g[q]p = Pifn 1g[q]p
so that the generator is given by
Yz1 =
@
@ U1
:
Considering the set of equations in the H-I approach consisting of averaged Navier
Stokes equations (5.65), the MPC equations (5.66), the continuity equations for H (4.7)
and I (4.8) as well as the side conditions (4.9), the translation symmetries of the aver-
aged velocity U1 and of the MPCs can be determined:
ZH;1 =
@
@ U1
Zij =
@
@Hij
Their representation in the R-P approach reads
YH;1 =
@
@ U1
  ( U1(x2) + U1(x2 + r(1)2 ))
@
@R11
  UT

@
@R12
+
@
@R21

+ :::
Yij =
@
@Rij
+ :::
while the calculation of YH;1 can be found in the proof at the end of this subsection.
Additionally, it seems to be clear that also linear terms in x2, resp. 2x2 + r
(1)
2 , can
be added to each two-point correlation to gain a further Lie-point symmetry. The
transformations yield
Zz11 : x

i = xi ; r
(j)
i = r
(j)
i ;
P  = P ; Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p
U1 = U1 ; H

11 = H11 + az11(2x2 + r
(1)
2 )
Hifng = Hifng for ifng 6= 11
Zz12 : x

i = xi ; r
(j)
i = r
(j)
i ;
P  = P   az12x1 ; Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p
U1 = U1 ; H

12 = H12 + az12x2 ; H

21 = H21 + az12(x2 + r
(1)
2 )
Hifng = Hifng for ifng 6= 12; 21
Zz22 : x

i = xi ; r
(j)
i = r
(j)
i ;
P  = P   2az22x2 ; Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p
U1 = U1 ; H

12 = H12 + az22r
(1)
2 ; H

21 = H21   az22r(1)2
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H22 = H22 + az22(2x2 + r
(1)
2 ) ; H

ifng = Hifng for ifng 6= 12; 21; 22
Zz33 : x

i = xi ; r
(j)
i = r
(j)
i ;
P  = P ; Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p
U1 = U1 ; H

33 = H33 + az33(2x2 + r
(1)
2 )
Hifng = Hifng for ifng 6= 33
and the generators in the H approach can be determined by
Zz11 = (2x2 + r
(1)
2 )
@
@H11
Zz12 =  x1 @
@ P
+ x2
@
@H12
+ (x2 + r
(1)
2 )
@
@H21
Zz22 =  2x2 @
@ P
+ r
(1)
2
@
@H12
  r(1)2
@
@H21
+ (2x2 + r
(1)
2 )
@
@H22
Zz33 = (2x2 + r
(1)
2 )
@
@H33
:
The generators in the R approach has infinite terms while we want to consider only
the two-point correlations, as the scaling laws for the higher correlations will not be
calculated. The generators
Yz11 = (2x2 + r
(1)
2 )
@
@R11
+ :::
Yz12 =  x1 @
@ P
+ x2
@
@R12
+ (x2 + r
(1)
2 )
@
@R21
+ :::
Yz22 =  2x2 @
@ P
+ r
(1)
2
@
@R12
  r(1)2
@
@R21
+ (2x2 + r
(1)
2 )
@
@R22
+ :::
Yz33 = (2x2 + r
(1)
2 )
@
@R33
+ :::
follow.
Proofs concerning the mentioned symmetries can be found in the proof at the end of
this subsection.
Then, from the classical symmetries, the translation in space with respect to x2 can
be found in the governing differential equations of a channel flow with transpiration.
From the statistical symmetries the translation symmetry in the higher correlations
can be checked easily in the H approach ((5.65), (5.66), (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9)).
This leads to a characteristic system for the Navier-Stokes case
dx2
ksc;2x2 + kG;2
=
dr(j)[i]
ksc;2r
(j)
[i]
=
d U1
(ksc;1   ksc;2) U1 + kz1
=
dR11
(ksc;1   2ksc;2)R11   ksc;1 U1(x2) U1(x2 + r(1)2 )  ktr;1( U1(x2) + U1(x2 + r(1)2 ))
  
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  
+k11 + kz11(2x2 + r
(1)
2 )
=
dR12
(ksc;1   2ksc;2)R12   ksc;tr2 U1(x2)UT   kz;2x2UT   ktr;1UT + k12 + kz12x2 + kz22r(1)2
=
dR22
(ksc;1   2ksc;2)R22 + ksc;1U2T   2ksc;2U2T + k22 + kz22(2x2 + r(1)2 )
=
dR33
(ksc;1   2ksc;2)R33 + k33 + kz33(2x2 + r(1)2 )
=
dR[ij]
(ksc;1   2ksc;2)R[ij] + k[ij] = ::: (5.70)
and for the Euler case
dx2
ksc;2x2 + ksc;ex2 + kG;2
=
dr(j)i
ksc;2r
(j)
i + ksc;er
(j)
i
=
d U1
(ksc;1   ksc;2) U1 + kz1
=
dR11
(ksc;1   2ksc;2)R11   ksc;1 U1(x2) U1(x2 + r2)  ktr;1( U1(x2) + U1(x2 + r(1)2 ))
  
  
+k11 + kz11(2x2 + r
(1)
2 )
=
dR12
(ksc;1   2ksc;2)R12   ksc;2 U1(x2)UT   kz;2x2UT   ktr;1UT + k12 + kz12x2 + kz22r(1)2
=
dR22
(ksc;1   2ksc;2)R22 + ksc;1U2T   2ksc;2U2T + k22 + kz22(2x2 + r(1)2 )
=
dR33
(ksc;1   2ksc;2)R33 + k33 + kz33(2x2 + r(1)2 )
=
dR[ij]
(ksc;1   2ksc;2)R[ij] + k[ij] = ::: (5.71)
where ij 2 f13; 23g. There is no summation over indices in a squared bracket, but a
equality holds for each possible index. These systems will be solved in the following
subsections, where we will see that an algebraic and a logarithmic scaling law can be
deduced. Each constant corresponds to an occurring symmetry, while the relation is
given by
ksc;1 : new statistical scaling symmetry for the transpiration case
ksc;2 : Navier-Stokes and Euler scaling symmetry for the transpiration case
ksc;e : Euler scaling symmetry for the transpiration case
kG;2 : translation symmetry in x2
ktr;1 : translation in U1 (H approach - R approach)
kz1 : additional translation in U1 (R approach)
kij : translation in Hij
kzij : additional symmetry ij:
It should be mentioned that the symmetry ktr;1 is a linear combination of the trans-
lation of the averaged velocity of the R-approach, Yz1 and of the H-approach YH;1.
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Exactly, it shall hold Ytr;1 = YH;1   Yz1, so that in the characteristic system Ytr;1 is used
instead of YH;1.
Proof: Of course, there is no translation in time since we have a stationary flow. A
translation in pressure is certainly possible. The translation in x2 can be seen directly
from the equations of the R approach. Translations of U , Hij and so on can be seen
in the H-I equations. There is no rotation symmetry because with a given rotation
around the x2 or x3 axis, U1 would be rotated into U3 or U2, which is zero, and a
rotation around x1 and x3 would mean that U depends on x3 or x1.
The new scaling symmetry has a different transformation into the fluctuation ap-
proach. The general relation between H and R of Lemma 2.11 implies for this kind of
flow
Hij = Rij + ( U1(x2) U1(x2 + r
(1)
2 )i1j1 + V U1(x2 + r
(1)
2 )i2j1 + UT U1(x2)i1j2 + U
2
T i2j2
= Rij + ( U1(x2)i1 + UT i2)( U1(x2 + r
(1)
2 )j1 + UT j2)
so that the transformation of Rij can be calculated from the corresponding one ofHij :
Hij = e
aHij = R

ij + (e
a U1(x2)i1 + UT i2)(e
a U1(x2 + r
(1)
2 )j1 + UT j2)
= eaRij + e
a( U1(x2)i1 + UT i2)( U1(x2 + r
(1)
2 )j1 + UT j2)
Rij = e
aRij + (e
a   e2a) U1(x2) U1(x2 + r(1)2 )i1j1 + (ea   1)U2T i2j2 :
The coeficient of the generator can be found by the derivative with respect to a:
@Rij
@a

a=0
= Rij +
 
ea   2e2a
a=0| {z }
= 1
U1(x2) U1(x2 + r
(1)
2 )i1j1 + U
2
T i2j2 :
The additional scale symmetry in the Navier-Stokes and Euler case, (5.69), holds in
the H approach. This can be checked simply by inserting the transformation in the
averaged Navier-Stokes equations (5.65) and the MPC equations (5.66). The transfor-
mation of the two-point correlationRij can be derived equally to the statistical scaling
symmetry, so that we gain
Hij = a
2aHij = R

ij + (a
 a U1(x2)i1 + UT i2)(e a U1(x2 + r
(1)
2 )j1 + UT j2)
= e 2aRij + e 2a( U1(x2)i1 + UT i2)( U1(x2 + r
(1)
2 )j1 + UT j2)
Rij = e
 2aRij+(e 2a e a)( U1(x2)UT i1j2+ U1(x2 + r(1)2 )UT 1ji2) +(e 2a 1)U2T 2i2j
and for the coefficient of the generator
@Rij
@a

a=0
=  2Rij   1  ( U1(x2)UT i1j2 + U1(x2 + r(1)2 )UT 1j2i)  2U2T i2j2
holds.
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The scaling symmetry of the Euler case, (5.68), can be verified by applying this trans-
formation to the H approach. As there is only a transformation in the space variables,
the transformation in the R approach does not change.
Finally, the translation of U1 is considered. If this translation holds in the H approach
we can calculate the corresponding transformation in the R approach as it was done
before:
Hij = Hij
= Rij + ( U1(x2)i1 + az2x2i1 + UT i2)( U1(x2 + r
(1)
2 )j1 + az2y2j1 + UT j2)
= Rij + ( U1(x2)i1 + UT i2)( U1(x2 + r
(1)
2 )j1 + UT j2)
Rij = Rij   a( U1(x2)i1j1 + U1(x2 + r(1)2 )i1j1 + UT i1j2 + UT i2j1)  a2i1j1 :
Hence, the coefficient of the generator
@Rij
@a

a=0
=  ( U1(x2) + U1(x2 + r(1)2 ))i1j1   UT (i1j2 + i2j1)
can be deduced. 
5.2.2 Solutions of the Characteristic System
The characteristic systems for the Navier-Stokes case (5.70) and the Euler case (5.71)
shall be solved for different conditions on the parameters. For the later study of DNS
data, only the algebraic and logarithmic solution are relevant, which will be deduced
in the following. Of course further solutions could be found as well. All the consid-
ered solutions represent invariant solutions of the first order as will be shown in the
corresponding part.
Navier-Stokes - algebraic solution:
The first case represents themost general one since all symmetries shall be considered.
This means, it holds ksc;2 6= n  ksc;1 (n 2 Z), ksc;2 6= 0. Solving the first identity in the
characteristic system (5.70) the invariants
r^
(j)
i =
r
(j)
i
kG;2 + ksc;2x2
can be obtained. The further relations can be applied to calculate the averaged veloc-
ity
U1 =
kz1
ksc;2   ksc;1 + CI;1(kG;2 + ksc;2x2)
ksc;1
ksc;2
 1
(5.72)
where we have to assume kG;2 + ksc;2x2 > 0. Since the coefficient
ksc;1
ksc;2
  1 is not in Z
the base kG;2 + ksc;2x2 has to be positive. The power of a negative base is not defined.
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Of course, instead of the assumption kG;2 + ksc;2x2 > 0 we can replace all brackets
through the absolute value as it was done in the channel flow.
The characteristic system for the two-point correlations can be solved and afterwards,
the limit r(1) ! 0 can be taken. Then the Reynold stress tensor is given by the compo-
nents
~R11 =  C2I;1(kG;2 + ksc;2x2)2
ksc;1
ksc;2
 2   ksc;2(ksc;2   ksc;1)CI;11
(ksc;1   ksc;2)ksc;2 (kG;2 + ksc;2x2)
ksc;1
ksc;2
 2
+
ksc;2ktr;1 + ksc;1(kz1   ktr;1)
(ksc;1   ksc;2)ksc;2 CI;1(kG;2 + 2ksc;2x2)(kG;2 + ksc;2x2)
ksc;1
ksc;2
 2
  k11
ksc;1  2ksc;2 
kz1(2ksc;2ktr;1 + ksc;1(kz1   2ktr;1))
(ksc;1   2ksc;2)(ksc;1   ksc;2)2  
2kz11(kG;2 + x2(ksc;1  2ksc;2))
k2sc;1   5ksc;1ksc;2 + 6k2sc;2
~R12 = CI;12(kG;2 + ksc;2x2)
ksc;1
ksc;2
 2
+
k12(ksc;2   ksc;1) + ktr;1UT (ksc;1   ksc;2)  ksc;2kz1UT
k2sc;1   3ksc;1ksc;2 + 2k2sc;2
  CI;1ksc;2UTx2(kG;2 + ksc;2x2)
ksc;1
ksc;2
 2   kz12(kG;2 + x2(ksc;1   2ksc;2))
k2sc;1   5ksc;1ksc;2 + 6k2sc;2
~R22 =  kI;22 + (ksc;1   2ksc;2)U
2
T
ksc;1   2ksc;2 + CI;22(kG;2 + ksc;2x2)
ksc;1
ksc;2
 2
~R23 =   k23
ksc;1   2ksc;2 + CI;23(kG;2 + ksc;2x2)
ksc;1
ksc;2
 2   2kz22(kG;2 + x2(ksc;1   2ksc;2))
k2sc;1   5ksc;1ksc;2 + 6k2sc;2
~R33 =   k33
ksc;1   2ksc;2 + CI;33(kG;2 + ksc;2x
ksc;1
ksc;2
 2
2  
2kz33(kG;2 + x2(ksc;1   2ksc;2))
k2sc;1   5ksc;1ksc;2 + 6k2sc;2
:
(5.73)
Inserting these solutions into the first averaged Navier-Stokes equation, (5.61),
@ P
@x1
=  UTCI;1kG;2

ksc;1
ksc;2
  1

(kG;2 + ksc;2x2)
ksc;;1
ksc;2
 2
+ CI;1k
2
sc;2

ksc;1
ksc;2
  1

ksc;1
ksc;2
  2

(kG;2 + ksc;2x2)
ksc;;1
ksc;2
 3
  CI;12

ksc;1
ksc;2
  2

(kG;2 + ksc;2x2)
ksc;;1
ksc;2
 3
+ CI;1UTksc;2(kG;2 + ksc;2x2)
ksc;;1
ksc;2
 2
+ CI;1UTk
2
sc;2x2

ksc;1
ksc;2
  2

(kG;2 + ksc;2x2)
ksc;;1
ksc;2
 3
| {z }
=CI;1UT ksc;2

ksc;1
ksc;2
 2
24(kG;2+ksc;2x2) ksc;1ksc;2 2 kG;2(kG;2+ksc;2x2) ksc;1ksc;2 3
35
+
kz12
ksc;1   3ksc;2
has to be fulfilled. A solution for P can only be found if the right-hand side of this
equation does not depend on x2. This is exactly the case if
CI;12 = CI;1ksc;2

ksc;1
ksc;2
  1

  CI;1UTkG;2 (5.74)
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so that the first and second averaged Navier-Stokes equations, (5.61), finally lead to
the averaged pressure
P =
kz12
ksc;1   3ksc;2x1 +
2kz22
ksc;1   3ksc;2x2   CI;22(kG;2 + ksc;2x2)
ksc;1
ksc;2
 2
:
Then the condition kG = 0 shall be considered where the solutions become shorter.
The invariants
~r
(j)
i =
r
(j)
i
x2
and the averaged velocity
U1 =
kz1
ksc;2   ksc;1 +
~CI;1x
ksc;1
ksc;2
 1
2
arise. Here, we have to claim x2 > 0 or the absolute value has to be used. Then, again,
the two-point correlations are calculated and if r(1) tends to zero the Reynolds stress
components
~R11 =   ~C2I;1x
2
ksc;1
ksc;2
 2
2 + ~CI;11x
ksc;1
ksc;2
 2
2 + 2 ~CI;1
ksc;2ktr;1 + ksc;1(kz1   ktr;1)
(ksc;1   ksc;2)ksc;2 x
ksc;1
ksc;2
 1
2
  k11
ksc;1   2ksc;2  
kz1(2ksc;2ktr;1 + ksc;1( 2ktr;1 + kz1))
(ksc;1   2ksc;2)(ksc;1   ksc;2)2   2
kz12
ksc;1   3ksc;2x2
~R12 = ~CI;12x
ksc;1
ksc;2
 2
2   ~CI;1UTx
ksc;1
ksc;2
 1
2  
kz12
ksc;1   3ksc;2x2
+
k12(ksc;2   ksc;1) + ktr;1UT (ksc;1   ksc;2)  ksc;2kz1UT
k2sc;1   3ksc;1ksc;2 + 2k2sc;2
~R22 =
kI;22 + (ksc;1   2ksc;2)U2T
2ksc;2   ksc;1 +
~CI;22x
ksc;1
ksc;2
 2
2   2
kz22
ksc;1   3ksc;2x2
~R23 =   k23
ksc;1   2ksc;2 +
~CI;23x
ksc;1
ksc;2
 2
2
~R33 =   k33
ksc;1   2ksc;2 +
~CI;33x
ksc;1
ksc;2
 2
2   2
kz33
ksc;1   3ksc;2x2
can be observed. The next step is to show that still an invariant solution of the first or-
der is present. Therefore we insert the solutions into the first equation of the averaged
Navier-Stokes equations, (5.61),
@ P
@x1
=  ~CI;1

ksc;1
ksc;2
  1

ksc;1
ksc;2
  2

x
ksc;1
ksc;2
 3
2  ~CI;12

ksc;1
ksc;2
  2

x
ksc;1
ksc;2
 3
2 +
kz12
ksc;1   3ksc;2 :
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The averaged Navier-Stokes equations can only be solved for P if the right-hand side
of this equation is independent of x2, so that
~CI;12 =  ~CI;1

ksc;1
ksc;2
  1

follows. Finally, the averaged Navier-Stokes equations lead to the pressure
P =
kz12
ksc;1   3ksc;2x1 +
2kz22
ksc;1   3ksc;2x2   CI;22x
ksc;1
ksc;2
 2
2 + CI; P
and an invariant solution of the first order is proven.
Navier-Stokes - logarithmic solution: ksc;1 = ksc;2
Here the restriction ksc;1 = ksc;2 is claimed which leads to another kind of solution.
Of course ksc;1 6= 0 holds, since violating this condition leads to another solution.
Considering (5.70), the invariant
r^
(j)
i =
r
(j)
i
kG;2 + ksc;2x2
and the averaged velocity
U1 = CI;1 +
kz1
ksc;2
ln(kG;2 + ksc;2x2) (5.75)
can be calculated very easily. Since the logarithm is only defined for positive values
we have to claim kG;2 + ksc;2x2 > 0. Otherwise in this formula as well as in the follow-
ing ones we have to use the absolute values. Still these functions fulfil the differential
equations as this was already explained in the channel flow. Then the two-point cor-
relations are calculated
R12 =
CI;12(r^
(1)) + (k12   ktr;1UT + kz1UT   ksc;2UTCI;1)x2
kG;2 + ksc;2x2
  kz1UT
ksc;2
ln(kG;2 + ksc;2x2)
+
kz22
kG;2 + ksc;2x2
x2r2 +
kz12
2(kG;2 + ksc;2x2)
x22
R22 =
CI;22(r^
(1)) + (k22 + ksc;2U
2
T )x2
kG;2 + ksc;2x2
+
kz22
kG;2 + ksc;2x2
x2(r2 + x2)
R23 =
CI;23(r^
(1)) + k23x2
kG;2 + ksc;2x2
R33 =
CI;33(r^
(1)) + k33x2
kG;2 + ksc;2x2
+
kz33
kG;2 + ksc;2x2
x2(r2 + x2) (5.76)
where the components of the Reynolds stress tensor follow directly from the limit
r(1) ! 0. Taking the limit the functions CI;ij will be just a constant.
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The two-point correlation R11(x; r(1)) has a very complicated form, so that only its
limit r(1) ! 0will be presented,
~R11 =   k
2
z1
k2sc;2
ln2(kG;2 + ksc;2x2)  2 kz1
k2sc;2
(ktr;1   kz1 + ksc;2CI;1) ln(kG;2 + ksc;2x2)
+ x2
 2k2z1 + 2kz1ktr;1 + 2ksc;2kz1CI;1 + k11ksc;2   2ksc;2ktr;1CI;1   k2sc;2C2I;1
ksc;2(kG;2 + ksc;2x2)
+
k2sc;2CI;11   kG;2k2z1
k2sc;2(kG;2 + ksc;2x2)
+
kz11x
2
2
kG;2 + ksc;2x2
: (5.77)
Then these solutions can be inserted into the averagedNavier-Stokes equations, (5.61).
The first one becomes
@ P
@x1
= 
kz1
ksc;2
 k2sc;2
(kG;2 + ksc;2x2)2
  2x2kz12
2(kG;2 + ksc;2x2)
+
kz12ksc;2x
2
2
(kG;2 + ksc;2x2)2
+
CI;12ksc;2
(kG;2 + ksc;2x2)2
  k12   ktr;1UT + kz1UT   ksc;2UTCI;1
kG;2 + ksc;2x2
+
ksc;2x2(k12   ktr;1UT + kz1UT   ksc;2UTCI;1)
(kG;2 + ksc;2x2)2
=
CI;12ksc;2   kz1ksc;2 + k
2
G;2kz12
2ksc;2
  kG;2(k12   ktr;1UT + kz1UT   ksc;2UTCI;1)
(kG;2 + ksc;2x2)2
  kz12
2ksc;2
while the right-hand side should be independent of x2 which is fulfilled for
CI;12 = kz1  
k2G;2kz12
2k2sc;2
+

k12
ksc;2
  ktr;1UT
ksc;2
+
kz1
ksc;2
UT   UTCI;1

kG;2 : (5.78)
Hence, the pressure
P =   kz12
2ksc;2
x1 +
CI;22 + (k22 + ksc;2U
2
T )x2
kG;2 + ksc;2x2
+
kz22x
2
2
kG;2 + ksc;2x2
+ CI; P
can be derived using the first two equations of the averaged Navier-Stokes equations.
This also shows the existence of a solution of the first order.
Since in the application of a channel wall, near thewall a pure logarithm of x2 appears,
the condition kG;2 = 0 will also be studied. The invariant of this case is just
~r
(j)
i =
r
(j)
i
x2
and the streamwise velocity becomes
U1 = ~CI;1 +
kz1
ksc;2
ln(x2) : (5.79)
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To have a positive argument in the logarithm, here x2 > 0 is the necessary condition.
As the Reynolds stress tensor is linked with the two-point correlations over the limit
r(1) ! 0, the components of the Reynolds stress tensor
~R11 =   k
2
z1
k2sc;2
ln2(x2)  2 kz1
k2sc;2
(ktr;1   kz1 + ksc;2 ~CI;1) ln(x2)  2 k
2
z1
k2sc;2
+ 2
kz1ktr;1
k2sc;2
+ 2
kz1 ~CI;1
ksc;2
+
k11
ksc;2
  2ktr;1
~CI;1
ksc;2
  ~C2I;1 +
~CI;11
x2
+
kz11
ksc;2
x2
~R12 =
~C12
x2
+
k12   ktr;1UT + kz1UT   UT ~CI;1
ksc;2
  kz1UT
ksc;2
ln(x2) +
kz22
ksc;2
r2 +
kz12
2ksc;2
x2
~R22 =
~C22
x2
+
k22   ksc;2U2T
ksc;2
+
kz22
ksc;2
(r2 + x2)
~R23 =
~C23
x2
+
k23
ksc;2
~R33 =
~C33
x2
+
k33
ksc;2
+
kz33
ksc;2
(r2 + x2) (5.80)
follow. Then substituting the solution into the averaged Navier-Stokes equations,
(5.61), leads to a invariant solution of the first order. These differential equations can
only yield a solution for the pressure, if the right-hand side of the first equation
@ P
@x1
=   kz1
ksc;2
1
x22
+
~CI;12
x22
  kz12
2ksc;2
does not depent on x2. The condition
~CI;12 = 
kz1
ksc;2
(5.81)
must be claimed, so that the pressure
P = ~CI; P  
kz12
2ksc;2
x1   kz22
ksc;2
x2  
~CI;22
x2
results form the averaged Navier-Stokes equations. Hence, an invariant solution of
the first order was shown.
Euler - algebraic solution:
In the following, solutions for the Euler case shall be derived, resulting from the cor-
responding characteristic system (5.71). Here, the assumptions ksc;2 6=  ksc;e and
ksc;1 6= ksc;2 must be fulfilled, so that the invariant
r^
(j)
i =
r
(j)
i
kG;2 + (ksc;2 + ksc;e)x2
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can be calculated. Then, the streamwise velocity
U1 = CI;1(kG;2 + (ksc;2 + ksc;e)x2)
ksc;1 ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e   kz1
ksc;1   ksc;2
can be derived directly from the characteristic system (5.71). Further, kG;2 + (ksc;2 +
ksc;e)x2 > 0 must hold, so that an arbitrary exponent is possible. However problems
appear again for the Reynolds stress tensor in the Euler case. The most components of
the Reynolds stress tensor are derived from the solutions for the two-point correlation
and have the form
~R12 = CI;12(kG;2 + (ksc;2 + ksc;e)x2)
ksc;1 2ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e   CI;1UT (kG;2 + (ksc;2 + ksc;e)x2)
ksc;1 ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e
  k12
ksc;1   2ksc;2 +
ktr;1UT (ksc;1   ksc;2)  ksc;2kz1UT
k2sc;1   3ksc;1ksc;2 + 2k2sc;2
  kz12(kG;2 + x2(ksc;1   2ksc;2))
(ksc;1   2ksc;2)(ksc;1   3ksc;2   ksc;e)
~R22 = CI;22(kG;2 + (ksc;2 + ksc;e)x2)
ksc;1 2ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e   k22 + (ksc;1   2ksc;2)U
2
T
ksc;1   2ksc;2
  2kz22(kG;2 + x2(ksc;1   2ksc;2))
(ksc;1   2ksc;2)(ksc;1   3ksc;2   ksc;e)
~R23 = CI;23(kG;2 + (ksc;2 + ksc;e)x2)
ksc;1 2ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e   k23
ksc;1   2ksc;2
~R33 = CI;33(kG;2 + (ksc;2 + ksc;e)x2)
ksc;1 2ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e   k33
ksc;1   2ksc;2
  2kz33(kG;2 + x2(ksc;1   2ksc;2))
(ksc;1   2ksc;2)(ksc;1   3ksc;2   ksc;e) :
The used computer algebra program is not able to derive the 11 component of the
two-point correlation and proceed then with limit r(1) ! 0. Instead, we have to take
the limit in the characteristic equations, resp. in the infinitesimals. Assuming R11 can
be derived and the limit can be proceeded, the 11 component of the Reynolds stress
tensor is
R11 =  C2I;1(kG;2 + (ksc;2 + ksc;e)x2)
2ksc;1 2ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e + CI;11(kG;2 + (ksc;2 + ksc;e)x2)
ksc;1 2ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e
  2CI;1ksc;2ktr;1 + ksc;1( ktr;1 + kz1)
ksc;2(ksc;2   ksc;1) (kG;2 + (ksc;2 + ksc;e)x2)
ksc;1 ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e
  k11
ksc;1   2ksc;2 +
kz1(2ksc;2ktr;1 + ksc;1( 2ktr;1 + kz1))
(ksc;1   2ksc;2)(ksc;1   ksc;2)2
  2kz11(kG;2 + x2(ksc;1   2ksc;2))
(ksc;1   2ksc;2)(ksc;1   3ksc;2   ksc;e) :
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These results can be applied in the averaged Euler equations, (5.61) with  = 0. The
right-hand side of the first equation
@ P
@x1
=  CI;12(ksc;1   2ksc;2) [kG;2 + (ksc;2 + ksc;e)x2]
ksc;1 ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e
 1
+
kz12
ksc;1   3ksc;2   ksc;e
has to be independent of x2. Hence, with the condition
CI;12 = 0
the Euler equations can be solved and the averaged pressure
P =
kz12
ksc;1   3ksc;2   ksc;ex1 +
2kz22
ksc;1   3ksc;2   ksc;ex2
  CI;22 [kG;2 + (ksc;2 + ksc;e)x2]
ksc;1 2ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e + CI; P
occurs. This also shows the existence of an invariant solution of the first order.
As in the Navier-Stokes case, the condition kG;2 = 0 will be studied. In this case the
invariant
~r
(j)
i =
r
(j)
i
x2
and the streamwise velocity
U1 = ~CI;1x
ksc;1 ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e
2  
kz1
ksc;1   ksc;2
arise from the characteristic system (5.71). Thereby, x2 > 0 must be claimed. Again
the 11 component of the Reynold stress tensor cannot be calculated via the two-point
correlation, and before solving the differential equation, the limit r ! 0 has to be
taken. The The whole st of components is
~R11 =   ~C2I;1(kG;2 + (ksc;2 + ksc;e)x2)
2ksc;1 2ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e + ~CI;11(kG;2 + (ksc;2 + ksc;e)x2)
ksc;1 2ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e
  2 ~CI;1ksc;2ktr;1 + ksc;1( ktr;1 + kz1)
ksc;2(ksc;2   ksc;1) (kG;2 + (ksc;2 + ksc;e)x2)
ksc;1 ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e
  k11
ksc;1   2ksc;2 +
kz1(2ksc;2ktr;1 + ksc;1( 2ktr;1 + kz1))
(ksc;1   2ksc;2)(ksc;1   ksc;2)2  
2kz11x2
ksc;1   3ksc;2   ksc;e
~R12 = ~CI;12x
ksc;1 2ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e
2   CI;1UTx
ksc;1 ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e
2
  k12
ksc;1   2ksc;2 +
ktr;1UT (ksc;1   ksc;2)  ksc;2kz1UT
k2sc;1   3ksc;1ksc;2 + 2k2sc;2
  kz12x2
ksc;1   3ksc;2   ksc;e
~R22 = ~CI;22x
ksc;1 2ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e
2  
k22 + (ksc;1   2ksc;2)U2T
ksc;1   2ksc;2
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  2kz22x2
ksc;1   3ksc;2   ksc;e
~R23 = ~CI;23x
ksc;1 2ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e
2  
k23
ksc;1   2ksc;2
~R33 = ~CI;33x
ksc;1 2ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e
2  
k33
ksc;1   2ksc;2  
2kz33x2
ksc;1   3ksc;2   ksc;e :
Inserting these results into the averaged Euler equations, (5.61) with  = 0,
@ P
@x1
=   ~CI;12ksc;1   2ksc;2
ksc;2 + ksc;e
x
ksc;1 2ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e
 1
2 +
kz12
ksc;1   3ksc;2   ksc;e
follows. In order to derive the pressure from the Euler equations, the right-hand side
of the upper equation should not depent on x2, which is fulfilled for
~CI;12 = 0 :
Then the Euler equations lead to the pressure
P =
kz12
ksc;1   3ksc;2   ksc;ex1 +
2kz22
ksc;1   3ksc;2   ksc;ex2  
~CI;22x
ksc;1 2ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e
2 + ~CI; P
and an invariant solution of the first order is present.
Euler - logarithmic solution: ksc;1 = ksc;2
The second task represents the logarithmic solution of the averaged velocity. Thereby,
we claim ksc;1 = ksc;2, while ksc;2 6=  ksc;e and ksc;2 6= 0. Assuming these conditions,
the characteristic system (5.71) is solved. The invariants
r^
(j)
i =
r
(j)
i
kG;2 + (ksc;2 + ksc;e)x2
have to be extended by the streamwise, averaged velocity
U1 =
kz1
ksc;2 + ksc;e
ln(kG;2 + (ksc;2 + ksc;e)x2) + CI;1 :
Hence, kG;2 + (ksc;2 + ksc;e)x2 > 0 is necessary so that the logarithm exists. Instead
of this assumption we could use the absolute value as well. Then, the solution for
the two-point correlation leads to the Reynolds stress tensor, which fails again for the
11-component. Here, the limit r ! 0 has to be applied already to the differential
equation. Hence, the Reynolds stress components
~R11 = CI;11(kG;2 + (ksc;2 + ksc;e)x2)
  ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e
  k
2
z1
(ksc;2 + ksc;e)2
ln2(kG;2 + (ksc;2 + ksc;e)x2)
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  2(CI;1ksc;2 + ktr;1   kz1)kz1
ksc;2(ksc;2 + ksc;e)
ln(kG;2 + (ksc;2 + ksc;e)x2)
+
k11
ksc;2
  C2I;1   2CI;1
ktr;1
ksc;2
+ 2CI;1
kz1
ksc;2
  2kz1kz1   ktr;1
k2sc;2
+
2kz11( kG;2 + ksc;2x2)
ksc;2(2ksc;2 + ksc;e)
~R12 =   kz1UT
ksc;2 + ksc;e
ln(kG;2 + (ksc;2 + ksc;e)x2)
+ CI;12(kG;2 + (ksc;2 + ksc;e)x2)
  ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e
+
k12
ksc;2
  UT
ksc;2
(ktr;1   kz1 + ksc;2CI;1) + kz12( kG;2 + ksc;2x2)
ksc;2(2ksc;2 + ksc;e)
~R22 =
k22   ksc;2U2T
ksc;2
+ C22(kG;2 + (ksc;2 + ksc;e)x2)
  ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e +
2kz22( kG;2 + ksc;2x2)
ksc;2(2ksc;2 + ksc;e)
~R23 =
k23
ksc;2
+ C23(kG;2 + (ksc;2 + ksc;e)x2)
  ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e
~R33 =
k33
ksc;2
+ CI;33(kG;2 + (ksc;2 + ksc;e)x2)
  ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e +
2kz33( kG;2 + ksc;2x2)
ksc;2(2ksc;2 + ksc;e)
can be calculated. In the next step we check that an invariant solution of the first order
is given. Therefore, the results above are inserted into the Euler equations, (5.61) with
 = 0, while the first of them is
@ P
@x1
= CI;12

  ksc;2
ksc;2 + ksc;e

[kG;2 + (ksc;2 + ksc;e)x2]
 ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e
 1   kz12
2ksc;2 + ksc;e
:
For a right-hand side without x2 the condition
CI;12 = 0
must hold. Then it is possible to derive the pressure
P =   kz12
2ksc;2 + ksc;e
x1   kz12
2ksc;2 + ksc;e
x2   C22 [kG;2 + (ksc;2 + ksc;e)x2] 
ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e + CI; P
from the Euler equations.
Finally, the case with the additional condition kG;2 = 0 is studied, so that the invariant
~r
(j)
i =
r
(j)
i
x2
and the streamwise velocity
U1 =
kz1
ksc;2 + ksc;e
ln(x2) + ~CI;1
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are given, where x2 > 0 or an absolute value has to be used. Determining the 11-
component of the Reynolds stress tensor, it leads to the same problem as before, so
that the limit r ! 0 is already taken in the governing differential equation. The whole
set of the derived components is
~R11 = ~CI;11x
  ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e
2  
k2z1
(ksc;2 + ksc;e)2
ln2(x2)  2(
~CI;1ksc;2 + ktr;1   kz1)kz1
ksc;2(ksc;2 + ksc;e)
ln(x2)
+
k11
ksc;2
  ~C2I;1   2 ~CI;1
ktr;1
ksc;2
+ 2 ~CI;1
kz1
ksc;2
  2kz1kz1   ktr;1
k2sc;2
+
2kz11x2
2ksc;2 + ksc;e
~R12 =   kz1UT
ksc;2 + ksc;e
ln(x2) + ~CI;12y
  ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e +
k12
ksc;2
  UT
ksc;2
(ktr;1   kz1 + ksc;2 ~CI;1)
+
kz12x2
2ksc;2 + ksc;e
~R22 =
k22   ksc;2U2T
ksc;2
+ ~C22x
  ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e
2 +
2kz22x2
2ksc;2 + ksc;e
~R23 =
k23
ksc;2
+ ~C23x
  ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e
2
~R33 =
k33
ksc;2
+ ~C33x
  ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e
2 +
2kz33x2
2ksc;2 + ksc;e
:
Then these expressions can be used in the averaged Euler equations, (5.61) with  = 0,
while the first one reads
@ P
@x1
=   ~CI;12

  ksc;2
ksc;2 + ksc;e

x
  ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e
 1
2  
kz12
2ksc;2 + ksc;e
:
Claiming that the right-hand side is constant, the condition
~CI;12 = 0
holds. Hence, the pressure
P =   ~C22x
  ksc;2
ksc;2+ksc;e
2  
kz12
2ksc;2 + ksc;e
x1   2kz22
2ksc;2 + ksc;e
x2 + ~CI; P
can be determined from the Euler equations and thus we showed the existence of an
invariant solution of the first order.
5.2.3 Comparison to DNS Data
Our aim in this subsection, is to take a look at the logarithmic region near the wall
and the core region, where a logarithmic and an algebraic scaling laws are taken into
consideration. For both approaches the average velocity and the components of the
Reynolds stress tensor will be compared to some DNS data.
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Before comparing the calculated scaling laws of the previous subsection to DNS data,
some necessary quantities have to be introduced and two dimensionless parameters
of the governing equations must be deduced. First of all, we introduce the friction
velocity
u =
r
u2b + u
2
s
2
; ub =
s

@ U1@x2

b
; us =
s

@ U1@x2

s
where ub is the friction velocity at the blowing side and us at the suction side. Ad-
ditionally the half channel width h appears as characteristic length scale. Hence these
two quantities are applied to gain a non-dimensional form of the space points, veloc-
ity, pressure and higher correlations:
~x =
x
h
~r
(j)
i =
r
(j)
i
h
U+1 =
U1
u
U+T =
UT
u
R+ifng =
Rifng
un
P+ =
P
u2
P+ifn 1g[q]p =
Pifn 1g[q]p
un+1
:
Furthermore, u and h can be used to form the Reynolds number
Re =
hu

:
Then the general averaged Navier-Stokes equations can be written in the new non-
dimensional variables, so that the first equation reads
U+T
@ U+1 (~x2)
@~x2
=  @
P+(~x1; ~x2)
@~x1
+
1
Re
@2 U+1 (~x2; t)
@~x22
  @u1u2
+(~x2)
@~x2
:
The MPC equations, (5.62), as well as the continuity equations, (5.63), can be trans-
formed in the same way and the overall result is, that the viscosity  is replaced by 1
Re
.
The general form of the differential equation does not change and the only occurring
constant is again the coefficient of the derivatives of the second order. Accordingly,
the same solutions can be obtained with the only change that  has to substituted by
1
Re
. In our scaling laws of the previous subsection the component ~R12 is the only one
containing the viscosity.
In the case of the log law near to the wall, in channel flows another non-dimensional
form is usually used. Here, the space variable is multiplied by the Reynolds number,
respectively
x+i = Re ~xi r
(j)+
i = Re :~r
(j)
i :
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Applying this new space variables in the first averagedNavier-Stokes equations (5.61),
U+T
@ U+1 (x
+
2 )
@x+2
=  @
P+(x+1 ; x
+
2 )
@x+1
+
@2 U+1 (x
+
2 ; t)
@x+2 @x
+
2
  @u1u2
+(x+2 )
@x+2
;
the Reynolds number was eliminated and no constant remains in the differential
equation. The same can be observed for the MPC equations, (5.62). This means that
the viscosity is replaced by 1 and, consequently, the same must hold for the invariant
solutions. This means, in the formulation of ~R12 the viscosity is taken as 1.
Near to the wall - the logarithmic sublayer
We observed already in the case of the simple channel flow that a logarithmic sublayer
can be identified near the wall. The same can be found for the channel flow with
transpiration, see (Avsarkisov et al. 2014). In the following we want to check that the
calculated scaling law from the previous subsection can describe the behaviour of the
flow.
The first step is to rewrite the derived logarithmic scaling laws (5.79)-(5.80), so that
only a simple form remains which can easily be fitted. This means that we start with
the logarithmic solution with kG = 0 as it was done already in the simple channel
flow. The parameters of the expression for the averaged velocity, (5.79), are replaced
by
B1 = ~CI;1  =
ksc;n
kz1
so that we gain
U+1 = B1 +
1

ln(x+2 ) : (5.82)
The Reynolds stress components (5.80) contain a constant term, which can be com-
pressed to only one parameter
B11 =  2 k
2
z1
k2sc;2
+ 2
kz1ktr;1
k2sc;2
+ 2
kz1 ~CI;1
ksc;2
+
k11
ksc;2
  2ktr;1
~CI;1
ksc;2
  ~C2I;1
B12 =
k12   ktr;1UT + kz1UT   UT ~CI;1
ksc;2
B22 =
k22   ksc;2U2T
ksc;2
B33 =
k33
ksc;2
which represents a generalized kij . Equivalently, the terms linear in x2 can be ex-
pressed through a general kzij ,
D11 =
kz11
ksc;2
D12 =
kz12
2ksc;2
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D22 =
kz22
ksc;2
D33 =
kz33
ksc;2
:
Then there is the integral constant
Cij = ~CI;ij
and an additional parameter
E =  2 kz1
k2sc;2
(ktr;1   kz1 + ksc;2CI;1)
which is independent of the other ones because of the appearance of ktr;1.
Some new parameters (here B12 and B22) explicitly depend on UT , so that UT does
not occur explicitly in the scaling laws for ~R+12 and ~R
+
22 with the new parameters any
more. Considering the Lie algorithm, it is possible that the parameters ki, which occur
in the characteristic systems, depend on the parameters of the differential equations
(UT and the Reynolds number). Therefore, all ki could depend on UT , so that the new
parameters can also imply an implicit dependency on UT . Later, during the analysis
of the core region this statement will be recalled and shown that there must exist ki,
which depend on UT .
Applying all new parameters in (5.80), the Reynolds stress tensor reads
~R+11 =  
1
2
ln2(x2) + E ln(x2) +B11 +D11x2 +
C11
x2
~R+12 =
C12
x2
+B12 +D12x2   UT

ln(x2)
~R+22 =
C22
x2
+B22 +D22x2
~R+33 =
C33
x2
+B33 +D33x2: (5.83)
The parameter C12 is fixed through condition (5.81), which transforms to
C12 = 
1

= 1

with the newly introduced quantities. The averaged velocity and the Reynolds stress
tensors are compared to DNS data of (Avsarkisov et al. 2014) and can be found in
Figures 5.13 and 5.14. Here we notice that a very good agreement between data and
scaling law can be obtained.
The parameters of the averaged velocity are given in Table 5.11, where we see that 
and B1 of the channel flow with transpiration and without transpiration are nearly
the same, so that the universal logarithmic law of the wall can be found also for the
boundary layer.
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Figure 5.13: The scaling laws, (5.82) and (5.83) (solid lines) of the logarithmic sub-
layer are compared to the data of (Avsarkisov et al. 2013), generated at
Re = 250 and UT = 0; 16. The data points are described through the
following symbols: : U+1 , : ~R+11, 4: ~R+22, : ~R+33. The parameters of the
fit are given in Tables 5.11 and 5.12
.
 B1 SSE R2
0,395 -4,657 0,0057 1,000
Table 5.11: The parameters to fit the scaling law (5.82) to the data. Illustrated in Figure
5.13
We now want to continue with the Reynolds stress tensor, where
C12 = 2; 53 (5.84)
must be fulfilled. The other parameters can be found in Table 5.12.
Bij Cij Dij E SSE R2
~R+11 -69 125,8 0,143 4,40 0,029 0,984
~R+12 0,664 0,004 0,005 0,999
~R+22 12,05 -157,9 -0,006 0,162 0,998
~R+33 14,8 -111,8 -0,016 0,070 0,995
Table 5.12: The parameters to fit the scaling law (5.83) to the data. Illustrated in Figure
5.13 and 5.14
where we realize that Dij is relatively small for ~R+12, ~R
+
22 and ~R
+
33. This means that
we could neglect here the additional symmetries, where a linear translation in x2 was
added to the two-point correlations. On the other hand this linear symmetry is neces-
sary to describe ~R+11 correctly.
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Figure 5.14: The scaling laws for the Reynold stress tensor component ~R+12, (5.83),
(solid lines) of the logarithmic sub-layer are compared to the data of
(Avsarkisov et al. 2013) , generated at Re = 250 and UT = 0; 16. The
data points are represented by the symbol . The parameters are given
in Table 5.12 and C12 was determined in (5.84)
.
Altogether, the scaling laws can describe the behaviour of the averaged velocity and
the Reynolds stress tensor. In the next part, we want to apply scaling laws for the
centre of the channel.
Centre region
In the centre region, different scaling laws are compared. As suggested in (Avsarkisov
et al. 2014), a second logarithmic scaling law (derived from (5.75), (5.76) and (5.77))
is proposed for the core region. Here, the averaged velocity shall be compared to the
pure logarithm ln ~x2 and a translated logarithm ln(~x + a). We want to compare the
data also to an algebraic law, (~x+ a) , as this represents the most general scaling law
we derived from the governing symmetries.
Therefore, the general logarithmic scaling law (with kG;2, the translation in x2) has to
be written in a shorter formulation. The parameters in the averaged velocity, (5.75),
can be reduced with the definitions
 =
kz1
ksc;2
A =
kG;2
ksc;2
B1 = CI;1 +
kz1
ksc;2
ln(ksc;2)
so that
U+1 = B1 + ln(~x2 + A) (5.85)
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shall be fitted. The Reynolds stress tensor has some additional parameters, such as
the integration constants which can be written in a condensed form as
B11 =
k2sc;2CI;11   kG;2k2z1
k3sc;2
+ AE ln(ksc;2)  A2 ln2(ksc;x)
B12 =
CI;12
ksc;2
  AUT

ln(ksc;2)
B22 =
CI;22
ksc;2
B33 =
CI;33
ksc;2
:
Then, a general form of the parameters kij is introduced
C11 =
1
ksc;22
( 2k2z1 + 2kz1ktr;1 + 2ksc;2kz1CI;1 + k11ksc;2   2ksc;2ktr;1CI;1   k2sc;2C2I;1)
+ E ln(ksc;x)  1
2
ln2(ksc;x)
C12 =
1
ksc;2
(k12   ktr;1UT + kz1UT   ksc;2UTCI;1)  UT

ln(ksc;2)
C22 =
1
ksc;2
(k22 + ksc;2U
2
T )
C33 =
k33
ksc;2
and kzij will be replaced by
D11 =
kz11
ksc;2
D12 =
kz12
2ksc;2
D22 =
kz22
ksc;2
D33 =
kz33
ksc;2
:
Then ktr;1 occurs in the scaling law of R11 and the additional parameter
E =  2 kz1
k2sc;2
(ktr;1   kz1 + ksc;2CI;1)
can be formed. Inserting the upper expressions into (5.76) and (5.77) the following
Reynolds stress tensors
R+11 =  2 ln2(~x2 + A) + E ln(~x2 + A) +
B11 + ~x2C11 + ~x
2
2D11
~x2 + A
R+12 =
B12 + C12~x2 +D12~x
2
2
~x2 + A
 UT ln(x2 + A)
R+22 =
B22 + C22~x2 +D22~x
2
2
~x2 + A
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R+33 =
B33 + C33~x2 +D33~x
2
2
~x2 + A
(5.86)
follow while the condition (5.78), respectively
B12 =   A2D12 + C12A
has to be fulfilled.
Then the algebraic solution (5.72) and (5.73) shall be rewritten. The parameters
B1 =
kz1
ksc;2   ksc;1 C1 = CI;1ksc;2x
ksc;1
ksc;2
 1
2
A =
kG;2
ksc;2
 =
ksc;1
ksc;2
  1
transform the governing equation for the averaged velocity, (5.72), to
U+1 = B1 + C1(~x2 + A)
 : (5.87)
Furthermore, we introduce a generalized integration constant
Cij = CI;ijk
ksc;1
ksc;2
 2
sc;2
Cc12 = C12 + C1UTA
and the parameter kij will be replaced by the definitions
B11 =   k11
ksc;1   2ksc;2  
kz1(2ksc;2ktr;1 + ksc;1( 2ktr;1 + kz1))
(ksc;1   2ksc;2)(ksc;1   ksc;2)2  
2kz11kG;2
k2sc;1   5ksc;1ksc;2 + 6k2sc;2
B12 =
k12(ksc;2   ksc;1) + ktr;1UT (ksc;1   ksc;2)  ksc;2kz1UT
k2sc;1   3ksc;1ksc;2 + 2k2sc;2
  kz12kG;2
k2sc;1   5ksc;1ksc;2 + 6k2sc;2
B22 =  kI;22 + (ksc;1   2ksc;2)U
2
T
ksc;1   2ksc;2  
2kz22kG;2
k2sc;1   5ksc;1ksc;2 + 6k2sc;2
B33 =   k33
ksc;1   2ksc;2  
2kz33kG;2
k2sc;1   5ksc;1ksc;2 + 6k2sc;2
:
In addition, the parameters kzij
D11=
 2kz11
ksc;1  3ksc;2 D12=
 kz12
ksc;1  3ksc;2 D22=
 2kz22
ksc;1  3ksc;2 D33=
 2kz33
ksc;1  3ksc;2
and ktr;1
E =
ksc;2ktr;1 + ksc;1(kz1   ktr;1)
(ksc;1   ksc;2)ksc;2 CI;1k
ksc;1
ksc;2
 1
sc;2
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Figure 5.15: The data of Avsarkisov et al. is compared to the logarithmic solution
(solid lines) with arbitraryA (right-hand side) andA = 0 (left-hand side),
(5.85) and (5.86). The parameters of the fit are given in Table 5.13. The
shape of the data points describes the components of the Reynold stress
tensor: ♢: averaged velocity, : ~R+11,4: ~R+22, : ~R+33, : ~R+12.
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Figure 5.16: The data of Avsarkisov et al. is compared to the algebraic solution, (5.87)
and (5.88), (solid lines). The parameters of the fit are given in Table 5.14.
The shape of the data points describes the components of the Reynold
stress tensor: ♢: averaged velocity, : ~R+11,4: ~R+22, : ~R+33, : ~R+12.
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occur in the Reynolds stress tensor, (5.73), and can be generalized corresponding to
the given formulas, so that finally the concise expressions
~R+11 =  C21(A+ ~x2)2 + C11(A+ ~x2) 1 + E(A+ 2~x2)(A+ ~x2) 1 +B11 +D11~x2
~R+12 = C
c
12(~x2 + A)
 1   C1UT (~x2 + A) +B12 +D12~x2
~R+22 = C22(~x2 + A)
 1 +B22 +D22~x2
~R+33 = C33(~x2 + A)
 1 +B33 +D33~x3 (5.88)
emerge. The condition (5.74) in the new parameters is given by
C12 = C1   C1AUT = C1
Re
  C1AUT :
In both approaches we substituted the parameter UT of the differential equation in the
scaling laws by new parameters. Still, the question is open, if the ki depend on UT , so
that also an implicit dependency exists. This question will be answered after the fits
were proceeded.
In the following we want to compare all three approaches for the same Reynolds
number and transpiration velocity. In Figure 5.15 the logarithm solution (5.85) is fitted
on the right-hand side and on the left-hand side A = 0 is assumed. Then in Figure
5.16 the algebraic solution is compared to the other two at the same Reynolds number
and transition velocity.
Let us compare these three cases. First, both logarithmic approaches can describe
the data while the right one with the additional parameter A can fit all quantities on
a broader region. We can compare e.g. U1 at x2=h = 0:5 where the left graph has
already a small error and the right one goes through this point. The translation A of
the logarithm takes the value A = 0; 092 which is relatively small. Also the algebraic
approach allows a broad description of the mean velocity and the higher moments.
In the following, we want to apply these scaling laws to other Reynolds numbers and
transition velocities. Hereby, for briefness, we want to omit the scaling law of the
translated logarithm (A 6= 0) as the case A = 0 is similar and one parameter less has
to be fitted for this case.
In the next Figures 5.17-5.20 the data and the scaling laws are compared at different
Reynolds numbers and transpiration velocities. Here the logarithmic solution with
A = 0 is applied, since already the scaling law with a reduced number of parameters
fits the flow very well. Also the algebraic law is used as scaling law to describe the
turbulence. We see that both approaches can be applied to describe the flow field.
In the next step we want to take a look at the fitted parameters. They are given in
the following tables, where CI;12 does not appear since it is already determined by the
parameters of the averaged velocity. This holds for both cases.
In the first table, Table 5.13, we want to apply the scaling laws of the logarithmic
solution to flows with different Reynolds numbers and transpiration velocity. The
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parameters of Figures 5.17 and 5.18 can be found in the following table. There also
another result for an additional relation of Re and UT is added in order to analyse
better the change of the parameters if the transition velocity UT increases.
Re 250 250 250 250 450 450
UT 0; 05 0; 1 0; 16 0; 26 0; 1 0; 16
fit region 0; 5-1; 5 0; 5-1; 6 0; 5-1; 6 0; 5-1; 6 0; 5-1; 6 0; 4-1; 5
 3; 25 3; 21 3; 09 3; 00 3; 19 3; 26
B1 17; 21 13; 21 9; 71 5; 42 13; 99 9; 78
B11 25; 34 17; 85 4; 74 2; 99 18; 6 3; 91
C11 13; 68 12; 4 10; 06 5; 12 8; 29 9; 90
D11  15; 27  7; 91  0; 13  1; 79  2; 00 1; 75
E 13; 75 10; 64 5; 43 5; 92 0; 068 3; 22
B12  1; 50  1; 67  1; 64  1; 45  1; 69  1; 65
D12 0; 99 1; 01 1; 00 0; 98 0; 98 1; 00
B22 25; 34 22; 53 14; 76 8; 31 21; 6 15; 10
C22  1; 11  1; 83  1; 42  1; 71  1; 21  1; 49
D22  9; 20  7; 18  4; 24  2; 26  5; 86  4; 09
B33 27; 2 21; 15 14; 24 8; 63 21; 83 14; 56
C33 0; 023 0; 13  0; 26  1; 30  0; 0032  0; 40
D33  10; 49  6; 28  3; 83  2; 28  5; 75  3; 56
Table 5.13: The parameters of the logarithmic approach, (5.85) and (5.86). Illustrated
in Figure 5.15, 5.17 and 5.18.
Then we want to study the behaviour of the parameters if an algebraic solution is
assumed as can be seen in Figure 5.19 and 5.20. The corresponding parameters can be
found in Table 5.14.
Comparing the averaged velocity in both cases we realize, that the logarithmic law
always has nearly the same parameter for (the proportional factor of the logarithm),
while the exponent of the algebraic law  changes from case to case, although it is
fluctuating around 1; 2. For this reason we would prefer the logarithmic scaling law,
since  seems to be constant.
Then there are some other parameters which do not change, surely D12 seems to be
constant and alsoB12 andC22 could be the same for all Reynolds numbers. This would
mean, that ~R+12 has only parameters which are fixed, since also C12 is determined
through condition (5.78), resp.(5.74).
Let us recall that UT was substituted by new parameters in the scaling laws. In the
logarithmic approach with A = 0 only B12 and C12 explicitly depend on UT . Con-
sidering the algebraic approach additional to Cc12 and B12 also B22 depends on UT .
Nevertheless both tables, 5.13 and 5.14, show a UT -dependency in other parameters.
This shows that the parameters must depend implicitly on UT .
Studying all fits we can state that they all represent a good agreement to the DNS data
and the calculated scaling laws are able to describe the governing turbulent flow.
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Figure 5.17: The data of Avsarkisov et al. is compared to the logarithmic solution,
(5.85) and (5.86), with A = 0 (solid lines) at different Reynolds numbers
and transition velocities. The parameters of the fit are given in Table 5.13.
The shape of the data points describes the components of the Reynold
stress tensor: ♢: averaged velocity, : ~R+11,4: ~R+22, : ~R+33, : ~R+12.
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Figure 5.18: The data of Avsarkisov et al. is compared to the logarithmic solution,
(5.85) and (5.86), with A = 0 (solid lines) at different Reynolds numbers
and transition velocities. The parameters of the fit are given in Table 5.13.
The shape of the data points describes the components of the Reynold
stress tensor: ♢: averaged velocity, : ~R+11,4: ~R+22, : ~R+33, : ~R+12.
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Figure 5.19: The data of Avsarkisov et al. is compared to the algebraic solution, (5.87)
and (5.88), at different Reynolds numbers and transition velocities. The
parameters of the fit are given in Table 5.14. The shape of the data points
describes the components of the Reynold stress tensor: ♢: averaged ve-
locity, : ~R+11,4: ~R+22, : ~R+33, : ~R+12.
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Figure 5.20: The data of Avsarkisov et al. is compared to the algebraic solution, (5.87)
and (5.88), at different Reynolds numbers and transition velocities. The
parameters of the fit are given in Table 5.14. The shape of the data points
describes the components of the Reynold stress tensor: ♢: averaged ve-
locity, : ~R+11,4: ~R+22, : ~R+33, : ~R+12.
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Re 250 250 250 250 450 450
UT 0; 05 0; 1 0; 16 0; 26 0; 1 0; 16
fit region 0; 5-1; 5 0; 5-1; 6 0; 5-1; 6 0; 5-1; 6 0; 5-1; 6 0; 5-1; 6
A 1; 27 1; 21 0; 79 1; 40 0; 26 0; 88
B1 21; 01 19; 4 17; 91 12; 27 28; 25 18; 34
C1  18; 51  15; 6  12; 25  17; 07  15; 22  13; 54
  1; 95  1; 33  0; 69  1; 05  0; 28  0; 73
B11 81; 99 72; 42 12; 35  2; 22  141; 2 1; 40
C11 399; 2 256; 8 117; 4 118; 6 69; 8 149; 6
D11  28; 37  20; 13  7; 49  3; 03  5; 51  5; 71
E  176; 6  80; 89 31; 72 33; 01 192; 1 44; 11
B12  1; 69  2; 22  2; 99  3; 24  3; 12  2; 99
D12 0; 99 1; 01 1; 00 0; 98 0; 98 0; 99
B22 25; 7 24; 4 16; 38 10; 08 22; 11 16; 86
C22  12; 86  17; 46  6; 23  16; 97  1; 9  7; 5
D22  9; 53 8; 11  4; 93  2; 93  6; 2  4; 81
B33 26; 96 20; 98 14; 52 10; 81 21; 84 15; 35
C33 1; 27 1; 35  1; 11  15; 84  0; 01  2; 45
D33  10; 36  6; 20  3; 95  3; 13  5; 75  3; 91
Table 5.14: The parameters of the algebraic approach, (5.87) and (5.88). Illustrated in
Figure 5.16, 5.19 and 5.20.
5.2.4 Conclusions
Let us sum up the results of this section. In order to modify the classical channel flow
a cross flow was added, while the cross can be described by the constant UT . As this
changes the differential equation compared to the previous section, the symmetries
have to be checked again. Hereby, we noticed that the form of some scaling symme-
tries has to be modified. Then, a characteristic system can be derived, so that different
scaling laws are possible. The most symmetries are used to derive an algebraic law,
whereby the reduction of one symmetry can lead either to an exponential law or to a
logarithmic law.
These scaling laws were compared to the data of (Avsarkisov et al. 2014), where first
the logarithmic wall lawwas verified by a very nice agreement between data and pre-
dicted scaling law. Then the core region was considered, where a logarithmic scaling
was compared to an algebraic scaling. It is remarkable that both approaches are able
to describe the flow behaviour, whereby the logarithmic law characterized by a con-
stant factor of the logarithm. An argument for the algebraic approach would certainly
be that we used all symmetries to describe the core region. The decision which scaling
law leads to the best fit cannot be made so easily since the averaged velocities and the
Reynolds stresses can be described very well in both cases.
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6 Turbulent Shear Flows in a Rotating
Frame
6.1 Rotating Frame
In order to apply our new symmetries to a wider spectrum of applications, a trans-
formation into rotating-frame coordinates will be useful. In this context, it will be
possible for us to consider e.g. rotating channel flows.
At the beginning, the governing equations will be transformed into the coordinates of
a rotating frame. The corresponding symmetries can be found in two different ways,
on the one hand we can transform the given symmetries from the non-rotating case
and on the other handwe can find them directly out of the transformedNavier-Stokes
or multi-point equations of the non-rotating case. Of course, both sets of symmetries
are equivalent. In the following, we directly transform the symmetries of the non-
rotating case so that we do not have to investigate the more complicated MPC system
in a rotating frame to determine the governing symmetries. The second approach
was conducted by Dina Razafindralandy, (Razafindralandy 2010). He calculated the
symmetries of the averaged Navier-Stokes equations in a rotating frame, and so he
did not consider any statistical symmetry.
6.1.1 Governing Equations in the Rotating Frame
If we talk about a rotating frame we mean a Cartesian coordinate system which is
rotating around an axis 
 = (
1;
2;
3)T = !(n1;n2;n3)T = !n. Here, we as-
sume that the rotational axis contains the origin. Then, !, the absolute value of 
,
represents the angular velocity, while n is the unit vector pointing in the direction of
the rotational axis. In our applications we assume a constant rotation velocity which
means that d

dt
= 0 and consequently, d!
dt
= 0. Let us introduce the rotation matrix Aij
which is related with the rotation vector 
 through
Aij(t) = (1  cos!t)ninj + cos!tij + sin!t ikjnk : (6.1)
It is easy to prove with the help of Definition (6.1) that there are some simple relations
concerning the matrix A:
A 1ij (s) = Aij( s) = Aji(s) : (6.2)
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The transformed time variable s and the space variables yi are connected with the
original ones by the formulas
t = s(t) ;
x(t) = A(s(t))y(s(t)) ; resp. xi(t) = Aij(s(t))yj(s(t)) : (6.3)
Then the transformed velocities V , the transformed MPCs Sifng and the transformed
pressure-velocity correlations can be calculated. The time derivative of x(t), resp.
y(s(t)), leads to the connection between both velocities:
U(x; t) =
dx(t)
dt
=
dA(s(t))y(s(t))
dt
= AV (y; s) + _Ay(s)
Ui(x; t) = AijVj(y; s) + _Aijyj(s) (6.4)
whereU (x; t) is the absolute instantaneous velocity, and V (y; s) describes the instan-
taneous velocity in the rotating frame and _A indicates the derivative ofAwith respect
to s. Averaging this expression leads to the averaged velocity
Ui(x; t) = Aij Vj(y; s) + _Aijyj
and to the turbulent velocity
vi(y; s) = Vi(y; s)  Vi(y; s) = A 1ij uj(x; t) :
The pressure changes since the original pressure term P (y; t) will be merged with
the centrifugal term. This merging will happen when the averaged Navier-Stokes
equations in a rotating frame are derived. Here, only the definition
Q(y; t) = P (y; t) +
1
2
(
k
lykyl   
k
kylyl) (6.5)
is stated. Consequently, we gain for the averaged and turbulent pressure
Q(y; t) = P (y; t) +
1
2
(
k
lykyl   
k
kylyl)
q(y; t) = Q(y; t)  Q(y; t) = p(y; t) :
Next, we can define the rotating MPCs and the pressure-velocity correlations equiva-
lently as at the beginning:
Sifn+1g = vi(0)(y
(0))  : : :  vi(n)(y(n)) =
nY
a=1
vi(a)(y
(a))
Qifng[l]p = q(y
(l))
nY
a=1;a6=l
vi(a)(y
(a))
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Hifng = Vi(1)(y
(1))  : : :  Vi(n)(y(n)) =
nY
j=1
Vi(j)(y
(j)) ;
Iifng[l]p = Q(y
(l)) 
nY
j=1;j 6=l
Vi(j)(y
(j)) :
For the turbulent MPCs we have chosen new letters to indicate the MPC equations.
In the fluctuation approach S will be used for theMPC andQ for the pressure-velocity
correlation, while for the instantaneous approach we use againH and I although they
mean something different here. Resulting from these definitions, relations between
the non-rotating and rotating variables can be found. The n-point correlation Sifng
and the pressure velocity correlation Qjfn 1g[q]p of the rotating frame are connected
with the non-rotating ones via
Rifng =
 
nY
b=1
Ai(b)j(b)
!
Sjfng ; Pifn 1g[q]p =
 
nY
b=1;b 6=q
Ai(b)j(b)
!
Qjfn 1g[q]p : (6.6)
The instantaneous quantities are related in a more complicated way, as the instanta-
neous velocity has an extra term ( _Aijyj) and the instantaneous pressure contains the
centrifugal term. By multiplication of sums an enormous number of new terms arise,
so that we will omit the calculation here.
Now we can summarize the results above, the relations between rotating and non-
rotating case are
Ui(x; t) = AijVj(y; s) + _Aijyj Q(y; s) = P (y; s) +
1
2
(
k
lykyl   
k
kylyl)
Ui(x; t) = Aij Vj(y; s) + _Aijyj Q(y; s) = P (y; s) +
1
2
(
k
lykyl   
k
kylyl)
Rifng =
 
nY
b=1
Ai(b)j(b)
!
Sjfng Pifn 1g[q]p =
 
nY
b=1;b6=q
Ai(b)j(b)
!
Qjfn 1g[q]p :
The relation between the S-Q approach and the I-H approach is equivalent to the non-
rotating case (2.54) and (2.55) since the definitions of the MPCs are the same. In the
formulas every R has to be substituted by S and every P by Q.
The next step is to formulate the Navier-Stokes and the MPC equations in the rotating
frame.
Lemma 6.1 1. The Navier-Stokes equations in a rotating frame read
@Vk
@yk
= 0 (6.7)
@Vi
@t
+ Vk
@Vi
@yk
=  @Q
@yi
+ 
@2Vi
@yk@yk
  2
keiklVl (6.8)
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i = 1; 2; 3, where Q is a generalized pressure containing the physical pressure P r and
the centrifugal term, Q = P
r(y)

+ 1
2
(
k
lxkxl   
k
kxlxl).
2. The averaged Navier-Stokes equations following from (6.7) and (6.8) are
@ Vk
@yk
= 0 (6.9)
@ Vi
@t
+ Vk
@ Vi
@yk
=  @
P
@yi
+ 
@2 Vi
@yk@yk
  @vivk
@yk
  2
k eikl Vl ; (6.10)
i = 1; 2; 3.
3. Finally, the turbulent Navier-Stokes equations are given by
@vk
@yk
= 0 (6.11)
@vi
@t
+ Vk
@vi
@yk
=   @p
@yi
+ 
@2vi
@yk@yk
+
@vivk
@yk
  @vivk
@yk
  2
k eikl vl ; (6.12)
i = 1; 2; 3.
The complete proof of the statement for the Navier-Stokes equations can be found in
various books (e.g. in (Krauss 1973)). Here, just a sketch and some remarks are given.
Proof: For the time derivative of the original non-rotating velocity, the relation be-
tween Ui and Vi (6.4) is used:
@Ui
@t
+ Uk
@Ui
@xk
=
dUi(x(t); t)
dt
=
d(AijVj(y(t); t) + _Aijyj(t))
dt
= Aij
dVj(y(t); t)
dt
+ 2 _AijVj(y(t); t) + Aijyj :
This can be inserted in the left hand side of the Navier-Stokes equations (2.2). Into the
right-hand side of (2.2) we substitute the velocity (6.4) and the derivative is applied
using the chain rule, so that
Aij
dVj(y(t); t)
dt
+ 2 _AijVj(y(t); t) + Aijyj =  Aij @
~P
@yj
+ Aij
@2Vj
@yk@yk
follows. In the next step, the rotation tensor A 1ai is applied to the whole momentum
equation from the left side. Some rules, which will be shown at the end of this proof,
have to be used:
A 1ij Ajk = ik (6.13)
A 1ij _Ajk = !nbibk = 
bibk (6.14)
A 1ij Ajk = !
2 (nink   ik) = 
i
k   
l
lik : (6.15)
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Then the Navier-Stokes equations for the rotating frame
dVa(y(t); t)
dt
+ 2
babjVj(y(t); t) + (
a
j   
l
laj)yj =   @
~P
@ya
+ 
@2Va
@yk@yk
can be formulated. As already known, two additional terms appear, the Coriolis force
2
babjVj(y(t); t) which corresponds to the vector formulation 2
  V and the cen-
trifugal force (
a
j   
l
laj)yj which corresponds to 
  (
  y). The centrifugal
term can be absorbed by the pressure. In this case the new pressure in a rotating frame
shall be given by Q = P + 1
2
(
k 
l xk xl   
k 
k xl xl) which is identical to definition
(6.5). Taking the derivative with respect to ya, one can check that the centrifugal force
appears. Using Q leads to the modified momentum equation (6.8).
For the averaged Navier-Stokes equations the whole procedure can be repeated. We
just add an average bar over all calculations above as well as the Reynolds stress term
which transforms as
@uiuk
@xk
= Aij
@vjvl
@yl
:
Multiplying by A 1ai leads to the stated equations.
The fluctuation equations can be found by subtracting from the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions their averaged forms.
The continuity equation (2.1) can also be transformed. Using (6.4), (6.13) and (6.14),
the continuity equation reads
0 =
@Ui
@xi
= AijA
 1
ki
@Vj
@yk
+ _AijA
 1
ki jk )
@Vk
@yk
= 0 :
Again the same follows for the averaged and fluctuation continuity equation.
As mentioned before some auxiliary equations has to be shown. First we need the
inverse matrix and the time derivative of the rotation matrix (6.1):
A 1ij (t) = (1  cos!t)ninj + cos!t ij   sin!t ikjnk = Aji(t)
_Aij(t) = ! sin!t ninj   ! sin!tij + ! cos!t ikjnk
Aij(t) = !
2 cos!tninj   !2 cos!tij   !2 sin!tikjnk : (6.16)
Now, (6.13) is clear because this is exactly the definition of an inverse matrix. Apply-
ing the inverse matrix on the matrix itself must result in the identity.
The combination of the inverse matrix with a time derivative of the rotation matrix
(6.14) becomes more complex:
A 1ij _Ajk = !

(1  cos!t) sin!tnink + cos!t sin!tNink   sin2 !tnanjnkiaj
  sin!t(1  cos!t)nink   cos!t sin!tik + sin2 !tiakna
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+(1  cos!t) cos!tninjnbibj + cos2 !tibknb   sin!t cos!tiajjbknanb

= !iakna :
Here, naninjkai = 0 and jiajbk = ibka   ikab is needed.
The last to be shown is (6.15), where the procedure is similar to the previous case:
A 1ij Ajk = !
2 [ (1  cos!t) sin!tninjnljlk   sin!t cos
tnknjnaiaj + cos2 !tnink
  cos2 !tik   sin!t cos!tilknl + sin!t cos!tiakna + sin2 !tjlkiajnanl

= !2 [ninj   ik] :

Since the averaged Navier-Stokes equations in the rotating frame, (6.7) and (6.8), are
not closed, the two-point correlations andMPCs have to be taken into account. Hence,
some transport equations for these quantities are needed and can be derived with
Tifng(y(1); : : : ;y(n)) =
nX
a=1
N roti(a)(y(a))
nY
b=1;b 6=a
vi(b)(y
(b)) = 0
Sifng(y(1); : : : ;y(n)) =
nX
a=1
Mroti(a)(y(a))
nY
b=1;b 6=a
Vi(b)(y
(b)) = 0 ;
similarly to the non-rotating case where the Navier-Stokes equations and the turbu-
lent ones were used:
Mroti(a)(y(a)) =
@Vi(a)
@t
+ Vk
@Vi(a)
@y(a)k
+
@Q
@y(a)i(a)
   @
2Vi(a)
@y(a)k @y
(a)
k
+ 2
kei(a)klVl
N roti(a)(y(a)) =
@vi(a)
@t
+ Vk
@vi(a)
@y
(a)
k
+
@p
@y
(a)
i(a)
   @
2vi(a)
@y
(a)
k @y
(a)
k
  @vi(a)vk
@y
(a)
k
+
@vi(a)vk
@y
(a)
k
+ 2
k ei(a)kl vl = 0
Theorem 6.2 The full problem in he rotating frame contains in the S-Q appraoch the aver-
aged Navier Stokes equations (6.9) and (6.10) and the MPC equations given by
Tifng =
@Sifng
@t
+
nX
l=1
"
Vk(y
(l))
@Sifng
@y
(l)
k
+ Sifng[i(l) 7!k]
@ Vi(l)(y
(l))
@y
(l)
k
+
@Qifn 1g[l]p
@y
(l)
i(l)
   @
2Sifng
@y
(l)
k @y
(l)
k
  Sifn 1g[l];
@vi(l)vk(y
(l))
@y
(l)
k
+
@Sifn+1g[i(n+1) 7!k][y
(n+1) 7! y(l)]
@y
(l)
k
+ 2
kei(l)kmSifng[i(l) 7!m]
#
= 0 (6.17)
for n = 2; : : : ;1 :
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Then the continuity equations
@Sifng[i(l) 7!m]
@y
(l)
m
= 0 for l = 1; ::; n
@Qifn 1g[k]p[i(l) 7!m]
@y
(l)
m
= 0 for k; l = 1; ::; n and k 6= l (6.18)
and the side conditions
Sifng = Sifng[i(l)$i(k)][y
(l) $ y(k)] for 1  l; k  n
Qifn 1g[q]p = Qifn 1g[q]p[i(l)$i(k)][y
(l) $ y(k)] for 1  l; k; n with l; k 6= q
= Qifn 1g[l]p[i(q) 7!i(l)][y
(l) $ y(p)] for 1  l  n with l 6= q (6.19)
have to be added.
In the H-I approach the set of equations is formed by the MPC equations
Sifng =
@Hifng
@t
+
nX
l=1
"
@Hifn+1g[i(n+1) 7!k][y
(n+1) 7! y(l)]
@y
(l)
k
+
@Iifn 1g[l]p
@y
(l)
i(l)
   @
2Hifng
@y
(l)
k @y
(l)
k
+ 2
kei(l)kmHifng[i(l) 7!m]
i
= 0 (6.20)
for n = 1; : : : ;1 ;
the continuity equations
@Hifng[i(l) 7!m]
@y
(l)
m
= 0 for l = 1; ::; n
@Iifn 1g[k]p[i(l) 7!m]
@y
(l)
m
= 0 for k; l = 1; ::; n and k 6= l (6.21)
and the side conditions
Hifng = Hifng[l$k] for 1  l; k  n ;
Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p[l$k] for 1  l; k; n with l; k 6= q ;
= Iifn 1g[l]p[q$l] for 1  l  n with l 6= q : (6.22)
The proof of this lemma is equivalent to the proof of Theorem 2.5. Implementing
the Coriolis force as an additional term does not make any difficulties. Then these
equations can be formulated for relative coordinates, see Section 4.1. Let r(i) be the
difference between two points y(i+1) and y(1) and the y = y(1). Then everything is
equivalent to the non-rotating case, as shown in the following lemma.
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Lemma 6.3 The full problem in the S-Q approach, written in relative coordinates, contains
the averaged Navier-Stokes equations (6.7) and (6.8), the MPC equations
Tifng =
@Sifng
@t
+ Vk(y)
@Sifng
@yk
+
n 1X
l=1
( Vk(y + r
(l))  Vk(y))
@Sifng
@r
(l)
k
+ Sifng[i(0) 7!k]
@ Vi(0)(y)
@yk
+
n 1X
l=1
Sifng[i(l) 7!k]
@ Vi(l)(y + r
(l))
@r
(l)
k
+
@Qifn 1g[0]p
@yi(0)
+
n 1X
l=1
0@@Qifn 1g[l]p
@r
(l)
i(l)
  @Qifn 1g[0]p
@r
(l)
i(0)
1A
   @
2Sifng
@yk@yk
+ 
n 1X
l=1
"
2
@2Sifng
@yk@r
(l)
k
  @
2Sifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(l)
k
 
n 1X
m=1
@2Sifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(m)
k
#
  Sifn 1g[0];
@vi(0)vk(y)
@yk
 
n 1X
l=1
Sifn 1g[l];
@vi(l)vk(y + r
(l))
@r
(l)
k
+
@Sifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][r
(n) 7! 0]
@yk
+
n 1X
l=1
 
@Sifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][r
(n) 7! r(l)]
@r
(l)
k
  @Sifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][r
(n) 7! 0]
@r
(l)
k
!
+ 2
k
n 1X
l=0
eikmSifng[i(l) 7!m] = 0 (6.23)
for n = 1; : : : ;1, the continuity equations for S and Q
0 =
@Sifng[i(0) 7!m]
@ym
 
n 1X
j=1
@Sifng[i(0) 7!m]
@r
(j)
m
0 =
@Sifng[i(l) 7!m]
@r
(l)
m
l = 1; :::; n
0 =
@Qifn 1g[k]p[i(0) 7!m]
@ym
 
n 1X
j=1
@Qifn 1g[k]p[i(0) 7!m]
@r
(j)
m
k = 1; :::; n
0 =
@Qifn 1g[k]p[i(l) 7!m]
@r
(l)
m
l = 1; :::; n ; k = 0; :::; n ; k 6= l (6.24)
as well as the side conditions
Sifng = Sifng[k$l] k; l 2 f1; 2; :::n  1g; k 6= l
= Sifng[0ll] l = 1; 2; :::; n  1
Qifn 1g[q]p = Qifn 1g[q]p[k$l] k; l 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; k 6= l;
q 2 f0; 1; :::; n  1g; k 6= q; l 6= q
= Qifn 1g[q]p[0ll] q; l 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; l 6= q
= Qifn 1g[l]p[i(q) 7!i(l)][x
(l) $ x(q)] l; q 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; l 6= q
= Qifn 1g[0]p[i(q) 7!i(0)][0 l r(q)] q 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g : (6.25)
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In the H-I approach for relative coordinates we have to consider the MPC equations
Sifng =
@Hifng
@t
+
@Hifn+1g[i(n)!k][r
(n) 7! 0]
@yk
+
@Iifn 1g[0]p
@yi(0)
   @
2Hifng
@yk@yk
+ 2
kei(l)kmHifng[i(0) 7!m] +
n 1X
l=1
"
@Hifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][r
(n) 7! r(l)]
@r
(l)
k
  @Hifn+1g[i(n)!k][r
(n) ! 0]
@r
(l)
k
+
@Iifn 1g[l]p
@y
(l)
i(l)
  @Iifn 1g[0]p
@r
(l)
i(l)
+ 2
@2Hifng
@yk@r
(l)
k
   @
2Hifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(l)
k
  
n 1X
m=1
@Hifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(m)
k
+ 2
kei(l)kmHifng[i(l) 7!m]
#
(6.26)
for n = 1; : : : ;1 ;
the continuity equations
0 =
@Hifng[i(0) 7!m]
@ym
 
n 1X
j=1
@Hifng[i(0) 7!m]
@r
(j)
m
0 =
@Hifng[i(l) 7!m]
@r
(l)
m
l = 1; :::; n
0 =
@Iifn 1g[k]p[i(0) 7!m]
@ym
 
n 1X
j=1
@Iifn 1g[k]p[i(0) 7!m]
@r
(j)
m
k = 1; :::; n
0 =
@Iifn 1g[k]p[i(l) 7!m]
@r
(l)
m
l = 1; :::; n ; k = 0; :::; n ; k 6= l (6.27)
(6.28)
and the side conditions
Hifng = Hifng[k$l] k; l 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; k 6= l
= Hifng[0ll] l = 1; 2; :::; n  1
Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p[k$l] k; l 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; k 6= l;
q 2 f0; 1; :::; n  1g; k 6= q; l 6= q
= Iifn 1g[q]p[0ll] q; l 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; l 6= q
= Iifn 1g[l]p[i(q) 7!i(l)][x
(l) $ x(q)] l; q 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; l 6= q
= Iifn 1g[0]p[i(q) 7!i(0)][0 l r(q)] q 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g : (6.29)
Again the proof corresponds to the non-rotating case, see Theorem 4.2, since the ex-
tension with the Coriolis term can be handled very easily.
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6.1.2 Symmetries in the Rotating Frame
The starting point of the entire analysis is represented by the symmetries in the non-
rotating case, see Subsection 3.4.4. Accordingly to the MPCs and their equations, the
symmetries can be transformed into the rotating frame. Since we use in the applica-
tions the S-Q approach to determine scaling laws, the transformations and generators
shall only be given for this approach. The results are given in the following theorem.
Theorem 6.4 The MPC equations of the S-Q approach, (6.23)-(6.25) contain various Lie-
point symmetries.
1st representation: Transformations
Time translation:
Y rott : s
 = s+ at y
(j)
i = y
(j)
i
V i = Vi Q
 = Q Sifng = Sifng
Qifn 1g[q]p = Qifn 1g[q]p (6.30)
Scaling in time (if  = 0):
Y rotsc;t : s
 = easc;ts yi = Aij ((1  easc;t)s) yj
V i = a
 asc;tAij ((1  easc;t)s) Vj + (e asc;t   1)yj _Akl((1  easc;t)s)
Skfng = e
 nasc;t
"
nY
b=1
Ak(b)j(b)((1  easc;t)s)
#
Sjfng
Q = e 2asc;t Q  1
2
e 2asc;t
k
lykyl +
1
2
e 2asc;t
k
kylyl
+
1
2

k
lAki((1  easc;t)s)Alj((1  easc;t)s)yiyj
  1
2

k
kAli((1  easc;t)s)Alj((1  easc;t)s)yiyj (6.31)
Scaling in space (if  = 0)
Y rotsc;x : s
 = s yi = e
asc;xyi V

i = e
asc;x Vi Q
 = e2asc;x Q Skfng = e
nasc;xSkfng (6.32)
Navier-Stokes scaling (if  6= 0):
Y rotNaSt : s
 = e2aNaSts yi = [Aij ((1  eaNaSt)s) + eaNaStij] yj
V i = a
 aNaStAij ((1  eaNaSt)s) Vj + (e aNaSt   1)yj _Akl((1  eaNaSt)s)
Skfng = e
 naNaSt
"
nY
b=1
Ak(b)j(b)((1  eaNaSt)s)
#
Sjfng
Q = e 2aNaSt Q  1
2
e 2aNaSt
k
lykyl +
1
2
e 2aNaSt
k
kylyl
+
1
2

k
lAki((1  eaNaSt)s)Alj((1  eaNaSt)s)yiyj
  1
2

k
kAli((1  eaNaSt)s)Alj((1  eaNaSt)s)yiyj (6.33)
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Generalized Galilei invariance with the arbitrary function bgamma(s) (no summation over ,
each  2 f1; 2; 3g represents a one-parametric Lie-point symmetry):
Y rotG; : s
 = s yi = yi + bi(s); V

i = Vi +
_bi(s) ~S

ifng =
~Sifng ; Q

ifn 1g[q]p = Qifn 1g[q]p
Q = Q+
1
2

k
lb
2
kl  
1
2

k
kb
2
   2
aia _byi   byii (6.34)
Pressure translation with the arbitrary function f4(s):
Y rotp : s
 = s y = y V i = Vi S

ifng = Sifng Q

ifn 1g[q]p = Qifn 1g[q]p
Q = Q+ apf4(s) Qifn 1g[q]p = Qifn 1g[q]p (6.35)
Rotational symmetries:
Theses symmetries are omitted since they have a very complex form - a representation as
generator is given in the following
New statistical scaling symmetry:
Y rotsc;n2 : s
 = s y(j)i = y
(j)
i
V k = e
asc;n2 Vk + (e
asc;n2   1)(
 y)kyj
~Sk(1)k(2) = e
asc;n2Sk(1)k(2) + e
asc;n2(1  easc;n2)

Vk(1)
Vk(2) + (
 y(2))k(2) Vk(1)
+(
 y(1))k(1) Vk(2) + (
 y(1))k(1)(
 y(2))k(2)

(6.36)
Translation in an averaged velocity with the arbitrary functions D (no summation over ;
each  2 f1; 2; 3g represents a one-parametric Lie-point symmetry):
Y rottr; : s
 = s yi = yi V

i = Vi +Di
Sk(1)k(2) = Sk(1)k(2)  D(s)k(1) Vk(2)  D(s)k(1)(
 y(2))k(2)
 D(s)k(2) Vk(1)  D(s)k(2)(
 y(1))k(1)  D2(s)k(1)k(2) (6.37)
Translation in an component of the Reynolds stress tenor with the arbitrary functions D
(no summation over ; each  2 f11; 12; :::; 33g represents a one-parametric Lie-point
symmetry):
Y rottr; : s
 = s yi = yi V

i = Vi Q
 = Q ~Ri(1)i(2) =
~Ri(1)i(2) +D
(eq)
i(1)i(2);
; :::
(6.38)
2nd representation: generators
Time translation:
Y rott =
@
@s
(6.39)
Scaling in time (if  = 0):
Y rotsc;t = s
@
@s
  s(
 y)k @
@yk
  ( Vk + s(
 V)k + (
 y)k) @
@ Vk
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+
  2 Q+ 
k
lykyl   
k
kylyl @
@ Q
+

 2Sk(1)k(2)   sk(1)bj
bSjk(2)   sk(2)bj
bSk(1)j
 @
@Sk(1)k(2)
+ ::: (6.40)
Scaling in space (if  = 0):
Y rotsc;x = yk
@
@yk
+ Vk
@
@ Vk
+ 2 Q
@
@ Q
+ nSifng
@
@Sifng
+ ::: (6.41)
Navier-Stokes scaling (if  6= 0):
Y rotNaSt = 2s
@
@s
+ (yk   2s(
 y)k) @
@yk
+ (  Vk   2s(
 V)k   2(
 y)k) @
@ Vk
+
  2 Q+ 2
k
lykyl   2
k
kylyl @
@ Q
+

 2Sk(1)k(2)   2sk(1)bj
bSjk(2)   2sk(2)bj
bSk(1)j
 @
@Sk(1)k(2)
+ ::: (6.42)
Generalized Galilei invariance with the arbitrary function bgamma(s) (no summation over ,
each  2 f1; 2; 3g represents a one-parametric Lie-point symmetry):
YG; = b(s)k
@
@yk
+ _b(s)k
@
@ Vk
+

 2
aia _byi   b(t)y
 @
@ Q
(6.43)
Pressure translation with the arbitrary function f4(s):
Y rotp = f4(t)
@
@ Q
(6.44)
Rotational symmetries (no summation over ; each  2 f1; 2; 3g represents a one-parametric
Lie-point symmetry:)
Y rotrot; = jk(Ajlyl)Aki
@
@yi
+ jk(Ajlyl)(
m
lAmkyl   
m
mAlkyl) @
@ Q
+
h
jk(Ajl Vl + _Ajlyl)Aki   jk(Ajlyl) _A( t)ik
i @
@ Vi
+
nX
b=1
AjkAil(b)Slfng[l(b) 7!k]ji
@
@Slfng
+
nX
b=1;b6=q
Akj(b)Aihki
@
@Qjfn 1g[i(b)!h][q]p
(6.45)
New statistical scaling symmetry:
Y rotsc;n2 = Vi
@
@ Vi
+

Si(1)i(2)   Vi(1) Vi(2)   (
 y(2))i(2) Vi(1)
 (
 y(1))i(1) Vi(2)   (
 y(1))i(1)(
 y(2))i(2)
 @
@Si(1)i(2)
(6.46)
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Translation in an averaged velocity with the arbitrary functions D (no summation over ;
each  2 f1; 2; 3g represents a one-parametric Lie-point symmetry):
Y rottr; = D(s)k
@
@ Vk
 

D(s)k(1)
Vk(2) +D(s)k(1)(
 y(2))k(2)
+D(s)k(2)
Vk(1) +D(s)k(1)(
 y(1))k(1)
 @
@Sk(1)k(2)
+

 ia
aD(s)yi   _D(s)y
 @
@ Q
+ ::: (6.47)
Translation in an component of the Reynolds stress tenor with the arbitrary functions D
(no summation over ; each  2 f11; 12; :::; 33g represents a one-parametric Lie-point
symmetry):
Y rottr; = D(s)
(eq)
k(1)k(2);
@
@Sk(1)k(2)
+ ::: : (6.48)
The symmetries Y rotsc;t and Y rotsc;x occur only in the Euler case  = 0. In the Navier-Stakes case
( 6= 0) the symmetry Y rotNast exists instead.
In the upper theorem, (
 y)k = 
iyjijk holds. In comparison to the symmetries of
the non-rotating case, some notations of constants, or arbitrary functions depending
on the time s change, for example wewriteD instead ofC in the translation symmetry
of the averaged velocity, (6.47). The new constants and functions are linear combina-
tions of the original, non-rotating, corresponding constants or functions. The relation
between old and new notation can be found in the proof.
The transformed new statistical, scaling symmetry was indicated by sc; n2. We will
later see, that there exists a much simpler statistical, scaling symmetry, which we will
index by sc; n.
Two symmetries, the Navier-Stokes scaling and the rotational symmetry are only pre-
sented as generators. In the case of the Navier-Stokes scaling a transformation can
be easily derived. For the rotational invariance it is very complicated, hence only the
generator form is given.
The rotational matrix Aij always depends on the time s. Here, we only write the time
dependency if the matrix has to be evaluated at a special time, such as  s.
Proof of Theorem 6.4: For some symmetries the representation of the MPCs and
pressure-velocity correlations would have a very complicated form. Since we will
later only calculate the MPCs up to the two-point correlations, in some cases the
higher MPCs are neglected.
Translation in time: (6.30) and (6.39) derived from (3.121)
In the first step the transformations between the non-rotating and the rotating frame
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(6.3) , (6.4), (6.5) and (6.6) are applied to get a representation of the symmetries in the
rotating frame:
t = t+ a ) s = s+ a) Aij = Aij(s+ a)
xi = xi ) Aijyj = Aijyj
) yk = A 1ki (s+ a)Aij(s)yj = Akj( a)yj
Ui = Ui ) Aij V j + _Aijyj = Aij Vj + _Aijyj
) Aij(s+ a) V j = Aij(s) Vj + _Aij(s)yj   _Aij(s+ a)Ajl( a)yl
) V k = A 1ki (s+ a)Aij(s) Vj + A 1ki (s+ a) _Aij(s)yj
  A 1ki (s+ a) _Aij(s+ a)Ajl( a)yl
= Akj( a) Vj + _Akj( a)yj   _Akl( a)yl
= Akj( a) Vj
Rifng = Rifng )
nY
a=1
Ai(a)j(a)S

jfng =
nY
a=1
Ai(a)j(a)Sjfng
) Skfng =
nY
b=1
Ak(b)j(b)( a)Sjfng
P  = P ) Q = Q  1
2
(
k
lykyl   
k
kylyl)
+
1
2
(
k
ly

ky

l   
k
kyl yl )
= Q  1
2
[
k
l (ykyl   Akb( a)Alc( a)ybyc)
+
k
k (ylyl   Akb( a)Akc( a)ybyc)] :
In some transformations different matrices A are merged. In order to derive yk the
following relation was used. From (6.1) and (6.16) we gain
A 1ij (~s)Ajk(s) = nink(1  cos!~s cos!s  cos!s cos!~s  cos!s cos!~s)
+ ik cos!s cos!~s+ ilknl cos!~s sin!s  cos!s sin!~simknm
  sin!~s sin!s(likm   ikml)nlnm = Aik(s  ~s) : (6.49)
In the first step we used njnljlk = 0 and ijkilm = jlkm   jmkl and in the second
step the addition theorem is necessary. To imagine, the rotation of s is done in one
direction and then a rotation in the other direction is proceeded by ~s. Then we expect
a rotation of s  ~s in the first direction.
Another necessary relation to derive V i is
A 1ij (~s) _Ajk(s) = ! [(1  cos(!~s)) sin(!s)nink   (1  cos(!~s)) sin(!s)nink
+ (1  cos(!~s)) sin(!s)jckncninj + sin(!s) cos(!~s)nink
  cos(!~s) sin(!s)ik + cos(!~s) cos(!s)icknc   sin(!~s) sin(!s)ibjnbnjnk
+sin(!~s) sin(!s)ibknb   sin(!~s) cos(!s)ibjjcknbnc]
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= ! [sin(!s)  !~s)nink + sin(!~s  !s)ik + cos(!s  !~s)ibknb]
= _Aik(s  ~s) : (6.50)
In this calculation, the conditions jckncnj = 0 for all k and jibjck = icbk   ikbc
for the epsilon tensor were used. Also properties of sine and cosine functions were
applied.
The last case is a triple multiplication while the combination of the first and second
matrix is already known from (6.14),
A 1ij (t) _Ajk(t)A
 1
kl (~t) = !naiak

(1  cos(!~t))nknl + cos(!~t) kl   sin((1  ea)!s) kalna

= ! cos(!~t)ialna   ! sin(!~t)(ibal   ilab)nanb = _Ail( ~t) : (6.51)
Then the derivative of the transformations with respect to a is performed with the
result
@s
@a

a=0
= 1
@yk
@a

a=0
=
@Akj( a)
@a

a=0
yj =  (
 y)k
V k
@a

a=0
=
@Akj( a)
@a

a=0
Vj =  (
 V)k
Q
@a

a=0
=
1
2


k
l
@Aki( a)
@a

a=0
yiyl + 
k
l
@Alj( a)
@a

a=0
ykyj
 2
k
k @Ali( a)
@a

a=0
yiyl

=
1
2
( kij
iyj
k
lyl   lij
iyj
k
lyk + 2
k
klij
iyjyl)
= 0
@Sk(1)k(2)
@a

a=0
=
@Ak(1)j(1)( a)
@a

a=0
Sj(1)k(2) +
@Ak(2)j(2)( a)
@a

a=0
Sk(1)j(2)
=  k(1)bj
bSjk(2)   k(2)bj
bSk(1)j :
Here, some simple relations kij
k
i = 0 8j, lijyjyl = 0 8i concerning the epsilon
tensor are used. Furthermore, derivatives of the matrix A with respect to a occur and
have to be calculated. As a is a parameter in @A( a)
@a
first A( a)must be derived and
then the derivative of this result is constructed:
@Akj( a)
@a
= ! sin(!a)ninj   ! sin(!a)ij   ! cos(!a)ibjnb
@Akj( a)
@a

a=0
yj =  !ibjnbyj =  (
 y)i :
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Then the generator of the time translation is given by
~Y rott =
@
@s
  (
 y)k @
@yk
  (
 V)k @
@ Vk
+

 k(1)bj
bSjk(2)   k(2)bj
bSk(1)j
 @
@Sk(1)k(2)
+ ::: : (6.52)
At this stage we want to consider the MPC equations themselves. Clearly, a simple
time translation can be seen there. So also the normal time translation can be found
and will be used later. So the transformation
Y rott : s
 = s+ a y(j)i = y
(j) V i = Vi
Q = Q Sifng = Sifng Q

ifn 1g[q]p = Qifn 1g[q]p
and the generator
Y rott =
@
@s
are very easy. This means that the subtraction of these two symmetries must be again
a symmetry. If we do this, we gain (6.52) without the first term. We will see that
~Y rott  Y rott corresponds in the first terms up to the two-point correlation to the rotation
symmetry around the rotational axis. So we can expect that this subtraction does not
describe a new symmetry.
Scaling of time: (6.31) and (6.40) derived from (3.126)
The next case to study is the scaling in time. Starting from the original symmetry,
applying the transformations, it can be shown that
t = eat ) s = eas) Aij = Aij(eas)
xi = xi ) yk = A 1ki (eas)Aij(s)yj = Akj ((1  ea)s) yj
Ui = e
 a Ui ) V k = A 1ki (eas)e aAij(s) Vj + e aA 1ki (eas) _Aij(s)yj
  A 1ki (eas) _Aij(eas)Ajl ((1  ea)s) yl
= e aAkj((1  ea)s) Vj + e a _Akl((1  ea)s)yj
  _Akl((1  ea)s)yl
= e aAkj((1  ea)s) Vj + (e a   1) _Akl((1  ea)s)yj
P = e 2a P ) Q = e 2a Q  1
2
e 2a
k
lykyl +
1
2
e 2a
k
kylyl
+
1
2

k
lAki((1  ea)s)Alj((1  ea)s)yiyj
  1
2

k
kAli((1  ea)s)Alj((1  ea)s)yiyj
Rifng = e
 naRifng ) Skfng = e na
nY
b=1
Ak(b)j(b)((1  ea)s)Sjfng :
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Again, for the tranformation of space and velocity, it occurs, that matrices are merg-
ing. All the appearing combinations are already derived in (6.49) , (6.50) and (6.51).
Then the infinitesimals follow by applying the derivative with respect to a:
@s
@a

a=0
= s
@yk
@a

a=0
=
@Akj((1  ea)s)
@a

a=0
yj =  s(
 y)k
V k
@a

a=0
=   Vk + @Akj((1  e
a)s)
@a

a=0
Vj   _Akl(0)yl + 0
=   Vk   s(
 V)k   (
 y)k
Q
@a

a=0
=  2 Q+ 
k
lykyl   
k
kylyl + 1
2

k
l
@Aki((1  ea)s)
@a

a=0
yiyl
+
1
2

k
l
@Alj((1  ea)s)
@a

a=0
ykyj   
k
k @Ali((1  e
a)s)
@a

a=0
yiyl
=  2 Q+ 
k
lykyl   
k
kylyl   
k
lskij
iyjyl + s
k
klij
iyjyl
=  2 Q+ 
k
lykyl   
k
kylyl
@Sk(1)k(2)
@a

a=0
=  2Sk(1)k(2)   sk(1)bj
bSjk(2)   sk(2)bj
bSk(1)j :
Here, some derivatives concerning A at a special time (1  ea)smust be derived. The
rotational matrix at this time
Aij((1  ea)s) = (1  cos((1  ea)!s))ninj + cos((1  ea)!s)ij + sin((1  ea)!s)ibjnb
has the derivative
@Akj((1  ea)s)
@a

a=0
= [ !sea sin((1  ea)!s)ninj + !sea sin((1  ea)!s)ij
 !sea cos((1  ea)!s)ibjnb]a=0 =  !sibjnb =  sibj
b :
Consequently, the generator for this symmetry is
Y rotsc;t = s
@
@s
  s(
 y)k @
@yk
  ( Vk + s(
 V)k + (
 y)k) @
@ Vk
+
  2 Q+ 
k
lykyl   
k
kylyl @
@ Q
+

 2Sk(1)k(2)   sk(1)bj
bSjk(2)   sk(2)bj
bSk(1)j
 @
@Sk(1)k(2)
:
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Scaling of space: (6.32) and (6.41) derived from (3.125)
This is perhaps the most easiest transformation as the result in the roating frame has
the same form as in the non-rotating case. The transformations
t = t ) s = s ) Aij = Aij(s)
xi = e
axi ) yk = eayk
Ui = e
a Ui ) Aij V j = eaAij Vj ) V k = ea Vk
Rifng = e
naRifng ) Skfng = enaSkfng
P  = e2a P ) Q = Qe2a   1
2
e2a (
k
lykyl   
k
kylyl)
+
1
2
 
e2a
k
lykyl   e2a
k
kyl yl

= Qe2a
are simple consequences. Then the infinitesimals
@s
@a

a=0
= 0
@yk
@a

a=0
= yk
V k
@a

a=0
= Vk
Q
@a

a=0
= 2 Q
@Sk(1)k(2)
@a

a=0
= 2Sk(1)k(2)
can be derived quite simply and the resulting generator reads
Y rotsc;x = yk
@
@yk
+ Vk
@
@ Vk
+ 2 Q
@
@ Q
+ 2Sk(1)k(2)
@
@Sk(1)k(2)
+ ::: :
Navier-Stokes scaling: (6.33) and (6.42) derived from (3.127)
Since we already dealt with the scaling of space and the scaling of time, the Navier
Stokes scaling represents an easy consequence. This symmetry is simply connected to
the previous ones via
Ysc;NaSt = 2Ysc;t + Ysc;x :
Then implementing the upper results, the Navier-Stokes scaling can be expressed by
Y rotsc;NaSt = 2s
@
@s
+ (yk   2s(
 y)k) @
@yk
+ (  Vk   2s(
 V )k   2(
 y)k) @
@ Vk
+ ( 2 Q+ 2
k
lykyl   2
k
kylyl) @
@ Q
+ ( 2Sk(1)k(2)   2sk(1)bj
bSjk(2)   2sk(2)bj
bSk(1)j)
@
@Sk(1)k(2)
+ ::: :
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Galilei invariance: (6.34) and (6.43) derived from (3.123)
There are three Galilei invariances for all three directions. We want to apply an arbi-
trary one of them, indicated by . Consequently, there is no summation over :
t = t ) s = s; Aij = Aij
xi = xi + a(t)i ) Aijyj = Aijyj + a(s)i ) yk = yk + A 1ki a(s)i
Ui = Ui + _a(t)i ) Aij V j = Aij Vj + _Aijyj   _Aij(yj + A 1jl al) + _a(s)i
) V k = Vk   A 1ki _AijA 1jl a(s)l + A 1ki _a(s)i
= Vk   _Akl( s)a(s)l + A 1ki _a(s)i
Rifng= Rifng )
nY
a=1
Ai(a)j(a)S

jfng=
nY
a=1
Ai(a)j(a)Sjfng ) Sjfng = Sjfng
P  = P   xka(t)k
Q = Q  1
2
(
k
lykyl   
k
kylyl) + 1
2
(
k
lykyl   
k
kylyl + 2
k
lA 1ki aiyl
  2
k
kA 1li aiyl + 
k
lA 1li A 1kj a2ij   
k
kA 1li A 1lj a2ij

  ak(t)Akiyi
= Q+ 
k
lA
 1
ki a(s)iyl   
k
kA 1li a(s)iyl
+
1
2
 

k
lA
 1
li A
 1
kj a
2
(s)ij   
k
kA 1li A 1lj a2(s)ij
  a(s)kAkiyi :
Clearly, this representation for a is slightly complicated. Therefore, we introduce
a bijective transformation of the given three symmetries to three other symmetries,
which are given by a linear combination. Instead of a we want to use
b(s) = A
 1
i (s)ai(s)
while here, we sum over i. The rotation matrix depends on the time s - this is fine
as every ai is already an arbitrary function depending on s. We apply this symmetry
to the transformation of our dependent and independent variables by applying a1, a2
and a3 successively. So we gain
yk = yk +
3X
=1
A 1ka(t) = yk +
3X
=1
A 1kAb = yk + kb
V k = Vk  
3X
=1
_Ak( s)a(s) +
3X
=1
A 1k _a
= Vk  
3X
=1
_Ak( s)A(s)| {z }
= _Ak( s+s)
b +
3X
=1
A 1kA _b +
3X
=1
A 1k _A| {z }
= _Ak(s s)
b = Vk + k _b(s)
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Q = Q+
3X
=1
 

k
lA
 1
ki a(s)iyl   
k
kA 1li a(s)iyl

+
1
2
3X
=1
 

k
lA
 1
li A
 1
kj a
2
(s)ij   
k
kA 1li A 1lj a2(s)ij

 
3X
=1

Ab + 2 _A _b + Ab

kAkiyi
= Q+ 
k
lylb   
k
kyb + 1
2

k
lb
2
kl  
1
2

k
kb
2
   (yi
i
b   
k
kby)
  2
aia _byi   byii
= Q+
1
2

k
lb
2
kl  
1
2

k
kb
2
   2
aia _byi   byii :
As b is an arbitrary function of s, we can replace it by b(s) = C~b(s). Now C is the
continuous parameter needed for our Lie-point symmetry. In order to determine the
infinitesimals, the derivative with respect to C will be derived. In the results of the
generators we will already neglect the tilde of ~b and continue writing b. The same is
done for the first representation with a(s) = ~C~a(s).
The generator is given by the derivatives of ~C, respectively C :
@s
@ ~C

~C=0
= 0
@yk
@ ~C

~C=0
= A 1ka(s)
@Sifng
@ ~C

~C=0
= 0
@ V k
@ ~C

~C=0
= _Ak( s)a(s) + A 1k _a(s)
@s
@C

C=0
= 0
@yk
@C

C=0
= b(s)
@Sifng
@C

C=0
= 0
@ V k
@C

C=0
= _b(s)
Q
@ ~C

~C=0
= 
k
lA
 1
ka(s)yl   
k
kA 1l a(s)yl   a(t)Aiyi
@ Q
@C

C=0
=  2
aia _byi   b(t)y :
Here, there is no summation over , resp. , because for each ;  = 1; 2; 3 another
symmetry occurs. Combining these results we gain
Y rotG; = A
 1
ka(s)
@
@yk
+ ( _A 1ka(s) + A
 1
k _a(s))
@
@ Vk
+
 

k
lA
 1
ka(s)yl   
k
kA 1l a(s)yl   a(t)Aiyi
 @
@ Q
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Y rotG; = b(s)k
@
@yk
+ _b(s)k
@
@ Vk
+

 2
aia _byi   b(t)y
 @
@ Q
:
In order to gain the correct symmetries in the rotating frame, the one parametric rep-
resentation (without a summation over  resp. ) is considered.
Pressure translation: (6.35) and (6.44) derived from (3.122)
A further very simple case is the pressure translation. Again, the symmetries of the
rotating frame and the non-rotating case are the same. The transformations are
t = t ) s = s; Aij = Aij
xi = xi ) Aijyj = Aijyj ) yk = yk
Ui = Ui ) V k = Vk
Rifng = Rifng ) Sifng = Sifng
P  = P + apf4(t) ) Q = P  + 1
2
(
k
lykyl   
k
kylyl) = Q+ apf4(t)
P ifn 1g[q]p = Pifn 1g[q]p ) Qjfn 1g[q]p =
 
nY
b=1;b6=q
Aj(b)i(b)
!
P ifn 1g[q]p = Qjfng[q]p
and there will be only one infinitesimal not being zero. This infinitesimal of Q leads
directly to the simple generator
Y rotp = f4(t)
@
@ Q
:
New scale invariance: (6.36) and (6.46) derived from (3.145) and Lemma 3.45
Also the new statistical symmetries can be transferred to the rotating frame. The new
scaling symmetry will be studied at first. For the calculation of V we will need the
condition (6.14), so that we have
t = t ) s = s; Aih = Aij
xi = xi ) Aijyj = Aijyj ) yk = yk
Ui = e
a Ui ) Aij V j = eaAij Vj + (ea   1) _Aijyj
) V k = ea Vk + (ea   1)A 1ki _Aijyj
= ea Vk + (e
a   1)!kajnayj = ea Vk + (ea   1)(
 y)k
P  = ea P ) Q = Qea + 1
2
(1  ea) (
k
lykyl   
k
kylyl) :
Here, deriving the two-point correlation is already very complicated and with (6.14)
we can show
Ri(1)i(2) = e
a(Ri(1)i(2) + (1  ea) Ui(1) Ui(2)
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Ai(1)j(1)A

i(2)j(2)
Sj(1)j(2) = e
aAi(1)j(1)Ai(2)j(2)Sj(1)j(2) + e
a(1  ea)
Ai(1)j(1)
Vj(1) +
_Ai(1)j(1)y
(1)
j1

Ai(2)j(2)
Vj(2) +
_Ai(2)j(2)y
(2)
j2

Ai(1)j(1)Ai(2)j(2)S

j(1)j(2)
= eaAi(1)j(1)Ai(2)j(2)Sj(1)j(2) + e
a(1  ea)

Ai(1)j(1)Ai(2)j(2)
Vj(1)
Vj(2)
+Ai(1)j(1)
_Ai(2)j(2)
Vj(1)y
(2)
j2
+ _Ai(1)j(1)Ai(2)j(2)y
(1)
j1
Vj(2)
+ _Ai(1)j(1)
_Ai(2)j(2)y
(1)
j1
y
(2)
j2

Sk(1)k(2) = e
aSk(1)k(2) + e
a(1  ea)

Vk(1)
Vk(2) + A
 1
k(2)i(2)
_Ai(2)j(2)
Vk(1)y
(2)
j2
+A 1k(1)i(1)
_Ai(1)j(1)y
(1)
j1
Vk(2) + A
 1
k(1)i(1)
_Ai(1)j(1)A
 1
k(2)i(2)
_Ai(2)j(2)y
(1)
j1
y
(2)
j2

= eaSk(1)k(2) + e
a(1  ea)

Vk(1)
Vk(2) + !k(2)aj(2)
Vk(1)y
(2)
j2
+!k(1)aj(1)nay
(1)
j1
Vk(2) + !
2k(1)aj(1)k(2)aj(2)y
(1)
j1
y
(2)
j2

= eaSk(1)k(2) + e
a(1  ea)

Vk(1)
Vk(2) + (
 y(2))k(2) Vk(1)
+(
 y(1))k(1) Vk(2) + (
 y(1))k(1)(
 y(2))k(2)

:
Then the infinitesimals
@s
@a

a=0
= 0
@yk
@a

a=0
= 0
V k
@a

a=0
= Vk + (
 y)k
Q
@a

a=0
= Q  1
2
(
k
lykyl   
k
kylyl)
@Sk(1)k(2)
@a

a=0
= Sk(1)k(2)  

Vk(1)
Vk(2) + (
 y(2))k(2) Vk(1)
+(
 y(1))k(1) Vk(2) + (
 y(1))k(1)(
 y(2))k(2)

lead to the generator of the new scaling symmetry
Y rotsc;n2 =

Vi + (
 y)i
 @
@ Vi
+ Q
@
@ Q
+

Si(1)i(2)   Vi(1) Vi(2)   (
 y(2))i(2) Vi(1)
 (
 y(1))i(1) Vi(2)   (
 y(1))i(1)(
 y(2))i(2)
 @
@Si(1)i(2)
:
Translation in U: (6.37) and (6.47) derived from (3.142)
Now, the translation of the averaged velocity V can be analysed. As can be seen we
will not apply all translation symmetries at once but only one. This is done, because
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we only want to obtain one parametric Lie symmetries. This means that there is no
summation over , although the symbol  could appear twice in an equation:
t = t ) s = s; Aij = Aij
xi = xi ) Aijyj = Aijyj ) yk = yk
Ui = Ui + C(t)i ) Aij V j = Aij Vj + C(s)i
) V k = Vk + A 1ki C(s)i
P  = P   x _C(t) ) Q = Q  _Ck(t)Akiyi :
Ri(1)i(2) = Ri(1)i(2)   C(t)i(1) Ui(2)   C(t)i(2) Ui(1)   C2(t)i(1)i(2)
Ai(1)j(1)A

i(2)j(2)
Sj(1)j(2) = Ai(1)j(1)Ai(2)j(2)Sj(1)j(2)   C(s)i(2)(Ai(1)j(1) Vj(1) + _Ai(1)j(1)yj(1))
  C(s)i(1)(Ai(2)j(2) Vj(2) + _Ai(2)j(2)yj(2))  C2(s)i(1)i(2)
Sk(1)k(2) = Sk(1)k(2)   A 1k(1)C(s) Vk(2)   A 1k(1)C(s)A 1k(2)i(2) _Ai(2)j(2)yj(2)
  A 1k(2)C(s) Vk(1)   A 1k(2)C(s)A 1k(1)i(1) _Ai(1)j(1)yj(1)
  A 1k(1)A 1k(2)C2(s) :
This representation is complicated but an easier one can be found. Let us introduce a
bijective mapping between the vectors C and D with Ck = AkjDj . Corresponding to
the Galilei invariance, an equivalent set of symmetries can be formed containing the
new parameter D ,  = 1; 2; 3 fixed:
V k = Vk +
3X
=1
A 1kC(s) = Vk +D(s)k
Q = Q  iaj
aDj(s)yi   _Di(s)yi :
The last line follows from _CkAki = Dj _AkjAki + _DjAkjAki = 
aiajDj(s) + _Di(s). The
two-point correlation in the D notation reads
Sk(1)k(2) = Sk(1)k(2)  D(s)k(1) Vk(2)  D(s)k(1)(
 y(2))k(2)
 D(s)k(2) Vk(1)  D(s)k(2)(
 y(1))k(1)  D2(s)k(1)k(2) :
To calculate the infinitesimals, the arbitrary function D(s) can be decomposed into a
continuous parameter d and a function ~D(s) such thatD(s) = d ~D(s) holds. Then
the infinitesimals can be derived by taking the derivative with respect to d . In the
following results, ~D(s) is directly replaced by D(s). As the representation using D is
much easier, the infinitesimals and the generator will only be presented for this case:
@s
@d

d=0
= 0
@yk
@d

d=0
= 0
V k
@d

d=0
= D(s)k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@ Q
@d

d=0
=  ia
aD(s)yi   _D(s)y
@Sk(1)k(2)
@d

d=0
=  k(1)D(s) Vk(2)   k(1)D(s)(
 y(2))k(2)
  k(2)D(s) Vk(1)   k(2)D(s)(
 y(1))k(1) :
Now together, we have the generator for each fixed  = 1; 2; 3:
Y rott;U; = D(s)k
@
@ Vk
 

D(s)k(1)
Vk(2) +D(s)k(1)(
 y(2))k(2)
+D(s)k(2)
Vk(1) +D(s)k(1)(
 y(1))k(1)
 @
@Sk(1)k(2)
+

 ia
aD(s)yi   _D(s)y
 @
@ Q
+ ::: :
Translation in Rij : (6.38) and (6.48) derived from (3.143)
Since we are only interested in the two-point correlation and no higher orders should
be considered, this case is simple. We will consider the translation of the tensor R
t = t ) s = s; Aih = Aij
xi = xi ) Aijyj = Aijyj ) yk = yk
Ui = Ui ) Aij V j + _Aijyj = Aij Vj + _Aijyj ) V k = Vk
P  = P ) Q = Q
Slightly lengthy is only the two-point correlation:
Ri(1)i(2) = Ri(1)i(2) + C(t)i(1)i(2);
Ai(1)j(1)A

i(2)j(2)
Sj(1)j(2) = Ai(1)j(1)Ai(2)j(2)Sj(1)j(2) + C(s)i(1)i(2);
Sk(1)k(2) = Sk(1)k(2) + A
 1
k(1)i(1)
A 1k(2)i(2)C(t)i(1)i(2); :
Again we introduce new two-point translation symmetries. The bijective mapping
Dab = A
 1
aA
 1
b C between C and D is used. This is possible as C depends on the
time s. Eventually, we have to do a summation over  and  :
Sk(1)k(2) = Sk(1)k(2) +
3X
;=1
A 1k(1)i(1)A
 1
k(2)i(2)
C(s) = Sk(1)k(2) +Dab(s)k(1)k(2);ab :
The infinitesimals are trivial if again the arbitrary functionDab is replaced byDab(s) =
Cab ~Dab(s), so that the generator reads
Y rott;R = ;i(1)i(2)A
 1
k(1)i(1)
A 1k(2)i(2)Ci(1)i(2)(s)
@
@Sk(1)k(2)
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Y rott;Rij = ij;k(1)k(2)Dk(1)k(2)(s)
@
@Sk(1)k(2)
:
Rotational invariance: (6.45) derived from (3.152)
Different to the previous cases the generator will be directly transformed. Conse-
quently the representation as transformations of the symmetry will be neglected.
The starting point is the generator for the non-rotating case
Yrot; = jkxj
@
@xk
+ jk Uj
@
@ Uk
+
X
ifng
nX
b=1
ji(b)Rifng[i(b)!j]
@
@Rifng
+
X
ifn 1g[q]p
nX
b=1;b 6=q
ji(b)Pifn 1g[i(b)!j][q]p
@
@Pifn 1g[q]p
:
Here, the derivatives must be replaced by the new variables using the chain rule. In
the first step, the formulas (6.3) , (6.4), (6.5) and (6.6) must be rewritten, so that the
new variables are expressed through the original ones. We have
s = t ; yk = A
 1
ki xi ;
Vk = A
 1
ki
Ui   _A( t)kixi ;
Q = P +
1
2
(
m
lAmixiAljxj   
m
mAlixiAljxj) ;
Sifng =
 
nY
b=1
A 1i(b)j(b)
!
Rjfng ; Qifn 1g[q]p =
 
nY
b=1;b 6=q
A 1i(b)j(b)
!
Pjfn 1g[q]p :
Then all derivatives occurring in the generator can be transformed to
@
@xk
=
@s
@xk
@
@s
+
@yi
@xk
@
@yi
+
@ Vi
@xk
@
@ Vi
+
@Sfng
@xk
@
@Sifng
+
@ Q
@xk
@
@ Q
+
@Qifn 1g[q]p
@xk
@
@Qifn 1g[q]p
= 0 + A 1ij jk
@
@yi
  _A( t)ijjk @
@ Vi
+ 0 +
1
2
(
m
lAmk Aljxj| {z }
=yl
+
m
lAmixi| {z }
=ym
Alk
  
m
mAlk Aljxj| {z }
=yl
 
m
mAlk Aljyl|{z}
=yl
)
@
@ Q
+ 0
= Aki
@
@yi
  _A( t)ik @
@ Vi
+ (
m
lAmkyl   
m
mAlkyl) @
@ Q
@
@ Uk
= A 1ij jk
@
@ Vi
= Aki
@
@ Vi
@
@Rifng
=
@Skfmg
@Rifng
@
@Skfmg
=
 
mY
b=1
A 1k(b)j(b)
!
@Rjfmg
@Rifng
@
@Skfmg
=
 
mY
b=1
Aj(b)k(b)
!
mnjfmgifng
@
@Skfmg
=
 
nY
b=1
Ai(b)k(b)
!
@
@Skfng
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@
@Pifn 1g[q]p
=
@Qkfm 1g[r]p
@Pifn 1g[q]p
@
@Qkfm 1g[r]p
=
 
mY
b=1;b 6=r
A 1k(b)j(b)
!
@Pjfm 1g[r]p
@Pifn 1g[q]p
@
@Qkfm 1g[r]p
=
 
nY
b=1;b6=q
Ai(b)k(b)
!
@
@Qkfn 1g[q]p
:
Before writing down the generator for the rotating frame, we have to substitute the
MPCs and the velocity-pressure correlations of the non-rotating case by the rotating
ones. It follows
nX
b=1
X
ifng
Rifng[i(b) 7!j]ji(b)
@
@Rifng
=
nX
b=1
X
ifn 1g[b];
3X
i(b)=1
Rifng[i(b) 7!j]ji(b)
@
@Rifng
=
nX
b=1
X
ifn 1g[b];
3X
i(b)=1
X
kfng
 
nY
c=1;c 6=b
Ai(c)k(c)
!
Ajk(b)Skfng  ji(b) 
X
lfng
 
nY
d=1
Ai(d)l(d)
!
@
@Slfng
=
X
kfng
X
lfng
nX
b=1
X
ifn 1g[b];
 
nY
c=1;c 6=b
Ai(c)k(c)
! 
nY
d=1;d 6=b
Ai(d)l(d)
!
| {z }
=
Qn
c=1;c6=b i(c)l(c)
3X
i(b)=1
Ajk(b)Ai(b)l(b)Skfngji(b)
@
@Slfng
=
X
lfng
nX
b=1
AjkAil(b)Slfng[l(b) 7!k]ji
@
@Slfng
and X
ifn 1g[q]p
nX
b=1;b 6=q
ki(b)Pifn 1g[i(b)!k][q]p
@
@Pifn 1g[q]p
=
nX
q=1
nX
b=1;b6=q
X
jfn 1g[q];
X
hfn 1g[q];
3X
i(b)=1
X
ifn 2g[b;q];
 
nY
c=1;c 6=b;q
Ai(c)j(c)
! 
nY
d=1;d 6=b;q
Ai(d)h(d)
!
| {z }
=
Qn
c=1;c6=b;q i(c)h(c)
ki(b)Akj(b)Ai(b)h(b)
@
@Qhfn 1g[q]p
=
nX
q=1
nX
b=1;b6=q
X
jfn 1g[q];
X
hfn 1g[q];
nY
c=1;c 6=b;q
i(c)h(c)| {z }
=
P
jfn 1g[q];
P3
h(b)=1
3X
i(b)=1
Akj(b)Ai(b)h(b)ki(b)
@
@Qhfn 1g[q]p
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=
X
jfn 1g[q]p
nX
b=1;b6=q
3X
h(b)=1
Akj(b)Aih(b)ki
@
@Qjfn 1g[j(b) 7!h(b)][q]p
=
X
jfn 1g[q]p
nX
b=1;b6=q
Akj(b)Aihki
@
@Qjfn 1g[i(b)!h][q]p
:
In both calculations the
Q
-term can be deduced by developing the sum
P
ifn 1g[b];
=P3
i(1)=1
P3
i(2)=1
:::.
Substituting all these results, the basic equation implies
Y rotrot; = jk(Ajlyl)Aki
@
@yi
  jk(Ajlyl) _A( t)ik @
@ Vi
+ jk(Ajlyl)(
m
lAmkyl   
m
mAlkyl) @
@ Q
+ jk(Ajl Vl + _Ajlyl)Aki
@
@ Vi
+
nX
b=1
AjkAil(b)Slfng[l(b) 7!k]ji
@
@Slfng
+
nX
b=1;b 6=q
Akj(b)Aihki
@
@Qjfn 1g[i(b)!h][q]p
:
Here, unfortunately, it is not possible to simplify the combinations of rotational ma-
trices. Some of them will be calculated later when we deduce the symmetry for the
rotation around the rotational axis.
In order to gain the rotation around the rotational axis, a linear combination of the
three rotational symmetries is necessary. Thereby, a scalar product of the normal vec-
tor of the rotational axes, n, with the rotation symmetries is taken and the final result
is
3X
=1
naY
rot
rot; =  (
 y)k
@
@yk
  (
 V)k @
@ Vk
+

 k(1)bj
bSjk(2)   k(2)bj
bSk(1)j
 @
@Sk(1)k(2)
+ ::: : (6.53)
To proof this some necessary simplifications of different combinations of rotational
matrices must be considered separately :X

njkAjlAki =
X

n[(1  cos!t)2 jknjnk| {z }
=0
ninl + cos
2 !t li + sin
2 !t nmndmdi| {z }
=0
al
  sin2 !tnmndldiam + cos!t(1  cos!t)jianjnl + cos!t(1  cos!t)lknkni
+ (1  cos!t) jkkdi| {z }
=adji aijd
njnlnd sin!t+ cos!t sin!t lkakdi| {z }
=adli aidl
nd
+ sin!t(1  cos!t)alni   sin!t(1  cos!t)nlnani + sin!t cos!tnil
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  sin!t cos!tnli]
= cos2 !tlin   sin2 !t ndldi| {z }
= lidnd
+cos!t(1  cos!t) jinjn| {z }
=0
nl
+ cos!t(1  cos!t) lknkn| {z }
=0
ni  sin!tninl + sin!tninl| {z }
=0
= lin :
We can show that two terms of the infinitesimal of V cancel each other if we want
to have the rotation around the rotational axis. Hence, we first deal with both terms
separately
jkAjl _A( t)ik = !
24(1  cos!t)jknjnl + lk cos
t+ sin!t jkjml| {z }
=kml mkl
nm
35
 [  sin!tnink + sin!tik + cos!tibknb]
= ![ (1  cos!t) sin!t jknjnk| {z }
=0
nlni + (1  cos!t) sin!tnjnlji
+ (1  cos!t) cos!tnbnjnl jkibk| {z }
=ijb bij
+cos!t sin!tli   sin!t cos!tlknink
+ cos2!t lkibk| {z }
=ilb bli
nb + sin
2 !tlni   sin2 !tiin   sin2 !tninmnml + sin2 !tninln
+ sin!t cos!t ibknbnk| {z }
=0
l   sin!t cos!tiklnbn]
= ! [  sin!t cos!t (binbnl + lbnbni + iblnbn   li)   nil + ninnl
+ njnlji sin!t+ inl cos!t  nninl cos!t]
and
jk _AjlAki = ! [ (1  cos!t) sin!tlknkni   sin!t cos!tli   sin2 !t klkmi| {z }
=mli  ilm
+ (1  cos!t) sin!t jknjnk| {z }
=0
nlni + cos!t sin!tjinjnl
+ sin2 !t kjkmi| {z }
=mji ijm
njnlnm + (1  cos!t) cos!tlni   (1  cos!t) cos!tnnlni
+ cos2 !tnil   cos2 !tnli + sin!t cos!t kminknm| {z }
=0
l   sin!t cos!tnlminm]
= ! [sin!t cos!t (lbanbni + iblnbn + jinjnl   li)   nli + nnlni
  sin!tlknkni + cos!tlni   cos!tnnlni]
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Multiplying the both last results by n with a summation over  and subtracting these
terms, we gain X

h
njkAjl _A( t)ik   njk _AjlAki
i
= 0 ;
where we applied ibanbna = 0.
This represents the symmetry around the rotational axis. We will later use exactly this
combination of rotation symmetries to derive special scaling laws.
Comparing the rotation around the rotational axis (6.53) with the time translation
~Y rott , (6.52), the infinitesimals concerning y, V and Sij are the same. Therefore we can
assume, that all higher moments will also agree, so that the time translation can be
described through Y rott as mentioned before. 
It is perhaps surprising that the new scaling symmetry does not appear any more as a
simple scaling symmetry, although such kind of symmetry must exist as the H-I for-
mulation is still linear. For this reason we introduce the following scaling symmetry
Zrotsc;n : s
 = s x(i) = x(i) V(i) = ea V(i) Q = ea Q (6.54)
Hifng = e
aHifng I

ifn 1g[q]p = e
aIifn 1g[q]p (6.55)
Zrotsc;n = V
(j)
i
@
@ V
(j)
i
+ Q
@
@ Q
+Hifng
@
@Hifng
+ Iifn 1g[q]p
@
@Iifn 1g[q]p
(6.56)
which can be proven easily by inserting into the MPC equations. Using the trans-
formation between the H and the S notation (see Lemma 2.11), we transform this
symmetry to
Y rotsc;n : s
 = s x(i) = x(i) V(i) = ea V(i) Q = ea Q
Sij = e
a(Sij + (1  ea) Vi Vj) ;   
Y rotsc;n = V
(j)
i
@
@ V
(j)
i
+ Q
@
@ Q
+ (Sij   Vi Vj) @
@Sij
+    : (6.57)
We already know that linear combinations of symmetries form again symmetries.
Hence, an interesting question would be whether the subtraction Y rotsc;n   Y rotsc;n2 gives
us a new symmetry:
Y
y = Y
rot
sc;n2   Y rotsc;n = (
 y)k
@
@ Vk
  1
2
(
k
lykyl   
k
kylyl) @
@ Q
+

 (
 y(2))i(2) Vi(1)   (
 y(1))i(1) Vi(2)   (
 y(1))i(1)(
 y(2))i(2)
 @
@Si(1)i(2)
:
(6.58)
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In order to show that this is not an additional symmetry Y
y must be represented as
a linear combination of the already known symmetries. So far, however, the prove
has not been successful. For this reason we will later write this symmetry into the
characteristic system.
Another nice consideration concerns the symmetries in relative coordinate system as
introduced in Subsection 4.1. Here, we will only consider changes concerning the
global and the generator form of the symmetries. The spatial variables only change
for the scaling symmetries, the Galilei invariance and the rotation symmetry while
the last one will be neglected as there is no representation for this in the global form.
So we gain
Y rotG;bi : r
(i)
j = y
(i+1)
j   y(1)j = y(i+1)j   y(1)j + ij(bi   bi) = r(i)j ::: (6.59)
Y rotsc;x : r
(i)
j = a
ay
(i+1)
j   eay(1)j = ear(i)j ::: (6.60)
Y rotsc;t : r
(i)
j = Akj((1  ea)s)(y(i+1)j   y(1)j = Akj((1  ea)s)r(i)j ::: : (6.61)
In Yt, Ysc;n, Yifng there exists no change in y so that r does not change either.
Hence, the infinitesimals of r can be derived, so that for the generators it holds
Ysc;x = r
(i)
j
@
@r
(i)
j
+ ::: (6.62)
Ysc;t =  s
 

 r(i)
k
@
@r
(i)
k
+ :::: (6.63)
Yrot; = jk(Ajlr
(j)
l )Aki
@
@r
(j)
i
+ ::: : (6.64)
Here we only mentioned the changes in the generator compared to Theorem 6.4.
Since an arbitrary linear combination of all known symmetries is always a symmetry
of the governing differential equations, we gain for the Euler case
Y rottotal;Eu = ktY
rot
t + ksc;tY
rot
sc;t + ksc;xY
rot
sc;x +
X

kG;Y
rot
G; +
X

krot;Y
rot
rot; + kpY
rot
p
+
X
i
kUiY
rot
b;U;i +
X
;
kRY
rot
tr; + k
yY
y
and the linear combination in the Navier-Stokes case reads
Y rottotal;NaSt = ktY
rot
t + kNaStY
rot
NaSt +
X

kG;Y
rot
G; +
X

krot;Y
rot
rot; + kpY
rot
p
+
X
i
kUiY
rot
b;U;i +
X
;
kRY
rot
tr; + k
yY
y :
From these symmetries the characteristic system can be formulated, as it can be seen
in the following corollary.
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Corollary 6.5 The characteristic system in relative coordinates representing the Euler case
with all known symmetries is given by
ds
kt + ksc;ts
=
dy[i]
ksc;xy[i]   ksc;ts(
 y)[i] + kG;[i]b[i](s) +
P
 krot;jkAjlylAk[i]
=
dr
(j)
[i]
ksc;xr
(j)
[i]   ksc;ts(
 r(j))[i] + krot;jkAjlr(j)l Ak[i]
=
d V[i]
(ksc;x + ksc;n) V[i]   ksc;t

s(
 V)[i] + (
 y)[i]

+ kG;[i] _b[i](s)
  
  
+krot;jk
h
Ajl VlAk[i]   Ajlyl _A( t)[i]k + _AjlylAk[i]
i
+ kU[i]D[i](s) + k
y(
 y)[i]
=
d Q
ksc;t( 2 Q+ 
k
lykyl   
k
kylyl) + (2ksc;x + ksc;n) Q+ kpfp(s)   
  
+kG;k( bk(t)yk   2blkal
ayk) 
P
 k(
_D(s)y + ia
aD(s)yi)
  
  
+krot;jk(Ajlyl)(
m
lAmkyl   
m
mAlkyl)  k
y 12(
k
lykyl   
k
kylyl))
=
dS[ij]
 ksc;t(2S[ij] + s[i]bk
bSk[j] + s[j]bk
bS[i]k) + 2ksc;xS[ij] + ktr;[ij]D[ij](s)   
  
+ksc;n(S[ij]   U[i](y(1); t)U[j](y(2); t)) + krot;(AlkAa[i]Sk[j]la + AlkAa[j]S[i]kla)   
  
+kU[i]D[i](s)(
V[j](y(2); t) + (
 y(2))[j]) + kU[j]D[j](s)( V[i](y(1); t) + (
 y(1))[i])
  
    k
y((
 y(2))[j] V[i] + (
 y(1))[i] V[j] + (
 y(1))[i](
 y(2))[j]) = ::: (6.65)
where the constants represent each a special symmetry and y(2) = y + r(1), y(1) = y. Addi-
tionally, the corresponding characteristic system of the Navier-Stokes case is
ds
kt + 2kNaSts
=
dy[i]
kNaSt(y[i]   2s(
 y)[i]) + kG;[i]b[i](s) +
P
 krot;jkAjlylAk[i]
=
dr
(j)
[i]
kNaSt(r
(j)
[i]   2s(
 r(j))[i]) + krot;jkAjlr(j)l Ak[i]
=
d V[i]
ksn V[i] + kNaSt
  V[i]   s(
 V)[i]   2(
 y)[i]+ kG;[i] _b[i](s)   
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  
+krot;jk
h
Ajl VlAk[i]   Ajlyl _A( t)[i]k + _AjlylAk[i]
i
+ kU[i]D[i](s) + k
y(
 y)[i]
=
d Q
kNaSt( 2 Q+ 2
k
lykyl   2
k
kylyl) + ksc;n Q+ kpfp(s)   
  
+kG;k( bk(t)yk   2blkal
ayk) 
P
 k(
_D(s)y + ia
aD(s)yi)
  
  
+krot;jk(Ajlyl)(
m
lAmkyl   
m
mAlkyl)  k
y 12(
k
lykyl   
k
kylyl))
=
dS[ij]
 kNaSt(2S[ij] + 2s[i]bk
bSk[j] + 2s[j]bk
bS[i]k) + ksc;n(S[ij]   U[i](y(1); t)U[j](y(2); t))   
  
krot;(AlkAa[i]Sk[j]la + AlkAa[j]S[i]kla) + kU[i]D[i](s)(
V[j](y(2); t) + (
 y(2))j)   
  
+kU[j]D[j](s)(
V[i](y(1); t) + (
 y(1))[i]) + ktr;[ij]D[ij](s)   
    k
y((
 y(2))[j] V[i] + (
 y(1))[i] V[j] + (
 y(1))[i](
 y(2))[j]) = ::: (6.66)
Again, a square bracket such as [i] means that an equality holds for each i. Con-
sidering the constants appearing in these formulas they are each connected with a
symmetry
kt : time translation ksc;t : scaling in space
ksc;x : scaling in time ksc;n : new scaling symmetry
kNaSt : Navier-Stokes scaling kp : pressure translation
krot; : rotation around the x axis
kGi : Galilei invariance in xi direction
kUi : translation invariance of the averaged velocity in xi direction
ktr; : translation invariance of the  component of the Reynolds stress tensor
k
y : additional symmetry (6.58).
In the following sections different rotating channel flows will be analysed, all de-
scribed in the formalism of the rotating frame.
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6.2 Spanwise Rotating Channel
y1
y2
y3 V¯1(y2)
Ω3
Figure 6.1: Flow geometry.
The spanwise rotation, see Figure 6.1, represents
the most popular case of rotating channel flows
and is the first case to consider. The coordinates
y2 and y3 in Figure 6.1 are rotating with the chan-
nel, so that y2 is always wall-normal and y3 stays
the spanwise direction. In (Johnston, Halleen &
Lazius 1972) an experiment and their results for
this kind of flow were presented. Also newer
experiments are available, e.g. (Nakabayashi
& Kitoh 2005), where low Reynolds numbers
were considered. Next to this, various numer-
ical results can be found for a spanwise chan-
nel flow, from whose three should be mentioned in the following. Our scaling laws
will be compared to the data by (Kristoffersen & Andersson 1993, Andersson &
Kristoffersen 1995), where they point out that the core region of the channel can be
described by a linear velocity field, containing a slope of d V1
dy2
 2
3. Raising the ro-
tation number, the unstable side becomes thinner and the flow at this side tends to
an isotropic behaviour. At the stable side, raising the rotation number anisotropy in-
creases and the wall-layer gets thicker. In addition, there are some recent results by
(Liu & Lu 2007b), where they compared their numerical results to those of Andersson
and Kristofferson. Here, one clearly sees that they can reproduce the previous results.
In (Iida, Miyamato & Nagano 2007) a further DNS study of the given problem was
done, while they looked in detail on the near wall region, where they also compared
slip and no-slip boundary conditions. The topic of a spanwise rotating channel can
be extended by adding an equation for the heat transfer in order to study the mean
temperature and the temperature-velocity correlation, see e.g. (Liu & Lu 2007a).
Our aim will be to describe such a flow using the previous calculated symmetries for
the rotating frame. A first attempt can be found in (Oberlack 2000). There the core
region of an Euler flow was considered and a scaling law for the velocity was derived
using the classical symmetries. Here, we will extend the classical symmetries by the
new, statistical ones, which allows us to calculate some additional scaling laws for
the Euler case. Also the Navier-Stokes case will be studied, where two scaling laws
can be found. Furthermore, we will not limit the considerations on the mean velocity,
but extend the solutions by scaling laws for the Reynolds stress tensor and finally
compare the scaling laws to the data of (Kristoffersen & Andersson 1993).
6.2.1 Governing Equations and Symmetries
In this subsection, the general differential equations for a rotating frame (see Theo-
rem 6.2) will be reduced to the case of a spanwise rotation. We have to check which
symmetries of the already known ones (6.4) remain for the reduced set of equations.
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Then, for this simplified set of differential equations additional symmetries can be
found. Eventually, the characteristic system for the Navier-Stokes and Euler case can
be written down.
As the spanwise rotation should be considered the corresponding rotation vector is
given by 
 = (0; 0;
3)T , while the rotation matrix is
A =
0@ cos!t   sin!t 0sin!t cos!t 0
0 0 1
1A ; ! = j
j = 
3 : (6.67)
As a flow in y1 direction is present, the streamwise velocity V1 is nonzero. We assume
that this channel flow has no averaged velocity V2 in the wall-normal direction. Wall-
normal velocities would only appear if stationary vorticies in the y1 y2-plane appear.
We exclude this to gain an easier differential equation and to be able to compare our
results to DNS data. A further assumption on our flow field is a negligible spanwise
velocity V3, as the rotation vector points in this direction and cannot induce a cross-
flow. The next assumption for this section is that the streamwise velocity as well as
all MPCs are independent of y1 and y3. As we consider the correlation between H
and S (2.54), it is easy to show that if S is independent of y1 and y3, the same holds
for H . Such a relation cannot be stated for the pressure-velocity correlation as will be
shown below. The last assumption is that a stationary flow shall be present, meaning
that all functions are independent of the time s. Summarizing the above mentioned
conditions,

 = (0; 0;
3)
T U2 = U3 = 0 U1(y1; y2; y3; t) = U1(y2) 6= 0
Hifng = Hifng(y2; r
(1); :::; r(n 1)) Sifng = Sifng(y2; r
(1); :::; r(n 1))
must be fulfilled.
Still it is not clear, which dependent variables the pressure has. Reminding that the
pressure Q is a combination of the original pressure itself and the centrifugal force,
we have to take a closer look at this term:
Q(y; t) = P (y; t) +
1
2
(
k
lykyl   
k
kylyl) = P + 1
2
(
23y
2
3   
23(y21 + y22 + y23))
= P (y; t)  1
2
(y21 + y
2
2) :
Under the assumption @
P
@x3
= @
P
@y3
= 0, while x3 = y3 because of the spanwise rotation,
we gain
@ Q
@y1
=
@ P
@y1
  2
23y1 ;
@ Q
@y1
=
@ P
@y1
  2
23y2 ;
@ Q
@y3
=
@ P
@y3
= 0 ;
and we would expect that the pressure Q is independent of y3. Nevertheless, for
symmetry analysis all dependencies will be considered.
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Then we have to take a closer look at the pressure-velocity correlations. It seems nat-
ural that the statistics of turbulent velocity (the S-Q approach) should not depend on
y1 and y3, because the fluctuations should not notice the spanwise and the streamwise
position. So we assume, sinceQifn 1g[q]p is defined by a multiplication of turbulent ve-
locities and a turbulent pressure, that all Qifn 1g[q]p are independent of y1 and y3. This
is not the case for the H-I approach, where
Iifn 1g[l]p = (P (y
(l)) +
1
2
(
k
ky
(l)
k y
(l)
m   
k
ky(l)m y(l)m )
nY
b=1;b6=l
U(y(b)):
Here, the expression contains some parts of the centrifugal forces, while the instan-
taneous pressure Q depends at least on y2 and y1. For this reason, in the following
equations all derivatives of Iifn 1g[l]p will be considered.
Under the above mentioned conditions the averaged Navier-Stokes system (6.10) re-
duces to
0 =  @
Q
@y1
+ 
@2 V1
@2y2
  @S12(y2; 0)
@y2
0 =  @
Q
@y2
  @S22(y2; 0)
@y2
  2
3 V1(y2)
0 =  @
Q
@y3
  @S32(y2; 0)
@y2
: (6.68)
The continuity equation for the mean velocity (6.9) is directly fulfilled by the upper
assumptions and the MPC equations (6.23) are represented through
Tifng = Sifng[i(0) 7!2]
@ Vi(0)(y2)
@y2
2i(0) +
@Qifn 1g[0]p
@y2
2i(0)   
@2Sifng
@y2@y2
  Sifn 1g[0];
@vi(0)v2(y2)
@y2
+
@Sifn+1g[i(n) 7!2][r
(n) 7! 0]
@y2
+
n 1X
l=1
"
( V1(y2 + r
(l)
2 )  V1(y2))
@Sifng
@r
(l)
k
+ Sifng[i(l) 7!2]
@ V1(y2 + r
(l)
2 )
@r
(l)
2
1i(l) +
@Qifn 1g[l]p
@r
(l)
i(l)
  @Qifn 1g[0]p
@r
(l)
i(0)
+ 2
@2Sifng
@y2@r
(l)
2
   @
2Sifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(l)
k
  
n 1X
m=1
@2Sifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(m)
k
  Sifn 1g[l];
@vi(l)vk(y2 + r
(l)
2 )
@r
(l)
k
+
@Sifng[i(n+1) 7!k][r
(n) 7! r(l)]
@r
(l)
k
  @Sifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][r
(n) 7! 0]
@r
(l)
k
#
+ 2
3
n 1X
l=0
ei(l)3mSifng[i(l) 7!m] = 0 (6.69)
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completed by the continuity equations
0 =
@Sifng[i(0) 7!2]
@y2
 
n 1X
j=1
@Sifng[i(0) 7!m]
@r
(j)
m
0 =
@Sifng[i(l) 7!m]
@r
(l)
m
l = 1; :::; n
0 =
@Qifn 1g[k]p[i(0) 7!2]
@y2
 
n 1X
j=1
@Qifn 1g[k]p[i(0) 7!m]
@r
(j)
m
k = 1; :::; n
0 =
@Qifn 1g[k]p[i(l) 7!m]
@r
(l)
m
l = 1; :::; n ; k = 0; :::; n ; k 6= l (6.70)
(6.71)
and the side conditions
Sifng = Sifng[k$l] k; l 2 f1; 2; :::n  1g; k 6= l
= Sifng[0ll] l = 1; 2; :::; n  1
Qifn 1g[q]p = Qifn 1g[q]p[k$l] k; l 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; k 6= l;
q 2 f0; 1; :::; n  1g; k 6= q; l 6= q
= Qifn 1g[q]p[0ll] q; l 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; l 6= q
= Qifn 1g[l]p[i(q) 7!i(l)][x
(l) $ x(q)] l; q 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g; l 6= q
= Qifn 1g[0]p[i(q) 7!i(0)][0 l r(q)] q 2 f1; 2; :::; n  1g : (6.72)
which were derived from (6.24) and (6.25).
Additionally, the system for theH-I approach can be formulated. The averagedNavier-
Stokes equations (6.20), n = 1, lead to the system
0 =  @
Q
@y1
+ 
@2 V1
@2y2
  @H12(y2; 0)
@y2
0 =  @
Q
@y2
  @H22(y2; 0)
@y2
  2
3 V1(y2)
0 =  @
Q
@y3
  @H32(y2; 0)
@y2
being the same as in the R-P approach. The MPC equations (6.26) instead, reduce to
Sifng =
@Hifn+1g[i(n)!2][r
(n) ! 0]
@y2
+
@Iifn 1g[0]p
@yi(0)
   @
2Hifng
@y2@y2
+ 2
3ei(0)3mHifng[i(0) 7!m] +
n 1X
l=1
"
@Hifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][r
(n) 7! r(l)]
@r
(l)
k
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  @Hifn+1g[i(n)!k][r
(n) ! 0]
@r
(l)
k
+
@Iifn 1g[l]p
@r
(l)
i(l)
  @Iifn 1g[0]p
@r
(l)
i(0)
+ 2
@2Hifng
@xk@r
(l)
k
   @
2Hifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(l)
k
  
n 1X
m=1
@Hifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(m)
k
+ 2
3ei(l)3mHifng[i(l) 7!m]
#
(6.73)
n = 1; : : : ;1, representing a shorter formulation compared to the S-Q approach,
(6.69). Finally, the continuity equations (6.27) and the side conditions (6.29) have to
be added. We do not write them again since they do not change.
As the mapping ( V1; V2; V3) 7! ( V1; 0; 0) is again not invertible, the symmetries under
this mapping must not remain. Hence, for all symmetries known from the equations
of the rotating frame, see Theorem 6.4, it has to be checked if they are still available for
the reduced set of equations (6.68)-(6.72). It should be mentioned that, although the
velocity and the correlations are independent of y2 and y3, our problem is still three-
dimensional and all spatial variables have to be taken into account, e.g. the MPCs
depend on all three components of the distance vectors.
We can show that the new scaling symmetry, (6.56), the scaling in space, (6.41), and
the translation in y2, (6.43) with b2(s) = const: are present. Their existence will be
proven after the characteristic system was presented. The translation in U and the
two-point correlation cannot be found such easily because of the Coriolis term.
Next to these symmetries additional symmetries occur. First, there is also a translation
of the velocity V1 in the R-P approach:
Y U;R : y

i = yi V

1 = V1 + az1 P
 = P   2
3k U;Ry2
Sifng = Sifng P

ifn 1g[q]p = Pifn 1g[q]p :
Then a similar symmetry can be found in the H-I approach:
Z U;H : y

i = yi V

1 = V1 + az1 Q
 = Q  2
3k U;Ry2
Hifng = Hifng I

ifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p :
After transforming this symmetry in the R-P approach we can verify that these two
symmetries, Y U;R and Z U;H , are independent. This will be discussed in the proof at
the end of this section.
Then the translation symmetries of the two-point correlations should be discussed.
Due to the Coriolis term, adding a constant to the two-point correlation in the H-I
approach will fail. Nevertheless, translation symmetries for any two-point correlation
can be found:
Ztr;11 : y

i = yi ; V

1 = V1 ; H

11 = H11 + a11 ;
I1[0]p = I1[0]p   2
3a11y2 ; I1[1]p = I1[1]p   2
3a11(y2 + r2) ;
Hifng = Hifng ifng 6= 11 ;
Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p ifn 1g[q]p 6= 1[0]p; 1[1]p
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Ztr;22 : y

i = yi ; V

1 = V1 ; H

22 = H22 + a22 ;
I1[0]p = I1[0]p + 2
3a22y2 ; I

1[1]p = I1[1]p + 2
3a22(y2 + r2) ;
Hifng = Hifng ifng 6= 22 ;
Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p ifn 1g[q]p 6= 1[0]p; 1[1]p
Ztr;33 : y

i = yi ; V

1 = V1 ; H

33 = H33 + a33 ;
Hifng = Hifng ifng 6= 33 ;
Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p
Ztr;13 : y

i = yi ; V

1 = V1 ; H

13 = H13 + a13 ; H

31 = H31 + a13 ;
I3[0]p = I3[0]p   2
3a23y2 ; I3[1]p = I3[1]p   2
3a23(y2 + r2) ;
Hifng = Hifng ifng 6= 13; 31 ;
Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p ifn 1g[q]p 6= 3[0]p; 3[1]p
Ztr;23 : y

i = yi ; V

1 = V1 ; H

23 = H23 + a23 ; H

32 = H32 + a23 ;
I1[0]p = I1[0]p   2
3a23r3 ; I1[1]p = I1[1]p + 2
3a23r3 ;
Hifng = Hifng ifng 6= 23; 32 ;
Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p ifn 1g[q]p 6= 1[0]p; 1[1]p
Ztr;12 : y

i = yi ; V

1 = V1 ; H

12 = H12 + a12 ; H

21 = H21 + a12 ;
I1[0]p = I1[0]p   2
3a12r1 ; I1[1]p = I1[1]p + 2
3a12r1 ;
I2[0]p = I2[0]p + 2
3a12r2 ; I

2[1]p = I2[1]p   2
3a12r2 ;
Hifng = Hifng ifng 6= 12; 21 ;
Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p ifn 1g[q]p 6= 1[0]p; 1[1]p; 2[0]p; 2[1]p :
The existence can be easily checked by inserting the transformations into the MPC
equations of the H-I approach, see (6.73). Formulating these translation symmetries
is easier than trying to check if the general translation symmetries of Hij , (6.48), are
given.
Next to a constant it is possible to add a linear term in y2 to some of the two-point
correlations:
Zz12 : y

i = yi V

1 = V1
Q = Q+ kz12y1 H12 = H12 + az12y2
I1[1]p = I1[1]p + 
3az12r1y2 I

2[1]p = I2[1]p + 
3az12(y2r2 +
1
2
r22)
Hifng = Hifng for ifng 6= 12; 21
Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p for ifn 1g[q]p 6= 1[0]p; 1[1]p; 2[0]p; 2[1]p
Zz11 : y

i = yi V

1 = V1 ; Q = Q
H11 = H11 + az11y2 I

1[0]p = I1[0]p + 2
3az11(y
2
2 + r2y2)
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Hifng = Hifng for ifng 6= 11
Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p for ifn 1g[q]p 6= 1[0]p; 1[1]p
Zz33 : y

i = yi V

1 = V1 Q
 = Q
H33 = H33 + az33y2
Hifng = Hifng for ifng 6= 33
Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p : (6.74)
The symmetries in the H-I approach can be written in the form of a generator, so that
Z U;H =
@
@ V1
  2
3y2 @
@ Q
Ztr;11 =
@
@H11
  2
3y2 @
@I1[0]p
  2
3(y2 + r2) @
@I1[1]p
Ztr;22 =
@
@H22
+ 2
3y2
@
@I1[0]p
+ 2
3(y2 + r2)
@
@I1[1]p
Ztr;33 =
@
@H33
Ztr;12 =
@
@H12
+
@
@H21
  2
3r1 @
@I1[0]p
+ 2
3r1
@
@I1[1]p
+ 2
3r2
@
@I2[0]p
  2
3r2 @
@I2[1]p
Ztr;13 =
@
@H13
+
@
@H31
  2
3y2 @
@I3[0]p
  2
3(y2 + r2) @
@I3[1]p
Ztr;23 =
@
@H23
+
@
@H32
  2
3r3 @
@I1[0]p
+ 2
3r3
@
@I1[1]p
Zz12 = y1
@
@ Q
+ y2
@
@H12
  
3y1y2 @
@I1[0]p
  
3(y1 + r1)(y2 + r2) @
@I1[1]p
+

@1
@2

3y
2
2   
3r1(y1 + r1)

@
@I2[0]p
+

@1
@2

3(y2 + r2)
2 + 
3r1y1

@
@I2[1]p
Zz11 = (2y2 + r2)
@
@H11
+ 2
3y2(y2 + r2)
@
@I1[0]p
+ 2
3y2(y2 + r2)
@
@I1[1]p
Zz33 = (2y2 + r2)
@
@H33
follows.
These symmetries can be transformed into the S-Q approach applying Lemma 2.11.
Since we are mostly interested in the transformation of the averaged velocity and the
two-point correlations, the transformation Sij = Hij   Vi Vj is necessary. As only V1 is
not zero by definition, the only change can occur for S11, determined by
S11 = H

11   V 1 V 1 = S11 + V1 V1   V 1 V 1 :
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Of course, three and higher point correlations will also change. As we will not derive
them, we will omit these transformations. After transforming the symmetries to the
S-Q approach the infinitesimals can be calculated so that the generators
Y U;R =
@
@ V1
  2
3y2 @
@ Q
Y U;H =
@
@ V1
  2
3y2 @
@ Q
  ( U1(y2) + U1(y2 + r2)) @
@S11
+ :::
Ytr;ij =
@
@Sij
+ ::: for ij = 11; 22; 33
Ytr;ij =
@
@Sij
+
@
@Sji
+ ::: for ij = 12; 13; 23
Yz12 = y1
@
@ Q
+ y2
@
@S12
+ :::
Yz11 = (2y2 + r2)
@
@S11
+ :::
Yz33 = (2y2 + r2)
@
@S33
+ :::
follow. Here, we already notice that the symmetry Y U;H cannot be represented through
a linear combination of the other symmetries, so that there exist two independent
translation symmetries of the mean velocity. It should be remarked that the exten-
sion to the n-point correlations, n  3, of the symmetries Ytr;ij is different for every
ij. In order to gain a shorter form of the characteristic system, we subtract the two
translation symmetries of U from each other:
Y U;n = Y U;H   Y U;R =  ( U1(y2) + U1(y2 + r2))
@
@S11
+ :::
and we will use this symmetry further on instead of Y U;H .
Let us summarize all Lie-point symmetries, which we here found for the rotating
channel flow around the streamwise axis. From the classical symmetries of theNavier-
Stokes / Euler equations the translation in y2 direction and the scaling in space are
present. Concerning the statistical symmetries, the new scaling symmetry and some
translation symmetries in the H approach of the averaged velocity and two-point
correlations can be determined. Further, additional symmetries were found, e.g. a
translation of U1 in the R-P approach. Additionally in the H-I approach, translation
symmetries linear in y2 can be verified.
Hence, the characteristic system for the Navier-Stokes case can be formulated as
dy2
b2
=
d V1
ksc;n V1 + k U;R
=
d Q
ksc;n Q+ kz12y1   2
2y2k U;R
=
dS11
ksc;n(S11   V1(y2) V1(y2 + r2))  k U;n( U1(y2) + U1(y2 + r2)) +Dij + kz11(2y2 + r2)
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=
dS12
ksc;nS12 +D12 + kz12y2
=
dS33
ksc;nS33 +D33 + kz33(2y2 + r2)
=
dSij
ksc;nSij +Dij
= ::: (6.75)
where ij 2 f13; 22g. In the Navier-Stokes case there is no symmetry transforming r(j)i
so that the relation between y2 and r
(j)
i writes
dr
(j)
i
dy2
= 0 :
Concerning the Euler case, one additional symmetry was found so that the character-
istic system is extended to
dy2
ksc;xy2 + b2
=
d
r
(j)
i
ksc;xr
(j)
i
=
d V1
(ksc;x + ksc;n) V1 + k U;R
=
dS11
(2ksc;x + ksc;n)S11   ksc;n V1(y2) V1(y2 + r2)   
    k U;n( U1(y2) + U1(y2 + r2)) +Dij + kz11(2y2 + r2)
=
dS12
(2ksc;x + ksc;n)S12 +D12 + kz12y2
=
dS33
ksc;nS33 +D33 + kz33(2y2 + r2)
=
dSij
(2ksc;x + ksc;n)Sij +D11 + kzijy2
= ::: ; (6.76)
ij 2 f13; 22g. The connection between the multiplier and the corresponding symme-
tries is given by
ksc;n : new scaling symmetry
ksc;x : scaling symmetry in space
b2 : translation in space
Dij : translation of Hij
k U;R : translation symmetry of U1 (R-P approach)
kzij : linear translation symmetry in y2 of Hij
k U;n : subtraction of the translation symmetries of U1.
Proof: It is clear that a translation symmetry in wall-normal direction y2 is given,
where the only change is y2 = y2 + b2. Multiplying every pressure, velocity and
higher moment term by a constant represents the new scaling symmetry. These two
symmetries can be checked by inserting the transformations into (6.68)- (6.72). Also
the scaling of space can be found in (6.68)- (6.72) if  = 0.
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The translation symmetries of the two-point correlations can be shown by plugging
them into the MPC equations for H and I, (6.73) and the corresponding continuity
equations and side conditions. First, the transformations of these symmetries have
only influence on the two-point correlation equations as the two-point correlations
appear in the averaged Navier-Stokes equations with derivatives and two-point cor-
relations cannot be found in higher equations in the H-I approach. Also the chang-
ing pressure-velocity correlations only occur in the two-point correlation equations.
When we write the two-point correlation equations down we can see that the addi-
tional terms from the Coriolis term and the pressure term always cancel each other.
Checking the continuity equations for the pressure-velocity transformation, only for
the translation ofH12 extra terms appear, but the symmetry was chosen in such a way,
so that these terms cancel out. Equivalently, the linear extensions ofH11,H12 andH33,
(6.74), can be verified.
Dealing with the scaling of time represents a problem as in the general form, (6.40),
the infinitesimals of the mean velocity contain all spatial variables yi e.g. 
Vk = (s(

V )k + (v  y)k) @@ Vk . Then nearly every infinitesimal contains the time s, but we have
a stationary flow. It is completely unclear how this symmetry must be changed in
order to apply it to the given equations.Inserting the original version of the scaling
in time (see Theorem 6.2) into the general equations (6.17)/(6.20), we see that after
the transformation was done, additional terms occurring from the Coriolis term are
eliminated through the time derivative. This is not possible here, since there is no
time derivative in (6.69), resp. (6.73). Omitting all terms of the scaling symmetry
(6.40), where the time occurs, does not represent a symmetry. This can be deduced ny
inserting these transformations into (6.68)- (6.72). To conclude, we will try to derive
scaling lawswithout this symmetry. Perhaps there exists a way to find another scaling
symmetry for this case, but so far, one scaling symmetry less than in the non-rotating
channel flow was found.
It can be easily seen that there is no rotation symmetry. If there is a rotation around
the y1 or y3 axis, y2 has to be mapped to y3 or y1 which is not possible. A rotation
around the x2 axis would map U1 to U3. 
6.2.2 Solutions of the Characteristic System
In this subsection, the characteristic systems (6.75) and (6.76) shall be solved. Depend-
ing on which parameters are non-zero and independent from each other, different so-
lutions can be found. In the following we distinguish between the Navier-Stokes and
the Euler case as two different characteristic systems are given. For the Navier-Stokes
case two solutions were found while the Euler case has even one more.
Navier-Stokes - exponential solution:
Solving the complete characteristic system, (6.75), while assuming that all parameters
exist and there are no special dependencies between them, the invariance relation
~r
(j)
i = r
(j)
i
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holds and the averaged velocity as well as the MPCs have the form
V1(y2) = C1e
ksc;n
b2
y2   k U;R
ksc;n
(6.77)
S11(y2; r) =  C21e
ksc;n
b2
(2y2+r2) + e
ksc;n
b2
(y2+r2)C1y2

k U;R
b2
  k U;n
b2

+ e
ksc;n
b2
y2

CI;11(~r) + C1
k U;R
b2
y2  
k U;n
b2
C1y2

  D11
ksc;n
+
k2U;R
ksc;n
  2k U;nk U;R
k2sc;n
  2b2k U;R
k2sc;n
  kz11
ksc;n
(2y2 + r2)
S12(y2; r) = CI;12(~r)e
ksc;n
b2
y2   D12
ksc;n
  kz12
ksc;n

b2
ksc;n
+ y2

S33(y2; r) = CI;33(~r)e
ksc;n
b2
y2   D33
ksc;n
+
kz33
ksc;n

2
b2
ksc;n
+ (r2 + 2y2)

Sij(y2; r) = CI;ij(~r)e
ksc;n
b2
y2   Dij
ksc;n
for ij 6= 11; 12; 21; 33 :
Again, the corresponding pressure will be derived by inserting these solutions into
the averaged Navier-Stokes equations (6.68). In order to gain the Reynolds stress
tensor, we apply the limit r ! 0, so that
~S11(y2) = CI;11e
ksc;n
b2
y2   C21e2
ksc;n
b2
y2 + 2C1y2e
ksc;n
b2
y2

k U;R
b2
  k U;n
b2

  D11
ksc;n
+
k2U;R
ksc;n2
  2k U;nk U;R
k2sc;n
  2b2k U;R
k2sc;n
  kz11
ksc;n
2y2
~S12(y2) = CI;12e
ksc;n
b2
y2   D12
ksc;n
  kz12
ksc;n

b2
ksc;n
+ y2

~S33(y2) = CI;33e
ksc;n
b2
y2   D33
ksc;n
  kz33
ksc;n

2
b2
ksc;n
+ 2y2

~Sij(y2) = CI;ije
ksc;n
b2
y2   Dij
ksc;n
for ij 6= 11; 12; 21; 33 (6.78)
follows. Hence, to check if the solution represents an invariant solution of the first
order (see Definition 3.51), these solutions must be inserted into the averaged Navier-
Stokes equations (6.68):
@ Q
@y1
= e
ksc;n
b2
y2

C1
k2sc;n
b22
  CI;12ksc;n
b2

+
kz12
ksc;n
@ Q
@y2
=  CI;22ksc;n
b2
e
ksc;n
b2
y2   2
3

C1e
ksc;n
b2
y2   k U;R
ksc;n

@ Q
@y3
=  CI;23ksc;n
b2
e
ksc;n
b2
y2 :
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In order to gain a solution for Q, all three equations have to be fulfilled. It is clear that
this can only happen if CI;23 = 0 and CI;12 = 
ksc;n
b2
. Hence, the averaged pressure is
Q = CI;P +
kz12
ksc;n
y1  

CI;22 + 2
3C1
b2
ksc;n

e
ksc;n
b2
y2 + 2
3
k U;R
ksc;n
y2 :
It is worth mentioning that another possibility to solve the system for Q is ksc;n = 0.
But this would mean that there is no scaling of higher moments, Ysc;n, and then the
characteristic system (6.75) would have another solution. So this case can be ne-
glected.
Assuming Dab = 0 for any ab or kzij = 0 for any ij, the solution of the characteristic
system (6.75) is already determined through the solution above, (6.77) and (6.78), as
only the Dab or kzij have to be set zero.
Navier-Stokes - linear solution: ksc;n = 0
Solving the relation between y2 and r
(j)
i the new variables yield
~r
(j)
i = r
(j)
i :
Then the averaged velocity and the MPCs are
V1 =
k U;R
b2
y2 + C1 (6.79)
S11 = CI;11(~r) +
D11
b2
y2 + (r2y2 + y
2
2)

kz11
b2
  k U;nk U;R
b22

  2k U;n
b2
y2CI;1
S12 = CI;12(~r) +
D12
b2
y2 +
1
2
kz12
b2
y22
S33 = CI;33(~r) +
D33
b2
y2 +
kz33
b2
r2y2 +
kz33
b2
y22
Sij = CI;ij(~r) +
Dij
b2
y2 for ij 6= 11; 12; 21; 33 (6.80)
while CI;ij becomes a constant in the case r = 0. Substituting these solutions into the
averaged Navier-Stokes equations (6.68),
@ Q
@y1
= 
k U;R
b2
  D12
b2
  1
2
kz12
b2
@ Q
@y2
=  D22
b2
  2
3

C1 +
k U;R
b2
y2

@ Q
@y3
=  D32
b2
has to be solved for the pressure Q. This is directly possible and we gain
Q = CI;Q +


k U;R
b2
  D12
b2
  1
2
kz12
b2

y1   D32
b2
y3  

D22
b2
+ 2
3C1

y2  
k U;R
b2

3y
2
2
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  D32
b2
y3 :
Assuming Dab = 0 the characteristic system (6.75) leads to the same solutions, where
the terms containing Dab must be omitted.
Euler - algebraic solution: ksc;n 6= nksc;x, n 2 N
This is the most general case we can consider. The procedure would be to calculate
the two-point correlation with a subsequent limit r ! 0. In the case of the component
S11 the computer algebra program fails in determining the solution for the two-point
correlation. Therefore the limit is taken before the differential equation is solved. The
solution of the characteristic system (6.76) for this case is
~r
(j)
i =
r
(j)
i
b2 + ksc;xy2
V1 = C1 (ksc;xy2 + b2)
ksc;n
ksc;x
+1   k U;R
ksc;n + ksc;x
(6.81)
~S11 = CI;11(ksc;xy2 + b2)
ksc;n
ksc;x
+2   C2I;1(ksc;xy2 + b2)2
ksc;n
ksc;x
+2
+ 2
(ksc;n + ksc;x)k U;nCI;1   ksc;nk U;RkI;1
ksc;x(ksc;x + ksc;n)
y2(ksc;xy2 + b2)
ksc;n
ksc;x
+1   D11
ksc;n + 2ksc;x
+
ksc;nk
2
U;R
  2k U;Rk U;n(ksc;n + ksc;x))  2kz11k2sc;ny2   2ksc;xkz11(b2 + 2ksc;xy2)
(ksc;x + ksc;n)2(ksc;n + 2ksc;x)
  2ksc;n(b2 + 3ksc;xy2)
(ksc;x + ksc;n)2(ksc;n + 2ksc;x)
~S12 = C12(ksc;xy2 + b2)
ksc;n
ksc;x
+2   D12
2ksc;x + ksc;n
  kz12 (ksc;ny2 + b2 + 2ksc;xy2)
(ksc;x + ksc;n)(2ksc;x + ksc;n)
~S33 = C33(ksc;xy2 + b2)
ksc;n
ksc;x
+2   D33
2ksc;x + ksc;n
+ kz33
2b2 + 2ksc;ny2 + 4ksc;xy2
(ksc;n + ksc;x)(ksc;n + 2ksc;x)
~Sij = Cij(ksc;xy2 + b2)
ksc;n
ksc;x
+2   Dij
2ksc;x + ksc;n
for ij 6= 11; 12; 21; 33 : (6.82)
As it was already mentioned, the differential equation for S11(y2; r) has not been
solved yet. Let us give here a reason why taking the limit first is reasonable. Deriving
the solution of the homogeneous part of the partial differential equation is possible.
Then, solving the inhomogeneous part an integral of the formZ
(r2 + g(y)) (a(r2 + y2) + b)
 ~f(y2)dy2
appears, which cannot be solved (a, b,  are constants). Assuming that the integrand
is smooth enough it would be allowed to switch limit and integral. This was done
above to create the result for S11.
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Substituting (6.81) and (6.82) in the averaged Euler equations (6.68 with  = 0), the
formulas
@ Q
@y1
=  CI;12

ksc;n
ksc;x
+ 2

(ksc;xy2 + b2)
ksc;n
ksc;x
+1
+
kz12
ksc;x + ksc;n
@ Q
@y2
=  CI;22

ksc;n
ksc;x
+ 2

(ksc;xy2 + b2)
ksc;n
ksc;x
+1
  2
3

  k U;R
ksc;n + ksc;x
+ CI;1(ksc;xy2 + b2)
ksc;n
ksc;x
+1

@ Q
@y3
=  CI;23

ksc;n
ksc;x
+ 2

(ksc;xy2 + b2)
ksc;n
ksc;x
+1
follow. Deriving the pressure, it is easy to see that Q can depend on y1 and y3 only
linearly. For this reason, the right hand side of the first and the third equation have to
be independent of y2. Hence, CI;23 has to be equal to zero so that the last line does not
depend on y2. In order to have the right hand side of the first equation independent
of y2, there are two possibilities: CI;12 = 0 and ksc;n =  2ksc;x. In the first case we gain
Q = CI;Q +
kz12
ksc;x + ksc;n
y1 + 2
3
k U;R
ksc;n + ksc;x
y2
+ (ksc;xy2 + b2)
ksc;n
ksc;x
+2

CI;12   2
3CI;1ksc;x
ksc;n + ksc;x

:
While ~S12 and ~S23 must be reduced according to
~S12 =   D12
2ksc;x + ksc;n
  kz12 (ksc;ny2 + b2 + 2ksc;xy2)
(ksc;x + ksc;n)(2ksc;x + ksc;n)
~S23 =   D23
ksc;x + ksc;n
:
The other moments remain as calculated and will not be mentioned again.
If we consider the second case, ksc;n =  2ksc;x, the solutions of the characteristic sys-
tem are different for the second moments as logarithmic functions arise. The second
moments (without S11) read
~S12 =
kz12
ksc;x
y2 +

D12
ksc;x
  kz12b2
k2sc;x

ln(ksc;xy2 + b2) + CI;12
~Sij =
Dij
ksc;x
ln(ksc;xy2 + b2) + CI;ij for ij 6= 11; 12; 21; 33
and can be applied to the Euler equations (6.68 with  = 0):
@ Q
@y1
=   kz12
ksc;x
+

kz12b2
k2sc;x
  D12
ksc;x

ksc;x
ksc;xy2 + b2
@ Q
@y2
=   D22
ksc;xy2 + b2
  2
3

k U;R
ksc;x
+ CI;1(ksc;xy2 + b2)

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@ Q
@y3
=   D23
ksc;xy2 + b2
:
Here, D12 = kz12b2ksc;x and D23 = 0 are necessary to formulate the pressure
Q = CI;P   kz12
ksc;x
y1   D22
ksc;x
ln(ksc;xy2 + b2)  2
3 C1
ksc;x
ln(ksc;xy2 + b2)  2
3
k U;R
ksc;x
y2 :
Euler - exponential solution: ksc;x = 0
This case was already calculated for the Navier-Stokes-case, so that the mean velocity
(6.77) and the Reynolds stress tensor (6.78) can directly be implemented into the Euler
equations (6.68 with  = 0)
@ Q
@y1
=  CI;12ksc;n
b2
e
ksc;n
b2
y2 +
kz12
ksc;n
@ Q
@y2
=  CI;22ksc;n
b2
e
ksc;n
b2
y2   2
3

C1e
ksc;n
b2
y2   k U;R
ksc;n
  kzlb2
k2sc;n
y2

@ Q
@y3
=  CI;23ksc;n
b2
e
ksc;n
b2
y2 :
Here, CI;23 = 0 and CI;12 = 0 in order to solve these equations for the pressure, so that
the velocity and Reynolds stress tensor become
V1(y2) = C1e
ksc;n
b2
y2   k U;R
ksc;n
  kzl
ksc;n

b2
ksc;n
+ y2

~S11(y2) = CI;11e
ksc;n
b2
y2   C21e2
ksc;n
b2
y2 + 2C1y2e
ksc;n
b2
y2

k U;R
b2
+
kzl
ksc;n
+
kzl
b2
y2

  D11
ksc;n
+
k2U;R
k2sc;n
+ 4
k U;Rkzl
ksc;n
y2 + 3
k2zl
k2sc;n
y22 + 6
kzlb2k U;R
k3sc;n
+ 10
k2zlb2
k3sc;n
y2 + 11
k2zlb
2
2
k4sc;n
~S12(y2) =  D12
ksc;n
  kz12
ksc;n

b2
ksc;n
+ y2

~S23(y2) =  D23
ksc;n
~S33(y2) = CI;33e
ksc;n
b2
y2   D33
ksc;n
  kz33
ksc;n

2
b2
ksc;n
+ 2y2

~S22(y2) = CI;22e
ksc;n
b2
y2   D22
ksc;n
and for the pressure it holds
Q = CI;P +
kz12
ksc;n
y1  

CI;22 + 2
3C1
b2
ksc;n

e
ksc;n
b2
y2 + 2
3
k U;R
ksc;n
y2 + 2
3
kzl
ksc;n
y22 :
Euler - linear solution: ksc;n = 0, ksc;x = 0
As before, it is not necessary to calculate the mean velocity and the MPC again. We
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insert the results of the Navier-Stokes case, (6.79) and (6.80), into the averaged Euler
equations (6.68 with  = 0)
@ Q
@y1
=  D12
b2
  1
2
kz12
b2
@ Q
@y2
=  D22
b2
  2
3

C1 +
k U;R
b2
y2

@ Q
@y3
=  D32
b2
:
This can be solved without any further restrictions, so that the solutions are
V1(y2) =
k U;R
b2
y2 +
1
2
kzl
b2
y22 + C1 (6.83)
S11(y2; r) = CI;11(~r) +
D11
b2
S12(y2; r) = CI;12(~r) +
D12
b2
+
1
2
kz12
b2
y2
Sij(y2; r) = CI;ij(~r) +
Dij
b2
y2
Q(y2) = CI;Q  

D12
b2
+
1
2
kz12
b2

y1   D32
b2
y3  

D22
b2
+ 2
3C1

y2  
k U;R
b2

3y
2
2
  D32
b2
y3 :
For the Reynold stress tensor, the limit r ! 0 has to be taken, so that the functions
CI;ij(~r) have to be constant.
Euler - logarithmic solution: ksc;x + ksc;n = 0
The mean velocity can be derived to
V1(y2) =
k U;R
ksc;x
ln(ksc;xy2 + b2) + CI;1 :
Dealing with the two-point correlation S11 causes some problems. The general solu-
tion depending on y2 and r may be calculated, but taking the limit r ! 0 results in
the fact that S11 tends to infinity, which is certainly not desirable. This is surprising
as in the non-rotating channel flow a logarithmic solution can be found (see Subsec-
tion 5.1.2). Comparing the characteristic systems of the rotating channel (6.76) with
the one of the non-rotating case (5.9), we see that there is only one little difference
between these systems. The scaling symmetry of the Navier-Stokes equations and the
new statistical scaling symmetry appear in (5.8) in the fraction of dx and dR11 with
different signs, while the signs of the scaling of space and the new statistical scaling
in (6.76) are the same. It seems that this difference destroys this solution.
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6.2.3 Comparison to DNS Data
In this section, we want to check whether the theoretical results, we calculated in the
last section, can be used to describe a channel flow rotating around the streamwise
direction. The data to compare with shall be the numerical results of (Andersson &
Kristoffersen 1995). Newer results seem to show no significant differences for the av-
eraged velocity and the Reynold stress tensor. In (Liu & Lu 2007b), it can be seen that
their own data go in line with those of Andersson and Kristoffersen. Unfortunately,
for the data of (Andersson & Kristoffersen 1995) not all Reynolds stress components
are available. We can only compare the turbulent kinetic velocity and the Reynold
stress component ~S12 with the data. In this subsection, we want to take a closer look
at the core region.
Kristofferson and Andersson introduced two different ways for gaining a dimension-
less form of the governing equations, (6.68)-(6.72). In both cases the half channel
width h was used as characteristic length scale, while once the characteristic veloc-
ity is the friction velocity u and in the second case it is the bulk mean velocity ub.
Transforming the averaged Navier-Stokes equations and the MPC equations into a
dimensionless form, two dimensionless parameters will appear, the Reynolds num-
ber
Re =
uh

Rem =
umh

and the rotation number
Ro = 2h
j
j
u
Rom = 2h
j
j
ub
:
If the normalization was done with the friction velocity, Re and Ro will occur in
the governing equations, and if the characteristic velocity was the bulk mean velocity,
the appearing parameters are Rem and Rom. In (Andersson & Kristoffersen 1995)
the applied Reynolds number was Re = 194 and the calculation was performed for
different Rom-numbers in the region from 0; 01 to 0; 5.
The dimensionless velocity is normalized by the friction velocity, U+1 =
U1
u
. Alike, the
two-point correlation is divided by the squared friction velocity, R+ij(x2; 0) =
Rij(x2;0)
u2
.
Additionally, the whole set of equations containing the averaged Navier-Stokes equa-
tions, (6.68), and MPC equations, (6.69), shall be rewritten in a dimensionless form.
Comparing afterwards the non-dimensional expressions of the governing equations
with the dimensional ones the only differences are that the viscosity was replaced by
one over the Reynolds number,  7! 1
Re
, and the rotation rate by the rotation num-
ber, 2
3 7! Ro. The form of the partial differential equations does not change, so
that the same symmetries and solutions can be found. The only modification is the
substitution of the constants  7! 1
Re
and 2
3 7! Ro.
In the following we want to study if the previously calculated scaling laws can de-
scribe the core region of the channel flow.
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Figure 6.2: Averaged velocities as they can be found in Andersson & Kristoffersen for
different rotation numbers (N : 0; 1, M: 0; 15,  : 0; 2,  : 0; 5). A linear
fit, (6.84) with the parameters of (6.86), is added (solid line).
Linear fit:
Considering the averaged velocity in the core, see Figure 6.2, it was already observed
in (Andersson & Kristoffersen 1995) that the graphs tend to a linear function at high
Ro-numbers. The existence of a corresponding scaling law for the Euler case was
already found in (Oberlack 2000). Now we will see that the same result holds for the
Navier-Stokes case.
As the velocity will be presented as deficit laws, the averaged velocity at the centreline
is necessary. From the data we gain
Rom 0; 1 0; 15 0; 2 0; 5
V +cl 17; 58 17; 35 17; 21 17; 91
From (6.79), the averaged velocity can be described through a linear function. In order
to formulate a deficit law the parameters have to be replaced by new ones, so that the
averaged velocity
V +def1 =
V +1   V +cl
Ro
= a+ b~y2 (6.84)
follows with ~y2 = y=h. The new parameters are connected with the old ones by
k U;R
b2
= b Ro C1 = Vcl + a Ro : (6.85)
Fitting this function to the graph of the highest Ro-number in the region  0; 3  y2
h

0; 3, the coefficients become
a = 0; 11 b = 14 : (6.86)
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Figure 6.3: Exponential fits (solid lines) for the averaged velocity, (6.87) with the pa-
rameters of Table 6.1, compared to the data of Andersson & Kristoffersen
for different rotation numbers (N : 0; 1, M: 0; 15,  : 0; 2,  : 0; 5) .
As it is not possible to describe arbitrary Ro-numbers, a more complicated function is
searched for to obtain this. We will see that the exponential solution, obtained from
the characteristic system of the Navier-Stokes, leads to a possible description of the
flow behaviour.
Considering the Euler case the linear solution (6.83) can be applied in the same way.
Instead of this, the algebraic solution (6.81) can be reduced to a linear function if
ksc;n
ksc;x
+1 is equal to 1. Hence, ksc;n is zero. But, unfortunately, the characteristic system
(6.76) provides another kind of solution for ksc;n = 0, so that the algebraic solution
cannot be used here.
Exponential fit:
In the previous cases, the core region provides the most symmetries. In the Navier-
Stokes case this would be the exponential solution (6.77) and (6.78), so that we try
to fit the data with an exponential function, see Figure 6.4. The exponential function
concerning the velocity V +1 in the Navier-Stokes case (6.77) can be transformed to a
simpler expression,
V +1   V +cl
Ro
=
1
Ro

C1e
ksc;n
b2
~y2   k U;R
ksc;n

 
Vcl
Ro
= C V e
~y2 + A V (6.87)
where the relations
C V =
C1
Ro
 =
ksc;n
b2
A V =  
1
Ro
k U;R
ksc;n
 
Vcl
Ro
hold. If  7! 0, we can see directly from the Taylor expansion of the exponential
function that the linear part plays the most important part, so that we expect that 
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Figure 6.4: Fits of the Reynolds stress component ~S+12, (6.88) with parameters of Table
6.2, and the kinetic energy, (6.90) with the parameters of Table 6.2, for the
exponential case compared to the data of Andersson & Kristoffersen for
different rotation numbers (N : 0; 1, M: 0; 15,  : 0; 2,  : 0; 5).
becomes small for high Ro numbers. In Table 6.1 for the parameters of the fit we see
that this is indeed true.
Ro 0:1 0:15 0:2 0:5
fit region  0; 3-0; 6  0; 3-0; 6  0; 3-0; 65  0; 3-0; 65
A V 7; 14 9; 78 24; 43 68; 91
C V  7; 09  9; 65  24; 31  68; 75
 1; 736 1; 218 0; 569 0; 203
SSE 0,143 0,0478 0,1396 0,0364
R2 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
Table 6.1: Parameter for the exponential scaling law for the averaged velocity, (6.87).
Illustrated in Figure 6.4
Another interesting result is that for all rotation numbers A V   C V holds. This
becomes clear since V +def1 (y2 = 0) = 0, where y2 = 0 is the middle of the channel.
Inserting this condition the scaling law, (6.87), A V =  C V holds .
Further, data is available for the Reynold stress component ~S12 and the kinetic energy
K, which can be described through the derived scaling laws (6.78).
The parameters of ~S12 can be replaced by
A12 =  D12
ksc;n
  kz12
ksc;n
b2
ksc;n
B12 =   kz12
ksc;n
C12 = CI;12
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so that the simplified equation becomes
~S+12 = C12e
~y2 + A12 +B12~y2 : (6.88)
There is also the additional conditionCI;12 = 
ksc;n
b2
which reads in the new parameters
C12 =
1
Re
 : (6.89)
Then the turbulent kinetic energy
K =
1
2
(S+11 + S
+
22 + S
+
33) = CKe
~y2 + ~y2e
~y2 + AK +BK ~y2 (6.90)
contains the parameters
CK =
1
2
(CI;11 + CI;22 + CI;33)
Ak =  D11 +D22 +D33
ksc;n
+ 2
kz33b2
k2sc;n
+
k2U;R
k2sc;n
  2k U;nk U;R
k2sc;n
  2b2k U;R
k2sc;n
BK =  2

kz11
ksc;n
+
kz33
ksc;n

 = 2CI;1

k U;R
b2
  k U;n
b2

:
The corresponding fits can be found in Figure 6.4 where the corresponding parame-
ters can be found in Table 6.2.
Ro 0; 1 0; 15 0; 2 0; 5
fit region  0; 3-0; 6  0; 3-0; 6  0; 3-0; 65  0; 3-0; 65
A12 0; 40 0; 40 0; 40 0; 40
B12 0; 97 1; 00 0; 98 0; 98
SSE 0; 000 0; 000 0; 001 0; 001
R2 1; 000 1; 000 1; 000 1; 000
AK 6; 19 8; 86 117; 2 3094
BK 3; 68 5; 15 27; 75 202; 8
CK  3; 26  3; 81  90; 09  1902
 3; 98 4; 00 53; 2 670; 1
SSE 0; 003 0; 001 0; 004 0; 003
R2 1; 000 1; 000 0; 999 1; 000
Table 6.2: Parameters for the fits of scaling laws (6.88) and (6.90). Illustrated in Figure
6.4
We recognize that the fits can describe the data very well, whereby we see that the
parameters A12 and B12 are nearly constant and for the Reynolds stress component
~S12 the only changing parameter is CI;12 which is already determined through (6.89).
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But this has no big influence on the behaviour of the function since the linear part is
the determining part.
The parameters of the kinetic energy change, more precisely, they are increasing or
decreasing with the rotation number. It seems as if they are changing exponentially
since the order of the quantities is increasing.
6.2.4 Conclusions
We started this section with the formulation of the governing equations of a channel
flow with a rotation around the streamwise direction. Then it was shown that only
two classical symmetries exist. Precisely, the translation of y2 and the scaling of space.
Then the statistical scaling symmetry can be found as well as translation symmetries
of the averaged velocity and the two-point correlation. Linear translation symmetries
in y2 for the higher moments can be shown as well.
These symmetries can be applied and in the Navier-Stokes case the most general so-
lution represents the exponential solution. Further a linear solution can be derived.
In the Euler case, an additional algebraic solution is found. It is surprising that the
derivation of a logarithmic solution fails, since this was possible in the simple turbu-
lent channel flow.
The comparison to the DNS data of (Andersson & Kristoffersen 1995) shows that the
exponential solution can excellently describe the flow behaviour for Ro  0; 1 in the
core region. If the rotation number increases, the averaged velocity seems to tend to
a linear function, which was also verified. This exponential fit can be extended to the
kinetic energy and the Reynold stress tensor component ~S+12. Also here, the DNS data
can be fitted with the derived scaling laws very convincingly.
The Euler solution was not applied since the DNS data of (Andersson & Kristoffersen
1995) were calculated with a relative small Reynolds number, Re = 194.
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6.3 Wall-Normal Rotating Channel
y1
y2
y3
V¯1(y2)
Ω2
V¯3(y2)
Figure 6.5: Flow geometry.
As a further case to study, the wall-normal rota-
tion of a channel flow will be considered. This
application of a rotating channel flowwas rarely
analysed in the literature. A DNS study of
the given problem was done in (Mehdizadeh &
Oberlack 2010), where the mean velocity and
higher moments at different rotation numbers
for Reynolds numbers of Re= 180 and Re= 360
were derived. Our calculated scaling laws will
be compared to these results. Another work,
(Li, Liu & Lu 2006), extended the problem and
added a heat transfer.
In the following, the governing MPC equations
will be calculated and the corresponding symmetries deduced. Then possible so-
lutions of the characteristic system will be calculated and compared to the data of
(Mehdizadeh & Oberlack 2010). There, the most general solution, given through a
combination of trigonometric functions and a logarithmic function, represents a very
good description of the core region of the flow. The first, concise insight into the topic
using Lie-point symmetries was given in (Oberlack & Rosteck 2011).
6.3.1 Governing Equations and Symmetries
First, the rotation around the wall-normal direction can be described either by a rota-
tional vector or the corresponding matrix,

 = (0;
2; 0)
T ; A =
0@ cos!t 0 sin!t0 1 0
  sin!t 0 cos!t
1A ; ! = j
j = 
3 :
Similarly to Section 6.2, some considerations on the appearing velocities have to be
made. Of course, we have an inflow in y1 direction, so that the velocity V1 occurs.
Due to the prescribed rotation a cross flow is induced, so that we have to deal with
the spanwise velocity V3. Again we exclude an averaged flow in the wall-normal
direction, so that V2 = 0. A further simplification is that all velocities and MPCs in
the S-Q approach only depend on y2 as we expect that the statistical values do not
change at different streamwise and spanwise points. It is easy to see that the relation
between H and S, (2.54), implies that the MPCs in the H approach are independent of
y1 and y3 if and only if the MPCs in the S approach are independent of these variables.
Concerning the averaged generalized pressure we allow now that it can depend on
all three spatial variables. As we saw in the previous case, this does not hold for
the instantaneous approach, since P depends on all three spatial variables and the
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centrifugal force has to be taken into account. Additionally, we assume a stationary
flow.
Finally, compiling all results, we obtain
V1 = V1(y2) V2 = 0 V3 = V3(y2)
Sifng = Sifng(y2; r
(1); :::; r(n 1)) Hifng = Hifng(y2; r
(1); :::; r(n 1))
Q = Q(y1; y2; y3) Qifn 1g[q]p = Qifn 1g[q]p(y2; r
(1); :::; r(n 1)) :
Under these assumptions, the Navier-Stokes equations and the MPC equations can
be simplified, so that the averaged Navier-Stokes equations in the S approach, (6.10),
become
0 =  @
Q
@y1
+ 
@2 V1
@y22
  @S12(y2; 0)
@y2
  2
2 V3
0 =  @
Q
@y2
  @S22(y2; 0)
@y2
0 =  @
Q
@y3
+ 
@2 V3
@y22
  @S32(y2; 0)
@y2
+ 2
2 V1 (6.91)
while the continuity equation, (6.9), for the velocity is identically fulfilled.
According to (2.52), the transformation case of the two point correlation in this special
case is given byH11 = S11+V1(y2) V1(y2+r2) andHij = Sij , ij 6= 11, so that the averaged
Navier-Stokes equations in the version of H , (6.20) with n = 1, simplify to the same
formulas as in the S approach:
0 =  @
Q
@y1
+ 
@2 V1
@y22
  @H12(y2; 0)
@y2
  2
2 V3
0 =  @
Q
@y2
  @H22(y2; 0)
@y2
0 =  @
Q
@y3
+ 
@2 V3
@y22
  @H32(y2; 0)
@y2
+ 2
2 V1 :
Additionally, the MPC equations can be formulated. Concerning the fluctuation ap-
proach, the equations
Tifng = Sifng[i(0) 7!2]
@ Vi(0)(y2)
@y2
(i(0)1 + i(0)3) +
@Qifn 1g[0]p
@yi(0)
   @
2Sifng
@y2@y2
  Sifn 1g[0];
@vi(0)v2(y2)
@y2
+
@Sifn+1g[i(n) 7!2][r
(n) 7! 0]
@y2
+
n 1X
l=1
"
( V1(y2 + r
(l)
2 )  V1(y2))
@Sifng
@r
(l)
1
+ (V3(y2 + r
(l)
2 )  V3(y))
@Sifng
@r
(l)
3
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+ Sifng[i(l) 7!k]
@ Vi(l)(y2 + r
(l)
2 )
@r
(l)
k
(i(0)1 + i(0)3) +
@Qifn 1g[l]p
@r
(l)
i(l)
  @Qifn 1g[0]p
@r
(l)
i(0)
+ 2
@2Sifng
@y2@r
(l)
2
   @
2Sifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(l)
k
  
n 1X
m=1
@2Sifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(m)
k
  Sifn 1g[l];
@vi(l)vk(y2 + r
(l)
2 )
@r
(l)
k
+
@Sifn+1g[i(n+1) 7!k][r
(n) 7! r(l)]
@r
(l)
k
  @Sifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][r
(n) 7! 0]
@r
(l)
k
#
+ 2
2
nX
l=0
ei(l)2mSifng[i(l) 7!m] = 0 (6.92)
emerge from (6.23), while the equations for Hifng , see (6.26), lead to
Sifng =
@Hifn+1g[i(n)!2][r
(n) ! 0]
@y2
+
@Iifn 1g[0]p
@yi(0)
   @
2Hifng
@y22
+
n 1X
l=1
"
@Hifn+1g[i(n) 7!k][r
(n) 7! r(l)]
@r
(l)
k
  @Hifn+1g[i(n)!k][r
(n) ! 0]
@r
(l)
k
+
@Iifn 1g[l]p
@r
(l)
i(l)
  @Iifn 1g[0]p
@r
(l)
i(0)
+ 2
@2Hifng
@y2@r
(l)
2
   @
2Hifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(l)
k
  
n 1X
m=1
@Hifng
@r
(l)
k @r
(m)
k
#
+
n 1X
l=0
2
2i(l)2nHifng[i(l) 7!m] (6.93)
for n = 1; : : : ;1. These systems have to be extended by continuity equations (6.24),
resp. (6.27), and side conditions (6.25), resp. (6.29). Since the formulas from Subsec-
tion 6.1.1 do not change, we do not recall them here.
As in the previous case, the reduced S-Q system, (6.92), (6.24) and (6.25), allows addi-
tional symmetries. So two additional translation symmetries of the averaged velocity
can be found:
Yz1 : y

k = y r
(j)
i = r
(j)
i
V 1 = V1 + Cz1 V

3 = V3
Q = Q+ Cz1
2y3 Sifng = Sifng Q

ifn 1g[q]p = Qifn 1g[q]p
Yz2 : y

k = y r
(j)
i = r
(j)
i
V 1 = V1 V

3 = V3 + Cz2
Q = Q  Cz2
2y1 Sifng = Sifng Qifn 1g[q]p = Qifn 1g[q]p : (6.94)
Hence, the corresponding generators are
Yz1 =
@
@ V1
+ y3
2
@
@ Q
Yz2 =
@
@ V3
  y1
2 @
@ Q
: (6.95)
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As in the spanwise rotation, we want to apply some translation of the higher mo-
ments. Again, we do not want to prove the general translation symmetry of the ro-
tating frame, (6.48), as this would be very complicated. Instead of this, some other
symmetries can be stated, which also imply a translation of the two-point symme-
tries:
Z11 : y

i = yi ; r
(j)
i = r
(j)
i ;
Q = Q ; V 1 = V1 ; V

3 = V3
H11 = H11 + a11
I1[1]p = I1[1]p + 2
2r3a11 ; I

1[0]p = I1[0]p   2
2r3a11 ;
Hifng = Hifng for ifng 6= 11 ;
Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p for ifn 1g[q]p 6= 1[0]p; 1[1]p (6.96)
Z12 : y

i = yi ; r
(j)
i = r
(j)
i ;
Q = Q ; V 1 = V1 ; V

3 = V3
H12 = H12 + a12 ; H

21 = H21 + a12 ;
I3[1]p = I3[1]p + 2
2r2a12 ; I

3[0]p = I3[0]p   2
2r2a12 ;
Hifng = Hifng for ifng 6= 12; 21 ;
Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p for ifn 1g[q]p 6= 3[0]p; 3[1]p (6.97)
Z13 : y

i = yi ; r
(j)
i = r
(j)
i ;
Q = Q ; V 1 = V1 ; V

3 = V3
H13 = H13 + a13 ; H

31 = H31 + a13 ;
I1[1]p = I1[1]p   2
2r1a13 ; I1[0]p = I1[0]p + 2
2r1a13 ;
I3[1]p = I3[1]p + 2
2r3a13 ; I

3[0]p = I3[0]p   2
2r3a13 ;
Hifng = Hifng for ifng 6= 13; 31 ;
Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p for ifn 1g[q]p 6= 1[0]p; 1[1]p; 3[0]p; 3[1]p (6.98)
Z22 : y

i = yi ; r
(j)
i = r
(j)
i ;
Q = Q ; V 1 = V1 ; V

3 = V3
H22 = H22 + a22 ;
Hifng = Hifng for ifng 6= 22 ;
Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p (6.99)
Z23 : y

i = yi ; r
(j)
i = r
(j)
i ;
Q = Q ; V 1 = V1 ; V

3 = V3
H23 = H23 + a23 ; H

32 = H32 + a23 ;
I2[1]p = I2[1]p   2
2r1a23 ; I2[0]p = I2[0]p + 2
2r1a23 ;
Hifng = Hifng for ifng 6= 23; 32
Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p for ifn 1g[q]p 6= 3[0]p; 3[1]p (6.100)
Z33 : y

i = yi r
(j)
i = r
(j)
i
Q = Q V 1 = V1 ; V

3 = V3
H33 = H33 + a33
I3[1]p = I3[1]p   2
2r3a33 I3[0]p = I3[0]p + 2
2r3a33
Hifng = Hifng for ifng 6= 33
Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p for ifn 1g[q]p 6= 3[0]p; 3[1]p : (6.101)
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These symmetries were formulated in theH approach, such that the generators have
finite components which read:
Z11 =
@
@H11
+ 2
2r3
@
@I1[1]p
  2
2r3 @
@I1[0]p
Z12 =
@
@H12
+
@
@H21
+ 2
2r2
@
@I3[1]p
  2
2r2 @
@I3[0]p
Z13 =
@
@H13
+
@
@H31
  2
2r1 @
@I1[1]p
  2
2r3 @
@I1[0]p
+ 2
2r3
@
@I3[1]p
  2
2r3 @
@I3[0]p
Z22 =
@
@H22
Z23 =
@
@H23
+
@
@H32
  2
2r1 @
@I2[1]p
+ 2
2r1
@
@I2[0]p
Z33 =
@
@H33
  2
2r3 @
@I3[1]p
+ 2
2r3
@
@I3[0]p
:
Transforming these symmetries into the S-Q approach using the relations in Lemma
2.11, it is clear that symmetries with infinite terms appear. In order to gain scaling
laws for the averaged velocity and the Reynolds stress tensor, the generators of the
symmetries (6.96)-(6.101) are only necessary up two the two-point correlation:
Yii =
@
@Sii
+ ::: Yij =
@
@Sij
+
@
@Sji
+ ::: for i 6= j :
Then for S12 and S32 some symmetries linear in y2 can be found in the H-I approach,
whose transformations write
Zz12 : y

i = yi ; r
(j)
i = r
(j)
i ;
Q = Q  az12y1 ; V 1 = V1 ; V 3 = V3
H12 = H12 + az12y2 ; H

21 = H21 + az12(y2 + r2) ;
I3[1]p = I3[1]p + 2
2r2y2az12 ; I3[0]p = I3[0]p   2
2r2(y2 + r2)az12 ;
Hifng = Hifng for ifng 6= 12; 21 ;
Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p for ifn 1g[q]p 6= 3[0]p; 3[1]p
Zz23 : y

i = yi ; r
(j)
i = r
(j)
i ;
Q = Q  az32y3 ; V 1 = V1 ; V 3 = V3
H23 = H23 + az23(y2 + r2) ; H

32 = H32 + az23y2 ;
I1[1]p = I1[1]p   2
2r2y2az23 ; I1[0]p = I1[0]p + 2
2r1(y2 + r2)az23 ;
Hifng = Hifng for ifng 6= 12; 21 ;
Iifn 1g[q]p = Iifn 1g[q]p for ifn 1g[q]p 6= 3[0]p; 3[1]p
and the corresponding generators are
Zz12 = y2
@
@H12
+ (y2 + r2)
@
@H21
  y1 @
@ Q
+ 2
2r2y2
@
@I3[1]p
  2
2r2(y2 + r2) @
@I3[0]p
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Zz23 = y2
@
@H32
+ (y2 + r2)
@
@H23
  y3 @
@ Q
  2
2r2y2 @
@I1[1]p
+ 2
2r2(y2 + r2)
@
@I1[0]p
:
Again we can write the beginning of the generator in the S-Q approach,
Yz12 = y2
@
@S12
+ (y2 + r2)
@
@S21
  y1 @
@ Q
+ :::
Yz23 = y2
@
@S32
+ (y2 + r2)
@
@S23
  y3 @
@ Q
+ ::: ;
while in fact infinite many terms occur. The higher multi-point correlations change as
well as the pressure-velocity correlations.
In order to write down the characteristic system, the derived symmetries for the ro-
tating frame have to be considered and one has to prove which of them can also be
found in the reduced system. Here, the existence of the scaling of space (6.41)/(6.62),
the new scaling symmetry (6.57), the translation in y2, (6.43) with  = 2 and b2(t) = b2,
and the rotation around the rotational axis, (6.45)/(6.64) with  = 2, can be shown.
This can be summed up in the characteristic system given in the following lemma.
Lemma 6.6 The characteristic system of the stationary problem of a rotating flow, where the
rotational axis lies in the wall-normal direction, is
dy2
ksc;xy2 + b2
=
dr
(j)
i
ksc;xr
(j)
i + kroti2m
2r
(j)
m
=
d V1
ksc;x V1 + ksc;n V1 + krot
2 V3 + kz1
=
d V3
(ksc;x + ksc;n) V3   krot
2 V1 + kz2 =
d Q
2ksc;x Q+ ksc;n Q+ kz1y3
2   kz2y1
2
=
dS11
2ksc;xS11 + ksc;n(S11   V1(y2) V1(y2 + r(1)2 )) + krot(
2S31 + 
2S13) + kS11
=
dS12
2ksc;xS12 + ksc;nS12 + krot
2S32 + kS12 + kz12y2
=
dS13
2ksc;xS13 + ksc;n(S13   V1(y2) V3(y2 + r(1)2 )) + krot(
2S33   
2S11) + kS13
=
dS22
2ksc;xS22 + ksc;nS22 + kS22
=
dS32
2ksc;xS32 + ksc;nS32   krot
2S12 + kS32 + kz32y2
=
dS33
2ksc;xS33 + ksc;n(S33   V3(y2) V3(y2 + r(1)2 )) + krot( 
2S13   
2S31) + kS33
(6.102)
for the Euler case. Regarding a non-vanishing viscosity, the Navier-Stokes case is represented
by
dy2
b2
=
dr
(j)
i
kroti2m
2r
(j)
m
=
d V1
ksc;n V1 + krot
2 V3 + kz1
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=
d V3
ksc;n V3   krot
2 V1 + kz2 =
d Q
ksc;n Q+ kz1y3
2   kz2y1
2
=
dS11
ksc;n(S11   V1(y2) V1(y2 + r(1)2 )) + krot(
2S31 + 
2S13) + kS11
=
dS12
ksc;nS12 + krot
2S32 + kS12 + kz12y2
=
dS13
ksc;n(S13   V1(y2) V3(y2 + r(1)2 )) + krot(
2S33   
2S11) + kS13
=
dS22
ksc;nS22 + kS22
=
dS32
ksc;nS32   krot
2S12 + kS32 + kz32y2
=
dS33
ksc;n(S33   V3(y2) V3(y2 + r(1)2 ))  krot(
2S13 + 
2S31) + kS33
: (6.103)
The constants are coefficients of the existent symmetries, such that
ksc;x : scaling of space ksc;n : new scaling symmetry
b2 : translation in y2 direction kij : translation of Hij
krot : rotation around 
 kzi : additionion symmmetry Yzi, i = 1; 2
kzij : linear symmetry of Sij :
Proof: It is clear that the scaling of space (6.32)/(6.60), the additional symmetries
(6.94) and the translation in y2 direction, (6.34) with  = 2 and b2(t) = b2, exist which
can be shown by inserting these symmetries into the averaged Navier-Stokes equa-
tions (6.91), the MPC equations (6.92), the continuity equations (6.24) and the side
conditions (6.25).The new scaling symmetry (6.54) can be proven by using the I-Q
approach, (6.93)
Similarly to the proof of (6.75), resp. (6.76) the existence of the translation symmetries
of the two-point correlations, (6.96)-(6.101), can be shown. After it is clear, that only
terms in the two-point correlation equations change, we can write them down and
check that the additional terms cancel each other. The translation in H13 implies that
there are extra terms in the continuity equation of the pressure-velocity correlation.
As can be checked easily, also here, these terms cancel each other.
The most difficult symmetry to show is certainly the rotational symmetry since here
all MPC equations and continuity equations have to be considered. We have to apply
the generator of the rotation around the y2 axis, (6.45) with  = 2, to our MPC equa-
tions and the continuity equations under the assumption that the MPC equations and
the continuity equations are fulfilled. If the result is equal to zero a Lie-point symme-
try is found. Hence, let us first recall the definition of the prolongations, (3.17) and
(3.18),

(1)
i = Di
   (Dik)uk

(2)
ij = Dj
(1)
i   (Djk)uik
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Di =
@
@xi
+ ui
@
@u
+ uij
@
@uj
+ uijk
@
@ukj
:
The rotational symmetry around the x2 axis with the rotational axis 
 = (0;
2; 0)T is
assumed, so that the rotational symmetry (6.45) provides
Y rotaxis = k2m
2ym
@
@yk
+ k2m
2r
(l)
m
@
@r
(l)
k
+ k2m
2 Vm
@
@ Vk
+
nX
c=1
k(c)2l
2Skfng[k(c) 7!l]
@
@Skfng
+
nX
c=1;c 6=q
k(c)2l
2Qkfn 1g[q]p[k(c) 7!l]
@
@Qkfn 1g[q]p
:
As the averaged Navier-Stokes equations and the MPC equations have a different
form we have to check the invariance condition (3.22) for the two systems indepen-
dently. The prolongations for the averaged Navier-Stokes equations are

Vk(1)
yi
= Dyi
Vk(1)   (Dyiyj)
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
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2
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@r
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j

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
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2 @
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@Sjb
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@Saj
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  j22|{z}
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!2
@Sab
@yj
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Q(1)
yi
=  k2i
2 @
Q
@yk
:
Applying the generator Y rotaxis to the averaged Navier-Stokes equations (6.91) in y1
direction, we gain
0 = k21
2
@ Q
@yk
+ 
0@12m
2@2 Vm
@y22
  a22|{z}
=0

2
@2 V1
@ya@y2
  a22|{z}
=0

2
@2 V1
@y2@ya
1A
  12j
2@Sj2
@y2
+ 22j|{z}
=0

2
@S1j
@y2
  2
232m
2 Vm :
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This is equal to the 3rd equation, so that the first equation of the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions is invariant under this symmetry. Applying the generator to the second equation
results in zero and the third equation transforms to the first, so that all three equations
are invariant. Next to the averaged Navier Stokes equations the same has to be valid
for the MPC equations, (6.92). So we need the corresponding infinitesimals:

Qifn 1g[q]p (1)
yk = Dyk
Qifn 1g[q]p   (Dykya)
@ Qifn 1g[q]p
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a )
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2
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2
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2
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:
Again the next step is to apply the generator to the MPC equations (6.92):
Y Tifng =
n 1X
c=0
j(c)2d
2(Sifng[i(0) 7!2])[j(c) 7!d]
@ Vi(0)(y2)
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In the first step we applied the prolongations calculated before where we already
omitted all terms cancelling out each other. Sometimes a multi-point correlation was
written in brackets and a change of the index set was indicated as a lower index such
as in the first line. The reason is that this represents the order of the changes. For the
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outside change the new index set jc7!dfng = ifng[i(c) 7!d] is used. For other appearances,
jfng can be different but for simplicity every index is represented by j. In order to
understand the last equality we have to change the sequence of the index sets such
that kfng = ifng[i(0) 7! 2] appears everywhere. As this is possible everywhere, a lin-
ear combination of different MPC equations occurs, so that this rotation represents a
symmetry.
As mentioned in the Section 6.2, the scaling of time and the Navier-Stokes scaling
cannot be found, so far. Compared to the non-rotating frame the scaling symmetries
in the coordinates of the rotating frame have additional terms. The reason for these
terms is the additional Coriolis term. The time derivative ensures that the additional
term cancel again. But, as our problem is stationary the time derivative does not
occur any more. So far, it is not clear whether it is possible to have another form of
this symmetry, and hence we left it out in the characteristic system. 
6.3.2 Solutions of the Characteristic System
In the following, possible solutions for the characteristic system for the Navier-Stokes
case (6.103) and the Euler case (6.102) are considered. We will see that the general
solution for both cases contains trigonometric functions. Further exponential solu-
tions and algebraic solutions can be found. Here, all of the mentioned solutions are
invariant of order 1. The characteristic systems are relatively complicated, so that
we will only calculate the relevant two-point correlations S12 , S22 and S32 to know
all necessary components of the averaged Navier-Stokes equations (6.91). Again a
logarithmic solution for the mean velocity can be derived in the Euler case. But this
solution cannot fulfil the averaged Navier-Stokes equations (6.91).
Navier-Stokes - trigonometric solution:
Solving the whole characteristic system (6.103) without any restrictions, the most gen-
eral solutions occurs. This implies, of course, that most of the constants shall not be
equal to zero or fulfil some special conditions.
The new variables can be found by solving the differential equations concerning r(j)i
and y2. The result
r
(j)
1 = ~r
(j)
1 cos

krot
2y2
b2

+ ~r
(j)
3 sin

krot
2y2
b2

r
(j)
2 = ~r
(j)
2
r
(j)
3 = ~r
(j)
3 cos

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2y2
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
  ~r(j)1 sin

krot
2y2
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
has to be solved for the integration constants, which represent the invariants and
consequently the new variables are
~r
(j)
1 = r1 cos

krot
2y2
b2

  r3 sin

krot
2y2
b2

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~r
(j)
2 = r
(j)
2
~r
(j)
3 = r1 sin

krot
2y2
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
+ r3 cos

krot
2y2
b2

:
Additionally, the averaged velocities and some two-point correlations and the corre-
sponding components of the Reynolds stress tensor can be derived. Here, we only
focus on the three two-point correlations S12, S22, S32. In order to gain the Reynolds
stress components, the differential equations for the two-point correlations are solved
and a subsequent limit r ! 0 has to be taken, so that the integration constants are
constants. We gain
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(6.104)
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: (6.105)
If kzi = 0 or kjk = 0 is equal to zero the solution of the characteristic system (6.103)
does not change its form. Hence in the solutions (6.104) and (6.105) kzi = 0 or kjk = 0
has to be assumed.
The other components of the Reynolds stress tensor are connected in a complicated
way so that it was not possible to calculate the differential equations. But the given
ones are sufficient to check whether an invariant symmetry of the first order exists.
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In order to show that this is an invariant solution of the first order, the results are
inserted into the averaged Navier-Stokes equations (6.91):
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(6.106)
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:
From the second equation it is clear that Q has to be linear in y1 and y3, so that the
long expressions in the brackets must be equal to zero. This means CI;12;a and CI;12;b
must depend on C1 and C2 as well as on the other constants.
To gain CI;12;a we derive
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2nd where 1st stands for the first bracket and 2nd for the second bracket in (6.106).
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Finally, after solving the differential equations above the pressure is equal to
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:
Navier-Stokes - exponential solution: krot = 0
Under the restriction krot = 0 an exponential solution can be found. The new variables
~r
(j)
i = r
(j)
i can be directly deduced from the characteristic system (6.103) if krot = 0.
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The mean velocities and the two-point correlations can be derived and then the limit
r ! 0 leads to the components of the Reynolds stress tensor:
V1(y2) =  kz1
b2
+ C1e
ksc;n
b2
y2 V3(y2) =  kz3
b2
+ C3e
ksc;n
b2
y2
~Sij(y2) =  kij
b2
+ Cije
ksc;n
b2
y2 ij = 12; 22; 23 : (6.108)
In the next step, we have to check if an invariant solution of order 1 can be realized.
After inserting the upper results into the averaged Navier-Stokes equations (6.91)
@ P
@y1
= C1
k2sc;n
b22
e
ksc;n
b2
y2   C12ksc;n
b2
e
ksc;n
b2
y2   2
2

  kz3
ksc;n
+ C3e
ksc;n
b2
y2

@ P
@y2
=  C22ksc;n
b2
e
ksc;n
b2
y2
@ P
@y3
= C3
k2sc;n
b22
e
ksc;n
b2
y2   C32ksc;n
b2
e
ksc;n
b2
y2 + 2
2

  kz1
ksc;n
+ C1e
ksc;n
b2
y2

we state that the pressure Q can be only linear in y1 and y3, so that the conditions
C12 =  2
2 b2
ksc;n
C3 + 
ksc;n
b2
C1 ; C32 = 2
2
b2
ksc;n
C1 + 
ksc;n
b2
C3 (6.109)
must be fulfilled to calculate the pressure:
Q = CI;P   C22e
ksc;n
b2
y2 + 2
2
k23
ksc;n
y1   2
2 kz1
ksc;n
y3 :
Navier-Stokes - linear solution: krot = 0, ksc;n = 0
In the last case of the Navier-Stokes solutions we assume krot = 0 and ksc;n = 0. Again,
~r
(j)
i = r
(j)
i holds and the averaged velocity and the components of the Reynolds stress
tensor are
V1(y2) =
kz1
b2
y2 + C1 V3(y2) =
kz3
b2
y2 + C2
~Sij(y2) =
kij
b2
y2 + Cij :
Inserting into the averaged Navier-Stokes equations, (6.91),
@ Q
@y1
=  k12
b2
  2
2

kz3
b2
y2 + C3

@ Q
@y2
=  k22
b2
@ Q
@y3
=  k32
b2
+ 2
2

kz1
b2
y2 + C3

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the problem occurs that kz1 = 0 and kz3 = 0, in order to derive the pressure. Hence the
velocities and the Reynolds stress tensor must be constant, which does not represent
an interesting solution and it will not be be considered later on.
Euler - trigonometric solution:
Concerning the Euler case we solve the characteristic system (6.102). If there are
no conditions between the governing parameters, the most general solution can be
found. For the new variables the characteristic system concerning y2 and r
(j)
i must be
solved. The result
r
(j)
1 =
ksc;xy2 + b2
ksc;x

~r
(j)
3 sin

krot
2
ksc;x
ln(y2 +
b2
ksc;x
)

+ ~r
(j)
1 cos

krot
2
ksc;x
ln(y2 +
b2
ksc;x
)

r
(j)
2 = ~r
(j)
2 (ksc;xy2 + b2)
r
(j)
3 =
ksc;xy2 + b2
ksc;x

~r
(j)
3 cos

krot
2
ksc;x
ln(y2 +
b2
ksc;x
)

  ~r(j)1 sin

krot
2
ksc;x
ln(y2 +
b2
ksc;x
)

must be solved for the new variables
~r
(j)
1 =
ksc;x
ksc;xy2 + b2

r
(j)
1 cos

krot
2
ksc;x
ln(y2 +
b2
ksc;x
)

  r(j)3 sin

krot
2
ksc;x
ln(y2 +
b2
ksc;x
)

~r
(j)
2 =
r
(j)
2
ksc;xy2 + b2
~r
(j)
3 =
ksc;x
ksc;xy2 + b2

r
(j)
1 sin

krot
2
ksc;x
ln(y2 +
b2
ksc;x
)

+ r
(j)
3 cos

krot
2
ksc;x
ln(y2 +
b2
ksc;x
)

:
Compared to the general Navier-Stokes case additionally some logarithms appear in
the trigonometric functions:
V1(y2) = C1

y2 +
b2
ksc;x
 ksc;n
ksc;x
+1
cos

krot
2
ksc;x
ln

y2 +
b2
ksc;x

+ C2

y2 +
b2
ksc;x
 ksc;n
ksc;x
+1
sin

krot
2
ksc;x
ln

y2 +
b2
ksc;x

+
krotkz3
2   kz1(ksc;x + ksc;n)
k2rot

2
2 + (ksc;x + ksc;n)
2
V3(y2) = C2

y2 +
b2
ksc;x
 ksc;n
ksc;x
+1
cos

krot
2
ksc;x
ln

y2 +
b2
ksc;x

  C1

y2 +
b2
ksc;x
 ksc;n
ksc;x
+1
sin

krot
2
ksc;x
ln

y2 +
b2
ksc;x

  krotkz1
2 + kz3(ksc;x + ksc;n)
k2rot

2
2 + (ksc;x + ksc;n)
2
(6.110)
~S12(y2) = C12;a

y2 +
b2
ksc;x
 ksc;n
ksc;x
+2
cos

krot
2
ksc;x
ln

y2 +
b2
ksc;x

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+ C12;b

y2 +
b2
ksc;x
 ksc;n
ksc;x
+2
sin

krot
2
ksc;x
ln

y2 +
b2
ksc;x

+
k32
2krot   k12(ksc;n + 2ksc;x)
k2rot

2
2 + (ksc;n + 2ksc;x)
2
+ ky12

b2 (

2
2k
2
rot + (ksc;n + ksc;x)(ksc; + 2ksc;x))
((ksc;x + ksc;n)2 + k2rot

2
2) (k
2
rot

2
2 + (2ksc;x + ksc;n)
2)
  y2 ksc;n + ksc;x
k2rot

2
2 + (ksc;x + ksc;n)
2

+ ky32


2b2krot(2ksc;n + 3ksc;x)
((ksc;x + ksc;n)2 + k2rot

2
2) (k
2
rot

2
2 + (2ksc;x + ksc;n)
2)
+ y2

2krot
k2rot

2
2 + (ksc;x + ksc;n)
2

~S22(y2) =   k22
2ksc;x + ksc;n
+ C22(ksc;xy2 + b2)
ksc;n
ksc;x
+2
~S32(y2) = C12;b

y2 +
b2
ksc;x
 ksc;n
ksc;x
+1
cos

krot
2
ksc;x
ln

y2 +
b2
ksc;x

  C12;a

y2 +
b2
ksc;x
 ksc;n
ksc;x
+1
sin

krot
2
ksc;x
ln

y2 +
b2
ksc;x

  k12
2krot + k32(ksc;n + 2ksc;x)
k2rot

2
2 + (ksc;n + 2ksc;x)
2
  ky12


2b2krot(2ksc;n + 3ksc;x)
((ksc;x + ksc;n)2 + k2rot

2
2) (k
2
rot

2
2 + (2ksc;x + ksc;n)
2)
+ y2

2krot
k2rot

2
2 + (ksc;x + ksc;n)
2

  ky32

b2
(ksc;n + ksc;x)(ksc;n + 2ksc;x)  
22k2rot
((ksc;x + ksc;n)2 + k2rot

2
2) (k
2
rot

2
2 + (2ksc;x + ksc;n)
2)
+ y2
ksc;x + ksc;n
k2rot

2
2 + (ksc;x + ksc;n)
2

: (6.111)
The remaining unknown components of the Reynolds stress tensor are difficult to
derive and will be neglected here.
It should be noted that y2 + b2ksc;x > 0 must hold to gain a result with an arbitrary
exponent ksc;n
ksc;x
+ 1. Of course, we can use absolute values in the solution to have also
a result for y2 + b2ksc;x < 0.
Inserting these results into the Euler equations, see (6.91) with  = 0, we gain
@ Q
@y1
=

y1 +
b2
ksc;x
 ksc;n
ksc;x
+1
cos

krot
ksc;x

2 ln

y2 +
b2
ksc;x




 

2 +
ksc;n
ksc;x

C12;a   krot
ksc;x

2C12;b   2
2C2

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+

y1 +
b2
ksc;x
 ksc;n
ksc;x
+1
sin

krot
ksc;x

2 ln

y2 +
b2
ksc;x




 

2 +
ksc;n
ksc;x

C12;b +
krot
ksc;x

2C12;a + 2
2C1

+ 2
2
krotkz1
2 + kz3(ksc;x + ksc;n)
k2rot

2
2 + (ksc;x + ksc;n)
2
@ Q
@y2
=  C22

ksc;n
ksc;x
+ 2

(ksc;xy2 + b2)
ksc;n
ksc;x
+1
@ Q
@y3
=

y1 +
b2
ksc;x
 ksc;n
ksc;x
+1
cos

krot
ksc;x

2 ln

y2 +
b2
ksc;x




 

2 +
ksc;n
ksc;x

C12;b +
krot
ksc;x

2C12;a + 2
2C1

+

y1 +
b2
ksc;x
 ksc;n
ksc;x
+1
sin

krot
ksc;x

2 ln

y2 +
b2
ksc;x




2 +
ksc;n
ksc;x

C12;a +
krot
ksc;x

2C12;b + 2
2C2

+ 2
2
krotkz3
2   kz1(ksc;x + ksc;n)
k2rot

2
2 + (ksc;x + ksc;n)
2
where again the squared brackets must be equal to zero. The two terms in the first
equation are equal to the two brackets in the third equation, so that it does not matter
which ones are considered. The consequences for the parameters C12;a and C12;b are
C12;a =  2
2

2 + ksc;n
ksc;x

C2 +
krot
ksc;x

2C1
2 + ksc;n
ksc;x
2
+

krot
ksc;x

2
2 ; C12;b = 2
2

2 + ksc;n
ksc;x

C1   krotksc;x
2C2
2 + ksc;n
ksc;x
2
+

krot
ksc;x

2
2 :
(6.112)
Then the pressure has the form
P =  C22(ksc;xy2 + b2)
ksc;n
ksc;x
+2
+ 2
y3
krotkz3
2   kz1(ksc;x + ksc;n)
k2rot

2
2 + (ksc;x + ksc;n)
2
+ 2
2y1
krotkz1
2 + kz3(ksc;x + ksc;n)
k2rot

2
2 + (ksc;x + ksc;n)
2
+ CI;P :
Euler - linear solution: krot = 0, ksc;n=0
A linear solution for the velocity is obtained if the parameters fulfil krot = 0 and ksc;n=0.
The new variables can be represented through
~r
(j)
i =
r
(j)
i
ksc;xy2 + b2
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and the velocity and the components of Reynold stress tensor are
V1 = C1ksc;xy2 + C1b2   kz1
ksc;x
V3 = C3ksc;xy2 + C3b2   kz3
ksc;x
~Sij = Cij(ksc;xy2 + b2)
2   1
2
kij
ksc;x
:
Calculating the components of the Reynold stress tensor does not cause any difficul-
ties. First, the two-point correlations are derived and the limit r 7! 0 provides the
upper result.
Applying the results in the averaged Euler equations, (6.91) with  = 0,
@ Q
@y1
=  2kk;xy2(kk;xC12 + 
2C3)  2b2(ksc;xC12 + 
2C3) + 2
2 kz3
ksc;x
@ Q
@y2
=  2(ksc;xy2 + b2)ksc;xC22
@ Q
@y3
= 2kk;xy2( kk;xC32 + 
2C1) + 2b2( ksc;xC32 + 
2C1)  2
2 kz1
ksc;x
the pressure is again linear in y1 and y2 because of the second equation. This leads to
the conditions
C32 = 
2
C1
ksc;x
; C12 =  
2 C3
ksc;x
and the pressure is
Q = 2
2
kz3
ksc;x
y1   2
2 kz1
ksc;x
y3 + CI;P   C22(ksc;xy2 + b2)2 :
Euler - logarithmic solution: krot = 0, ksc;n =  ksc;x
The conditions krot = 0, ksc;n =  ksc;x lead to a logarithmic mean velocity. The veloci-
ties and Reynolds stress tensors in this case
V1 =
kz1
ksc;x
ln(ksc;xy2 + b2) + C1 V3 =
kz3
ksc;x
ln(ksc;xy2 + b2) + C3
Sij = Cijksc;xy2 + Cijb2   kij
ksc;x
ij = 12; 32; 22
are inserted in the averaged Navier-Stokes equations, (6.91) with  = 0,
@ Q
@y1
= C12ksc;x   2
2 kz3
ksc;x
ln(ksc;xy2 + b2)
@ Q
@y2
= C22ksc;x
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@ Q
@y3
= C32ksc;x + 2
2
kz1
ksc;x
ln(ksc;xy2 + b2) :
It is now necessary that kz1 = 0 and kz3 = 0 so that a pressure can be found, which
fulfils all three equations. But, as a consequence, the logarithmic solution does not
arise for kz1 = 0 and kz3 = 0 from the characteristic system (6.102).
Euler - algebraic solution: krot = 0
Also an algebraic solution can be formed if krot = 0. Then the new variables are given
by
~r
(j)
i =
r
(j)
i
ksc;xy2 + b2
:
The averaged velocities and the components of the Reynolds stress tensor are
V1(y2) = C1(ksc;xy2 + b2)
ksc;n
ksc;x
+1   kz1
ksc;x + ksc;n
;
V3(y2) = C3(ksc;xy2 + b2)
ksc;n
ksc;x
+1   kz3
ksc;x + ksc;n
;
~Sij(y2) = Cij(ksc;xy2 + b2)
ksc;n
ksc;x
+2   kij
ksc;x + ksc;n
for ij = 12; 22; 32 :
Inserting these results in the averaged Euler equations, (6.91) with  = 0, leads to
@ Q
@y1
= (ksc;xy2 + b2)
ksc;n
ksc;x
+1

 C12(ksc;n
ksc;x
+ 2)  2
2C3

+
2
2kz3
ksc;x + ksc;n
@ Q
@y1
=  C22

ksc;n
ksc;x
+ 2

(ksc;xy2 + b2)
ksc;n
ksc;x
+1
@ Q
@y3
= (ksc;xy2 + b2)
ksc;n
ksc;x
+1

 C32(ksc;n
ksc;x
+ 2) + 2
2C1

  2
2kz1
ksc;x + ksc;n
:
There are two possible conditions on the coefficients to derive the pressure. The first
one ksc;n = ksc;n does not work because then the characteristic equation would gener-
ate the logarithmic solution. The second would demand that
C12 =   2
2C3ksc;n
ksc;x
+ 2
; C32 =
2
2C1
ksc;n
ksc;x
+ 2
holds. Consequently this claim represents a possible solution and the pressure
Q =
2
2kz3
ksc;x + ksc;n
y1   2
2kz1
ksc;x + ksc;n
y3   C22(ksc;xy2 + b2)
ksc;n
ksc;x
+2
follows. In order to allow an arbitrary exponent ksc;n
ksc;x
+ 1 the condition ksc;xy2 + b2 > 0
must be claimed or an absolute value have to be used.
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Euler - trigonometric Navier-Stokes solution: ksc;x = 0
Solving the characteristic equation (6.102), of course, we gain the same results as in the
Navier-Stokes case. The only difference are the conditions concerning the integration
constants. The results for the mean velocity (6.104) and the MPCs (6.105) is inserted
into the averaged Euler equations, (6.91) with  = 0. This means
@ Q
@y1
= e
ksc;n
b2
y2 cos

krot
b2

2y2

 ksc;n
b2
C12;a   krot
b2

2C12;b   2
2C2

+ e
ksc;n
b2
y2 sin

krot
b2

2y2

 ksc;n
b2
C12;b +
krot
b2

2C12;a + 2
2C1

+ 2
2
krot
2kz1 + kz3ksc;n
k2sc;n + k
2
rot

2
2
@ Q
@y2
=  CI;22ksc;n
b2
e
ksc;n
b2
y2
@ Q
@y3
= e
ksc;n
b2
y2 cos

krot
b2

2y2

 ksc;n
b2
C12;b +
krot
b2

2C12;a + 2
2C1

+ e
ksc;n
b2
y2 sin

krot
b2

2y2

ksc;n
b2
C12;a +
krot
b2

2C12;b + 2
2C2

+ 2
2
krot
2kz3   kz1ksc;n
k2sc;n + k
2
rot

2
2
:
As the pressure Qmust be linear in y1 and y3 the conditions
C12;a =  
2
2
ksc;n
b2
C2 + 2

2
2
krot
b2
C1
k2sc;n
b22
+
k2rot
b22

22
; C12;b =
2
2
ksc;n
b2
C1   2
22 krotb2 C2
k2sc;n
b22
+
k2rot
b22

22
follow, so that the pressure is
Q = 2
2
krot
2kz1 + kz3ksc;n
k2sc;n + k
2
rot

2
2
y1   CI;22e
ksc;n
b2
y2 + 2
2
krot
2kz3   kz1ksc;n
k2sc;n + k
2
rot

2
2
y3 + CI;P :
Euler - exponential solution: ksc;x = 0, krot = 0
This is the second result that can be transferred to the Euler case. We use the already
derived results for the averaged velocity (6.108) and the components of the Reynolds
stress tensor, (6.108), and substituting in the averaged Euler equations we gain
@ Q
@y1
= 2
2
kz3
b2
+ e
ksc;n
b2
y2( C12ksc;n
b2
  2
2C3)
@ Q
@y2
= C22
ksc;n
b2
e
ksc;n
b2
y2
@ Q
@y3
=  2
2kz1
b2
+ e
ksc;n
b2
y2( C32ksc;n
b2
+ 2
2C1)
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so that the necessary conditions are
C12 =  2
2C3 b2
ksc;n
C32 = 2C1
2
b2
ksc;n
and the pressure is
Q = 2
2
kz3
b2
y1   2
2kz1
b2
+ C22e
ksc;n
b2
y2 :
6.3.3 Comparison to DNS Data
The next step is the comparison of the derived scaling lawswith the data of (Mehdizadeh
& Oberlack 2010). For low Reynolds numbers they noticed that the streamwise dom-
inates the spanwise velocity. But with increasing rotation number, the velocity V3 is
higher than V1. They also showed that a further increase leads to a relaminization.
In this turbulent flow, the normalization of the governing equations shall be done
through the friction velocity u and the half channel height h, so that
y+2 =
y2
h
V +1 =
V1
u
S+ij =
Sij
u2
holds, since the wall of the channel is at the points y+2 = 1. Then the dimensionless
numbers describing the flow are
Re =
hu

Ro =
2
2h
u
:
The arising dimensionless averagedNavier-Stokes equations andMPC equations have
the same form as the dimensional ones, only the parameters have changed. The vis-
cosity is replaced by one over the Reynolds number, 1=Re, and 2
2 is substituted by
the rotation number Ro. It follows that the same symmetries and invariant solutions
(of the first order) can be derived. Consequently, we have to change only the param-
eters in the scaling laws respectively  7! 1=Re and 
2 7! Ro2 .
Trigonometric Navier-Stokes solution:
Let us consider the center of the flow, where data for two Reynolds numbersRe = 180
and Re = 360 are available. For each case different rotation numbers will be studied.
We want to use the trigonometric solution (6.104) of the Navier-Stokes solutions and
fit it for both Reynolds numbers. We want to replace the parameters of the solution in
order to get an easier formulation. These replacements are
 =
ksc;n
b2
D1 =
krot
2kz3   kz1ksc;n
k2sc;n + k
2
rot

2
2
= krotkz3
Ro
2
  kz1ksc;n
k2sc;n + k
2
rot
Ro2
4
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Figure 6.6: The averaged velocities of the data of Mehdizadeh & Oberlack are fitted
for different Ro-numbers and Re= 180. In each graphic, ♢ indicates the
velocity V +1 and } the velocity V +3 . The solid lines are the corresponding
fits, (6.114) with the parameters of Table 6.3, in the Navier-Stokes case.
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 =
krot
2
b2
= krotRo
2b2
D2 =  krot
2kz1 + kz3ksc;n
k2sc;n + k
2
rot

2
2
=  krotkz1
Ro
2
+ kz3ksc;n
k2sc;n + k
2
rot
Ro2
4
(6.113)
so that the averaged velocities
V +1 (y
+
2 ) = e
y+2
 
C1 cos
 
y+2

+ C2 sin
 
y+2

+D1
V +3 (y
+
2 ) = e
y+2
 
C2 cos
 
y+2
  C1 sin  y+2 +D2 (6.114)
have a pleasant form. In Figure 6.6 the data and the fitting functions are plotted while
a very good agreement can be achieved. Calculating the correct parameters is very
difficult, especially for high Ro-numbers, when a plateau is observed near the middle
of the channel. But we realize that even in these cases a good agreement between the
fit and the data can be found. The fitting is difficult as the same parameters appear in
the scaling laws of V +1 and V
+
3 . The parameters corresponding to the fits in Figure 6.6
are formulated in Table 6.3.

 = 0; 018 
 = 0; 054 
 = 0; 091 
 = 0; 145
 3 2,85 3,25 5,3
C1 -0,32 -0,1 0,03 0,01
C2 -0,18 -0,35 -0,19 -0,012
 0,3 0,47 0,35 0,2
D1 17,28 10,15 4,33 1,41
D3 5,427 11,11 10,28 7,11
SSE 1 0,11 0,029 0,0096 0,033
R2 1 0,99 0,99 0,93 0,78
SSE 3 0,0075 0,0057 0,0052 0,043
R2 3 1,00 1,00 1,00 0,96
Table 6.3: The parameters for the expressions of the averaged velocity (6.114) forRe =
180 in the Navier-Stokes case. Illustrated in Figue 6.6.
The fit was done in the region 0-0.7, so that nearly 70% of the channel can be described
via these scaling laws. In Figure 6.6 and in all following plots only the right part of
the channel 0 < y+ < 1 is illustrated since both velocity profiles are symmetric. SSE 1
and R2 1 are the goodness parameters of the fit V1 in Figure 6.6. Consequently, SSE 2
and R2 2 are the corresponding ones for V2.
Additionally, we can show that equally good results can be archived for a higher
Reynolds number. In Figure 6.7 the trigonometric solutions (6.104) are applied to
describe the flow field for the case with Re = 360, while the fitting parameters can be
found in Table 6.4
Hence, the deduced scaling laws can describe the DNS data very well in the core
region. This leads to the expectation that also higher moments can be fitted with the
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Figure 6.7: The averaged velocities of the data of Mehdizadeh & Oberlack are fitted
for different Ro-numbers and Re= 360. In each graphic, ♢ indicates the
velocity V +1 and } the velocity V +3 . The solid lines are the corresponding
fits, (6.114) with the parameters of Table 6.4, in the Navier-Stokes case.
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 = 0; 011 
 = 0; 028 
 = 0; 072 
 = 0; 18
 2,4 2,45 2,56 3,4
C1 -0,7 -0,45 0,085 0,08
C2 -0,23 -0,5 -0,41 0,022
 0,17 0,4 0,61 1,15
D1 19,89 17,35 6,11 0,20
D2 3,89 8,93 12,18 5,80
SSE 1 0,27 0,29 0,079 0,034
R2 1 1,00 1,00 0,99 0,99
SSE 3 0,123 0,051 0,039 0,022
R2 3 0,97 1,00 1,00 0,98
Table 6.4: The parameters for the expressions of the averaged velocity (6.114) forRe =
180 in the Navier-Stokes case. Illustrated in Figue 6.7.
deduced scaling laws. So, wewill take a closer look at the Reynolds stress components
~S+12, ~S
+
22 and ~S
+
32. These components shall be compared to the derived equations (6.105)
~S+22(y
+
2 ) = D22 + CI;22e
y+2
~S+12(y
+
2 ) = e
y+2
 
CI;12;a cos(y
+
2 ) + CI;12;b sin(y
+
2 )

+D12 + y
+
2 L12
~S+32(y
+
2 ) = e
y+2
 
CI;12;b cos(y
+
2 )  CI;12;a sin(y+2 )

+D32 + y
+
2 L32 (6.115)
where (6.113) was already used and the other parameters are defined by
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In Figure 6.8 the situation for Re = 360 and Ro = 0; 072 is illustrated. Deriving the
fit, the already specified values  and  from the averaged velocity are used. As
we have additional conditions (6.107), CI;12;a and CI;12;b are also fixed. With the new
parameters these conditions become
CI;12;a =
1
2 + 2

C1

3
Re
  Ro

  C2Ro

ksc;n
b2
  
3
ReRo

22

CI;12;b =
1
2 + 2

C2

3
Re
  Ro

+ C1Ro

ksc;n
b2
  
3
ReRo

22

: (6.116)
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Figure 6.8: The Reynolds stress components ~S+12 (), ~S+22 () and ~S+32 () are plotted
from the data of Mehdizadeh & Oberlack for Ro= 0; 072 and Re = 360.
The fits, (6.115) with the parameters of Table 6.5, are represented through
solid lines.
Inserting the specified parameters of Table 6.4 for the case Re = 360 and Ro = 0; 072
into the condition (6.116), CI;12;a = 0; 0109 and CI;12;b = 0; 0021 follow. Finally, only
the constant parameters Dij and the linear parameters Lij can be chosen freely. This
means, we can only add a linear function to the scaling laws of ~S+12 and ~S
+
32. Hence,
the curvature is already fixed. Figure 6.8 demonstrates that although the functions
are nearly fixed a very nice agreement to the data can be found. Only ~S+22 which
is not already determined through the averaged velocity does not fit such excellent,
although the general behaviour can be described. We can expect that a translation
symmetry of S+22 which is linear in y2 exists, so that this additional symmetry will lead
to a further parameter and a better fit. The components ~S+12 and ~S
+
32 are fitted in the
same region as the averaged velocity before, respectively 0-0.7 and the component ~S+22
only in the region 0.05-0.55. The free parameters of the fits in Figure 6.8 are given in
Table 6.5.
~S+12 ~S
+
22
~S+32
Dij -0,018 0,1296 -0,010
Lij 0,097 - 0,459
Cij - 0,05 -
SSE 0,000 0,0006 0,000
R2 1,00 0,996 1,00
Table 6.5: The parameters for the formulas (6.116). Illustrated in Figure 6.8
Trigonometric Euler solution:
The same as before shall now be done for the Euler solution (6.110), where again the
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Figure 6.9: The averaged velocities of the data of Mehdizadeh & Oberlack are fitted
for different Ro-numbers. In each graphic, ♢ indicates the velocity V +1
and } the velocity V +3 . The solid lines are the corresponding fits for the
Euler solutions, (6.117) wih the parameters of Table 6.6.
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data of Re = 180 and Re = 360 shall be considered. Our expectation would be that
the data for Re = 360 have a better agreement, as the Euler equations formally result
from the Navier-Stokes equations through the limit Re!1.
The averaged velocities (6.110) can be written in a shorter form
V +1 (y
+
2 ) = C1

y+2 +
b2
ksc;x

cos

 ln

y+2 +
b2
ksc;x

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b2
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
sin

 ln

y+2 +
b2
ksc;x

+D1
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b2
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
 ln
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y+2 +
b2
ksc;x

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
y+2 +
b2
ksc;x

sin

 ln

y+2 +
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ksc;x

+D3 (6.117)
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(6.118)
holds. The velocity profile is symmetric , so that we assumed  = 2 and b2 = 0. Fur-
ther assuming these claims, less parameters have to be fitted and the fit can easier be
found. If  = 2 and b2 = 0 is used in the characteristic system (6.102), the correspond-
ing solution is exactly the trigonometric Euler solution where b2 has to set to zero.
So, these reductions are allowed. The comparison between the data and the deduced
functions are plotted in Figure 6.9. Already for Re = 180 a good comparison can be
found. The parameters for the fits in the region 0-0.7 are represented in Table 6.6.

 = 0; 018 
 = 0; 054 
 = 0; 091 
 = 0; 145 
 = 0; 182
 2 2 2 2 2
C1 -5,15 -2,72 -0,42 0,09 0,9
C2 -1,79 -3,56 -2,9 -0,85 -1,2
 0,04 0,02 0,09 1,4 1,1
D1 16,97 10,04 4,36 1,39 0,54
D3 5,18 10,67 10,01 7,07 5,72
SSE 1 0,008 0,004 0,010 0,014 0,006
R2 1 1,00 1,00 0,92 0,90 1,00
SSE 3 0,006 0,004 0,075 0,005 0,038
R2 3 1,00 1,00 0,99 0,967 0,94
Table 6.6: The parameters for the averaged velocities (6.117) in the case Re = 180.
Illustrated in Figure 6.9.
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Again, fits with the scaling laws (6.110) are complicated, as the same parameters occur
in both velocities V +1 and V
+
3 but as seen in Figure 6.9 a convincing fit can be gener-
ated. The averaged velocity was fitted for 
 = 0; 145 and a good fit was found as seen
in Table 6.6 but the additional figure was omitted.
Then, the data for Re = 360 is plotted in Figure 6.10. Again a very good agreement
with the data can be achieved, while the fits were produced in the area 0-0,7. The
fitting parameters are given in the following table

 = 0; 011 
 = 0; 028 
 = 0; 072 
 = 0; 18
 2 2 2 2
C1 -6,1 -5,3 -1,36 1,4
C2 -1,3 -2,7 -3,8 -0,7
a -0,05 0,01 0,1 -0,1
D1 19,02 16,78 6,20 0,302
D3 3,63 8,28 11,65 5,93
SSE 1 0,091 0,062 0,013 0,017
R2 1 1,00 1,00 0,99 0,99
SSE 3 0,024 0,023 0,027 0,044
R2 3 0,99 1,00 1,00 0,96
Table 6.7: The parameters for the averaged velocities (6.117) in the case Re = 180.
Illustrated in Figure 6.10.
Comparing both Reynolds numbers and their fits, we cannot find that there is not a
big improvement from Re = 180 to Re = 360. Both fits are already in a very good
agreement to the data.
Moreover, we want to describe the components of the Reynolds stress tensor where
a function is available. The formulas (6.111) can be written for b2 = 0 in the short
version
~S+12(y
+
2 ) = C12;ay
+;+1
2 cos
 
 ln y+2

+ C12;by
+;+1
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 
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
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+
2
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+
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+
2 + b2)
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+2
+D22
~S+32(y
+
2 ) = C12;by
+;+1
2 cos
 
 ln y+2
  C12;ay+;+12 sin   ln y+2 +D23 + y+2 L32 (6.119)
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Figure 6.10: The averaged velocities of the data of Mehdizadeh & Oberlack are fitted
for different Ro-numbers. In each graphic, ♢ indicates the velocity V +1
and } the velocity V +3 . The solid lines are the corresponding fits for the
Euler solutions, (6.117) wih the parameters of Table 6.7.
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Figure 6.11: The Reynolds stress components ~S+12 (), ~S+22 () and ~S+32 () from the data
of Mehdizadeh & Oberlack are fitted for Ro= 0; 072 and Re = 360. The
fits, (6.119) with the parameters of Table 6.8 are represented through solid
lines.
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:
As in the Navier-Stokes case the functions for ~S+12 and ~S
+
32 have only a free linear
function as  and  are already determined through the averaged velocity and the
parameters C12;a and C12;b have to fulfil (6.112), which read with the new parameters
C12;a =  Ro( + 1)C2 + C1
( + 1)2 + 2
C12;b = Ro
( + 1)C1   C2
( + 1)2 + 2
:
In the case Re= 360 and Ro= 0; 072 for the stated conditions it can be derived that
C12;a = 0; 0922, C12;b =  0; 0296. The Figure 6.11 shows the comparison between
theoretical curves and the data in the case Re = 360, Ro = 0; 072. Although for ~S+12
and ~S+32 an excellent fit is obtained, ~S
+
22 fits only near to the origin. It is possible that
a further symmetry working on ~S+22 is missing. Hereby, a translation symmetry of
~S+22 linear in y
+
2 would be expected. Excellent is however that even if ~S
+
12 and ~S
+
32 are
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nearly fixed and only a linear function can be added, a very convincing fit can be
generated. The used parameters are given in Table 6.8. while ~S+22 was fitted from 0,05
~S+12 ~S
+
22
~S+32
Dij -0,0061 0,19 -0,0051
Lij 0,148 - 0,449
Cij - 1,79 -
SSE 0,000 0,003 0,000
R2 1,00 0,83 1,00
Table 6.8: The parameters for the formulas (6.119). Illustrated in Figure 6.11.
to 0,4 and the other two Reynolds stress components from 0 to 0,7. ~S+22 is still worse
than in the Navier-Stokes case, which could be an effect of the low Reynolds number.
In (Mehdizadeh&Oberlack 2010) there are further results for higher rotation numbers
which we have not considered. These high rotation numbers generate a relaminariza-
tion, so that the flow does not seem to be turbulent anymore. This could be the reason
for failing in fitting the solutions for the Navier-Stokes as well as for the Euler case.
6.3.4 Conclusions
In this section, we started with the governing equations of a wall-normal rotating
frame. Then, the present symmetries were determined. Special for this case is the
remaining rotation symmetry. It was shown that a rotation around the rotational axis
does not change the set of governing equations. This symmetry connected with other
ones leads to solutions containing trigonometric functions in order to explain the be-
haviour in the core region of the channel.
The missing of a third scaling symmetry is the reason that no logarithmic scaling law
has been deduced. In the Navier-Stokes case, the characteristic system does not allow
such a kind of solutions. In the Euler case instead, an approach was shown, leading
to a logarithmic law of the averaged velocity. Unfortunately, this solution does not
fulfil the averaged Navier-Stokes equations. The main remaining question is whether
there is a possibility to find a more complicated additional scaling symmetry as this
was possible in the case of a channel flow with transpiration. So far, it is not clear if
such a symmetry exists.
Solving the characteristic systems in the Euler andNavier-Stokes casemainly a trigono-
metric solution and an exponential solution can be verified. In the Euler case addition-
ally, an algebraic solution was found. All these solutions represent invariant solutions
of the first order.
Then, the core region of the rotating channel flow was studied. As in (Mehdizadeh
& Oberlack 2010) the cases 0  Ro  0; 1 represent turbulent flows. So in these
cases it was easy to gain a convincing fit for the different cases. In the quasi-laminar
region which was identified in (Mehdizadeh & Oberlack 2010) for rotation numbers
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Ro = 0; 145 and higher, a fitting becomes more and more complicated while it is still
possible. For very high rotational numbers, Ro > 0; 2 it was not possible to fit the data
by the scaling laws since a relaminization happens for higher Reynolds numbers. In
(Mehdizadeh & Oberlack 2010) a laminar flow was stated for Ro = 0; 546, where a
fitting with turbulent scaling laws would not make sense.
We also took a look at the Reynolds stress components. Solving the characteristic
system, the problem appeared that some of the components are connected in such
a difficult way that solving was, so far, not possible. But at least some expressions
for ~S12, ~S32 and ~S22 were deduced. Surprising was that for ~S12 and ~S32 nearly all
parameters were already fixed and only an arbitrary linear function can be added.
Nevertheless, a very good agreement with the DNS data was achieved. ~S22 also has
only two free parameters, but for both cases only the main tendency of this quantity
can be displayed. It would already help if there exists also a translation symmetry
linear in y2 for S22. As this symmetry existed in the non-rotating channel flow, it is
very probable that it can be verified for this system, too. As the governing system is
much more complicated due to the Coriolis term, we have not tried to identify this
symmetry so far.
Comparing the Euler and the Navier-Stokes approach the first statement certainly is
that both approaches can explain the flow behaviour verywell, although the Reynolds
number is relatively low. The trigonometric Euler solution can be symmetric in y2 if
we claim  = 2 so that a quadratic expression in x2 occurs.
Since the Reynolds number is still low, the preferred approach would be the Navier-
Stokes one. Here, the governing fit for ~S22 was also better. Of course, most of the
scaling laws are more general in the Euler case and can fit the data, since we have one
symmetry more. But this symmetry only exists for Re ! 1, so that we can expect
that for the two considered cases, Re is not high enough.
Finally, we can state that the calculated scaling laws can explain the flow fields very
convincing and the derivation of these scaling laws was successful.
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7 Conclusions and Outlook
In this last chapter, let us summarize the results of the presented work. After formu-
lating a PDE system of an infinite number of equations, Lie-point symmetries of this
set were investigated. The first results represent general conditions all the Lie-point
symmetries, resp. their infinitesimals have to fulfil. These assumptions helped us also
to obtain a certain idea which kinds of symmetries could occur later. Moreover, Lie-
point symmetries were explicitly calculated, whereby different ways were chosen to
determine them. The basic idea was to start with the symmetries of the Navier-Stokes
equations and transfer them to the MPC equations. Then further symmetries which
have no correspondence in the Navier-Stokes equations can be found. The important
additional scaling symmetry was found by analysing the Lie-point symmetries of the
averaged Navier-Stokes equations, where one of the symmetries was extended to the
higher moments, the MPCs, and represents a symmetry for all MPC equations. Espe-
cially, the statistical scaling symmetry is very important for the scaling laws derived
at later stages of the thesis. Many interesting solutions would not have been possible
without this symmetry.
The symmetries were presented in Cartesian coordinates as well as in relative coor-
dinates, and at the end also in a rotating frame, so that it was possible to consider a
wide range of applications. Based on the Lie-point symmetries, an algorithm exists
to derive special solutions of the given set of partial differential equations, which we
called scaling laws.
The first application we considered was homogeneous turbulence. For this special
flow, different invariant solutions can be determined. Next to a typical algebraic so-
lution, an exponential solution was found, so that in homogeneous-isotropic turbu-
lence, it was possible to describe the classical decay as well as the exponential decay
of a fractal grid.
Then we continued with the classical shear flows where based on the Lie-point sym-
metries, we were able to derive an algebraic, a logarithmic, an exponential and a
linear solution. Dealing with the near-wall region of a turbulent channel flow, the
logarithmic scaling laws can describe the present flow at the logarithmic sublayer.
Also, the core region showed a good agreement with the algebraic solution. Then
the boundary layer was studied, where in the near-wall region a logarithmic solution
was compared to an algebraic one and in the intermediate region an exponential so-
lution was compared to an algebraic one. In both cases, both approaches can fit the
data well, so that no decision has been made regarding the question which approach
represents the better one.
In the next example, a constant wall transpiration was added to the classical channel
flow. Again a Lie-symmetry analysis was proceeded and the near-wall region was
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described very well by a logarithmic scaling law and the core region can be fitted
either by the algebraic solution as well as with the logarithmic one.
Finally, a rotation was added to the channel flow. Hereby two different rotational
axes were considered, one in the spanwise direction and the other one in the wall-
normal direction. In both cases the core region was described. For the rotation around
the spanwise direction an exponential law was calculated for the averaged velocity,
while for the rotation around the wall-normal direction a complicated solution arises,
containing an exponential function and some trigonometric functions. In both cases a
very convincing fit to the data was reached.
In all applications, not only the mean velocity was fitted very well but also the com-
ponents of the Reynolds stress tensor were derived and represent a good description
of the analysed flows.
Overall, an excellent description of the studied flows was achieved, so that these re-
sults motivate further considerations in this field. One could try to apply this method
to similar flows as a Couette flow, a jet or a turbulent plane wake. Certainly, it would
also be possible to start the whole analysis with a different set of differential equa-
tions, such as the turbulent equations of magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) and proceed
with the same steps as in the presented work. The Lie-point symmetries of the non-
turbulent equations are given in (Fuchs 1991), so that these could be transferred to the
turbulent formulation. Hence, it could be checked if additional, statistical symmetries
can be obtained and scaling laws could be determined for a turbulent MHD flow.
Concerning the scaling laws which were derived in the current work, an open ques-
tion is if there is a possibility to gain the exact values of the parameters without fitting.
This question has not been answered so far.
Certainly, a further intersting question is wether additional statistical symmetries can
be determined. Concerning this question section 3.5 shall be recalled, where one com-
mutator was not solved which could lead to an additional symmetry as in (Rosteck &
Oberlack 2011).
Another point would concern the dependency of the fitting parameters on the flow
parameters such as the Reynolds number, the rotation number or the transpiration
rate. In some applications, we stated that some fitting parameters do not change for
different flow parameters or some of their ratios are constant. It would be interesting
to analyse this issue in more details.
A further idea could be the calculation of conservation laws of the MPC equations,
where some unexpected conservation laws could appear as it happended in the case
of a helical flow, (Kelbin, Cheviakov & Oberlack 2013). Based on the theory of Lie-
symmetries, in (Bluman, Cheviakov & Anco 2010), an algorithm was shown to gain
conservation laws of partial differential equations. Additionally, there are the ideas of
approximate symmetries, e.g. (Baikov, Gaizizov & Ibragimov 1989), which perhaps
allow for a description in the case of small flow parameters.
347
Finally, another continuation of this topic could be to describe different transition
regions as the Bouffer layer in a turbulent flow. There, the question arises if the linear
solution and the logarithmic solution could be matched and how this could be done.
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